A message from MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Accelerated Evolution
Ten years ago while working for PW to develop an advisory center for businesses in Nizhny
Novgorod, I began to work closely with this new generation of local entrepreneurs who were just start
ing out with dreams of building their own companies. Since then, I’ve spent many years working with
the EBRD’s Regional Venture Funds investing private equity into a variety of fast growing enterprises
driven by such dynamic men and women. Through this experience I began to understand how these
individuals are using the freedoms of the market system to collectively transform this country from a
struggling emerging market, into a leading diversified economy. While the financial crisis of 1998
ended in disaster for many investors, this event marked the beginning of this country’s economic re
newal as entrepreneurs across the country moved quickly to fill the gaps which existed due to a lack of
affordable imported products.
Today’s headlines show again and again how Russia has reemerged as an influential global power
broker in one sector after another. Within this light, the county’s policies have emerged as fiercely
independent, guided by an underlying confidence in its right and ability to fight for its own national
self interests and strategic development, even in the face of conflicting geopolitical interests. How did
the Russia State evolve from default to defiance in such a short time, and where will this new attitude
lead this country and its well educated people in the “hitech” 21st century? While many will see the
answer to this riddle lying in Russia’s vast wealth of commodity resources and their astute financial
management under the administration of President Putin, the real answer is far more complex and lies
deeper in this culture’s historic sense of destiny and its peoples desire to compete to win.
In order to better understand how this situation evolved, and the important role played by Russia’s
rapidly growing national consumer markets, Marchmont is launching this series of Regional Profiles.
These will focus on objectively analyzing the investment climate and long term development potential
of the country’s key provincial capitals. Through our corporate finance work throughout Russia, we
fully understand that the next wave of investments into this country are already moving far beyond the
capital cities of Moscow and Saint Petersburg. Our intention in creating this journal is to provide use
ful insights and practical data showing how the various regions compare to one another. Individual
case studies and sector analyses may attract some surprise, as you read about the spirit and determina
tion of selfmade individuals. They have built companies and are now expanding them throughout
Russia, the CIS and in many cases are preparing to go global. Each quarter we will provide an individ
ual profile on one of Russia’s regions, in the hope of aiding the process of investing in this vast country.
We want to make that process less risky and more rewarding by making sure that investors are informed
and armed with relevant and uptodate data.
Nizhny Novgorod has long been a center of innovation, technology and commerce in Russian his
tory, from its time as the Tsarist era center of mercantile commodities trading, to its leading position
in the Soviet Union’s military industrial complex. Recent events, from the original cradle of economic
reforms to today’s Development Strategy to 2020 outlining Nizhny Novgorod’s vision to become a
worldclass center of IT development, demonstrate that the positive elements of the past still influence.
The historical roots of innovation and leadership are still motivating today’s new generation of entre
preneurial leaders, which makes this region a good place for us to start our series.

Kendrick White
Managing Principal,
MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC

The first issue of
The Regional Investment Profile
Published in 1997
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A message from the Editor

Genetic Memory
My great grandfather was an original Russian entrepreneur. Being a simple peasant, living in one of the
larger villages of the Nizhny Novgorod region, he created his own small commercial business venture,
which was connected to the construction of metal works. Things went well for his growing company and,
after some time, he bought a small estate, which included a twostory house and a beautiful walled garden
with 40 apple trees.
This was during the period of the Great War in Europe, just before the Russian Revolution of 1917, after
which the newly imposed Marxist ideology made it necessary for my grandfather to cut down his beloved
apple trees and destroy the top story of his home. This was done out of safety concerns for himself and his
family, since it was risky to appear too prosperous in the eyes of the authories.
Sometimes it seems that my 19yearold son has inherited his ancestor's genes. His dream is to create his
own business and invest part of its profits into the support of talented young musicians. He listens to the
music of Moby, when not studying books on individual investment planning and the psychology of entre
preneurship. He is an individualist, just like his grandfather, and is ready and confident to go his own way
in life.
Between these two lives are the three generations, mine included, that grew up in the epoch where per
vasive ideology denounced property as a common evil, opposite to the ideals of Marxism. Words like "en
trepreneur" and "capitalist" were considered derogatory. People said at the time: "The government pretends
to pay us and we pretend to work."
I remember when I was my son's age – I wasn't interested in much beyond rock and roll, beer and girls.
Even if I wanted to find out something about investments, there were no such books on the subject in Russia
then. Today, I feel that I have to make up for lost time and am regularly exchanging new books on the latest
business strategies with my son and we constantly discuss different financial and investment strategies.
Some years ago, an old friend from university told me, "There will be nothing good in this country. Even
if we have capitalism immediately, we Russians will not be able to make use of it, as we have fallen out of the
habit of working for ourselves." My friend is a pessimist, like many from our generation, but I am not, and
it gives me a certain satisfaction to say that, statistically speaking, he is mistaken.
Having worked for several years now as a business journalist, I am surprised by the entrepreneurial en
ergy and skills that I find amongst my fellow countrymen, by their openness to new ideas and desire to study
and master this new environment, and by the fact that many of them have succeeded so quickly already.
Today, it is possible to ponder many different theories, trying to explain from where our new generation
has derived its motivation and persistence in business after 70 years of a state planned economy. As for me,
I think they have inherited their characteristics through bloodlines, as has my son, who believes that he can
do whatever he wants with his life.
It is clear that it is never too late to learn and develop and I honestly believe that my son will realize his
dream one day. Not only he, but others also.

Alexander Blagov
Executive Director in Publishing,
MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC

So let this publication help us in this.
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Community Leaders
Dear readers,
The prosperity of the people living in the Nizhny Novgorod region is our principal goal. The transformation of this region
into a booming economy, with a high standard of living, depends on two things: our ability to create an effective economy,
offering the possibility of high salaries, and our government generating enough taxes to finance the necessary social programs.
I firmly believe that the power of Russia will stem from its regions. Once closed to the outside world, these are now becoming
fullyfledged participants in international economic relations, as a result of the irreversible process of globalization. At the
same time, there exists stiff competition between the regions for markets, investment, talent budgetary and administrative
resources.
In contrast to other parts of Russia, the Nizhny Novgorod region does not possess vast deposits of natural resources that could
form a base for economic prosperity. We must count on our unique geographic location and those talented, highly qualified,
industrious and well educated people living in the region.
Within these confines, the government must work hard to set priorities and concentrate on the most important tasks. For
several months we have conducted an expansive study of the key sectors of the region's economy and prospects for their devel
opment. This study was carried out not only by government officials but also by more than 500 regional and local experts,
including scientists, leading professionals and managers of Nizhny Novgorod enterprises. Consequently, we were able to
analyze the data to assess the current level of competitive strength of the region and its problems and potential for development.
The findings also helped formulate the Development Strategy of Nizhny Novgorod Region until 2020 and setting strategic goals
for governmental activities.
Now we must undertake the most important job of turning these plans into reality. We are prepared for a tough road ahead
and I am counting on the support and commitment of those who care about and have an interest in the future of the Nizhny
Novgorod region.
Valeriy Shantsev
Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod Region

Dear friends!
For eight centuries, Nizhny Novgorod has preserved its status as one of the largest and most developed cities in Russia.
It is also the capital of Privolzhsky Federal District, a recognized leader of the VolgoVatsky Economic District and the
administrative centre of Nizhny Novgorod region.
Factors such as its geographic advantages, its status as a key transport junction together with its positive economic
development and an attractive investment climate, have stimulated considerable interest in the city over the past few years.
The policy target, pursued by the city administration, is a complex social and economic strategy for Nizhny Novgorod.
The municipal government attributes equal importance to the development of all investment spheres of the city economy, such
as urban planning, industry, entrepreneurship and infrastructure.
Residential housing is gathering apace, attracting large Moscow companies to Nizhny Novgorod, while regional builders
continue to develop quickly. Also, we observe dynamic growth in trade activity. Indeed, only last year such prestigious
nationwide names as Perekrestok, Magnet, Kopeyka and Banana Mama opened shops in the city and a wholesale megastore,
Metro Cash & Carry, is now fully opeational.
From an historic viewpoint, Nizhny Novgorod has developed as an important industrial and scientific centre. It ranks
among the top five Russian cities in terms of population size and industrial potential. Such local enterprises as GAZ, the
Nizhegorodsky AircraftBuilding Factory SOKOL and the Nizhegorodsky MachineBuilding Factory are now world renowned.
The reason for the success of this social and economic development lies in the mutually beneficial cooperation between
business and government. It is important today to conduct constructive dialogue with entrepreneurs and company managers
in order to bring to life exciting commercial projects here in this city, our home.

With best wishes, Vadim E. Bulavinov
Mayor of Nizhny Novgorod
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Andrew Summers,
President of the American Chamber of Commerce in Russia (AmCham)

Russia's Regions Starting
to Capture Investors' Imaginations
After a decade of foreign investors directing their attention towards Moscow and St. Petersburg,
Russia’s regions are finally beginning to capture investors' interest too. Investors are realizing
the vast opportunities in Russia’s numerous cities with populations over 1 million, scattered across
Eurasia. As newfound wealth from the sale of oil and gas exports begins to trickle down
to the middle classes, personal incomes and consumer demand are exploding across the country
Russia paid off ahead of schedule its Paris Club
debt in 2006 and posted trade turnover growth of
30.6 percent ($237.1 billion) during the first three
quarters of last year. It is now beginning to focus
its new wealth on improving its dated infrastruc
ture which will benefit all regions through im
proved transportation links and more reliable
energy sources.
The growing attraction of Russia's regions is
evidenced by our members' significant 2006 invest
ments. During the past year, over a dozen of our
member companies began or expanded their op
erations in Russia. ConocoPhilips led the charge
with its $4 billion invested in energy projects in the
Russian far north. International Paper announced
its intentions to make a $1.6 billion acquisition of
a Russian timber company in Ramenskoe. Guard
ian Industries chose Ryazan as its base for a $240
million investment in a glass manufacturing plant.
General Motors broke ground in Leningrad oblast
(or region) on an automotive plant and Kraft be
gan construction of a $100 million freezedried
coffee plant nearby. Bunge chose Voronezh to base
its $90 million sunflower oil extracting plant, while
Air Products began operations in 2006 on a $112
million industrial chemicals plant, and Alcoa and
Dow Europe each invested more than $45 million
in their own facilities.
Member companies are moving beyond Mos
cow and St. Petersburg not only because of the grow
ing consumer demand in the regions, but also be
cause of the attractive investment packages that
many regions are putting together. Take Nizhny
Novogorod oblast as an example; the oblast admin
istration has worked very closely with the American
Chamber of Commerce in Russia to promote itself
among the international business community in
Moscow as a reliable business partner.
In June 2006 AmCham led a trade mission to
Nizhny Novgorod. The delegation included rep
resentatives of 10 member companies: AES Silk
Road, Alfa Capital Partners, Dexter, Hotel Balts
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chug Kempinski, KPMG, N.Y.K. Line Moscow,
OTIS, Sodexho, Sun Microsystems and TARGO
Group. Nizhny Novgorod oblast Governor Valery
Shantsev hosted our delegation in the Nizhny
Novgorod Kremlin. In his speech he focused on
investment issues and the measures taken to attract
capital to the region, such as establishing the In
vestment Council, a special structure he heads to
reduce bureaucracy, administrative barriers and
corruption for potential investors. Governor
Shantsev stressed that the economic development
of Nizhny Novgorod oblast has very promising
prospects, especially in the hitech sectors of in
formation technology and communications, ecol
ogy, energysaving technologies and the hotel in
dustry. During the meeting, each company repre

sented by AmCham's delegation members had the
opportunity to present itself and discuss its inter
ests in the region. AmCham members also had a
chance to meet with local business community rep
resentatives during AmCham's presentation in
Nizhny Novgorod oblast Chamber of Commerce
and Trade. AmCham member and airtaxi service
Dexter provided transportation for the delegation
to and from Nizhny Novogorod, one of its most
traveled routes.
Our experience shows that it is extremely impor
tant for investors to see that a regional government
is open for direct contact. As the second step of our
cooperation AmCham invited Mr. Shantsev to give
a presentation to the whole AmCham membership
in Moscow some time later this year.

Community Leaders
Albina Nikkonen,
Executive Director of the Russian Association of Direct and Venture Investment (RAVI)

Venture Capital Deals
Expected to Grow
There are a number of visible tendencies in Russia today that demonstrate favorably the potential
of Russia’s venture capital business. Venture investment has received support from the government,
as evidenced by the establishment of the Russian Venture Company which will support plans to create
a number of funds investing into companies working in telecommunications, nanotechnologies,
biotechnologies, medicine and energy. Regional and sectorial funds are also spawning
These projects are designed to stimulate and
promote private equity investment into the venture
capital industry. As a result of steps taken by the
government the volume of capital in funds exist
ing in the Russian market of direct and venture
investment is incrementally growing, having sur
passed the $6 billion mark by the end of 2006 ac
cording to experts.
The capital structure of direct and venture invest
ment funds is gradually changing. In 2005 around
$220m (six times more than in 2004) was put into this
market from Russian sources. And although this
represents just a quarter of all the funds acquired, if

this tendency of funding from Russian sources con
tinues we will be looking at the startup and evolu
tion of a national venture industry.
For the last few years socalled business angels
have become more active, more public. This ‘fur
tive’ and ‘backstage’ part of the investment com
munity could play a serious role in the formation
of completed circles of investing into hitech
companies. According to market reviews of di
rect and venture investment in 2005, financing
levels at the “seed” and “startup” stages grew
from 4% to 4.9%, whereas financing at early stag
es decreased from 13% to 6.7%. However, the size

of investment at these stages is around $2m. Up
until now there has been a niche between invest
ments of $100,000 and $500,000 for which there
are few financing structures, but business angels
can help fill this gap.
According to analysts’ evaluations on the direct
investment market the amount of venture deals is
expected to grow. Moreover, due to powerful capi
tal inflow, a whole system of financial institutes will
appear. The “seed” stage will be filled by business
angels, the “startup” stage will be filled by venture
funds and the stage of expansion and later stages will
be dealt with by direct investment funds.

Reinhold von UngernSternberg,
President of the International Community Association of Nizhny Novgorod (ICANN)

Witnessing Change
In 1998 I was involved in the organization and transportation of charity goods from Germany.
At that time I viewed everything beyond the boundaries of Moscow as a place full of social problems
and Russian folklore
In 2000 I took part in arranging an economic
conference involving German Gref, Russian
Minister of Economics. During that conference
I took a close interest in current issues concern
ing the Russian economy which, in the percep
tion of westerners, is still limited to the trading
of oil and gas. Since that time I have had chance
to familiarize myself with a lot of interesting
things, namely the high level of Russian educa
tion, development prospects within the hitech
sphere, the opportunities of industrial process
ing businesses, as well as a constantly growing
consumer market. As President of the Interna
tional Community Association of Nizhny
Novgorod (ICANN) I represent the interests of
international investors from the above industries
who have chosen Nizhny Novgorod as the place
to invest their capital, aware that the region has
all the above mentioned benefits.
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During the short period of time I have been
here I have witnessed unbelievable changes. Last
year two international banks opened regional
branches here, a large shopping center was built
at the entrance to the city, new trading centers are
springing up all the time and the number of cars is
growing year on year. But far more important are
the improvements in the investment environment
that are happening under the leadership of new
Governor Valery Shantsev. A new managing body,
The Investment Council, is making a substantial
contribution to fighting red tape and bureaucra
cy. Generally speaking, the region uses the sci
entific and military industrial potential left over
from Soviet times to good effect, simultaneously
opening its doors to foreign investment.
Nizhny Novgorod is a beacon example of the fact
that Russia is well prepared for the oncoming dec
ades. For example, the availability of raw materials

1 QT 2007, vol.1, #1

allows for currency returns and provides the oppor
tunity to use natural and human resources.
The Nizhny Novgorod region is considerably
more suited to investments than many other regions
in Russia. Firstly, there are leading Russian busi
nesses in the region in such sectors as automobiles,
machinebuilding, chemicals, IT and others. Sec
ondly, in terms of location, the region is within close
proximity of the metropolis that is Moscow but still
prices and income are much lower than in the cap
ital. Thirdly, the region has great potential in terms
of knowhow and world level university graduates.
I’m sure in the next decade Nizhny Novgorod will
substantially narrow the gap between itself and the
two main cities, cementing its place as the third
Russian region. It is pleasing to be part of such a
process.
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Pavel Panin,
Deputy Director, Department of Corporate Finances, KPMG

Problem of Choice or How to Evaluate
the Investment Attractiveness of a Region
Our experience of working with foreign investors has shown us that the Nizhny Novgorod region is
usually listed among the priority regions by investors eager to identify an optimal location in which
to establish new production in Russia

For example, in 2005 KPMG undertook a
project on behalf of a large European company
looking to expand its operations into Russia. The
project identified the Nizhny Novgorod region
as the most ideal place in the European part of
Russia in which to base their production facili
ties. So why do investors show an investment in
terest in the Nizhny Novgorod region and what
makes a region attractive – or not – to poten
tial investment?
Selecting a region and location is one of the
first steps in an investment project. If selection is
made carefully and properly a project’s backers
can feel cautiously optimistic regarding the
prospects of successful development of their
business and minimization of risks during both
the investment and operational phases of the
project. The search starts with a detailed analy
sis of the new business’ needs in terms of labor
and natural and financial resources, as well as its
requirements regarding infrastructure and ma
jor subcontractors.
Based on the compiled list of criteria that a
potential location should satisfy, investors
should define for themselves the methods and
processes of assessment to be used in evaluating
whether or not this or that location meets the
project’s needs. In Russia, the data collection
processes, undertaken in order that potential
locations can be compared on likeforlike
terms, can often be labor and time consuming.
This is due to several factors including insuffi
cient and unclear information on certain re
gions, low quality or irregularly updated statis
tical information and by the differing regions
using different methods of data collection, all of
which render accurate comparison difficult.
With this in mind it’s a case of quality over
quantity in regard to data. Companies experi
enced in partaking in regional investment
projects and cooperation with local govern
ments and authorities can become a very impor
tant source of high quality information. That’s
why the presence in the Nizhny Novgorod region
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of such world renowned companies as Bericap,
CocaCola, Glaverbel, Heineken, Intel, Knauf,
Metro, Stora Enso Packaging, Troplast and Wel
la can be crucial to companies intending to di
rectly invest into the regional economy.
Our company’s experience in Russia and the
CIS shows that the most important criteria in the
process of choosing a region for direct invest
ment are the following:
support on the part of the regional adminis
tration;
regional legislature and law enforcement sys
tems;
level of industrial development;
availability of an able workforce;
availability of suppliers of the necessary ma
terials;
average salary level.
To what extent does the Nizhny Novgorod
region meet these criteria today? According to
the investment rating of Russia’s regions con
ducted by the Expert RA rating agency in 2005
2006, the region was said to have the lowest leg
islature risks and a lower investment risk indi
cator than the Russian average. The region’s
strong position in relation to legislature risks
can be put down to a favorable local legislature
environment in the laws concerning land man
agement and investment. The new Ministry of
Investment Policy, set up in 2005 in cooperation

with other regional authorities, implements
measures geared towards attracting investment
into the region. Moreover, according to the re
gional development strategy, projects that con
cern the following sectors will be afforded pri
ority status: automobiles, IT, radioelectronics
and instrumentation making, chemical and
pharmaceutical, scientific and education. Gen
erally speaking, the regional administration’s
attitude towards investors can be described as
favorable.
The region’s major advantages (to counter its
weaknesses in relation to the absence of signifi
cant deposits of mineral raw materials) are the
following:
favorable logistical and geographic position
(Nizhny Novgorod is located on the cross
roads of two international transport corri
dors);
availability of qualified workforce (there are a
great number of military industrial enterpris
es as well as important state institutions of
higher education in the region).
In our opinion, these competitive edges, sup
ported by the consistent policy of the region’s
governmental authorities that act in cooperation
with investors, make the Nizhny Novgorod re
gion undeniably one of the most attractive in
Russia for direct investment.

Мнение профессионалов

WHY NIZHNY?
The Nizhny Novgorod region is situated
in the center of the European part of Russia.
It covers an area of 74,800 squarekilometers
with a population of 3.5m people.
Its administrative center, Nizhny Novgorod,
is situated 400 kilometers to the north west
of Moscow. The city is included in the list
of 100 worldwide cities recognized by UNESCO
as having historic and cultural value
Local entrepreneurial traditions are known
far beyond the borders of the region.
Due to its location (on the confluence of Oka
and Volga rivers) Nizhny Novgorod became
the largest trading and industrial center
of Russia in the 19th century. The industrial base
that existed here at that time was the reason Josef
Stalin decided to make the region one of the
centers of military industry by allocating to it
significant educational, scientific, technological
and industrial resources
Nizhny was one of the first among Russian cities
to start the privatization process for state
and municipal enterprises at the beginning
of the 1990s. Additionally, the region's
first postSoviet governor, Boris Nemtsov,
took significant measures to develop
and promote entrepreneurship, reform
the local taxation system and create
a competitive environment in the local market.
All these steps earned Nizhny Novgorod
a reputation as Russia's "capital of reforms"
Nizhny is often referred to as the 'New
Bengaluru', or 'Russian Silicon Valley'.
The idea of 'clusters of entrepreneurship'
in the IT sector of the economy has entered
the popular imagination of people eager
to see the idea become a reality
The Regional Administration has developed
a new long term development strategy for Nizhny
Novgorod to become a key innovation hub
of hitech development in the 21st Century

Why Nizhny?

Nizhny Novgorod Region:
Where is it?
What is it?

Central Federal District
Southern Federal District
NorthWest Federal District
Volga Federal District
Ural Federal District
Siberian Federal District
Far East Federal District

Local Populations:
Nizhny Novgorod City – 1.3m
University students – 180,000
Nizhny Novgorod Region – 3.4m
Within radius of 500 km – 43m
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Locaton. The Nizhny Novgorod region is
one of the largest in the country and is located in the
center of European Russia. It is situated approxi
mately equidistant from western, northern and
southern seaports and sits on the confluence of the
great Volga and Oka rivers.
Territory. The area equals 74,800 sq. km (0.4%
of the Russian land mass). The Volga River separates
it into two main parts, the left bank lowland and the
right bank highland. The area of agriculture equals
2.9 million hectares, including two million hectares
of arable land.
Administrative center. The city of Nizhny
Novgorod, capital of the Volga Federal District, is
located 400 km from Moscow. The city is included in
the UNESCO list of Top 100 cities in the world
recognised as being of historic and cultural interest.
Climate. Moderate, continental. The winter
is snowy, with an average temperature of 12oС in
January. The summer is warm and sunny, with an
average temperature of 19oС. The annual rainfall is
500550 mm.
Natural resources. The northern border of
Russia's Black Earth territory lies in the region, 46%
of which is covered with forest. The European dark
pine taiga is intercepted with mixed and broadleaved
forests. Total timber resources constitute 352,16
million cubic meters. Otherwise the region does not
have significant natural resources, except construc
tion materials (sand, brick clay, gypsum) and min
eral water.

Transport. There are more than 12,000 km of
paved roads and 1,300 km of railway. The city also
has its own port and 900 km of waterways, as well as
an international airport.
More than 9,000 rivers flow through the region,
with a total length of 32,000 km, 600 of which have a
navigational length of more than 10 km. Tributaries
of the Volga include the Oka and Sura rivers, which
are easily navigable. Due to this and the availability
of channel systems, the region is connected by
waterways to the Baltic Sea, the White Sea, the Azov
Sea, the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea, as well as to
Moscow, St. Petersburg and the Ural Mountains.
There are also about 3,000 lakes and water storage
basins in the region.
Population. 3.4 million people live in the
Nizhegorodsky region, with more than 1.3 million
in Nizhny Novgorod alone. It is included in the top
10 most densely populated regions of Russia, with a
level of urbanization standing at 78%, of which 1.8
million people are economically active.
Credit Ratings. Fitch Ratings Agency has
afforded the region the followings ratings: Long
term Issuer default rating: B+ (Aug. 30, 2006 – new
rating – Stable); Short term rating: B (Aug. 30, 2006
– new rating); Local currency term issuer default
rating: B+ (Aug. 30, 2006 – new rating – Stable);
National long term rating: A (Rus.; Aug. 30, 2006 –
new rating).

Geography & Economics – Critical Facts
Competititve Advantages
1. Significantly lower business operating costs, personal expenses, housing and office leasing
costs compared to Moscow and St. Petersburg
2. Unique geographic position – located in the center of European Russia, only one hour from
Moscow by plane and its consumer market of over 10 million and approximately equidistant
to other key regions of Russia, the CIS countries and Eastern Europe.
3. Numerous highly educated technical specialists – located in the centre of Russia's military
industrial complex, Nizhny is home to 17 state and 20 private higher education establish
ments, including seven specially recognized academies and six formal universities, and is one
of the top educational learning centers in the country, with an average of over 180,000
students living in the city.
4. Center of high tech and development – as a pioneer in the Russian privatization and reform
movement, Nizhny and its rapidly developing small and medium size enterprises (SME) sector
has utilized more than 100 local R&D establishments and scientific laboratories in the devel
opment of advanced new internet, IT and other software technologies as well as nano technol
ogy, ceramics and other disciplines, which are quickly finding their way into global markets.
5. Comprehensive industrial production experience – due to its unique logistic advantages and
highly qualified labour force, Nizhny is historically positioned as one of Russia's key manufac
turing centers, producing components for a wide range of industrial applications, including
machine tools, automobiles, MIG fighter jets and nuclear submarines. Longterm defense
conversion and SME development programmes have transformed this sector to meet today's
economic needs.
6. Extensive transport and logistic infrastructure – the region is located at the crossroads of two
major international transport corridors (ITC): "NorthSouth" (connecting ports of the Baltic Sea
and the Indian Ocean) and ITC2 (BerlinNizhny Novgorod), two major airline routes, as well as
the Volga and Oka river ways, making this one of Russia's essential logistical hubs.
7. Highly developed business infrastructure – as a pioneer in economic reforms, Nizhny was one
of the first regional cities in Russia to develop as an independent local banking sector,
dedicated to financing SME development. As industry has grown, so has the financial services
sector, which today is supported by 18 independent banks plus numerous advisory and con
sulting organizations such as headhunters, consulting partnerships, accounting firms, corpo
rate lawyers and HR training companies.
8. Rapidly developing real estate market – rapid commercial real estate development has provid
ed businesses with a wide variety and range of office rental space. New commercial construc
tion is also bringing to the city a wave of multinational retail shopping outlets, including
Metro, IKEA, Ashan, Ramstore, SPAR and others, significantly improving the availability and
choice of products available to the growing consumer market.

University Education
in the Region

9. Governmental support for investors – in competition with other Russian regions, during 2003
and 2004, Nizhny Novgorod took second prize "for the best legal terms for investments." The
Moody's and Standard & Poor's agencies defined the credit rating of the region, equal to that
of RF Ва2 and ВВ. In 2005 and 2006 the region was ranked as having the lowest legislative
risk in Russia, according to the Expert RA agency.
10. In 2006 the turnover of foreign trade in the Nizhny Novgorod region increased 43% compared to
2005 and amounted to $4.02bn. Exports reached $2.40bn (an annual growth of 54%) and
imports reached $1.62bn (an annual growth of 66%). The region's partners in trade include 115
countries, the largest among them being Belarus, Great Britain, Germany, Kazakhstan and The
Ukraine. The following sectors were chiefly responsible for the region's export figures: machine
building, fuel and energy industry, petrochemical and wood processing. At present the region has
40 bilateral documents relating to cooperation with various other countries.
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Why Nizhny?

A City of Historical Business Traditions
There is a Russian joke: Moscow is the heart, St Petersburg is the head and Nizhny Novgorod is the pocket of Russia.
The city deserves this name, referring to the special role it has played in the national economy throughout its history.
Established in the12th century on an elevated embankment on the confluence of the two great Volga and Oka rivers, it proved
ideal for the defense of the East Russian borders from aggressive nomad tribes
The local business traditions of Nizhny
Novgorod are well known throughout Russia and
beyond, with some of the brightest pages of history
linked to its entrepreneurial activity. Critically for
the region's culture, it was the city's merchants who
were responsible for the revival of Russian
statehood.
After the death in 1598 of the last Tsar of the
Rurikovichs dynasty, a long drawn out struggle for
the empty throne made Russia weak. Poland used the
situation to gain influence over the nobility and seized
power in Moscow. The ensuing political and econom
ic crisis ended in 1611 through the defience of the Nizh
ny Novgorod merchant Kozma Minin, who worked
tirelessly to regenerate a sense of national and civil
selfawareness amongst ordinary Russians. The Peo
ple's Army, led by Prince Dmitry Pozharsky, who was
inspired by Minin's ideas, eventually liberated
Moscow and the creation of a new Russian state under
the Romanovs was established.
It is important to note that the money collected
by Minin was spent on armaments, manufactured in
Nizhny Novgorod, which is symbolic as the city has
been one of the key centres of military hardware
production ever since.

The Motherland
of Russian Capitalism
The mercantile strength of the city can be ex
plained by its location, directly in the middle of
European Russia, at the cross roads between sever

al key trade routes. As a result, in the 19th century,
Nizhny Novgorod became the largest trade centre
in Russia.
In 1817, the famous Nizhny Novgorod Trade Fair
was opened, attracting thousands from all over the
country and Europe. It quickly became a central
point of grain and flour trading and Nizhny attract
ed 5,000 ships annually, loading cargos of flour, ce
real, fish, tea, salt, iron and fur.
The expansion of trade encouraged local in
dustry to develop very quickly. In 1827, there were
24 large scale production and trading enterprises
operating here. In 1866, this number grew to 44 and
in 1877 reached 56. The largest among them was
the Sormovo shipbuilding factory, founded in
1849, which satisfied the growing needs of the Rus
sian economy with 60 new vessels built in its first
ten years.

Merchant Dynasties
Nizhny Novgorod's established merchant dy
nasties played a special role at the end of the 19th
and beginning of the 20th centuries in the city's
development.
Almost all of Russia's merchant class belonged
to a religious movement called "Old Believers"
which had separated from the Russian Orthodox
Church in the 17th century. They lived their lives
under strict moral principles, which encouraged
honesty, diligence, respect for money and no toler
ance for alcohol. These traits helped the first illiter
ate Old Believers to become very successful in their

businesses. Their children then expanded them and
their grandchildren were sent to study at European
universities and established everlarger industrial
enterprises. Clusters of magnificent mansions and
estates began to appear in and around the city.
As the Nizhny merchant families, such as the
Bugrovs, the Bashkirovs, the Blinovs and the Rukav
ishnikovs, grew rich, they became famous through
out Russia for their philanthropy. They gave away
large sums of money for the development of the arts
and sciences, education, city improvement, schools,
hospitals and asylums.

Soviet Time
Nizhny Novgorod's distance from national
borders and the existence of a solid industrial base
and a good transportation system were some of the
reasons behind Stalin's decision to make the region
one of the key centres of Soviet industry, mostly to
service the military. He invested extensive federal
funds into its industrial infrastructure, including
scientific and technical research, the education of
professional workforces and the building of homes.
During World War II this process became even more
frenetic, as the Red army needed evergreater
numbers of weapons.
After the war, regional enterprises continued to
produce new generations of hightech weapons,
which meant that the city was closed to any foreigners
until 1990. While restrictive, this helped develop in
tellectual creativity and new technologies, which, in
some cases, are only coming into play today.

Did You
Know…
…that Nizhny Novgorod was the first city
in Russia to use modern radio transmission,
automobiles, public electric tram lines, air
transportation, openhearth furnaces and
Europeantype sewage systems.
In the photo:
One of the pavilions of the AllRussian
industrial exhibition of 1886
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Some Facts from History
Dates From History
1221

1239

1332
1365
1548
1611

1695
1817

Magnificent mansions on the Volga river embankment
Many of these were previously 19th century merchants’ private homes
The rise of private enterprise happened at the beginning of 20th century
In the photo: retail trading shops in Rozhdestvenskaya street, year 1900

1838

1847
1849
1860
1885
1896

1905

1917

1932
1941

1992

2000

2005
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Castle built entirely of wood by Prince
Yury Vsevolodovich. Town development
follows.
Region is conquered by the grandson
of Genghis Khan, but soon liberated
by Prince Alexander Nevsky.
Nizhny Novgorod formally incorporated
into the Moscow principality.
Building of a stone Kremlin starts.
Becomes an outpost for Ivan the Terrible
during his campaigns against Kazan.
Kozma Minin and Prince Dmitry Pozharsky
establish The People's Army, which
liberated Moscow from Polish occupation.
Peter the Great builds the first great
Russian Navy fleet in Nizhny.
The first bridge across the Oka is built
and the famous Nizhny Novgorod Trade
Fair opens.
The first issue of the Nizhegorodskiye
Gubernskiye Vedomosty newspaper
is published.
The first city water supply system
is built.
The Sormovo shipbuilding plant
is founded.
The first railway line to Moscow
is completed.
The first telephone line is installed.
The first tram line is established
and the world's largest Russian
Industrial Exhibition opens.
Bloody labour conflicts erupt between
Sormovo shipbuilding workers
and the police.
Revolution! During the civil war,
Nizhny becomes the base
of the Bolsheviks' river fleet.
The SOKOL aircraft and GAZ
automotive plants are established.
World War II starts and the city
becomes the national centre
of military industrial production.
Pioneering free market economic reforms
are initiated under the leadership
of Governor Boris Nemtsov, Mayor
Dmitry Bednyakov and the famous
economist Grigory Yavlinsky.
First results of dynamic economic
development occur as regional
economy rebounds.
Valery Shantsev appointed Governor
of Nizhny Novgorod region.
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Why Nizhny?
The satellite towns of Nizhny grew during this
time as well. Dzerzhinsk became "the capital of
Russia's chemical industry." Kstovo is the site of
the largest oil processing plant in Europe, which is
owned by Lukoil, one of Russia's main private oil
giants. Pavlovo is a major center of public and pri
vate bus production. Vyksa houses one of the most
proficient pipe producers in the EU. Balakhna is
where you can find the Volga paper mill, one of the
largest paper mills in the world, and Zavolzhye is
home to one of the biggest automobile engine
plants in the country.

Well Known Merchant Families of the 19 th Century
The Bugrovs

Leader of Reforms
As a result of the flaws and inefficiencies of the
state controlled Soviet planned economy, there was
a sharp deficit of goods and products and it was clear
that the system had to change dramatically. Once
again, Nizhny Novgorod showed itself to be a leader
of reform.
Two young, energetic individuals, Governor
Boris Nemtsov and Mayor Dmitry Bedniakov, ini
tiated the first privatizations of small and medium
sized businesses in the trade and services sectors.
This first step made it possible to revive the entre
preneurial spirit, as well as business activity in the
region and eventually the country. Then, the time
for privatizing large scale industrial enterprises
came and the regional economy attracted its first
serious investments, such as successful investment
projects in the Volga pulp and paper mill and the
GAZ automobile plant.
The city and region have been changed forever
with many modern buildings and developments
appearing, as well as numerous new companies
being established. Simultaneously, the share of lo
cal products in the national market is continuously
growing. The most important change of the past 15
years, however, is in the attitude of ordinary people.
Most now work for private enterprises and a new class
of financially educated businessmen has arisen, with
their activity and entrepreneurship making the Nizh
ny Novgorod region one of the most attractive in
vestment destinations in Russia.
While some entrenched local business elites feel
threatened, most small and medium sized entrepre
neurs and the general population are excited by the
appointment of the new Governor. In 2006, the well
known Moscow administrator and business manag
er Valery Shantsev accepted the position. His prime
target will be to create a competitive investment cli
mate in the region – even more than before.
The Governor's new philosophy upon entering
office was to focus his adminostration on treating
foreign investors as respected "sacred cows", rather
than "cash cows" as they are considered in a number
of other regions of Russia.
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Nikolay Bugrov

This dynasty was founded by Pyotr Bugrov, who began his career as a barge
hauler and, due to his persistence and discipline, eventually became the richest
merchant in Nizhny. He started out by buying a grain mill and invested the profit
from this into purchasing additional mills. Then he established a construction
firm, through government contracts. He made his first million rubles by the end of
the 1850's. His son Alexander made a second million by selling salt and woolen
goods. The next generation was represented by Nikolay, the richest citizen of
Nizhny in the 19th century, who owned steam mills, steam ships, a fleet of
barges, acres of forest and contracts to supply the whole Russian army with
bread. He and his friends presented the city with a water supply system and a
new theatre, as well as constructing many important buildings which still stand
today. He was also the key figure in persuading the Russian Minister of Finance,
Sergey Vitte, to hold the Russian Industrial Exhibition in Nizhny which attracted
over a million visitors, including the family of the Russian Tsar in 1886.

The Rukavishnikovs
This dynasty was founded by the village blacksmith Grigory Rukavishnikov,
who built the first steel plant in Nizhny. His son Mikhail developed the business
and became one of the most important financial investors in the region, involved
in a number of companies. The Rukavishnikovs made large donations to the
educational needs of the poor. One of their decendents, Mitrofan, built a hospital
and an art museum for the city.

Mitrofan Rukavishnikov

The Bashkirovs

Matvey Bashkirov

A serf tailor, Yemelian Bashkirov was released by his lord in 1850 and
moved to Nizhny Novgorod where he invested in the sale and distribution of
hay and bought a small house at the end of the city, to where his three sons
moved from their village. Nikolay, Yakov and Matvey could read and write, but
most importantly they understood mathematics. In 1871, they founded a
milling enterprise, producing the best flour in Russia, which was sold in
Moscow, St Petersburg and abroad. Even the family of the Tsar purchased
their high quality flour. They built up warehouses and offices in Hamburg,
Berlin and other European cities, and their products won gold medals at
international exhibitions in Vienna, Paris and London. The mill they built still
works today and is the largest flour production enterprise in the region. Each
of the Bashkirov brothers donated a great deal of money to public education.

The Blinovs
Former peasant serfs, the Blinov brothers became
rich through grain trading. They took part with other
merchants in building a water supply system for the city
and established the first public bank in Nizhny. Second
generation of Blinovs, the cousins Makary and Asaf, had
their own trade fleet and distributed products throughout
Russia and abroad. The family's philanthropic activities
were directed towards city improvements and the build
ing of asylums and hospitals for the poor.

Makary & Asaf Blinov

Some Facts from History
Nizhny Novgorod Governors Prior to the Revolution 1917
Name
Andrey Runovsky

Dates of being
the governor
18021813

Achievements
Built a new city hospital, repaired part of the Kremlin
and organized the Nizhny Novgorod territorial army during
the war with Napoleon

Stepan Bykhovets

18131819

Founded the Nizhny Novgorod Grain Exchange Trade Fair, built the first ever
pontoon bridge over the Oka river

Mikhail Buturlin

1831 1843

Presided over the comprehensive restructuring of the city:
paving streets, building fortifications into the hillsides, constructing
numerous buildings and expanding the Trade Fair

Mikhail Urusov

18431855

Constructed the city water supply system, rebuilt the burnt theater,
and opened a seminary for young ladies as well as several children's
orphanages.

Nikolay Baranov

18821897

The first Governor to initiate individual meetings with the citizens, develop
relations with foreign countries, and initiate the publishing of the "Nizhny
Novgorod Fair" newspaper

PavelSimon
Unterberger

18971905

During the drought of 1899 organized food assistance and helped fight
the threat of starvation, established electrical lighting, promoted philanthro
py among the merchant class and promoted relations with foreign countries.
His name is connected with the construction boom
at the beginning of 20th century

Alexey Girs

19151917

Opened the first university, promoted local charities, assisted in evacuating
enterprises to the Nizhny Novgorod region during the First World War

Nikolay Baranov

PavelSimon
Unterberger

Famous People from Nizhny Novgorod
Ivan Kulibin

17351818

Engineer

Invented the steam engine (independently of Watt)

Nikolay Lobachevsky

17921856

Mathematician

Creator of nonEuclidian geometry

Nikolay Karamzin

17661826

Historian

Author of "The History of the Russian State"

Konstantin Batiushkov

17871855

Poet

Classic of Russian literature

Mikhail Balakiriev

18371910

Composer

Creator of Russian music theory

Vladimir Dal'

18011872

Linguist

Author of a first Russian explanatory vocabulary

Alexander Popov

18591906

Scientist

Invented a radio (independently of Marconi), sent first radiogram
in history

Sergey Vitte

18491915

Economist

Developed the state policy of foreign investment attraction in
industry, banks and State bond obligations for tsaar Nicholas
Romanov

Maxim Gorky

18681936

Writer

Author of novels about preRevolution Russia

Feodor Shaliapin

18731938

Singer

Considered one of the best bass singers of World opera

Piotr Nesterov

18871914

Pioneer of aviation

Creator of the higher aerobatics

Valery Chkalov

19041938

Expert pilot

Piloted the first nonstop flight from Moscow to the United
States via the North Pole

Andrey Sakharov

19211989

Scientist, human
rights activist

Creator of the hydrogen bomb, Nobel Peace prizewinner
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Maxim Gorky
and Feodor Shaliapin
in Nizhny Novgorod,
1901
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Why Nizhny?

Years of Dynamic Change
When looking at the investment opportunities available throughout Russia, it is necessary to question whether
this country, which for years was the symbol of centralized planning and production inefficiencies, has laid the proper
foundations for the market to work efficiently and generate financial returns for investors. Unfortunately, residual cold
war and other stereotypes are hard to break, but a factual analysis speaks for itself, which is why it makes sense to trace
the steps taken by Russia as a whole and the Nizhny Novgorod region in particular during the last 15 years of this
country's transition to a market economy

Year 1991: Collapse
of the Planned Economy
Statisticians admit that the Nizhny Novgorod
region is one of the most suitable for their research
on what has taken place in Russia, as it typifies the
social, economic, historic and geographic aspects
of the country at large, and the difficulties that the
people of Nizhny faced in the 1990`s were typical of
what all Russians were experiencing.
In 1985, Mikhail Gorbachev took the decision to
build "socialism with a human face." The changes in
the sphere of economics were seen in the transition
of stateowned enterprises from federal subsidies to
selfsufficiency. This was an attempt to give compa
nies full control over the administration of their fi
nances. The first thing that happened was that sala
ries went up across the board, while the expected
growth in production never developed and the
country was awash with excess spending money.
The buying power of the population increased
dramatically, as did the demand for consumer goods
and services, creating a severe shortage. The shelves
emptied and people couldn't find essentials, such as

bread, milk and clothing. Public dissatisfaction was
reaching a dangerous level when the old guard
amongst the Communist hierarchy panicked, re
jected the reforms and, when Gorbachev was away
on holiday, attempted a coup d'etat. Contrary to
expectations, this act of desperation that outraged
and, to some extent, disturbed world leaders didn't
return the country to order, but led to the eventual
collapse and disintegration of the Soviet Union.
ProWestern leaders came to power in Russia,
with Boris Yeltsin as the new president. They imme
diately started dismantling the dysfunctional eco
nomic system and implementing new market capi
talist principles into people's daily lives. There was
no time to delay as, according to some experts` opin
ions, the country was on the edge of starvation. In
Nizhny Novgorod, these reforms were headed by the
newly appointed Governor, Boris Nemtsov.

Who is this Governor,
Mr. Nemtsov?
The position of Governor had been obsolete
since the revolution of 1917. The idea of resurrect

ing it in Nizhny Novgorod was Boris Nemtsov's and
so he became the first Governor of a new Russia,
reviving a tradition of prominent local leaders guid
ing their region's development.
Several years earlier, as a young and successful
physicist, he met Andrey Sakharov, the Noble prize
winner and human rights defender, who was also the
inventor of the Russian hydrogen bomb. This meet
ing produced an indelible impression on Nemtsov.
He was overwhelmed by the idea of personally par
ticipating in the political and economic reorgani
zation of the country and decided to start on the path
of his own political carrier.
At the time of the August 1991 crisis, the 32year
old Nemtsov was already a Deputy of the Supreme
Soviet of the Russian Federation (the name given to
the Russian parliament at that time). President Yeltsin
was looking for competent, charismatic young peo
ple, with leadership qualities, and he asked Nemts
ov to head the pioneering reform programme in the
Nizhny Novgorod region. What was proposed for
the city was the exclusive transformation of its local
economy to market mechanisms, which in those
days were considered revolutionary.

Death of an Empire

Empty Counters and Long Lines
The Simbols of the Last Years
of the Communist Era
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Egor Gaidar, head of Russia Government in 19921993:
"Actually, what happened in the Soviet Union was very simple. Prices fell
several times for three consecutive quarters between September 1985 and April
1986. Together with the falling price of oil, our hard currency income fell by
approximately US$20bn. This amount was a critical sum for the Soviet economy,
influencing whether there would be bread and sausages of any quality in the shops
or not. When the price of oil fell, the Soviet Union had the opportunity to take some
very severe measures, in order to handle the crisis. The administration decided instead not to do anything
radical at the time and to try to borrow the missing money. They succeeded in filling this gap for three
years, but on the third year in 198889 practically all banks in the world told the Soviet leaders, "We will
not give you more money." More than that they asked the Soviet Union to pay back what had already been
borrowed, due to the fact that the substantial part of Soviet debt was lent in the form of shortterm
credits. Then the Soviet administration, according to the advice of our Vnesheconombank and foreign
economic authorities, pleaded to the world to give us politically motivated credits, only commercial ones
but rather for political reasons. They didn't succeed. Then the available funds to cover our gaps ran out,
then the deliveries stopped, after which a catastrophic drop in production began. The factories stopped, a
crisis broke out in the consumer market, as well as horrible crises with the grain supply for the third time
in the last century. And after the money was completely gone and there was no grain left, the Soviet Union
ceased to exist and we were called out to do something about it."
From an interview for Mayak radio, 2006

Pioneers of Reform
First Steps
The start of the reforms was planned for the first
day in 1992. After the New Year's Eve celebrations,
the citizens of Nizhny Novgorod were astonished to
wake up and find in their shops the sudden availa
bility of long vanished goods, such as hot dogs,
butter, American cigarettes and Italian shoes. How
ever, the prices were too expensive for most people,
although they offered a taste of the realities of the
market economy to come.
This “shock therapy” was the consequence of the
liberalization of prices which was initiated by the
economist Egor Gaidar, who became the first leader
of the new Federal Government under Yeltsin. His
proposed programme of economic reconstruction
was used as the government`s action plan. During
the time of Gorbachov, the Moscow authorities had
considered, but ultimately rejected, a drastic set of
reforms, known as The 500 Day Plan, which had been
developed by another economist, Grigory Yavlin
sky, whom Boris Nemtsov invited to work with him
to prepare a plan for Nizhny Novgorod. Their high
est priority was the privatization of municipal (com
merce and service sector enterprises) and state (in
dustrial scale) enterprises.
Nizhny Novgorod was the first Russian city to
conduct an auction of retail shops and service sector
companies with the support of technical advisers
from the World Bank and IFC. The concept was even
tually picked up and used by other cities all over the

country and could be said to be the brain child of
Dmitry Bednyakov, the mayor of Nizhny Novgorod,
who was a member of Nemtsov's team of young re
formers.
This team undertook several drastic measures for
business development, including the reform of the
local taxation system and the creation of competi
tive conditions for the local market. Other ideas in
cluded inviting a wide variety of Westerneducated
experts from such organizations as the World Bank,
IFC, the EBRD, the Peace Corps and the British Know
How Fund into the city to help design training and
support programmes for entrepreneurs. It wasn't
long before Nizhny Novgorod became known as
"The Capital of Reforms."

"Capital of Reforms"
Guests from all over Russia and many foreign
countries, including the British Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher, visited Nizhny Novgorod to see
for themselves the progress being made in the re
gion. New shops, restaurants, tailoring establish
ments and other services were opening everywhere.
Many of these were global brand leaders, such as
Nike and McDonald's, for the first time available in
provincial Russia. Independent newspapers, maga
zines, TV channels and radio stations began to ap
pear and the changes influenced industry, as well.
New management of the automobile giant GAZ
launched the production of a new line of GAZelle

Boris Nemtsov
The First Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod
Region in the PostSoviet Era
small trucks and mini vans, with a relatively small
load capacity of 1.5 tons, compared to the previous
military scale vehicles, as it became evident that the
Russian market and private enterprise was waiting
for such a versatile truck for some time. It proved to
be their most successful model in the entire history
of the company. Another example was a machine
tools manufacturing firm that sold part of its ware

The First Results of Reform
Grigory Yavlinsky, a pioneer of the Russian privatization in Nizhny Novgorod (top, left). New market oriented products of the GAZ automotive plant, especially the
GAZelle minibus, which was the company's first big success aimed at the new enterpreneurs (top, middle). A simple woman in the Le Monti store sees so many foreign
shoes for the first time in her life (right). First private minishops on the streets of Nizhny, with a slogan on the wall that reads, "MarxismLeninism is a Banner of Our
Epoch", left over from recent Soviet times (below, middle). VIPs, including Margaret Thatcher, the British Prime Minister, and Beatrix, Queen of the Netherlands, came
to Nizhny to take a look at the first successes of the Nemtsov team (below, left).
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house premises to Coca Cola to establish a regional
bottling plant.
Tax receipts were reinvested by the Nemtsov
administration into infrastructure development.
Mindful of Nikolay Gogol's famous saying that
"Russia possesses two misfortunes: its fools and its
roads," the young Governor made the following
words his political credo: "We will revive temples
and rebuild the roads."
The most encouraging result of the reforms
was that foreign investors were finally attracted
into the region.

icits led to severe delays in paying state pensions,
allowances and salaries to the employees of the
public sector, such as teachers, soldiers, doctors
and civil servants. With popular dissatisfaction
growing, the reforms were stuck and by the end of
1997 Russia came close to bankruptcy.
In these conditions, the federal government
should have embarked upon brave and decisive
action, but Chernomyrdin's team was not ready for
that and Boris Nemtsov was called to Moscow in 1998
on the insistence of Anatoly Chubais, the most pro
gressive advisor Yeltsin's inner circle.

Step Back

Nizhny Novgorod "Kamikazes"

Unfortunately, after only a short period of
shock therapy, the conservative element within
the national government that opposed Yeltsin's
economic reforms found support from those
whose savings had been decimated by high infla
tion, employees of industries that now lacked state
subsidies for the production of goods no longer
needed and older people who still held fervent
communist views. Their protests were heard by the
majority of the Russian parliament, which forced
Yeltsin to replace the radical head of the Federal
Government, Egor Gaidar, with the more moder
ate Victor Chernomyrdin, a former director of the
state gas monopoly, Gazprom.
At the start, Chernomyrdin's actions were di
rected at suppressing inflation by slowing down the
flow of rubles and dispensing with the artificial
limitation of the national currency rates in relation
to the US dollar and the German Deutschmark.
These measures, implemented under a new "hard
currency corridor" policy, were sparked by the
dramatic decline in industrial production. The re
sulting fall in tax receipts and growing budget def

Nemtsov and Chubais developed an emergen
cy action programme for Russia's turnaround, re
lated to the exit of the ruble from the "hard curren
cy corridor." It became evident soon enough that
this plan was proving to be extremely unpopular
in the country and the search for a new leader, who
would head the government and appease public
opinion, was set in motion. This person turned out
to be a member of Nemtsov's original reform team,
a young banker from Nizhny Novgorod, called
Sergey Kirienko.
Upon entering office, Kirienko announced his
government to be a team of "political kamikazes"
and predicted their early resignation. His predic
tion came true, as Russia defaulted against West
ern creditors in August of 1998 due to the massive
devaluation of the ruble, which led to an expected
burst of inflation, new waves of protest and (natu
rally) the government's resignation. Nemtsov and
Chubais lost their jobs, which nearly ended their
political careers.
The end result of the muchneeded reforms was
another thing entirely. Due to the sharp jump in

hard currency prices, imported products, which
had previously made up the majority of the nation
al consumer market, became too expensive for
ordinary Russians. These products and their mar
ket niches were taken over by local manufacturers.
Consumer spending flowed into the domestic
market and taxes from retail sales poured into state
coffers. Finally, businesses became truly interest
ed in production expansion and began searching
for new investments. The national employment fig
ures improved, as did salaries. The financial crisis
of 1998 finally marked the beginning of the revival
of the Russian economy.

Ten years of dynamic change
Walking around Nizhny Novgorod, its citi
zens are often surprised by the changes. It is diffi
cult to believe that this is the same city where it
was impossible to buy basic goods in December,
1991. The changes are mostly due to increased
investment into the region's economy, which can
boast 24hour supermarkets, new business and
retail shopping centers and modern glassand
steel office tower blocks.
The most significant change, however, has been
in the consciousness and mentality of the people,
which is not simply a reflection of their increased
standard of living. Companies today are managed
by a new generation of business leaders, well edu
cated, and traveled, active and economically sav
vy, who understand the international market. Af
ter more than 70 years of communism, the profes
sional base of the city is now open to new ideas and
ready to look into the future with confidence.

Crisis of 1998
Viktor Chernomyrdin, head of the Russian Government (left) worries about people's protest against social problems (second left). «Kamikaze team»: Boris Nemtsov,
Anatoly Chubays (second right) and Sergey Kiriyenko (right).
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Growth rate of average salary
of N.N. Region

Consumer Price Index
of N.N. Region

Production volume index
of N.N. Region, %

Gross Regional Product

Percent of previous year

Rate of inflation
in Russia, %

Percent of previous year

Total % of privatized enterprises
of N.N. Region

1998 index has not be provided because of denomination of rouble

Disposable income
of N.N. Region

Percent of previous year

19941997 – K RUR; 19982006 – RUR

Average income
of N.N. Region

19941997 – Mio RUR; 19982006 – K RUR

Investments to N.N. Region
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Clusters of Enterpreneurship
It is becoming more competitive in Russia's regions, which is prompting and pushing Russian
entrepreneurs to improve their performance and seek out new financial and strategic partners
which can help them to expand

Speaking about or even thinking of Nizhny
Novgorod as a new "Bangaluru" or "Russian Silicon
Valley" seemed strange just a few years ago. Today,
however, the situation has changed dramatically,
and the idea of "clusters of entrepreneurship", par
ticularly in the hitech sector of the local economy,
has entered people's popular imagination. More
than that, to make this vision a reality, we can see
concrete political steps being taken and investments
which are being made.
Cluster theory suggests that there should be a
critical mass of consultants and advisors, corpo
rate finance specialists, VC and angel investors sur
rounding key university towns. If such a "cluster"
of active market participants are all located within
the geographical proximity of a local university,
this can clearly help to stimulate new hitech inno
vations and to promote the commercialisation of
new technologies and other businesses being de
veloped through that university system. As an ex
ample, you can think of the typical clusters in the
US surrounding such well know universities as
Stanford in Silicon Valley or MIT in Silicon Alley,
where you have significant brain power combined
with venture capital money which when combined

is able to bring to the market new and innovative
commercial investment projects.
In Russia the development of these clusters has
been slow for a variety of reasons. One factor has been
the lack of local investment liquidity, but another
has been the lack of local business training programs
focused on generating the professional middle and
top managers needed for company development. As
the Director of the EBRD's Central Russian Regional
Venture Fund, I led the effort to make an investment
into a local pharma producer, Nizhpharm. For this
investment, for example, we first tried to identify
managers from Moscow and bring them to Nizhny
to live here and help to manage the company, but
this proved to be very difficult to convince Mosco
vites to move to the provinces, so we focused instead
on inhouse training. Five years ago, the Central
Russia RVF had financing from the German govern
ment KfW which helped to finance special training
for EBRD investee companies. That was very useful,
but it could only be targeted to one investment
project at a time. Today, we are seeing a growing
number of regional companies which have moved
from trading to production and are now facing in
creasing competition and have realized that they

Vladimir Putin,
President of the Russian Federation:
In the context of intensive competition, scientific and technological advantages are the
defining factors for a country's economic development... We have to take concrete steps
to change the situation. We must take serious measures to encourage investment in
production infrastructure and innovative development while at the same time maintaining
the financial stability we have achieved. Russia must realise its full potential in hightech
sectors such as modern energy technology, transport and communications, space and aircraft building. Our
country must become a major exporter of intellectual services.
Of course, we hope for increased entrepreneurial initiative in all sectors of the economy and we will ensure
all the necessary conditions for this to happen. But a real leap forward in the areas that I just mentioned, all
areas in which our country has traditionally been strong, gives us the opportunity to use them as an engine for
growth. This is a real opportunity to change the structure of our entire economy and establish for ourselves a
worthy place in the international division of labour…
Overall, what we need today is an innovative environment that will get new knowledge flowing. To do this
we need to create the necessary infrastructure: technology incubators, technology parks, venture funds and
investment funds. We are already doing this. We need to establish favourable tax conditions for financing
innovative activities.
From an Address to the Russian Federal Assembly, 2006
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Kendrick White,

General Director,
MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC

must invest into the development of a strong man
agement team to help develop the necessary ac
counting and quality control systems necessary to
grow their companies. In order to develop a cluster
of business activity, there must be an infrastructure
in place to help support this process and I can say
that today this regional system of MBA education
programs, consultants, trainers and advisers is now
finally falling into place. If we can now add into this
equation the increased activity of business angel
investors, small business lending programs and tra
ditional venture capital financing, Russia's regional
capitals such as Nizhny Novgorod, Ekaterinburg,
Rostov and Novosibirsk and their surrounding re
gional cities, can really take off in their economic
development.
There are a number of MBA programs which have
been set up in Russia during the past five years. One
such example is the MBA program at the South Urals
University in Chelyabinsk. The university helped set
up and sponsor the programme, and the students or
the companies where they work pay for the two and
half year commercial programme. They are current
ly working in partnership with an American univer
sity MBA program and are offering a full curricu
lum of advanced business topics. Also, these are not
young students in these programs, but rather pro
fessional managers such as Finance, Strategic plan
ning and HR Directors, as well as General Directors
and the owners of businesses who see the value in
such programs. The program is focused on such
sophisticated topics as how asset pricing models
work, stock market valuations and IPO preparation
and how best to organize a company's capital struc
ture. I've spoken with several other guest lecturers,
and I can say that we are often amazed by the ad
vanced level of questions asked by the students. Also,
there are several new executive style MBA programs
which are being established in Nizhny, including
the Green City Institute as well as a venture investing
program which will be offered through the local

The Region's Investment Attractiveness
branch of the Higher School of Economics. The local
Linguistic University and State University are also
offering a variety of new business and economics
classes for their students in order to help prepare
them for management careers with local and inter
national companies.
As competition increases in Russia, it is com
pletely logical and necessary for such commercial
programs to develop across this country in order to
meet the increasing needs of entrepreneurs to im
prove the technical competitiveness of their com
panies, which is all part of the process of Russia be
coming more plugged into the global economy. The
market is becoming increasingly competitive in
Russia especially in its provinces, which is pushing
local entrepreneurs to improve their performance
and competitiveness in order to survive and grow.
The fact that local MBA programs, business adviso
ry services and support networks together with busi
ness angel investor clubs and venture capitalists have
each emerged indigenously and are now develop
ing rapidly throughout the regions is helping local

Enterpreneurs
Need Capital to Grow
Mary Smorgonskaya, Senior Manager, Investments,
MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC:
We work with companies not only in Nizhny Novgorod, but also in Samara, Yekater
inburg and Chelyabinsk and I have also been introduced to several very strong entrepre
neurs in Novosibirsk and Tomsk with whom I would like to work in the future. Right now,
we are working with strong regional companies which are generating $15m  20m in annual sales and up, which
need financing to expand the production of their branded products to reach a national market where annual sales
can be increased to $100m or more over a five year period. If we can realistically achieve this growth, it will be
quite possible for us to then help the business angels and private equity investors to exit their investment via
an IPO listing. Alternatively we are interested in strong regional brands that could eventually be sold via a trade
sale to a MNC seeking Russian market share. Usually we deal with closely held or family controlled
companies where the owners fully understand that it is to their advantage to sell shares to a friendly western
investor whose only interest is to grow the business and make profit through value creation and a successful
exit. The progressive entrepreneurs with whom we work have come to the logical conclusion that it is better
to own 51% of a $100m company rather than 100% of a $20m company with falling market share, no
profits and shrinking dividends.

Fitch Rates Nizhniy Novgorod Region 'B+'; Outlook Stable
On August 30, 2006 the Fitch Ratings agency assigned the Russian Nizhny
Novgorod region a Longterm foreign and local currency 'B+' ratings and a Short
term 'B' rating. A National Longterm 'A(rus)' rating is also assigned. All the rating
outlooks are stable.
The ratings reflect the strong local economy, which provides for tax revenue
increases. This allows the region to strengthen both its budgetary performance and
debt structure. However, the ratings factor in Nizhniy Novgorod's high degree of
budget rigidity with transfers dominates its operating spending. They also take into
account the region's high debt burden. The stable outlook reflects Fitch's expecta
tions that the economic expansion will drive revenue growth, further improving
budgetary performance and debt burden reduction.
The region possesses a diversified local economy, which is almost equally divid
ed between the service and production sectors. The industrial sector includes one of
the country's leading car manufacturers (43.5% of total industrial output in 2004).
The economic growth has stimulated tax revenues over the last two years as public
and private sector salaries grew 25% on average in 20042005 while taxable profit
increased 49% in 2004 and 56% in 2005.
The region's budgetary performance has been improving over the last three
years with the operating and current margins rising to 8.6% and 6.1% respectively
in 2005 from 4% and 2.3% in 2003. The improvement of the budgetary perform
ance is attributed to faster operating revenue growth over operating expenditure
growth during 20042005. The region has repaid all formerly defaulted eurobonds
and total debt as a proportion of current revenue significantly decreased to 29% in
2005 from 44.6% in 2001.
At the same time the region's debt servicing remains high at an average of 31%
of current revenue over the last three years while the average maturity of debt is
low at two to three years. The region is exposed to significant refinancing risk with
shortterm bank loans representing 38% of the total direct debt in 2006 while
significant debt amortizations are scheduled in 2007 and 2008.
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The region's budget is characterised by a high degree of rigidity since transfers
(both financial support to municipalities and social transfers to population) amounted
to 74.1% of total spending in 2005, while staff expenditure contributed another
15.1% of operating expenditure. The region's capital expenditure was unstable
during 20012005. Despite a recent increase to 9.4% in 2005 from 6% in 2004,
total spending is still insufficient to compensate for the high level of infrastructure
deterioration, which reportedly accounted for 60%70% of infrastructural compa
nies' fixed assets.
The Nizhny Novgorod region is located in the central part of the Russian Feder
ation ("RF"). The region contributed 1.82% of the RF's gross domestic product in
2005 and accounted for 2.4% of the country's population.
Fitch Ratings
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entrepreneurs to access badly needed knowhow and
new capital and to effectively integrate themselves
into the global economy. These are all positive
trends in building clusters of entrepreneurship
which are focused on attracting global private eq
uity investors. The local entrepreneurial leaders
emerging from this new support system not only
need expansion financing, but are also prepared
to open themselves up to international business
practices and transparency which we feel will ulti
mately make them more competitive and success
ful in their businesses.

VC Really Needed Here
In order to expand, entrepreneurs need external
financing. Today, you can hear it from business,
political and community leaders again and again. A
few years ago, we met with an attractive company in
Nizhny which was interested, but very reluctant to
sell shares to a foreign venture fund. Their attitude
was that they could perhaps be willing to sell a few
shares to a foreign investor, but only if we offered an
outrageous valuation price. In fact, the company
really needed additional money to grow and survive,
but we could not agree on a valuation and had to
walk away from the project with all sides disappoint

Russian Ingenuity
Knowhow Traded for Liquid Gas?
In an effort to extend its sales of energy resources into Asia and simultane
ously collect more than cash, it was reported in August, 2006 that Russia and
Singapore were exploring an exchange of natural gas for technical advice and
knowhow. In order to promote the development and expansion of Russian high
tech companies, a series of six special economic zones have been established by
the federal government in various parts of the country. To make this system
effective and competitive, the authorities are seeking specialised training for local
government officials on how to make better use of tax breaks and other incen
tives, which can foster investment in new business development.
"We view Singapore as a strategic partner and platform for entering Asian
markets," Economic Development and Trade Minister Gref said, after signing an
agreement with Singapore's Minister for Trade and Industry, Lim Hng Kiang, covering
the exchange for two regional zones. Given Singapore's evolution from simple
electronics to innovative new product development in such fields as stem cell re
search, biotechnology and advanced pharmaceutical R&D, this deal could prove
valuable for Russian innovation projects.

First Silicon Valley then Bangaluru – is Russia Next?
The modest Indian city of Bangaloru has attracted considerable attention
and international headlines for some time now. As a result, the city has become
one of the world's technological capitals, leaving even Silicon Valley behind in
terms of the actual number of specialists employed in the development of new
information technologies. Taking advantage of such factors as a well educated
local labour force, attractive tax and investment incentives and effective PR
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ed. Today the attitude of enterprise owners is much
different; as artificial barriers have been dismantled
which have long protected local regional business
elites, natural competitive forces are quickly chang
ing the attitudes towards private equity investors.
Today, you can very often hear in the corridors
of business conferences how entrepreneurs need
venture capital investment and increasing WC li
quidity in order to grow their companies, or face
falling market shares and shrinking margins. The
increasing competitiveness in the regions is forcing
companies to expand or die. You can also see a
strong trend in consolidation, which is happening
across many industries and sectors. You can see it in
retail, in domestic production and in services. There
is a push to take the fragmented production compa
nies which set themselves up out of early trading
operations ten years ago, and which succeeded quite
profitably until now, but today face the macroeco
nomic pressure of larger and larger Moscow based
or MNC competitors taking advantage of econo
mies of scale in such areas as raw materials sourcing.
This pressure is now pushing companies together in
order to compete. As an example, we can look at the
retail sector for electronics products. Many cities
had their own set of local electronics retail stores,
which are now one by one, being converted to mem

efforts over many years, Bangaluru has been able to attract such global leaders
as Google, Microsoft, Motorola and many others to open branch offices in the
region. In the light of this, it was not by chance that Bangalore was chosen as
the meeting place for President Putin and representatives of Russia's business
elite to meet with Indian officials and business leaders in 2004. Subsequent
plans put in place by the Federal Government in 2006 to create a series of
special trade zones and regionally based techno parks, including one in Nizhny
Novgorod, could eventually create new competitors to India's current domi
nance in IT development.

Russia Reinvests Oil Profits into Venture Fund
Compared to a number of other oil rich nations, Russia appears to have
taken a serious step towards reinvesting its current windfall profits into a
longterm development plan to become a global player in technology innova
tion. As announced by the Economic Development and Trade Minister, German
Gref, in the summer of 2006, Russia intends to invest 15 billion rubles (ap
proximately $560 million) into the creation of a new Russian Venture Company
("RVC"), which will manage a new “Fund of Funds” and work with private
equity investors, supporting the development of high tech and IT enterprises
across the country. The longterm aim of these investments is to promote
the development of a new generation of technologybased enterprises, which
can effectively harness Russia's considerable talents in mathematics and
science and help the country compete globally in new product development. If
projects are selected carefully for development, we could see Russia begin to
emerge from its current dependency on raw materials to become a more
stable and diversified economy, prepared to compete strongly in the fast
growing global IT sector.

The Region's Investment Attractiveness
bership in national retail network chains. There are
economies of scale in this model which can success
fully solve a number of individual risks which any
independent operator cannot solve on its own. This
is just one example being replicated across Russia
in many sectors, and the pressure of consolidation is
pushing regional companies to seek both strategic
and financial partners.
Given the increasingly competitive nature of
Russia's evolving market system, we would charac
terise this time as a new 'postprivatisation' period in
this country. This is an era of improved transparen
cy, driven by market forces, which are pushing com
panies to develop themselves so that they can better
compete against both Moscow companies and
MNC's which are now entering the regional mar
kets in force.

Going East and South
There is a saying in Russian which suggests that
80% of the country's financial resources are control
led by Moscow. If this is really true, it should be con
sidered a terrible weakness for the country's long term
development. Unfortunately, there is plenty of evi
dence which under any circumstance suggests that
too much financial capital is tied up in Moscow and

Saint Petersburg. For example, there are a number
of Western investment funds which are based in the
capital cities. These funds have been for the most part
very successful historically, but the entry valuations
on new projects emerging from Moscow and Saint
Petersburg are steadily going up. Also, there are
numerous financial intermediaries in the capital cit
ies, such as consultants and advisors, which are
helping their local clients to develop very sophisti
cated and successful business plans. These business
plans are often promoted via sophisticated tenders
to the investment community which are anxiously
seeking qualified projects and are often competing
against each other in the same limited number of
tenders, with the resulting valuations on these
projects becoming quite high as funds bid against
each other for the opportunity to invest.
Adding to the problem is the fact that many po
tentially attractive companies operating in the re
gions are not yet willing to pay the necessary con
sulting fees which financial intermediaries are seek
ing for their advisory work in preparing business
plans and investment tenders. Regional companies
have been slow to hire expensive advisors, adding
to the gap between the Moscow based investors which
are seeking projects, and the entrepreneurs in the
regions which are very often unprepared to provide

New Legislation Support
Investment Process
Alexander Potapov, Lawyer,
MARCHMONT Capital Partners, LLC
Russia is making significant progress in estab
lishing a normal legislative base for the regulation of
foreign investments coming to its regions. Howev
er, there are certain things that must still be im
proved in this field.
Recently, the Nizhny Novgorod region passed a new law, aimed at providing
investors with certain guarantees and incentives. It was ranked second in the
country among the best regional investment laws in 2004. It must be emphasised
that the Nizhegorodsky Region Law "On the State Support for Foreign Investments
in the Nizhegorodsky Region" (the "Law") is the first to truly encompass all aspects
of investment activities and provide clear rules in conjunction with several other
normative acts. However, investors are advised to bear in mind that this Law
applies mostly to what are categorized as “priority” investments, which are
described in more detail below, although the new law does clearly outline the
general rights and duties of both investors and the regional authorities.
The Law sets out basic principles, regarding relations with regional authori
ties, and definitions, which play a crucial role in the Russian legal system, providing
clear understanding when it comes to actual practice, thus avoiding uncertainties
and ambiguities.
The Law specifically states that the regional authorities are obliged to provide
all information to investors regarding the decision making process on the invest
ment project, to ensure that the process is transparent, therefore reducing cor
ruption levels to a minimum.
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realistic business plans which the investors are ex
pecting to review. These two groups are very often
missing each other as they are not able to speak the
same language and find a common ground of un
derstanding on how to develop the business going
forward. It is obviously much easier for an investor
in the capital to review a ready made professional
business plan compared to having to travel back and
forth to a provincial city over a six month period try
ing to build a business plan himself together with
the entrepreneur.
The problem for investors right now is that the
time of finding easy post privatization and restruc
turing deals or in other words "low hanging fruit" is
coming to a close and the hard work of true venture
capital investing is really beginning. While compe
tition is fierce in the capital cities, there are fewer deals
spread more thinly in the regions, but these projects,
in our opinion, offer significantly better valuations
in the long run. Regional companies need corpo
rate finance advisory service providers, able to work
on the ground to help them to develop their busi
ness plans in such a way that they will be fully
screened and qualified to secure PE investment cap
ital from active investors. We see the macro econom
ic shift towards investment in the regions as inevita
ble, which in coming years will surely allow the re

Essentially, the Law is aimed at regulating specific "priority" investment
projects which are chosen and approved by the local government. The decision
regarding which projects are granted approval is taken at the local government
level, depending upon the benefits, or otherwise, for the region. The projects that
secure a priority status are eligible for certain support measures, such as tax
exemptions, tax credits, relief in part from lease payments, government guaran
tees for the return of a credit, nonfinancial sweeteners and other incentives.
The Law also refers to the Federal Law "On Foreign Investment into the
Russian Federation," which provides investors with guarantees, some of which
are firmly established in international law, with the most important guarantee of
international arbitration, therefore granting investors additional protection.
It is understood that there are still a number of drawbacks to the current
legislation, which may still pose some difficulties. For example, the procedure for
granting projects a priority status may take longer than expected, as it is required
to submit a wide array of documentation. In addition, investors are obligated to
conclude an agreement with the regional government, which is subject to change
should federal legislation be amended. Also, it should be noted that all guarantees
provided to foreign investors might be withdrawn as a result of some new law
adopted at the federal level. When making a decision to invest in Russia, these
drawbacks should be seriously considered, since recent events provide several
high profile examples where successful businesses, or investment projects, have
been revised.
To sum up, the Law provides a stable legal framework for the regulation of
foreign investments, establishing rights and guarantees for investors and envis
aging support from local authorities, although it should be noted that the ongoing
process of legislative and economic development may sometimes present cer
tain risks.
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gional capitals to claim their own spot lights as at
tractive investment destinations, making Russia a
significantly more diversified economy, with strong
er ties nationwide into the international investment
community and global market.

Ambition & Fire in Their Eyes
If you travel into Russia`s regions you can often
meet a certain type of self made entrepreneur with a
certain spark of ambition, or fire in their eyes which
animates them when they are talking about their busi
ness. These entrepreneurs have often lived or travelled
abroad and accept the world as an open market and
are psychologically ready for a western partner to help
them grow their business, but at the same time they
need advice and coaching on how to present their
business plans and ideas in a professional format and
then negotiate winwin financial partnerships.
Russian regional companies are more sophis
ticated today and are competing more intensively
than ever before, with the fight between different
Russian brands quickly heating up. In fact, Russian
consumers are very attracted to successful domes
tic brands. These regional brands, which are at

tracting financing, developing themselves and
expanding, are starting to compete against one
another for market share and profits to fund fur
ther expansion. Added into the mix, you have west
ern MNC's which are looking at the whole of Rus
sia as one of the key rapidly growing emerging
markets, and they want to become dominant in all
of Russia. There is a certain amount of pressure on
the multinationals to build new greenfield oper
ations, but also there are many incentives to move

quicker and buy local brands with strong market
ing and merchandising teams already in place. This
means that the regional player, which have been
strong for the last five years, are now facing com
petition from many angles. Much of Russia's mar
kets will be divided up and dominated by a handful
of strong indigenous consumer brand producers
fighting against major multinational brands –
which in the end will in fact be quite good for the
Russian consumer.

Dmitry Svatkovsky,
Minister of Investment Policy for the Nizhny Novgorod Region,
Gold Medallist in Modern Pentathlon at the 2000 Olympic Games in Sydney

The Nizhny Novgorod Region Has all the Potential
to Become a Russian Leader in Attracting Investment
Today the Nizhny Novgorod region is experiencing dramatic changes in terms
of attracting investment. One important factor to which this success is attribut
able is the organization of the Investment Council under the guidance of the Gov
ernor of the region. As a result of this council, the processes involved in allocating
land plots for investment projects and reviewing proposed projects have become
clearer and more transparent than ever.
Our new ministry was created with the goal of forming universal rules regard
ing attracting investment into the region. Now our ministry deals with investment
policy and at the same time oversees the branches of the economy which are seen
as priorities in terms of attracting investment. Another of our focuses, which is an
ongoing and constant one, is the improvement of regional legislation. Investments
for us do not mean simply opening a trading center or building a factory; it means
bringing solutions to many of the social and economic problems in the region,
creating new jobs and increasing the flow of tax revenue to the region which can
then be channeled into public services.
I have no doubt whatsoever that the Nizhny Novgorod region will not only be
able to catch up with other regions that are leaders in attracting investment, but
also to solve a greater challenge – to become one of the ‘pioneering’ territories in
attracting investment in the Russian economy. It goes without saying that we are
doing our best to accomplish this task by 2010.
And we have every chance of accomplishing that. Firstly, there are rapidly
developing processing industries such as petrochemistry, metallurgy and food. The
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region also has advantageous conditions for the development of the automobile
sector. Thus, the region is profiting not so much from natural resources but rather
from value added processing industries, a sector into which a sustainable level of
investment continues to flow. Secondly, the region boasts one of the largest
complexes of research and development (R&D) and innovations centers in Russia,
which is also attractive to investors. Thirdly, the region enjoys an advantageous
geographic position: there is a crisscross of two international transport corri
dors, namely The Second Pan European (Berlin – Warsaw – Minsk – Moscow –
Yekaterinburg) and the NorthSouth corridor. As a matter of fact the region is one
of Russia’s largest transport and logistics hubs, such that there are three times
more automobile roads in the region than the Russian average and almost four
times more railroads. The region is also crossed by major waterways, the center
of town sitting right on the confluence of the major Volga and Oka rivers.
Finally, the region has worked hard to develop and adopt proper, workable
investment legislation. In 2005 the rating agency Expert RA has recognized the
Nizhny Novgorod region’s investment legislation as some of the best in Russia,
ranking it first among 88 territorial areas of the Russian Federation. New ap
proaches to work with investors have been created, the procedure of decision
making has become more transparent, while administrative barriers and red tape
have been done away with.
We feel we have the right factors in place and have taken the right steps to
achieve significant results sooner rather than later.

The Region's Investment Attractiveness

High Priority Economic Zones
in the Nizhny Novgorod Region

Gorodetz, Sokolskoye,
Chkalovsk areas
(Timber Industry Zone)
have a strong basis
for Ship Building
development

Timber Industry Zone
Industrial, Research
and Educational Zone

Agricultural Zone

Innovations Zone
Arzamas area (Innovation Zone)
also has a strong basis
for Automobile industry development
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Kulebaki and Sergach areas
(Agricultural Zone)
also have a strong basis
for the development
of the Drug and Radio
Electronics industries
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Nizhny's Road Map to Becoming
a Key Cluster of HiTech Development
During the past year, the new administration under Governor Valery Shantsev set in motion a comprehensive assessment
of the Nizhny Novgorod regional economy, involving several hundred experts led by the Moscow based consulting company
Strategica. The results of this assessment have been summarized in the document "Nizhny Novgorod Regional Development
Strategy through 2020"

Strategic Objectivities
This assessment analyzes the current state of the
local economy and its strengths and weaknesses. At
the same time it outlines a clear vision of the region’s
future, offering step by step action plans and poli
cies which should be undertaken by the regional
administration in order to achieve sustainable long
term growth. To that end, the Strategy2020 program
identifies several key priorities on which to focus the
region’s resources.
In the process of strategically analyzing the re
gional economy, key sectors were evaluated from
the viewpoint of their current status and longterm
development potential. Taking into consideration
sectorial priorities, as well as the key strengths and
weaknesses of the region, the following action plan
for the government was established:
secure a leading position in Russia’s automo
tive industry
establish the region as one of Russia’s key
FMCG production and distribution centers
realize the region’s potential as an historic center
of education, R&D and technology innovation.
From our standpoint it is comforting to know that
the government understands that the last point can

not be realized in full without an increase in the
number of higher education and R&D institutions
and learning centers, and without the ability to cre
ate world class “investment clusters” capable of com
mercializing new venture ideas in the spheres of
hightech innovation and IT.
We believe the administration’s efforts to fully
understand the complexities required to achieve
such goals is the first and most important step to
wards their realization.
First priority: securing leadership
in the automotive industry
In Nizhny’s "Regional Development Strategy
through 2020" it is assumed that the following fac
tors, among other things, will significantly influence
the pace and eventual success of the administration’s
plans to ensure the region’s leadership in the auto
mobile industry:
a steadily growing demand for locally produced
products in this sector
a readily available and underutilized supply of
local machine building, defense and instrument
making enterprises
the high level of influence of this sector on other
economic sectors and its ability to act as a cata

Investment Council under the Guidance
of the Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
On the 15 February 2006 the Investment Council, under the leadership of the Nizhny Novgorod
Governor, was created with the objective of attracting investment and stimulating the develop
ment of a consistent and coordinated state policy in promoting the commercialization of locally
developed innovative technologies. The main functions for the Investment Committee include the
following activities:
Coordination of communication and activity between the regional authorities of Nizhny Novgorod,
federal authorities, local municipal government and other organizations involved in the development
of joint policies relating to investment in the Nizhny Novgorod region.
Defining the broad priority objectives and the formation of strategic targets, which can be achieved
through the realization of specific investment policies.
Taking decisions on the feasibility of investment projects, submitted for consideration.
Determining which investment projects in the Nizhny Novgorod region will be given priority status
for implementation.
Reviewing the presentation materials outlining investment activities in the Nizhny Novgorod region,
which are to be presented to local and international investors.
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lyst for further regional economic growth
the broad availability of historical technology
traditions and a training system for qualified
personnel.
Second priority:
FMCG production and distribution
The administration’s longterm plan envisions
the region becoming a key FMCG production and
logistics center. In order to achieve this, the follow
ing factors are likely to be critical:
steady growth in demand in Russia for food
products, pharmaceuticals, household chemi
cals and other high quality FMCG products
the demand for these FMCG products stimulat
ing the development of light industry, glass and
petrochemicals
increasing numbers of successful international
facilities operating in the Nizhny Novgorod re
gion producing FMCG products, including
such companies as CocaCola, Gallina Blanca,
Heineken, Wella;
the region’s ability to produce raw materials
necessary for the sector's development
the continued development of an advanced,
modern retail distribution network.
Third priority: realizing the region’s
potential as an historic center of education,
R&D and technology innovation
As the leading manufacturer of the Soviet Un
ion’s military hardware, Nizhny Novgorod devel
oped one of the most advanced educational and sci
entific research complexes in Russia. As a result, the
region became specialized in the production of tech
nologically advanced industrial applications, such
as nuclear submarines, MIG fighter aircraft and ra
dio transmission electronics.
The basic foundation of this system is a compre
hensive higher education and R&D laboratory net
work housed within the region’s numerous univer
sities and advanced degree programs. These cover a
vast array of subjects including advanced mathemat
ics, radio physics, nuclear energy, medicine, nan
otechnology, biological therapies, chemical
processing and many others. With over 180,000
higher education and graduate students, Nizhny
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Novgorod could be considered amongst the top
intellectual breeding grounds in the world. In this
regard Strategy2020 intends to take advantage of
the following factors:
a highly developed military industrial complex,
including extensive machine building (includ
ing aircraft engineering and ship building), ra
dio electronics and instrument making indus
tries, with nuclear physics and energy, medi
cine, materials science and other fields of knowl
edge forming the technological basis within the
science and educational complex of the region.
historical scientific institutes and universities
offering highly advanced levels of military sci
ence development, focused on keeping pace
with current international trends.
Russia was acknowledged by regional studies
conducted in 2005 as one of the most attractive
international destinations for investment into
the R&D sector, ranking ahead of France, Ger
many and Canada.
the Nizhny Novgorod region’s leading institu
tions of higher education rank among the top
ten Russian institutions, each in its own catego

ry. The list includes the Lobochevsky State Uni
versity, the State Medical Academy and Dobrol
ubov Linguistic University. The number of sci
entific researchers per 10,000 people in the Nizh
ny Novgorod region exceeds the average in
Russia as a whole by a factor of more than 4.0,
making the city and surrounding region in gen
eral one of the most highly concentrated cent
ers of scientific R&D in the whole of the Russian
Federation.

Target Structure
of the Economy and Forecasts
for its Development
Based on the results of econometric modeling
prepared as part of the region’s self assessment,
the following key performance indicators were
forecast for the regional economy for the period
up to 2020:
during the next 15 years, the total volume of the
regional economy is expected to continue
growing at an average annual rate of 6.1%.

by the year 2020, the majority of the general la
bor force in the Nizhny Novgorod region is
expected to be engaged in the automotive and
related components industry, research and ed
ucation, the hitech sector, as well as in the ag
riculture and food processing industries. The
number of people working in the IT industry is
also expected to rise substantially.
the following basic economic sectors are ex
pected to hold the largest share of total in
come in the Nizhny Novgorod region: auto
motive, oil processing, iron and steel, re
search and educational, innovations and food
processing.
the following support sectors will be leading
employers: transport, logistics and housing
and utilities; in terms of annual employee earn
ings, transport and logistics together with the
utilities and financial sectors are expected to
be the leaders; The following sectors will have
the largest share among the support services
in terms of total income of the Nizhny
Novgorod region: construction, transport &
logistics and the retail trade.

Efficient, Fast Growing and Balanced Economy
(an extract from the "Nizhny Novgorod Regional Development Strategy through 2020")
In accordance with its chosen strategic priorities the government will be developing the regional economy in three major
directions: the creation of a favorable environment for the development of high priority sectors of the regional economy,
the modernization of existing enterprises and the attraction of investment financing to create new enterprises

The Creation
of a Favorable Environment
for the Development
of High Priority Sectors
of the Regional Economy
The regional government should firstly focus its
resources on solving the major problems hindering
the successful development of high priority sectors
of the regional economy. In addition, the govern
ment intends to influence the following specific fac
tors which will create a favorable environment for
businesses operating in high priority sectors:

Labor Resources
Due to changes in the regional economy’s struc
ture, the demand for labor resources will be
substantially affected. Based on the analysis of
the employment structure within already devel
oped countries and on a longterm forecast cov
ering the structure of the regional economy, the
structure of labor resources which will meet the
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needs of the local economy in 2010 and 2020 was
forecast.
The government, in cooperation with profes
sional education institutions, is developing a
plan for updated educational, retraining and
professional development programs for work
ers and will support its implementation with the
necessary backing.
The share of nonbudgetary sources, including
those of students covering their expenses on
education, is expected to grow, necessitating the
expansion of education credits. The role of state
financing (including the regional budget) will
remain quite high especially in financing the
infrastructure construction, i.e. the construc
tion of training centers and dormitories.
Improving the availability of higher education
programs for intercity, small town and rural
residents through the development of modern,
distance learning education programs.
Providing distance learning education services
via remote access for students and professionals
living in other Russian regions offers high

1 QT 2007, vol.1, #1

growth potential, necessitating the construction
of dormitories and executive education hotel
complexes, as well as the marketing of such re
gional education services within Russia’s inter
nal markets and abroad.

Internationalization
The following sectors are expected to experience
the most intensive influence of internationalization:
automotive production, aircraft engineering, in
strument making and electronics, food processing,
along with science and educational networks and
innovative enterprises. The involvement of interna
tional players in the Russian market, together with
new export opportunities now becoming available
in the global market, is pushing local enterprises to
meet international manufacturing standards in both
their production and business methods. An inten
sive exchange of information, expertise, technolo
gies and people is one the key factors that will ensure
the success of local enterprises in global markets.
The government’s task in this situation is to promote
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Nizhny Novgorod
Region
Governor Valery
Shantsev
Valeriy Pavlinovich Shantsev was born on June
29, 1947, in the Kostroma region, located in the
heart of Russia. He received an advanced degree
at the Academy of People's Economy and in the
Moscow University of Radio Engineering, Elec
tronics and Automatic Equipment. He served in
the military in the antiaircraft defense regiment
on Sakhalin Island.
He started his working career at the Salut
radar factory in Moscow as a foreman's assist
ant, eventually rising to the heights of chief tech
nologist. From 1975 to 1991, he worked as a
Communist party functionary and from 1983 to
1993 was elected as a representative to the
Moscow Government Soviet. In the early 1990`s,
he was appointed commercial director of the
Moscow Dynamo ice hockey club.
In 1994, he was appointed leader of the
Southern administrative district of Moscow and
two years later became the city's deputy mayor
and first deputy prime minister of the Govern
ment of Moscow, responsible for social services.
Having earned the respect of the city`s pop
ulation as an honest official and a man of princi
ple, Valeriy Shantsev was reelected as Mos
cow's deputy mayor in 1999 and, as a result of
his achievements in the development of city con
struction, social services, trade, transportation,
culture, education and sport, became one of the
most popular and influential heads of local gov
ernment. It was Mr. Shantsev who created the
concept of the "single desk" system, which was
implemented in the work of city establishments
and services and was designed to safeguard in
vestors from unnecessary bureaucratic interfer
ence. Today, this succesful approach is being ac
tively integrated into the Nizhny Novgorod re
gion, where, since 2005, he has been Governor,
paying special attention to investment promotion
and economic advancement.
V. P. Shantsev has been honored by numer
ous official state awards, such as the Order Of
Honour and the Order for Services to the Moth
erland of IV Degree, to name but a few.
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the intensive exchange of best practice and the in
volvement of Nizhny Novgorod enterprises in in
ternational cooperation.

Domestic and International
Market Exposure
The issue of consumers’ accessibility in the Rus
sian and international markets is a decisive factor
for the development of a number of high priority
sectors of the economy. Large companies in the
automotive, food processing, chemical and phar
maceutical industries can deal with this issue on their
own, whereas smaller IT companies and hitech en
terprises should receive encouragement and assist
ance from the administration to organize national
and global marketing for their products.
This assistance can be provided in various forms,
including:
organizing a common information space in the
form of internetbased presentations.
organizing educational programs for business
representatives regarding the promotion of their
products in international markets.
supporting the participation of the most prom
ising enterprises in specialized exhibitions and
conferences.

Land Plots Access
for Construction
Assessment of land usage efficiency for plots and
buildings, as well as promotion of an inventory
of land plots potentially suitable for attracting
investment.
Improvement in the procedures guiding coop
eration with investors, including information
sharing, documentation reviews and project
approvals.
Creation of a common database with lists of land
plots which are available to potential investors.
This data base should have exhaustive informa
tion both on the possibilities and the limitations
of land and property infrastructure use, as well
as all legal, production, technological, finan
cial and other information that can be impor
tant for investors.
Attraction to the region of independent real es
tate developers interested in investing into the
development of commercial real estate projects,
including production facilities, logistics and
warehousing facilities and new office space.

Transport and Logistics
Infrastructure
Involvement of investors in the creation of up
dated logistic centers and the construction of

modern world class terminal infrastructure, in
cluding railway junctions, multi lane roads and
an effective customs clearing warehousing com
plex.
Construction of a bridge linking Nizhny Nov
gorod to the Bor region.
Construction of a “lowhead” dam and twin
locks, and an automobile bridge crossing.
Construction of a highway bypass around Nizh
ny Novgorod to relieve transport passing
through the city in transit.
Implementation of cargo customs regulations
similar to those adopted in Moscow.

Power Generating
Infrastructure
Construction of a 500KW main feed line (Kos
tromskaya power plant – Nizhegorodskaya
substation) and a 220KW feed line (Nizhegorod
skaya substation – Borskaya substation) which
will allow the region to receive electric power
from neighboring regions at a higher efficiency
rate and at more attractive prices, as well as to
diminish the risk of blackouts for more than 2/
3 of the region in the event that the 500KW main
feed line is ever damaged.
Technical refurbishment of current thermal
power plants, including the replacement of out
dated, lowcapacity equipment which will allow
for the expansion of electric power generation
within the region, thereby necessitating an in
crease in the capacity of gascarrying infrastruc
ture and gas quotas.
Construction of new power generating facilities
to meet the long term energy needs of the re
gion. The most important projects here will be
the construction of a new steam/gas thermal
power plant on the unfinished construction site
previously allotted for a nuclear power plant,
and the construction of a hydraulic power plant
built into the body of a lowhead dam in the vil
lage of Bolshoye Kozino, which will enable the
formation of local peak capacities. These
projects will take significant time and resourc
es, but will be critical for the region’s long term
development requirements.

Financing Sources
Accessibility
Preparation of enterprises for their cooperation
with investors and financing institutions.
Financial support of enterprises in high priori
ty sectors of the economy through subsidized
credit programs.
Promoting the development of regional finan
cial institutions.
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Helping to attract risk capital for hitech and
high growth potential enterprises.
Creation of information systems enabling re
gional enterprises to obtain information on
sources of investment financing.

providing financing mechanisms to encourage
the development of enterprises during the early
stages of their life cycle.
encouraging the availability of consultation,
support and training programs for new and
young entrepreneurs.
promoting the active involvement of the popu
lation into business activities by creating a favo
rable image of business leaders and the concept
of entrepreneurship.

Development
of Entrepreneurship
and Small Business
The business activity of the population and its
readiness to take on risks are the main conditions
necessary for the appearance and development of
hitech enterprises focused on the commercializa
tion of new technologies, as well as sectors such as
tourism, light industry, construction, agriculture,
trade and other consumer services.
Small business development will allow for the
employment of former employees of restructured
older enterprises and for people who live in districts
with limited possibilities for attracting investment.
The regional government intends to create an
environment for small business development by:
eliminating Soviet era administrative barriers.

II. Modernization
and Restructuring
of Existing Enterprises
The pace of modernizing existing enterprises is
the most critical factor determining the growth po
tential of the regional economy. The results of mod
ernization are important both for the competitive
ness of regional enterprises and for attracting invest
ment into the region. In this process it is necessary to
consider the pace of restructuring an enterprise,
something that will significantly influence the
number of extraneous personnel and their eventual

Regional Industry Sectorial Structure

Large Scale Production Enterprises in Nizhny Novgorod
Name of a company

Main products

Employees,
000 pers.

GAZ Automobile
Factory

Midsized Volga cars,
Gazelle trucks and engines

59.9

Nizhny Novgorod Butter
& Oil Factory

Provincial brand mayonnaise
and cooking oils

8.3

Nizhny Novgorod
Machine Building Plant

Equipment for the energy
industry

8.2

Nizhny Novgorod Avia
Construction Plant
Sokol

MIG aircraft, jetfighters,
small aviation

6.0

Krasnoye Sormovo
Shipbuilding Plant

River ships,
military submarines, yachts

4.2

OKBM Machine Building
R&D Bureau

Equipment for the energy
industry

3.6

NNIIRT Radio
Technologies R&D
Company

Development
of radio detectors

2.5

RUMO Engine Building
Company

Diesel & gas engines, pumps and
other machine building products

2.1

Gorky Metallurgic Plant

Rolled metal products

2.0

Popov Plant
of Communication
Equipment

Equipment for radio
communication

2.0

Sormovo Confectionary
Factory

Chocolates and other sweets

1.5
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placement into new enterprises. While supporting
the modernization process of existing regional en
terprises, the government understands that it must
solve the following tasks:
promote strategic development planning at re
gional enterprises, including the required reg
ular presentations of business restructuring
plans to the regional government’s offices by key
enterprises which can help the government to
identify where support may be needed.
promote activities aimed at improving the pro
ductivity and efficiency of local enterprise man
agement.
create a database and monitoring system of the
financial and economic status of large scale pri
vate sector and governmentowned enterpris
es, in both the production and agricultural sec
tors.
develop crisis management plans for large scale
“problematic” government and privateowned
enterprises facing bankruptcy.
assist in the professional development of man
agers at key enterprises.
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Structure of Investments
into Equity by Regional Sectors
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The Largest Towns of the Region
City

Largest enterprises

Distance
from Nizhny
Novgorod (km)

Population

Key economic sectors

Arzamas

110

107.0 thous.

Instrumentation and machine building, medical
equipment, food processing.

Arzamas Machine Building Plant,
Arzamas Instrumentation Building Plant,
Arzamas Confectionery,

Balakhna

35

75.0 thous.

Paper production, furniture, electric
equipment, rubber, plastic and glass goods

Volga Paper Mill (one of the largest paper mills in Europe),
Pravdinsk Plant of Radio Relay Equipment

Bor

20

60.4 thous.

Glass, fuel and textile industries, metal,
wood and food processing, machine building,
construction materials production,
ferrous metallurgy

GLAVERBEL Glass Factory,
Nizhny Novgorod Motorvessel Plant,
Bor Plant of Retail Machinebuilding,
Troplast,
Gallina Blanca,
Bericap,
Many other foreign companies

Dzerzhinsk

40

262.0 thous.

Chemical industry, machine building,
food processing, science

Sverdlov's Chemical Plant
Aviabor Chemical Company,
Zaria Chemical Company,
Korund Chemical Company
Dzerzhinsk Orgsteklo Chemical Company
Synthesis Chemical Company
Plastic Chemical Company
Khimmash Chemical Company
Ekol Chemical Company
Quant Chemical Company
Knauf (gypsfiber plates for construction needs)
Wella (hair cosmetics)

Gorodets

70

75.5 thous.

Machine building, ship repairs, production of
ferroconcrete goods, energy generating,
traditional arts

Zavolzhye Motor Plant (engines)
Gorodets Shiprepairs and Mechanics Plant
Nizhny Novgorod HES

Kstovo

25

67.9 thous.

Oil processing, production of construction
materials, glass goods, tyres, electronic
goods, agricultural processing

LukoilVolganefteproduct
SiburNeftekhim
Kerma
KSTA

Pavlovo

78

63.2 thous.

Machine building, metal processing,
production of medical equipment
and garden tools

Pavlovo Bus
Hydroaggregate
Voskhod Pavlovo Mechanic Plant
Gorky Medical Instruments Plant
Lenin Medical Instruments Plant

Sarov

180

89.4 thous.

Science and nuclear technology,
serious R&D!

Sarov Federal Nuclear Center,
New IT Park

Semenov

82

25.0 thous.

Machine building, metal processing,
traditional arts

Steel Reinforcement Plant
SPC "Semar"
Metallist
Khokhloma Arts

Vyksa

186

59.6 thous.

Ferrous metallurgy, machine building,
production of construction materials

Vyksa Metallurgy Plant (pipes)
Drobmash
Vyksa Plant of Lightweight Metal Constructions
Zhelezobeton
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develop retraining and employment mecha
nisms for the personnel of restructured or liqui
dated enterprises according to labor market
demands.

III. Attraction of Investments
for the Creation
of New Enterprises
Sustaining the required economic growth rates
is only possible if new enterprises in high priority
sectors are created in the region. In order to main
tain economic growth at the expected rate it is nec
essary to increase investment into the basic infra
structure from the current 15% rate of Gross Regional
Product (GRP) to a level of 2025%, a level character
istic of countries with fast growing economies.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to improve
the key factors in the region which most influence its
competitive advantages in attracting strategic inves
tors. Additionally, it is important to stimulate the fi

nancial investors’ interest in the region, which has
been limited previously by the relatively small
number of enterprises with ambitious growth plans,
owned by entrepreneurs who were ready to cooper
ate with financial partners. The regional government
intends to implement specific systematic measures
which will improve the investment climate, and to
actively attract investors and to prepare regional
enterprises for their effective cooperation with in
vestors. In order to ensure the necessary investment
activity, the regional government shall focus on solv
ing the following tasks:
Determination of the investment needs and pri
orities according to the approved development
strategy of the region and providing assistance
in developing attractive investment projects
within the region.
Creation of an image of the Nizhny Novgorod
region as a territory attractive for investors.
Preparation of regional enterprises for attract
ing restructuring and expansion financing.

SWOT Analysis:
Strengths
Low operating expenses for business in Nizhny Novgorod compared to
cities such as Moscow, SaintPetersburg, Yekaterinburg and many
other regions of Russia. Specific cost advantages can be found in
labor, office rental and purchase, land cost and the cost of business
services.
Unique geographic position in the center of the European part of Russia at
the cross roads of several key air, water and land transport corridors.
43 million people living within a radius of 500 km representing the most
powerful concentration of consumer purchasing power in Russia.
The region lies in the center of Russia’s automotive industry, aircraft
engineering, shipbuilding, instrument making, nuclear physics, radioelec
tronics and other hitech branches of the economy.
The availability of numerous educational institutions and R&D centers
resulting from the region’s historical role as the center of the Soviet
Union’s military industrial complex.
The availability of highly developed financial and banking systems, business
services and an excellent telecommunications infrastructure.
Weaknesses
The airport requires improvements in order to handle the expected in
crease in cargo turnover.
It is necessary to make large investments into building a convenient high
way bypass beyond the city limits as well as additional bridges over the
Oka and Volga rivers in order to meet current traffic demands.
Limited effective use of the Volga river for transport, due to the low level
of the storage basin.
Lack of modern logistics centers which are required to replace existing
outdated customs buildings and warehousing facilities.
It is necessary to invest significant sums into energy generation and
distribution systems and infrastructure, in order to meet future consumer
demand.
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia
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Attraction of both strategic and direct financial
investors to the region.
Improvement of the investment infrastructure
for hitech projects and their commercializa
tion.
Acceleration of domestic financial resources
into local investment circulation.
Increasing the effectiveness and transparency of
cooperation between the government and in
vestors.
Realization of activities aimed at reducing in
vestors’ administrative, legal, financial and po
litical risks.

The full text of the “Nizhny Novgorod Regional
Development Strategy through 2020”
is available on the internet (in Russian) at
www.government.nnov.ru

The gas supply and distribution infrastructure needs further investment
and development.
Substantial investments are required into the construction of low cost
housing, medical care and other related segments of the social sector, in
order to attract and retain highly skilled workers in the city.
For decades the region was closed to foreigners, resulting in a delay in the
integration of local industry into international markets.
Opportunities
According to the rating agency Expert RA the region was ranked fourth in
the Russian Federation in 2005, in terms of attractiveness of the regions
and their potential for investment.
The unique geographic position and access to consumers gives the region
an excellent opportunity to become one of the most competitive centers in
Russia for FMCG products distribution.
Globalization and WTO accession will allow progressive local companies to
gain access to new international markets.
Specialization in hitech and other high growth sectors of economy, such
as IT and the commercialization of new technologies can attract invest
ment into Nizhny Novgorod and into its expansive system of higher
education.
Threats
The best and brightest students have a tendency to move to Moscow in
order to secure higher salaries.
Entering the WTO will increase competition in the Russian market, putting
additional pressure on local business.
The increasing competitiveness of other emerging markets such as India
and China for investments given their lower labor costs.
Any substantial decreases in world oil prices will have a negative effect on
the Russian economy.
Potential political instability connected with the approaching 2008 presi
dential elections might affect the attempts of regional authorities to at
tract investment.
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Why Nizhny?
Dmitry Birman,
Chairman of the Nizhny Novgorod Regional Division of OPORA Russia,
a nonprofit association of small and medium sized enterprises

Dismantling Russia's
Administrative Barriers
In Russia it's no secret that you can often find yourself up against some testing
administrative barriers. A question, then, arises: as a foreign investor,
is building a business in Russia worth the effort required?
What exactly are “administrative barriers”? For
one, they are the stumbling blocks which appear in
front of entrepreneurs starting up and running their
businesses. As a rule, these obstacles are artificially
and needlessly created by officials; one day an offi
cial may simply not be in the right mood to process
your papers, another day he may deem your forms
to have been filled in not quite correctly. Various
experts trying to discover the main reasons for the
existence and apparent increase of such obstacles
point the finger at inadequate legislature. Often lo
cal laws either contradict federal laws or are simply
ambiguous. The upshot is that only government
officials are truly in the know regarding the ins and
outs of the legislation, leaving them to interpret it
and act as they wish: they can either do something,
or not do something, allow or prohibit, for whatever
reason they cite. Such circumstances represent fer
tile ground for corruption.
Only time will tell whether this culture of hin
drance within Russia’s administrative proce
dures can be turned around, and until recently
there hadn’t been any real attempt to tackle it.
Now, though, things are starting to change for
the better. As the head of a private company my
personal experience has convinced me that, for
example, the Tenders for the Delivery of Goods,
Performance of Work or Service for State Needs
law (# 97FZ dated 06.05.99) really works. In the
past those entrepreneurs who submitted their

bonds for participation in a tender stood very
little chance of winning it. More often than not
the winner was the one who managed to “make a
deal” first, i.e. to bribe. There even existed a com
mon saying at the time: “to buy a tender”. The
companies that lost had no case to complain
since, by taking advantage of inadequate legis
lation regulating the tendering process, organ
izers could explain away any refusal. Again, the
reason regarding incorrectly filledin paper
work might surface as one explanation.
When the new law came into force everything was
put in order, describing in full detail each stage of a
tender. Businessmen can now be confident that by
strictly following the law’s provisions they can be
competitive in tendering processes, without resort
ing to bribery. The law works, and it is one cog in the
machine being built to knock down and abolish
administrative barriers.
Very often it is very difficult for the governor of
a region to win over officials very much stuck in
their ways. The governor for the Nizhny Novgorod
region, Valery Shantsev, spoke on this problem
during one of his speeches recently. He told how,
when pursuing his goal towards getting rid of ad
ministrative barriers, he looked back and saw no
body behind him, how he was standing alone. His
subordinates either failed to catch up or simply
didn’t want to hurry. Who knows whether this is a
reflection of his strict attitude towards his staff.

Dmitry Birman,
Chairman of the Nizhny Novgorod Regional Division of OPORA Russia,
a national nonprofit association of small and medium sized enterprises
Mr Birman is a building engineer by profession. He started working as a foreman
supervising various construction activities. In the 1980s he set up a cooperative
company producing medical furniture and exercise equipment, one of the first of its
kind in the city.
At present he is president of the Karina furniture holding. He is a deputy at the City Duma of Nizhny
Novgorod where he presides over a commission dealing with the economy, industry and entrepreneurship. He
is also CoChairman at the Governor’s Council for the Development of Entrepreneurship and a member of the
political council of the Nizhny Novgorod Division of the political party Edinaya Rossiya (United Russia).
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From where I’m standing, the key to overcom
ing administrative barriers lies in the administrations
employing businessexperienced people who have
a good understanding of the problems that exist,
possibly through personal experience. They could
help solve known issues faced not only by their busi
nesses but also by businesses across the board. The
value in this idea is evidenced by the fact that, dur
ing the last meeting of the City Duma, a large number
of people from the business community were
present. Some positive changes have already arrived
in city life from the fruition of this cooperation.
Russian entrepreneurs are more than aware of –
and often used to – the administrative barriers
which exist when setting targets and aspiring to suc
ceed in businesses. Foreigners might not be quite so
experienced in solving such problems, and the big
gest question facing them is whether or not to set up
shop in Russia. My belief is firmly that they should,
and not only bring investment but positively rush
into the country as it is arguably one of the only civ
ilized states not to have been fully explored yet by
foreign investors. This won’t last forever, of course,
as a powerful country’s potential and resources are
very interesting to international businesses.
In order to feel confident on Russian soil a for
eign investor should know our legislature and be up
to speed on important current events. Speaking
about laws concerning Nizhny Novgorod, anyone
can familiarize themselves with these laws by visit
ing the official website of the City Duma
(www.gorduma.nnov.ru). Another option is to use
the services of advisory companies which are quite
in abundance now. Another of the most effective ways
is to establish direct contact with Russian partners
working in the same sector of the economy.

Enterpreneurship
Pavel Solodky,
Chairman of the Regional Council and Member of the General Council of the public organization Delovaya Rossiya,
a national nonprofit association of medium and larger sized enterprises in Russia.

Russia's New Breed of Business Leaders
Large public associations of businessmen are becoming more noticeable as they actively participate in forming the economic
policies in our country. Their influence on the reforms launched by the government is increasing due to the fact that these
reforms can become effective only in close cooperation between state and business
One example of such association is Delovaya
Rossiya (Business Russia) which positions itself as
an alliance of new generation entrepreneurs. That is
why it is very important to understand what distin
guished features these businessmen have.
Firstly, these are people who, irrespective of
their business’s specialization, size or location,
work in the real sector of the economy and devel
op domestic industries, being primarily orientat
ed towards the Russian market. Their successes
are not connected with the country’s privatization
or wealth reallocation processes, but rather with
their growing professionalism, implementation
of stateoftheart technology, management
methods, strategic planning abilities and per
formance improvement, and the implementation
of social programs. The business initiatives of
these people are put into practice in a competi
tive environment and they are a motor for the
development of the market economy. Their tried
andtested tools and methods become models for
others and the economy at large and for increas
ing the living standards of society. These are busi
ness leaders who, as opposed to large scale re
sourcebased businesses, work in an environment
of administrative pressures and constantly chang
ing legislature as well as rapidly growing prices
for resources and energy.
Another distinguishing feature of these Russian
entrepreneurs is their mentality. They hold the val
ues of a civil society in high regard, see themselves
as part of this society and do not entertain the pos

sibility of their business activities being in any way
incompatible with the interests and well being of
Russia. They believe it is their obligation to fulfill
their duties as citizens and therefore they form their
plans and interests keeping in mind any potential
consequences they may have on society. They take
an active part in launching social reforms, they are
not indifferent towards the needy and underpro
tected members of society. They value their repu
tation and strive to meet international corporate
standards.

Prof. Pavel Solodky, Ph.D, Director of the regional managing company
overseeing development of the World Trade Center (WTC).
His first career was that of a military engineer and then, for a long time, he was
Director and then Board Chairman of the multiproduct investment company, Rosbell.
Since 2003, he has been heading a project that envisages the construction in Nizhny
Novgorod of an international trading centre, which will be one of the links of an
international chain, incorporating a single association of World Trade Centers, capable
of holding conventions and exhibitions and providing information, business, hotel accommodation, office and
other services.
Mr Solodky is also chairman of the Regional Council and a member of the General Council for the all
Russia, nongovernmental organization Business Russia and a member of the board at the CCI for the
Nizhny Novgorod region.
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The main strategic target of Delovaya Rossiya is
to bring about changes in the state’s economic pol
icy by establishing a partnership dialog with both
society and the government. We would then like to
see the development of policies targeted towards
encouraging entrepreneurship, private initiative
and competition, Russia’s economic development
and increasing standards of living of Russian citi
zens. We count on the support of a wide crosssec
tion of the population and we have our reasons in
doing so: the country’s middle classes, a section of
society from which such entrepreneurs emanate, is
constantly growing. For example, according to the
evaluations of Expert magazine such people now
constitute up to 20% of the economically active pop
ulation of Russia.
In short our activity consists of cooperation with
governmental bodies, preparation of analytical
reports, experts’ statements and drafts of regulato
ry acts. Our activities also include the protection of
business’ interests from unlawful activity on the
part of competitors or from burdensome govern
mental structures. We also work to help eliminate
excessive administrative and other barriers, or
“red tape”, hindering the Russian economy’s
speedy development.
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MODERN TECHNOLOGIES

Seven businessincubators
and three IT Parks will start functioning
in Nizhny Novgorod region in 2008

Local StartInvest Business Angels Club
was formally organized in 2006

In 2006 the Russian IT market grew
to more than 370 billion rubles
($13.7bn) compared to 2005,
with Nizhny Novgorod as one of the leading
regions in this sector Russia

Nizhny Novgorod's potential for innovation
is ranked 4th in Russia based on technologies
developed for the Soviet defense industry,
and to the traditionally high level
of university education

One of the key hubs of the former
Soviet Union's military industrial complex –
home to numerous hightech R&D institutes
and some of the best universities
and colleges in the country

Intel`s division of software
development in Russia is now its largest
outside of the U.S.

ITsector

Information Technologies
The IT market has been developing in a dramatic, often unexpected fashion. The rapid advancement of technological
development means that yesterday's high flyers could become tomorrow's forgotten failures. Any country that is capable
of reliably providing high quality product at a low cost will eventually steal the IT crown and lead the sector’s development.
Russia has all the qualifications and the Nizhny Novgorod region, in particular, may soon become known as the new
Bangaluru
The sector is represented by three main catego
ries of business activity: software development, sales
and systems integration.
The region's software development sector is
represented by both foreign corporations –
Intel, to name but one – and companies estab
lished in Nizhny Novgorod , which include
world famous names, such as Mera, TECOM
and Telma. This degree of success here became
possible thanks to the highly trained profes
sionals, who work in IT, and because of the rich
scientific and educational traditions of the
Nizhny Novgorod region which is bolstered by
the cost effectiveness of local specialists.
According to independent experts' reports, the
total turnover of IT companies, based in Nizhny
Novgorod, exceeded $100 million in 2006.

How It All Began
Mera was established 17 years ago, becoming
Russia's pioneer in the IT industry. The compa
ny's founders graduated from the State Technical
University of Nizhny Novgorod, where they were
studying the sphere of antenna metrology. They
moved quickly to offshore programming as a re
sult of the fastpaced growth of the global out
sourcing market for software development and
then started producing their own software under
the Mera Networks trademark. Today, Mera is a
partner with several leaders in the information
industry, such as Nortel Networks, Alcatel and

CISCO Systems. The company's headquarters are
located in Nizhny Novgorod and Richmond Hill
(Canada). Their technology is used in voice trans
mission systems over the Internet in more than
50 countries throughout the world.
Telma was established in 1991 on the base of
the External Relations Department of the Scien
tific and Research Institute for Technologies and
Production Streamlining. A year later, the com
pany started working closely with Motorola. To
day, they have successfully completed more than
250 projects in the area of software development
and testing, acting as a supplier for world IT in
dustry leaders, such as Microsoft, Esmertec,
McAffee, Freescale Semiconducter, Metrowerks,
Omron, etc. In 2005, Telma's turnover exceeded
780 million rubles, with a workforce exceeding
800 employees.
In 1992, Intel hired a handful of software devel
opers from the Closed Federal Nuclear Research
Center in the Nizhny Novgorod region, and eight
years later opened Intel Nizhny Novgorod Labs.
Today, this is one of the largest Intel centres in Eu
rope, with a workforce of 450.

specialized professionals in information technol
ogies, although the level of education is exceed
ing all expectations. As a result, there is a specific
lack of software project managers and IT product
promotion staff.
These problems are being addressed by creat
ing centers of education within the companies
themselves. For example, in 1998, Mera started
their own Institute for Information Technologies,
aimed at training prospective employees, not only
for their parent company, but also for other busi
nesses in the sector.
Another way of solving the problem is to
headhunt employees from other regions. Telma
Soft has recently opened a new office in Chebok
sary and established computer classes in the lo
cal university.
The most promising idea, however, is the
partnership between IT companies and local
state and technical universities for the introduc
tion of new education programs, which would
enhance business investment in the Nizhe
gorodsky region and establish a first rate IT clus
ter for the 21st century.

Head Hunting

Prospects

Despite thousands of students graduating with
diplomas from universities in Nizhny Novgorod
every year, the competition for jobs is getting more
intense. Local IT business leaders believe that uni
versities cannot in fact provide them with enough

In 2007, it is expected that Russia will intro
duce new tax discounts and privileges for com
panies in the IT sector. This will provide a pow
erful impetus to the development of this whole
area of the economy.

Fact Sheet
30 percent of Nizhny Novgorod`s software products are exported, whereas in other Russian
regions this figure is less than 10 percent.

Russian export of software
and IT outsorsing services
in 20022005, $ Mio

The average salary level of Nizhny Novgorod`s ITsector equals 21,000 rubles ($780), while
in other Russian regions the average equals only 6,000 rubles ($225) per month.
The total Nizhny Novgorod IT sector turnover equaled 2.8 billion rubles (more than $100
million) in 2006
According to current surveys, the number of workers in the IT sector will triple by 2010 with
exports expected to increase to over 3.5 billion rubles ($130 million).
The yearly output per sector's employee equals 945 thousand rubles (US $35 thousand).
The average salary scale equals only13% of a similar US software programer`s average salary.
Growth rate of salary in ITsector is 10% per year.
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia
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Information Technologies
The Russian Federal Government is going to
establish a new organization called the Russian
Investment Fund for Information and Communi
cation Technologies (RIFICT). The aim of this
fund will be to specifically invest in the most
promising projects, developed by small and
medium sized IT companies, each of which will
receive up to $3m. In three years, this fund
should become part of the Russian Venture Com
pany, a new federally financed Fund of Funds
managed by VTB.

Largest Regional IT Enterprises
Name of enterprise
1СRarus NN
AriadnaNN
Computer Information Center

Website

Activities

www.rarus.nn.ru

Complex automation on the basis of 1С: enterprise package of programs

www.ariadnann.com
www.blackdog.ru

Development of specialized and applied programs
Development of a family of broadband wireless modems products,
IPtelephony, internet technologies

CSoft Nizhny Novgorod

www.csoft.nnov.ru

Comprehensive solutions for the automation of technical processes
planning and managing and for the creation of geoinformation systems

Energoinform

www.ei.nnov.ru

Development, integration and support of information systems

Infort Technology

www.infort.ru

Complex project integration connected to company automation

Intel

www.intel.com

Software development for microprocessor technology

IP3.Ru

www.ip3.ru

Software development

IT

www.it.ru

Development of information systems

MERA, group of companies

www.meranetworks.ru
www.meranetworks.com

Model, scientific

www.model.nn.ru

Development, support and software testing and creation of hitech
products in the sphere of networking and telecommunications
Advanced automation of planning and production relating to firmware,
based on IT, element base of industrial computers and network solutions

production association
NikaCom

www.ncom.ru

Development and implementation of hardware/software

Nizhegorodskaya

www.nslabs.ru

Development of solutions in the sphere of automation systems

network laboratory

for production solutions, information safety, corporative

(NS Labs)

information systems building

Tecom

www.tecomgroup.ru

Designing, development and support of hardware and embedded
software for telecommunications equipment, corporate information
systems and distributed managing firmware systems

Telma

www.telma.ru

Development of embedded software for wireless devices, realization
of customer server solutions, applications and hardware solutions
for personal use, for B2B, B2C
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ITsector
Vladimir Krupnov, Director of the NovaCard company (www.novacard.ru)

The Market for Plastic Cards is Being Developed
by Consumers Themselves
Our company is one of the largest plastic card manufacturers in Russia and in Eastern Europe, engaged
in the production of all kinds of plastic cards. We started with a production volume of just 1 million cards
per year – today we produce at least the same volume of cards each and every day, amounting to over
500 million cards per year. Numbered among our clients are such companies as Sberbank, Russky Standard,
Citibank, Home Credit & Finance Bank, MTS, Beeline, Megafon, IKEA, LUKoil, Aeroflot and other large
Russian and international banks and companies
The plastic cards market expanded in the 1990s
mainly due to developments in the banking sector
and later on due to the appearance of mobile com
munication operators. At present there are in fact
few companies in the Russian plastic cards market
that operate in accordance with world standards;
beside NovaCard there are only two other certified
suppliers of cards for the Visa and MasterCard in
ternational payment systems. However, competition
in this sector is becoming increasingly intense, in
no small part due to the appearance of foreign in
vestors. Russia has already proved itself an interest
ing international destination to such world leaders
in this sector as Gemalto, Oberthur Card Systems and
Giesecke & Devrient GmbH.
I expect that 2007 will prove to be progressive in
terms of cooperation with banks that have matured to
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introduce changes to their operational activities and,
in reaction to market developments, will increase their
trust in domestic suppliers of plastic cards more. Ac
cording to analysts’ evaluations 2007 is expected to
see the same amount of plastic cards issued as in the
last several years combined – in the region of 60 mil
lion cards. That’s already the beginning of a market
boom. The youth of this sector and its room for devel
opment can be viewed in comparison with the west:
today in Russia there is one banking card per every
two persons – in America that figure is 10.
The market will be growing due to the fact that
banks and retail distribution networks are paying
more and more attention to holding onto the clients
they already have, realizing as they do that they face
more and more competitors in the market today,
competition which will see the issue of customer
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loyalty soon becoming more important than ever.
An important factor in the development of the plas
tic cards market is that banks have realized the ne
cessity to implement customer relationship manage
ment (CRM) systems as well as systems of effective
risk management. Working in the retail distribution
market can be fruitful only if a company effectively
implements certain factors, including collecting and
updating client data, segmenting its client database,
utilizing targeted advertising (e.g. special offers) and
flexible risk management.
Using cards based on EMV technology gives a
bank the opportunity to collect maximum informa
tion about a particular client. In Russia today more
and more banks participate in EMV projects as only
the EMV standard allows the building of an effective
system of relations between a bank and its clients.
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Information Technologies

Nizhny Novgorod – an Exciting Place to Work
Intel Nizhny Novgorod has grown quickly since its inception in 2000 as a software
development lab. Today, almost 500 people are employed here, representing nearly
every business group at Intel

A Simple Answer
Why did Intel choose Nizhny Novgorod?
The first and easiest answer would be that Intel
discovered an exceptionally skilled group of soft
ware engineers that started the lab in Nizhny in 2000
and was quick to tap into a promising source of local
talent. As the teams grew, the need for support in IT,
finance and HR grew along with it and Intel realized
that in Nizhny there were a large number of educat
ed people in all disciplines. As a result, employment
figures rose sharply in the coming years.
Intel's success in Nizhny has been due to its abil
ity to hire and retain worldclass talent, both in engi
neering and support functions, coupled with cost
effectiveness in compensation and facilities.

WorldClass Talent
Since Nizhny Novgorod has a long history in the
defense industry, it is home to a large number of

universities, scientific institutes and high tech mili
tary establishments. This scientific ecosystem pro
vides Intel with a healthy pool of experienced engi
neers to draw from when contemplating new
projects.
Intel Nizhny works closely with universities, most
notably Nizhny Novgorod State Lobachevsky Uni
versity, which generates between 300400 engineer
ing graduates each year and is an invaluable talent
source for the company. In its key programs the
teaching of English is mandatory, an essential re
quirement in the global marketplace. Additionally,
Intel sponsors two research labs, in wireless technol
ogy and computer science. These labs conduct re
search in WiFi/WiMax and highperformance
computing (HPC). Since the university expects to
grow considerably in the coming years, Intel's in
volvement will grow with it. Approximately $20
million from the National Priority Project for Edu
cation has been allocated for Lobachevsky, which
plans to invest heavily in computing infrastructure
and HPC technology.

Intel Corporation in Russia
Intel Corporation considers Russia and the CIS to be an invaluable region for
growth and technology. Not only does it possess a fastgrowing consumer and
business customer base, but also holds one of the most robust scientific and
engineering talent pools in the world. Intel has invested heavily in developing a
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Dave Molinari
CoSite Manager of ZAO "Intel A/O"

Nizhny Novgorod also possesses excellent non
technical recent college graduate input from oth
er notable universities, such as the Higher School
of Economics and the Linguistics University. Here,
students receive degrees in multiple disciplines,
including finance, economics, IT and foreign lan
guages. Most of the graduates learn English
throughout their term of study, so a transition to
Intel goes quite smoothly. Intel also invests in in
ternships for qualified students from any universi
ty in the region.
One of the most important tests of any com
pany's success is employee retention and the
good news for Intel is that our employees from

world class R&D center for multiple product lines in five different cities within
Russia: Moscow, St. Petersburg, NizhnyNovgorod, Sarov, and Novosibirsk.
Intel Corporation came to Moscow in the summer of 1991 where it concen
trated mainly on sales and marketing. Since then it has played a major role in the
development of Russia's rapidly growing ICT industry.
A year later Intel brought in a handful of software developers from Sarov and
by the spring of 2000, Intel NizhnyNovgorod Labs was opened, where currently
over 250 software engineers work in close cooperation with Intel's global labora
tories.
By the end of 2003, Intel opened a branch for sales and marketing in Novosi
birsk, followed by a development centre in Sarov.
2004 was a busy year. In January, Intel Russia announced the opening of a
new marketing centre in NizhnyNovgorod. In May, Intel Corp made an agreement
with Elbrus and UniPro within the framework of its strategic investment program,
Intel Capital, enabling them to hire developers who worked in those companies. As
a result, Intel Software Development Labs, similar to the one in NizhnyNovgorod,
was established in St Petersburg, Novosibirsk and Moscow and the number of
Intel employees throughout the country increased to1200. Intel Russia's division
of software developers became the largest outside the United States. The main
business directions of Intel R&D in Russia are microprocessor architecture, soft
ware solutions and the creation of new technology and products for microproces
sor enhancements.

ITsector
Nizhny have proved to be very loyal and stay with
us. Attrition rates remain in single digit percent
ages, which encourages expansion and a con
tinual growth in professional experience and
maturity.

Cost Effectiveness
Russia, and Nizhny Novgorod in particular,
offers excellent value for money, compared to
other emerging markets. Russian engineers, for
example, cost less than Chinese and Indian engi
neers, according to many studies, yet possess
equal, or better, skills.
There is one precautionary note, however. Al
though salaries are lower in Nizhny than many other
parts of the world, there are hidden costs associat
ed with recruiting, relocating and training new
employees. Despite this, Intel sees considerable
financial advantages in being here, which is why it
chose Nizhny Novgorod over Moscow for the hub
of its operations in Russia.
The low cost of housing is another plus. Land
and real estate is cheaper in regional cities. While
IT infrastructure can be expensive, the overall
savings in Nizhny, compared to Moscow, can be
as much as half.

There are Some
Weaknesses, of Course…
We acknowledge that doing business in
Nizhny does have its challenges. Moscow and St.
Petersburg still remain the first choice for most
foreign investment because of their welldevel
oped infrastructures, easy access to labour,
higher salaries and modern lifestyles. Addition
ally, all Russia, including Moscow, struggles to
provide enough experienced managers to fill the
demand of foreign companies. Nizhny fares no

better and certainly scores worse than Moscow.
Intel Nizhny constantly needs to invest in inter
nal management and leadership training in or
der to remain competitive. It is also the case that
salaries in Russia are rising fast, something that
requires constant supervision, in order to keep
at, or above, the going rate. Competition for
talent with Moscow and even European and
American cities is an everpresent worry, as it is
rare that someone will relocate to Nizhny from
these markets for a job opportunity due to salary
differences. Intel is able to overcome this diffi
culty by recruiting throughout Russia and, al
though successful now, it may prove harder in
the future. We do have a reasonable pool of Eng
lish speakers in Nizhny, but there is still room
for improvement. Once recognized, our weak

nesses will strengthen in time, but new compa
nies should be aware of these considerations
when deciding on a site location.

Summary
Intel Russia continues to be extremely success
ful and its commitment to the region has provided
enormous benefits. Investing so heavily in Nizhny
Novgorod was a risk that has paid off handsomely.
It will only get better.
Regional centres, such as this, can be challeng
ing to work in and are certainly an emerging
market. Intel is optimistic about the future and
will continue to invest here. Great people and
great cost advantages are a successful formula.

Russian Programmers Can Solve Ambiguous Tasks
Alexey Odinokov, General Manager, Intel A/O:
A new era is dawning in the development of the Russian IT sector, encouraging
large domestic and multinational investors. Intel was one of the first companies to
start working in Russia and outside of Moscow. We've found "a pot of gold" in Nizhny
Novgorod. After World War II, a community of scientists in the sphere of mathemat
ical algorithms, physics and radio physics was formed and one of the best universities
in Russia established in Nizhny Novgorod. It is a source of pride that homegrown specialists, spawned from the
Russian educational system, can solve even illdefined, crossdisciplined tasks, as local programmers work
with singleminded dedication to stay ahead of the game. I believe that we have the skills and enthusiasm to
become a powerful force in the technological revolution and are in the initial stages of creating an IT market
place, in which Russia offers the most competitive rates anywhere in the world.
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Information Technologies
Dmitry Ponomarev,
President of the MERA group of companies

Russia's IT Sector Undergoing Dynamic Growth
Almost 15 years ago Russia's IТ sector was totally absent. From my own personal experience I can say that buying a decent
computer was impossible even in Moscow – we eventually got our first two computers in exchange for a car

MERA was one of the first companies both in the
region and nationally which took the chance of try
ing to make a name – and a profit – in IT. We start
ed our activities in 1989 by developing antenna test
ing systems for institutes connected with the devel
opment of wireless communication systems. By the
middle of the 1990s imported equipment started fill
ing Russia’s market. Many Russian domestic
projects were abandoned and we unfortunately lost
our clients. At the same time the positive upturn in
international relations turned Russia into a poten
tial IT services supplier to western companies. The
first official contract with western customers was
signed by us in 1993. Thanks to the fact that institu
tions of higher education in this country have tradi
tionally prepared good specialists we have been able
to build up a strong team at MERA and have started
working with major manufacturers of telecommu
nication equipment.
Our first partner, with whom we still currently
work, was Nortel, a world leader in the production
of telecom products. With Nortel we provide not only
testing and technical support, we also participate in
the development of new products and schemes.
Usually only processes that are not critical for the
customer are rendered for outsourcing. We, how
ever, have participated in the creation of telecom
munication systems, to be used, for example, in
managing mobile communication networks. At
present we carry out 70% of our projects according
to the principle of product life cycle management
– that is we undertake all the stages of a project
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ourselves from planning, creation and extensive
testing to aftersales support.
MERA as an outsourcing service provider has
grown tenfold over the last five years in terms of its
number of staff. At present we number among our
clients such renowned companies as Ericsson, Sie
mens and Cisco. Generally speaking Russia’s off
shore programming industry has been evolving at a
very high speed for the last ten years, rocketing from
$0 to $1.5bn. Russia has risen to fourth among the
world leaders in terms of software export volume,
with the Nizhny Novgorod region one of the leaders
at the forefront of this sector.
We had our first experience in working with for
eign investors in 2000 when the American company
Golden Telecom bought out the internet service pro
vider we had established in 1992, KIS. This deal was
one of the first examples of direct western capital
investment into the Russian IT sector. It opened our

eyes and made us look at what we were doing from a
different vantage point. While previously we estab
lished companies from scratch and developed them
along the principles of ‘natural growth’, relying only
on our own financial funds, we now realized that
telecom enterprises were the kind which could be
taken to a higher level with the help of financial in
vestment. In 2001 we sold to the same investor the
service provider Agenstvo Delovoy Svazi which we
also built up from scratch. The two companies
merged and today it is the second largest multiserv
ice operator in the region.
The telecommunications and IT sectors today
show themselves to be dynamic and in good health,
with excellent potential for development over the
next ten years. The world has taken note of Russia’s
IT potential but Russian IT companies have yet to
seriously penetrate into the majority of domestic
sectors. It is only the beginning. The possibilities for
investment are huge; communication is rapidly de
veloping, development of technologies is coming
in leaps and bounds as older technologies simulta
neously become outdated. In order to keep pace
with the market an IT business has to almost fully
update its equipment once every six months. That’s
why only external investment will enable the sector
to realize the potential that exists within it. Addition
ally, the domestic IT market is growing now due to
Russia’s internal needs. This growth is so rapid that
the lack of specialists can already be felt, meaning
the investment into their training is both vital and
promising. Towards this end we established the
Nizhny Novgorod Institute of Information Technolo
gies which has become the first regional education
establishment to focus on training up programmers
and other IT specialists.

Dmitry Ponomarev,
President of the MERA group of companies
Mr Ponomarev worked at the school of Radio Technology and Technical Cyber
netics at the Nizhny Novgorod Polytechnic University. He is the author of over 70
scientific publications and the holder of 12 patents. In 1989, together with his
colleagues, he established the MERA cooperative dealing with the development of
technologies for antenna assisted measurement, and later with telecommunications
software development. In 1992 he established the internet provider Kommercheski
ye Informatsionniye Seti (KIS). In 1994 he established Agentstvo Delovoy Svazi, the first regional private
telephone company. After selling KIS to Golden Telecom, he became a board member of its regional branch. In
2003 he established the Povolzhsky Association of Electric Communication, uniting the region’s leading
telecommunication companies.

ITsector
Evgeny Shchemelev, President of the TECOM group of companies

Competitive Coding: How Nizhny Novgorod's Programmers
are Taking on the World's Best
With headquarters in Melbourne Florida and in Nizhny Novgorod, our company has been active in the IT market for 15 years
and has completed over 100 projects during that time. For the first 12 years we were carrying out these projects chiefly for
American customers, but our situation is changing and over the last several years we have increasingly been receiving orders
from Russian businesses too
For many years I have been telling everyone that
Russian programmers are capable of seriously
competing with their Indian counterparts, point
ing out the positive ways in which Russian pro
grammers differ. I’m pleased to say this view has
become widely accepted over the last five years. Let
me remind you that the Indian IT sector, which is
today the world trendsetter, generates up to $10
billion of annual turnover while the Russian IT sec
tor cannot yet boast the same kind of figures.
For the last 20 years India has been preparing
excellent professionals but for a fairly narrow spec
trum of services. They had little incentive to expand
this spectrum as they were in a powerful position
due to the world market being dependent on their
services. Indians are very good at such things as
coding clearly defined tasks and testing according
to a scheduled plan. Russians can also do these
things but not as well as Indians because our pro
grammers like to solve loosely defined tasks, for
example when a customer needs to have not only a
developed scenario coded but also receive recom
mendations on how exactly to optimize the task
itself. So far our programmers have been present
ing batch production, contrary to the mass produc
tion of Indian companies, many having 5,000 to

10,000 employees each. Today the situation in the
market, particularly among American customers,
is changing. Some of them are no longer satisfied
with the level offered by the famous Bangaluru,
which is somewhat resting on its laurels now. The
same cannot be said of Russian programmers, who
instead keep developing themselves in accordance
with global market requirements.
However, there is another problem here: Rus
sian companies have started losing in price com
petition. Considering the average Russian pro
grammer salary together with overhead costs we
cannot go lower than the monthly price of $3,000
per engineer, twice the amount Indian companies
are ready to receive. Nevertheless, when undertak
ing complicated projects we succeed in keeping
this price level. In Moscow prices are even higher

and there are practically no companies who are not
experiencing a lack of specialists. With this in mind
a number of factors make up Nizhny Novgorod’s
competitive edge in the IT sector, chief among
them being the availability of companies with plen
tiful and experienced staff (for whom comfortable
living conditions are being created), as well as the
region’s proximity to Moscow and its lower cost of
living. Two other plus points in the eyes of poten
tial investors are that local IT developers have es
tablished close relations with local higher educa
tion institutions and IT parks such as the one in
Sarov, as well as a new IT park scheduled to be built
in Nizhny Novgorod.
Together these elements constitute the very
mechanism which not only attracts high grade spe
cialists but also demand for their work in the future.

Evgeny Shchemelev,
President of the TECOM group of companies
Mr Shchemelev started his career as a teacher at Lobachevsky Nizhny Novgorod
State University. He received his first order for the creation of an IT product in 1992 and
in that same year TECOM was established. Not only was Mr Shchemelev a pioneer in the
Russian IT sector but he was also the first man in Nizhny Novgorod to start a preparation
program for the specialists of the sector.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
The region has an historically strong educational base which provides the
sector with highly qualified specialists and allows local companies to compete
with other leading countries in IT developments
Nizhny Novgorod has a relatively low cost labor force together with lower real
estate prices and rental fees than Moscow and many other cities worldwide.
At present the global IT sector is going through a period of rapid development.
The number of techno parks and business incubators in Nizhny Novgorod is
constantly growing.
Weaknesses and Threats
The competition among Nizhny Novgorod IT businesses can already be felt.
A current deficit of programmers who are now in demand
Relatively higher salary levels offered by Moscow based companies which
draws local programmers away from Nizhny Novgorod
Relative lack of low cost housing and social services available for young families
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Venture Investment
Hitech Innovation in Nizhny Novgorod –
How is it Being Promoted? 10 Facts
1. The association of business angels, under the
name Start Invest was formally established in
April, 2006, in Nizhny Novgorod. Its chairman,
Professor Edward Fiyaksel, has in fact been
making venture investments for more than ten
years in Russia.
2. The first business incubators, aimed at helping
small businesses become competitive, appeared
in Russia at the beginning of the 1990s. In 1996
a noncommercial partnership, The National Com
munity of Business Incubators, was created, unit
ing about 50 constituent entities. The crisis of
1998, however, held up this newly emerging
movement, which only revived quite recently.
One can say that the history of business incuba
tors in Russia is only beginning. Today, they
number around 80.
3. The Ministry of Entrepreneurship, Consumer
Market & Services Support and Development

for the Nizhny Novgorod region has won a ten
der from the Russian Federation’s Ministry
For Economic Development to create an inno
vative business incubator in Nizhny Novgorod.
The cost is 40 million rubles ($1.5m), split
equally between regional and federal budgets.
Two thousand square metres of office space
will be found at an unfinished military base,
with a similar amount of space allocated for
production facilities.
4. Currently, there are four fully functional non
technology related business incubators in the
Nizhny Novgorod region in Serguchsky district
(industrial production), in Arzamassky district
(office services) in Buturlinsky district (small
business support) and in Tonshaevsky district
(consumer services). Detailed plans for the ex
pansion of another business incubator, along
the lines of that at the state university, have
already been worked out. The cost will be 640
million rubles ($23.7m), the total floor space
25,000 squaremeters and the estimated
number of participants per year 30.
5. Nizhny Novgorod’s radio laboratory is thought of
as the first Russian technology park. As early as
1923, a project to develop and put into produc
tion the most powerful generating radio lamp,
called Babushka (Grandma), was carried out on
Lenin’s initiative. This device was exported all
over the world and such outstanding scientists
as O. Losev and V. Lebedinsky took part in it.
6. Three hundred thousand square metres of pro
duction facilities for IT parks are planned to be
built in the Nizhny Novgorod region by 2010.
7. Development of the Sarov technopark in the
town of Satis in the Diveyevsky district began
in 2004. Its major activities are information
processing technology, energy saving, ecology,
life support systems and medical equipment.
The federal nuclear centre in Sarov became the
foundation for this park. Two research and pro
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duction buildings, with a total floor space of
6,000 square metres will house 15 companies.
Construction on a second site is planned for
2007. The enclosed area of 20,000 square
metres will include a villa community, a trans
portation system for quick access to the tech
nology park and a social service centre. It is
projected to create a living area, to construct
research, engineering and production buildings
and to improve the landscape over 40,000
square metres before 2010.
8. In 2006, the government of the Nizhny
Novgorod region allocated 19.5m rubles
($725,000) to create the infrastructure of
the Sarov technopark. In 2007 another 100m
rubles ($3.7m) will be added coming primarily
from private sector companies, such as Sys
tema, a joint stock financial corporation, which
will invest $2m. More than 100 Russian and
foreign companies have shown an interest in
working here and one of the newly construct
ed buildings has already been leased to Intel.
9. The Orbita IT park in Nizhny Novgorod repre
sents a cluster of enterprises, engaged in devel
oping software for communication systems, IP
telephony, digital signal processing, satellite and
cellular communications. Production and office
facilities occupy 21,000 squaremetres and in
clude a digital automatic telephone station, two
broadband Internet connections, a bank, a con
ference hall for 120, classrooms, a cafe as well
as a gym and ten pin bowling alley. There are
approximately 3,000 workplaces, to which
MERA.ru, Megafon, MTS and other companies
are longterm residents.
10. The biggest project in the field of information
processing technologies in the Nizhny Novgorod
region is the Ankudinovka IT park. An area of 62
hectares has been allocated for its construc
tion. The main functional zones will be produc
tion and office facilities (105,000 sq. m.), com
munity and business zones with sports facili
ties (90,000 sq. m.), residential buildings and a
hostel for 10,000 (225,000 sq. m.). Budget
ary financing will amount to 3 billion rubles
($110m), with private investments of 15 bil
lion rubles ($555m).

Venture Investment
Eduard Fiyaksel, entrepreneur, professor, business angel

Will Nizhny Novgorod Become
a City of Business Angels?
It seems that in today's Russia there exist all of the necessary conditions
for successful venture investment: the innovations market is filled with a lot
of interesting intellectual projects developed by talented scientists on the one hand,
and by individuals with spare capital which they are willing to invest into promising
developments, on the other hand. However, in the conditions of an underdeveloped
financial market we are short of (to be more exact, we totally lack) the intermediate
link, namely venture management, i.e. entrepreneurs who would take on themselves
the risks of a project's commercialization using these investments

What's the Problem?
The good news is that in Russia the understand
ing of the necessity to breed such specialists is
growing (as they will not appear by themselves).
That is why I spend so much time and effort on this
work as the Venture Management Chair at the
Higher School of Economics.
Why attribute such importance to the matter?
Because I see a lot of individuals making efforts in the
field of venture investment but have not observed the
results of these efforts. Individuals are able to create
some systems, which in the best case are office centers

with a favourable rental fee and elements of consult
ing services, and call these in some cases business
incubators in other cases technology parks or some
thing else, but the operational efficiency of such sys
tems is low. This happens because nobody cares about
uniting all of the necessary elements into one chain.
Here is an example for you: there is a wellknown
fund in Russia offering grants to young enterpre
neurs which deals with innovations. Of the 17 mem
bers of its screening committee, only three are busi
nessmen while the rest are all scientists. And it is the
scientists who decide what is interesting for them and
what is not. This seems to be a good initiative, but

Eduard Fiyaksel: professor, head of the Venture Management and
Marketing Chairs at the Nizhny Novgorod Affiliate of the State
University of Higher Economics.
Professor Fiyaksel is the author of more than thirty scientific papers, holds
seven copyright certificates. He is the author of a monograph "Theory, Methods
and Practice of Venture Business" and of a Mini MBA program Innovations and
Investment Processes Management. He is an entrepreneur heading up many
innovative projects and is a committee member of Start06 program run by the
Fund for promotion of small businesses in the scitech sphere in the Privolzhsky Federal District, a member
of the coordination council for the creation of a Nizhny Novgorod businessincubator, a chairman of the
Board of a number of wellknown companies in Nizhny Novgorod in the IT and telecommunications sphere,
including: LLC Internetlaboratory, LLC MegaNN, LLC RosAvtoStroy, LLC Nizhegorodsky Project Financial
Group and others.
He began his enterpreneurial career in 1987 developing projects both in traditional business and high
technologies. In 19931998 he held the position of Chairman of the Board of the Nizhegorodsky Agrarian
Interregional Incorporated Bank. In 19982001 he was Director of Nizhegorodsky regional centre of
Promsvazbank. At the same time in the period from 1996 till 2000 he was President of the Dealers
Association and Member of the Board of the GAZ automobile factory. In 20012006 he was Chairman of
the Board at LLC Informservice.
At present he is the president of the noncommercial partnership association of business angels called
Start Invest. He has been involved in venture investing for more than 10 years, both as a businessangel
and as the head of venture projects. He has realized a number of successful venture projects in the IT and
telecommunications sphere.
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what are the grants used for? They are spent on re
search work whereas they should be spent on imple
mentation as it does not really matter how good a
project is – without its being put on commercial
rails, without the business constituent attributed to
it, there will be little use in the commercial market
for the project itself.

What to do?
There are several simple steps which should be
taken in this country to foster the development of
innovative projects.
First: it is essential to include more businessmen
in such committees, who are able to evaluate the fi
nancial attractiveness of this or that project.
Second: the projects that have been approved
by such committee must immediately be sent to
business incubators where all the participants could
enjoy a number of privileges: a rental fee reduc
tion on the office and production facilities, a re
duction on book keeping services, on financial and
legal affairs consulting, etc. It's these business in
cubators where young professional venture man
agers together with scientists should go to turn
these projects into real business. Unfortunately I
have to repeat that we don't have real business in
cubators yet. I am frequently asked one question:
what if the scientists themselves were taught to run
businesses and do we need any training centers for
that? My answer is straightforward: no we don't need
such centers! By the way, such attempts have been
made and there are several such centers. The result
of their work however is not visible.
Third: if a project, after passing through a busi
ness incubator, becomes interesting for venture in
vestment it should go on to a technology park with
only one aim: to launch the production of a new
product. It's comforting to think that the govern
ment is making some steps in this direction these
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days and that this initiative is shared by the repre
sentatives of big international hitech corporations.
So if there is a demand in the market for the new
product we smoothly pass over to the fourth, final
stage that is serial production.
The algorithm is not difficult, but for some rea
son only a few Russian entrepreneurs seem to un
derstand it. By the way I personally have gone through
all these stages: I started as an inventor (patents re
ceiver) becoming a venture manager and developed
into a venture investor (businessangel).

What can be done
within three years?
I often repeat to my students that in order to get
results from an innovative idea, you need 3 years on

average. And the first, most crucial stage on this way
is to turn a scientific idea into a tool for its further
development into a project to attract an initial in
vestment. And here is a task for venture managers:
to work out a business case during the first year and
during the second and third years to put investments
into it coming from a businessangel and the gov
ernment so as to make the project go further to the
next stage of its development.
The Association of Business Angels of Nizhny
Novgorod, which I have the honour of heading, is
one of the first unions of independent venture inves
tors in Russia. And the experience that we have
gained allows us to say that these are the business
angels who'll show (and are already showing) initia
tive in creating real, operating and productive busi
ness incubators and technology parks. For exam

ple, members of our association are gladly consult
ing the authors of already existing projects in ques
tions of organizing business incubators and tech
nology parks within the Nizhny Novgorod region.
This process will gain speed simultaneously with
the appearance of other associations of business
angels in Russia. As far as I know there are more than
a million business angels in the USA while in Russia
there are less than a thousand of them (not more than
five clubs). I have to admit that this process is in its
embryo state so far, but it won't always be the same…

Business Incubators:
Turning Good Ideas Into Viable Enterprises
According to the evaluations of local specialists, the survival rate of newly
created innovative projects in the Nizhny Novgorod region is less than 12%.
We believe that this statistic could drastically improve through the support
of business incubators
Many entrepreneurs who are just starting out in
business activity stumble needlessly on seemingly
simple issues such as office rental, office equipment
purchasing and acquiring credit. These stumbling
blocks form a poisonous mixture when coupled with
the one thing common to all firsttime entrepre
neurs: lack of experience. Just a dash of this mixture
is enough to kill even the most promising and inno
vative projects before they ever get off the ground.
The Comprehensive Target Program for the
Support and Development of Small Business for
20062010 program is currently underway in the
Nizhny Novgorod region, having been initiated by
the local government. In spite of its less than snappy
title, this program continues to tackle the issues that
were incorporated in past years' programs, and is
based on the positive work experience gained from
them, but at the same time it has a number of differ
ences. For example, shortterm planning methods
were replaced by more realistic planning methods,
the latter being better suited to incorporate a certain
focus of development for small businesses in the
region. This method also helps to better forecast the
nature of a business's development over a longer
period, to set tasks and find solutions.
A particular focus of the program is on the de
velopment of small innovative enterprises which
are part of the national Business Incubators
Scheme. One way we believe a business can improve
its chances of survival is by giving them access to a
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centralized range of services, such as offering them
favorable office rental arrangements, for three
years until such time as the business can stand on
its own feet independently.
The realization of this program will make the
region eligible for funds from the Federal Budget,
thanks to the business incubators program
launched by the Russian Ministry of Economic
Development. The scheme presupposes equal joint
financing together with the regional budget of new
businessincubators. The program aims to pave the
way for up to 30 small hightech enterprises and up
to 300 wellpaid working posts in each regional in
cubator. In addition the incubators themselves will
be selfliquidating enterprises. Business incubators
were first launched in the region under the guid
ance of Denis Labuza, the former Minister of Sup
port and Development of Small Business, Consum
er Market and Services in the Nizhny Novgorod
region and will be taken up by his recently appoint
ed successor, Vasily Kazakov.
Already five businessincubators in the Nizhny
Novgorod region have been set up or are in the
process of being set up: one in Nizhny Novgorod
and four others located in Arzamas, Buturlino, Ton
shavevo and Sergach. Each of the five was set up to
specialize in a particular sector of the economy.
The largest of the five is the regional innovation
business incubator in Nizhny Novgorod at Larin
Street, which enjoys a 2,700 square meter premis

es. It is intended to begin operations in 2007 after
all the maintenance work has finished on the site
and the equipment installed. It is widely expected
and hoped that the the Nizhny Novgorod business
incubator will become a flagship example in the
region's chain of incubators.
Any local company can take part in the incu
bator program by applying to the managerial body
of the incubator. The application should contain
a description of an innovative project and docu
ments as required by respective regulations. If, af
ter the managerial body has reviewed the appli
cation and the Review Panel gives it a green light,
an agreement for renting premises will be reached
between the company and the business incuba
tor, at a rate of less than 100 rubles ($3.7) per
square meter. Rental costs for enterprises located
in the business incubator will rise incrementally
over a period of up to 3 years to allow such enter
prises to get on their feet. Renting costs will be
not more than 40 rubles per square meter in the
first year, 60 rubles in the second year and 80 ru
bles in the third.

Venture Investment

Nizhny Novgorod State University's Innovation Centre Business
Incubator – One of Nizhny's First Enterpreneurial Clusters
Regular interaction between the local scientific and business communities was the target set by the founders
of a business incubator at the Nizhny Novgorod State University named after N. Lobachevsky (NNGU).
Moreover, this ideal is the key element behind a new technopark planned for the city
nel training; management consulting and technical
services; organization of conferences and exhibi
tions showcasing innovative new products, etc.
Confident about the general success of the ven
ture, specialists also forecast positive longterm
achievements from this initiative. Firstly, this project
is an example of how the hitech sectors of the region
al economy are becoming more attractive to inves
tors. Also, experts suggest, this will be the first busi
ness incubator to create all the necessary conditions
and technologies required for the commercialization
of R&D products and for the formation of new small
and medium sized innovative businesses in the region.
It should also be noted that the creation of this busi
ness incubator will significantly help solve the prob
lem of training and retraining local personnel to
wards a commercially driven innovative economy.
While the US may have centers as Silicon Valley and
Silicon Alley surrounding prestigious universities,
Nizhny Novgorod knows full well that in order to
successfully compete in the 21st century it must form
its own innovation clusters, and to this end it is now
working to make that aspiration a reality.
The business incubator and technopark will have
a developed infrastructure for supporting innova
tive activity, including: an innovation & technology
center, a center for the transfer of technologies, a
coaching center for venture entrepreneurship and a
regional center supporting international scientific
and technological cooperation. The incubator’s cli
ents will be small innovative businesses (SIBs) that
are at “seed” or “startup” stages of development,
enterprises of the manufacturing sectors (including
SIBs), scientific establishments and organizations
(including higher education institutions), financial
and crediting organizations and other nonbudg
etary investors including venture capital investors.
Aside from low cost space rental and support
services such as secretarial and accounting, the list
of services provided by the NNGU business incuba
tor will include: commercial assessment of projects;
business planning; transfer of technologies; patent
research; legal remedies for the protection of intel
lectual property; preparation of license agreements;
finance raising required investments; technology
commercialization assessment; management of the
commercialization of new technologies resulting
from scientific research and development; person
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Functional and economic characteristics of the NNGU business incubator
(based on the opinion of the project’s authors)
Feature
Total value
Construction timing
Total floor space
Number of personnel
Annual number of client enterprises

Numerical expression
640 million rubles ($24m)
Two years
25,000 square meters
100 persons
30

Annual volume of services provided by the personnel

135 million rubles ($5m)

Annual volume of manufactured products and provided
services

1.9 billion rubles ($70m)

Annual assessments to budget

473 million rubles ($18m)

Including assessments for social needs

173 million rubles ($6.5m)

Annual number of “graduates” of the businessincubator

70 persons

Project’s payingoff period

3.5 years

Project’s profitability
Net present value (NPV) in ten years of work
General (fundamental) risk

1 QT 2007, vol.1, #1

29%
807 million rubles ($30.5m)
0.84
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Petr Pletnev,
Chairman of the Committee for Information Technologies and Communications in the Nizhny Novgorod Region

Ankudinovka: Russia's Largest IT Park
Planned for Nizhny Novgorod
The Russian government's IT strategy is being closely watched to see how it will unfold. To provide a glimpse into
this strategy let's cite a few numbers to start with. The amount of initial government investment into the infrastructure
development of the Ankudinovka IT park shall equal nearly 700 million rubles ($26 Mio). The technology park is designed
to house 13,000 workers at any given time. The estimated annual production volume is expected to reach
up to 10 billion rubles ($370m). Ankudinovka will be ready to open in 2010.

This project is being funded by the Government
for the Nizhny Novgorod Region in the framework
of a Federal program concerning IT development
which envisions the construction of a total of four
IT parks: in Kazan, Obninsk (Kaluga region), Tu
men and Nizhny Novgorod which will be the larg
est of them all.
In 2006 the plans to create Ankudinovka
reached the implementation phase. The construc
tion part of the project's development required
investment of 15 million rubles ($555,000). In 2007,
it is planned to fulfill all major work related to the
creation of engineering infrastructure, including
the construction of roads and storm water runoffs.
This work will obtain subsidies from the Federal
budget amounting to 340 million rubles ($12.5m).
The same amount will be granted by the regional
Government. The total volume of government in
vestment into the engineering and social infra

Functional Zones:
Ankudinovka ITpark
Functional
zones

Territory surface,
SqM

Technological
and office objects

105 000

Social, business
and sport objects

90 000

Residential buildings
and a hostel
for 10,000 persons

225 000
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structure of the project will amount to 3 billion
rubles ($110m), private investments are expected
to be even higher: 12 billion rubles ($445m).
It is assumed that great interest on the part of in
vestors will be caused by the possibility of taking part
in the construction of real estate objects with rapid
payoff ability in a rather prestigious district of Nizh
ny Novgorod. As for the magnitude of the project a
62 hectare area is apportioned for the construction
of the Ankudinovka IT park. A significant role is
played by such advantages as the proximity of the
park to the administrative center of Nizhny
Novgorod, the availability of a high educational and
scientific potential, the proximity of developed en
gineering and communication infrastructure, a fa
vourable ecological situation in this district, and the

absence of buildings subject to demolition.
Certainly, there were some problematic issues
such as the difficult issue of reclaiming land from
its original agricultural application, the immatu
rity of the transportation infrastructure of the ter
ritory and the fact that the cityplanning reclama
tion of the territory is still in its development stage.
But the main thing is that a dream of several gener
ations of Nizhny Novgorod dwellers working in the
IT industry is about to come true: in the near future
the city will have its own IT park of world stature
importance, the biggest IT park in Russia where the
production of intellectual property will be enabled
through the participation of well known compa
nies of this sector.
It is of significant importance that the IT park
will have a well developed social infrastructure:
housing, a school, kindergarten, sports complex,
etc. Having learnt about this project, several prom
inent specialists from Nizhny Novgorod that are
working abroad have expressed a wish to come
back to their native city. All the same, it is very
important for the Russian mentality to have some
social surroundings: the possibility to hear one's
native speech in the streets, to visit old friends and
to work at home.

Petr Pletnev, Chairman of the Committee for Information Technologies
and Communications in the Nizhny Novgorod Region.
One of the major tasks of the Committee headed by Mr Pletnev is to create a
strong IT sector within the Nizhny Novgorod region's economy.
Prior to his current position, Mr Pletnev was for 13 years the head of a fast
growing telecommunications company, CJSC Nizhegorodskiye Information Networks.
His name is directly linked to the achievements of the Nizhny Novgorod region in the
commercialization of telecommunication and internet services. The broadband tele
communication network created by him serves as an example of effective investments and the implemen
tation of new technologies. For the first time in Russia, while developing a city wide digital network, fiber
optic system, advanced commutation technologies and highspeed communication channels organization
were all used in actual practice. Among Mr Pletnev's achievements is the organization of a video bridge
between the President of Russia and the electorate, which was accompanied by the first Internetbased
broadcast in Russia.

Venture Investment
Michael Gurevich,
President of the Commercial Bank Ellipse Bank

Bankers from Nizhny Novgorod
Building IT Parks by Themselves
It is symbolic that the first IT park established in Nizhny Novgorod was put into life not by scientists or administrative
officials, but by financial experts from Ellipse Bank who are very well aware of the potential disguised in the Russian IT sector
The IT park Orbita is a multifunctional clus
ter of software manufacturers with a developed
technological and social infrastructure. The
complex unites IT companies, such as those con
cerned with communication, IP telephony, dig
ital signals processing and satellite and cellular
communication, with customers in need of the
software they provide. Complimenting the mix
is a host of support organizations such as leas
ing, legal, advisory and training companies as
well as banks.
However, the creation and launch of Orbita is
just the beginning. Our bank is going further
along this route and intends to at least partially fi
nance a range of IT companies, some already op
erational in the market and some just starting up.
To this end we have set up a special department to
discover prospective IT projects to prepare them
for investment attraction and then act as a media
tor between investment seekers and investors.
Further still, EllipseBank is also ready to com
pletely finance some IT projects by itself.
The main sources of investments will be domes
tic and foreign private equity venture funds, includ
ing the Russian Bank for Development, the Russian

Venture Company, the Russian Investment Fund for
Information and Communication Technologies, the
Russian Fund for Development and Support of Small
Businesses in the Research and Technology Sphere
and businessangels. As well as investing in the Or

bita IT park, our bank will be supporting the devel
opment of IT companies by strengthening cooper
ation between science and business and attracting
students and graduates to work in young emerging
companies.

Michael Gurevich
Professor of Economics, President of Ellipse Bank commercial bank
From 1991 to 1993 Mr Gurevich headed a closed corporation Nizhegorodskaya
Fund Company that had license #1 of professional participant of the regional securities
market. In 1996 he became VicePresident of Ellipse Bank and in 1997 President. He
is a professor of Banking Business at the Nizhny Novgorod Affiliate of State Universi
ty’s Higher School of Economics and also a board member of the selfregulating Nation
al Fund Association organization. He is an active member of International Management Academy and a
corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences. The bank that he presides over is one of
the most rapidly evolving independent banks in Nizhny Novgorod which actively supports the agroindustrial
sector as well as small and medium businesses that implement high technologies.
The bank’s role in supporting entrepreneurship is highly appreciated by the Regional Administration,
evidence by the fact that Ellipse Bank holds several regional awards. For its involvement in realizing the Orbita
IT park in 2006 Ellipse Bank became a laureate of the National Banking Reward, nominated “For Contribution
to the Development of Investment Programs”.

Largest Technoparks and Business Incubators
of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Name

Location

Space

Description

Ankudinovka IT park

N. Novgorod

Functional zones occupy
105,000 square meters

Intel, Tecom and Telma have expressed their wish to
work inside the IT park

Orbita IT park

N. Novgorod

Total space is 35,000 square meters,
business space is 21,000 square meters

This is a sectorial cluster of businesses developing soft
ware for communication systems, IP telephony, digital
signal processing, satellite and mobile communication

Sarov techopark (Russian
Federal Nuclear Center)

Satis (Diveyevsky district)

I phase 6,000 square meters,
II phase – 20,000 square meters (2008)

IT, powersaving and ecology, safety and counterter
rorism systems, medical equipment and technology

Business incubator (Nizhny
Novgorod State University)

N. Novgorod

Total space is 25,000 square meters

Innovative technologies

Business incubator

N. Novgorod (Larina str.)

Total space is 2,700 square meters

Innovative technologies

Business incubator

Tonshayevo

Total space is 480 square meters

Household services

Business incubator

Sergach

Total space is – 580 square meters

Household services

Business incubator

Arzamas

Total space is – 2,500 square meters
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Information Technologies
Sergey Ivanushkin,
General Director of the AVK investment company

The Psychology of Venture Investment
My personal experience in venture investment allows me to draw several conclusions about the psychology of this business in
Russia. First among them is that, in my opinion, the basic principle is to invest not so much into new ideas as into the people
who are inspired by these ideas
An idea may well be very interesting and at
tractive from a business standpoint, but if the
project is led by people who are not taken and
enthused by it, you can hardly expect it to suc
ceed. Moreover, precisely this focus on the new
idea is the main ‘capital’ of those entrepreneurs
who anticipate receiving venture investments.
It’s quite likely that such an applicant does not
have any serious assets which can act as security.
Because of this, when a venture investor becomes
a coowner of the company’s authorized capital
and at the same time one of the company’s co
founders, they take on practically the whole re
sponsibility for risks themselves. The evaluation
of risks is then performed uniquely in the follow
ing way: the investor appraises the people who
have come to him or her with a new project and
only if the investor and these entrepreneurs find a
common language on a personal level does the
project take off.
A second important factor in the psychology
of venture investment is those aspects of a project
that my potential partners are mostly concerned
about. I personally pay most attention to how my
new acquaintances are going to compete in the
market and whether or not they have models or
at least prototypes of a marketing strategy. I
think venture investment by its very nature is a
risky kind of business which is often based on
the development of new technologies; it is a ‘terra
incognita’ – impossible to predict how things
will turn out or how the markets will react. If, to
make things worse, the project’s owners are pre

occupied solely with its technical side, then not
a single serious venture investor will spend their
time or money on what will seem to them a clear
ly futureless business.
At the same time, to entirely ignore the techni
cal part of a project would also be wrong. The
question is: how to evaluate this part? At present
our company is financing two projects selected
by Bortnik’s Fund. We have enlisted the services
of specialists for carrying out technological ex
pertise in order to make sure that we are really
dealing with developments that are both new and
wellgrounded.
Another important factor is the level of trust
which exists between investor and applicant.
This trust is the foundation on which future

Serguey Ivanushkin,
General Director of the AVK investment company,
Candidate of Economic Sciences
Mr Ivanushkin is an economist by profession. At university he wrote and
defended his dissertation on Venture Financing of the Development of the Social
Environment. He has held executive posts in various regional industrial enterprises
and in 1995 Mr Ivanushkin established and headed the managing company
Rossbell. From 2003 to 2004 he was General Director of the Interregional Fund
for Support of Innovations in the Privolzhsky Federal District. Since cofounding
it in June 2003 he is currently General Director of the AVK investment company.
In 2000 Mr Ivanushkin was a laureate of the competition New Epoch: Russia's Best Managers of the
National Reward in the name of Peter the Great. Mr Ivanushkin is a member of the Executive Committee in
the noncommercial partnership The Union of Nizhny Novgorod Industrialists and Entrepreneurs and President
of the private charity fund Nachalo (Beginning)
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business cooperation and development will be
built. An investor should make clear that they
are not going to reap all the profits and are
going to play fair according to the rules under
stood by all participants of a project. One way
to gain this level of mutual understanding, in
my opinion, is to have a preliminary and clear
agreement that in the event of the venture in
vestor pulling out of the business they will offer
their share firstly to their chief partners, that is
to the company’s managers.
Similarly important in the psychology of ven
ture investment is the need for a clear understand
ing of a project’s mission. The more noble the
mission, the higher the motivation among par
ticipants – that’s why our company pays so much
attention to projects connected with medicine. We
are inspired by the knowledge that our work is of
benefit to people and their health.
Last but not least among the characteristics of
an investor’s psychology is his or her optimism. I
personally have a deeprooted belief in the future
of Russian technology. In Nizhny Novgorod
alone, with its numerous R&D institutes, you can
find a great number of specialists brimming with
interesting ideas in various disciplines, from bio
technologies to IT. It is particularly pleasant to
witness the appearance and high speed evolution
of a new community of people, that of venture
investors, who can help bring the best of these
ideas to fruition.

Venture Investment
Vladimir Zhigalov,
Director of the managing company for Techopark at the Russian Federal Nuclear Center, Sarov

Sarov Technopark:
the Longawaited Breakthrough
At present in the village of Satis, near the closed town of Sarov, one of Russia's five key federally supported
Technoparks of federal status is being created in close cooperation with the Russian Federal Nuclear Center
and the Russian R&D Institute of Experimental Physics (RFYCVNIIEF)
The main activities of the park will be the de
velopment and manufacture of products in a wide
range of spheres, including IT, telecommunica
tions, power saving and ecology, medical tech
nology and equipment, safety systems and coun
terterrorism systems. As for IT and telecommu
nications, these mainly concern system and ap
plied software for parallel multiprocessing sys
tems, mathematical model approaches to task
solving, modern cluster computation systems,
software and hardware components for high
performance parallel computation systems, net
work solutions, network services, speech recog
nition IT and other innovative technologies. De
velopments in the field of power saving and ecol
ogy are meant for the electricpower, oil and gas
industries. These include: distant energy con
sumption data transfer structures and automat
ed control systems for gas transmission enter
prises based on modern information technolo
gy. Innovations in the sphere of medical tech
nology and equipment include the development
of technologies concerning laserbased medi
cal devices and noninvasive treatment methods.
National safety and counterterrorism forces will
receive modern hardware and a SCADAsystem
to create ultrareliable systems for managing
strategically important objects (nuclear power
stations and chemical plants for example), as well
as locationdefining and motion control systems
to name just a few.
The development of the park’s infrastructure
will allow for maximizing the effectiveness of
the park’s principal aim – the commercializa
tion of the projects undertaken by the RFYC
VNIIEF, its partners and other scientific cent

ers and businesses of the Nizhny Novgorod re
gion. It will also help create new jobs for highly
qualified specialists. To this end the park’s
founders plan to have around 100200 innova
tive and mostly small companies resident in the
park, leading to the creation of 3000 new jobs.
Forecasts suggest the total annual sales volume
of all the enterprises located within the park will
reach $1bn by 2015.
The Sarov technopark’s development is well
under way. Its managing company has already
been formed, namely SystemaSarov, which
will coordinate the center for the transfer of
technologies. A 50 hectare land lot has been
chosen and all the property rights documents
and longterm leasing agreements prepared
and signed. A number of scientific and produc
tion buildings have already been built with a
total space of 6,000 square meters, including
engineering infrastructure. The guarded terri
tory has been fenced and renovated. At the same
time the second phase of the park’s construc
tion is already being designed. The project will
include roads, a modern cottage town, a trans
port system enabling quick access to the park

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
There is an association of business angels and other respective structural
organizations in Nizhny Novgorod such as business incubators and MBA
Executive business education programs.
The regional government actively supports investment processes taking place
in the region.
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and a business incubator. The regional govern
ment considers the project a high priority, ev
idenced by the fact that it has given property
tax incentives to the managing company for the
next five years.
To date 15 companies have formally regis
tered to work within the Sarov technopark, with
well over 100 additional Russian and interna
tional companies having also expressed inter
est in joining the park. One of the buildings is
rented by Intel which has concluded a five year
leasing agreement with the park with the possi
bility of extending the agreement for another
20 years.
The launch of the Sarov technopark’s sec
ond phase is planned for 2008. The 20 hectare
development area will include a business cent
er, a “power economy” center and an engineer
ing center – everything complete with com
plimenting infrastructure. It is planned to cre
ate a residential area within a 40,000 square
meter compound for scientific and production
buildings by 2010. The area in general will be
improved, gaining a road, a pond and other
landscape features.

Vladimir Zhigalov
Director of the managing company SystemaSarov,
Candidate of PhysicoMathematical Sciences
Mr Zhogalov is a theoretical physicist by profession. He worked in the Soviet
Union R&D Institute of Experimental Physics in Sarov. He holds a degree in economics
specializing in financial management. He is also one of the most prominent Nizhny
Novgorod specialists in the field of attracting investment into innovative projects.

Weaknesses and Threats
The region does not have a well established mechanism and historical experience
in promoting cooperation between business incubators, business angels,
technoparks and large investors.
There is a strongly felt lack of qualified managers able to manage new innovation
and venture projects.
The insufficient number of investment funds operating in the region which are
interested in projects of less than $10m.
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Information Technologies
David Tsiteladze,
Founder of the Corporate Publishing printing house, Publisher of The AngelInvestor magazine

Information – the Key to Sound Investment
At the end of last year I was part of a Russian delegation of the National Association of Business Angels of Russia (NSBAR)
and the Russian Association of Direct and Venture Investment (RAVI) that visited Finland under the program A Springboard
to Venture Investment. The program was organized by the Trade Mission of Russia in Finland and by the Finnish National
Fund for Research and Development SITRA
During one of his public speeches Mr Risto
Kalske, Director of Preseed Finance programs
of the Finnish state organization SITRA made a
point which was, to my mind, very interesting:
“In the process of venture investment, informa
tion plays a far greater role than the problem of
raising funds for a project”. Or in other words:
the level of development of a country’s venture
capital industry can be valued by the extent to
which there is an information support sector to
compliment it. However, ensuring that this is in
place is always made difficult by objective and
subjective obstacles.
The nature of objective obstacles can be de
scribed with the help of a few phrases I’ve been
hearing a lot lately: “money likes silence”, “if one
knows, one knows; if two know, a hundred know”,
“a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush” and
many others. We don’t need to seek the assistance
of an advisory company to diagnose this one, in
deed the main problem can be expressed by one
word: “fear”. Indeed, fear is an objective difficul
ty hindering the development of the information
support sector for the venture capital industry;
fear of losing an idea, fear of selling too cheap,
fear of facing problems, fear of being cheated and
so on. Private investors and entrepreneurs are not
always able to overcome such fear, meaning an
active role played by the state is needed.
Processes concerning key factors such as the
protection of copyright and intellectual prop
erty should, after having been designed and put
into life, be placed under the safeguard of the
state. The costs involved in putting into place
sufficient safeguards are far lower than the po
tential financial losses threatened by their ab
sence, losses faced by companies in the mould
of Google, IBM and Intel and for whom intellec
tual property issues are central to success.
In the US, UK and France it is precisely be
cause of such safeguards, which exist due to
healthy competition and an understanding atti
tude towards intellectual property issues by the
state, that the conditions for the startup and
growth of such companies have appeared. They
are financed on startup by angel investors – the
investors of “smart and patient” money.
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The subjective obstacles can be identified as
a series of absences, of information about the
venture capital industry and its structure and of
accepted rules for participation. Also missing is
a “code of honor” to adhere to when in becom
ing a fullyfledged member in the industry.
Obviously, filling in these gaps is just a mat
ter of time. In Russia we see a gradual, stepby
step development of the necessary infrastructure
(clusters) which will doubtless lead to a steep
upturn in the growth of private and corporate
venture investment.
We can point to a series of events in 2006
which deserve credit for further developing the
venture capital industry, including the very suc
cessful Venture Fair in St Petersburg, the First
Forum of Business Angels conference held in
Moscow and the creation of the noncommer
cial National Association of Business Angels in
Russia (NSBAR). NSBAR sees its aim as uniting
the interests of Russia’s business angels, which
is extremely important for the development of
the process by which private equity can be in
vested into innovative new businesses.
The industry’s infrastructure exists in the
form of various elements of a venture cluster
such as the Association of Business Angels, IT
and techno parks, business incubator and inno
vation centers, universities, R&D centers and
venture fund management companies, but these
alone are not enough for rapid development in
the industry. All the above mentioned elements
of the venture infrastructure need to be sur
rounded and complimented by a network of in
formation sharing, allowing every cluster’s par
ticipant to work fruitfully and efficiently with one
another. This problem is especially acute in Rus

sia. There is no doubt that in order to make Rus
sia’s clusters truly effective and competitive it is
necessary to provide for communication be
tween clusters located far from each other in dif
ferent regions. We also need to think about com
munication with like minded colleagues abroad.
Success in the realization of investment projects
is the key catalyst for the development of this
sector. The spread of information documenting
various case studies and successful projects is the
necessary condition for a serious leap forward
in the development of the overall industry in
general and of Russia’s angel investors’ invest
ments in particular.
Speaking about the venture investment in
dustry and its information support I would like
to mention the appearance of the first special
ized magazine The AngelInvestor in Russia in
2007. The target audience of this journal consists
of angel investors (business angels) and venture
fund management and innovation oriented com
panies. The main task that the journal sets is to
provide angel investors and venture companies
with uptodate and important information
helping the participants of the investment proc
ess. The manner in which the journal highlights
the venture industry will undoubtedly help to
form the national market of private equity and
to efficiently develop the hitech sector in Rus
sia which is now integrated into the global busi
ness community.
“Smart and patient” money invested by an
gel investors (business angels) and venture com
panies can provide a valuable service to the “res
idents” of Russia’s IT parks and business incu
bators and therefore will be useful for the devel
opment of Russia’ venture industry at large.

David Tsiteladze,
Founder of the Corporate Publishing printing house,
Publisher of The AngelInvestor magazine
Mr Tsiteladze is a theoretical physicist by profession. His first businesses
were involved in the wholesale distribution of foodstuffs as well as real estate
development. At present, outside of his publishing activities, he continues his
business activities in various spheres and is the founder and director responsible
for the development at the Raduga+ marketing and communications agency.

SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
Nizhny Novgorod is one of the main
historic educational centers of Russia.
In 1898 its Polytechnic Institute (today named
the Nizhny Novgorod Technical University)
was established and in 1916 the Nizhny Novgorod
State University was also established

There are five universities, six academies,
five institutes, twelve affiliates of state
institutions of higher education
and twentyone private educational
institutions in Nizhny Novgorod,
accommodating over 180,000 students.
Several specialized business educational
programs in Nizhny Novgorod,
including full time and executive
education MBA programs

More than 100 science related R&D centers
are based in the region employing over 50,000
professionals. Among them are eight
of Russia’s leading academicians and 12 famous
corresponding members of the prestigious
Russian Academy of Science. A further 4,000
employees working in this network have
either candidate or doctor of science
advanced degrees

A number of Russia’s most important federal
level research centers are located in the Nizhny
Novgorod region, including: The Federal Nuclear
Center in Sarov, the Radio Engineering Research
Institute, the Institute of Applied Physics
at the Russian Academy of Science, the Measuring
Systems Research Institute, and several others

Science and Education

Science and Innovations
Nizhny Novgorod is traditionally considered one of the largest scientific centers
of Russia. As far back as 1916 the Emperor Nikolay II Polytechnic Institute
in Warsaw was transferred to Nizhny Novgorod for political reasons
(today it is called the Nizhny Novgorod Technical University). In the same year
the local Duma decided to establish in the town the People's University
(today called Lobachevsky Nizhny Novgorod State University) in this city
These two large institutions of higher education
have always led extensive research work both within
their schools and in specialized institutes. General
ly speaking, close collaboration between higher
education and fundamental science is the chief dis
tinguishing feature of this sector of the regional
economy. For example, Lobachevsky Nizhny
Novgorod State University has six R&D institutes,
concerned with mechanics, chemistry, applied
mathematics, cybernetics, molecular biology and
regional ecology as well as an R&D PhysicsTechni
cal Institute and the Institute of Strategic Research.
Some schools of this university have turned into in
dependent institutions of higher education, such as
the Nizhny Novgorod Medical Academy, the Nizh
ny Novgorod Agricultural Academy, the Nizhny

Novgorod State Engineering and Building Acade
my and the Nizhny Novgorod State Pedagogical
University institutions.

Physics and Electronics
In 1916 the first serial production of electronic
valves in Russia by Soviet radio technician Michael
BonchBruevich delivered a powerful boost to sci
entific and industrial development in Nizhny
Novgorod. Inspired by the ideas of Russian physi
cist Alexander Popov concerning the transmittance
of electromagnetic waves over long distances with
out wires, he assembled Russia’s first radio transmit
ter and radio receiver using one of Popov’s schemes.
In 1918 Russia’s first scientific laboratory was estab

General Information
At present there are over 100 scientific organizations working in the region (institutions of higher
education, R&D centers, design offices, etc.), which employ almost 50,000 specialists. Nizhny Novgorod's
scientific scene is represented by 20 academicians and corresponding members of the Russian Academy
of Science. Another 4,000 people hold Ph.Ds or advanced Candidate of Science degrees.
The Nizhny Novgorod region has several important R&D centers including: the Federal Nuclear Center (in
Sarov); the Quartz R&D Institute; the R&D Institute of Radio Engineering; the Institute of Applied Physics
affiliated with the Russian Academy of Science; the R&D Institute of Measuring Systems, and others.
The regional scientific sector is represented by 94 businesses engaged in R&D activities, including: ten
federal businesses; 23 R&D institutes related to specific economic sectors; 25 design, project, technological
and research establishments; 16 industrial businesses; and eight R&D institutes controlled by the
Ministry of Education.
Many scientific schools established by Nizhny Novgorod scientists have received world recognition,
including: the school of the academician A. Andronov (nonharmonic dynamics); the school of the
academician G. Razuvayev (metalorganic chemistry); the school of the academician N. Belov
(crystallography); the school of the academician A. GaponovGrehov (radio physics); the school of the
academician G. Devatih (high purity substances chemistry); the school of the professor S. Chetverikov
(genetics) and many others.
A high number of scientific schools are currently operating in Nizhny Novgorod, for example the Nizhny
Novgorod State University 33 scientific teams led by famous scientists which, for the last several years,
have received state support as leading scientific schools.
Each year Nizhny Novgorod is the venue for events such as competitions for young scientists which cover
four domains: engineering, natural sciences, mathematics and humanities. These events usually involve
around 800 participants, including postgraduates, young scientists and engineers from institutions of
higher education, R&D centers and other establishments of the scitech sector.
The unique scitech potential of the regional military industrial complex, combined with a strong educational
base, means the region is ranked fourth in the Russian Federation in terms of its innovative potential.
Many achievements of Nizhny Novgorod scientists are in fact world renowned, such as the creation of
the world's first industrial reactor based on fast neutrons and a fifth generation radar locators. The region
is also a world leader in developing new generations of hydrofoil ships and low flying "ekranoplanes".
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lished in Nizhny Novgorod to design powerful elec
tronic valves (up to 100 KW) to be used in radio trans
mitters and radio stations all over the country.
The arrival of a group of scientists from Moscow
in 1932, headed by famous Soviet scientist A. An
dronov, gave further impetus to the development of
the fundamental and applied sciences in Nizhny
Novgorod. Andronov opened a scientific school of
nonharmonic oscillations. The concepts discov
ered and developed in this school were widely used
in radiophysics thereafter, supporting areas such as
machine management theory, hydrodynamics, op
tics, acoustics and other areas of science and indus
try. Another member of the same group, M. Greho
va, created and then became the head of the School
of Radio Physics at the State University. Later in time
she established the Scientific and Research Radio
physical Institute (NIRFI) in the city. In 1977 the In
stitute of Applied Physics affiliated with the Acade
my of Science was created on the basis of the NIRFI,
uniting such schools of this institute as the micro
wave electronics, plasma physics, hydrodynamics,
quantum radiophysics and other schools. The insti
tute was headed by A. GaponovGrehov, a learned
academician from Nizhny Novgorod who is now
considered a worldleader in his field. In 1995 one of
the directions of the institute’s activity gave birth to
the Institute of Physics of Microstructures affiliated
with the Academy of Science which deals with re
search into conductivity at ultra low temperatures.
The unique training system created in the region
in order to prepare physics scientists unites such
specialized educational establishments as the Phys

R&D and Innovations
icoMathematical College #40, the Higher School
of General and Applied Physics at the Nizhny
Novgorod State University, the Institute of Applied
Physics which is affiliated with the Russian Acade
my of Science and the Institute of Physics of Micro
structures affiliated with the Academy of Science.

Chemistry
The State University’s laboratory of polymers’
stabilization, affiliated with the Academy of Science
and headed by the academician G. Razuvayev, was
created in the 1960s. This laboratory, the School of
Chemistry at the State Universuty and the local R&D
Center of Chemistry – all the three institutions served
as a basis for establishing the Institute of Chemistry
affiliated with the Academy of Science, which was later
divided into two academic institutes.
Razuvayev’s school of organometallic chemis
try and chemistry of free radicals gained wide rec
ognition across Russia and abroad. The school’s
main achievements include developing a method
ology of deriving ultrapure substances, including
specific metals.

Biology and Medicine
The Nizhny Novgorod school of population ge
netics was created by S. Chetverikov, a professor
from the State University. His revolutionary ideas
about mutation, selection and other processes in
fluencing changes in biological species helped to

build a “theoretical bridge’ connecting Darwinism
and genetics, thus giving birth to a new discipline:
evolutionary genetics.
These traditions are maintained today too. In
September 2006 the Nizhny Novgorod Lobachevsky
State University (NNGU) signed an agreement with
the RIKEN Brain Sсience Institute of Japan with a view
towards joint scientific activity in physics and biolo
gy, expanding the sphere of joint scientific designs
and projects and setting up conferences and organ
izing training programs. Helped by this partnership
NNGU will soon have a new school of neurobiology
including a modern laboratory comprising equip
ment which will cost $1.0m. The project’s main re
search activity focuses on diseases affecting the cen
tral nervous system and on creating computer sys
tems imitating human brain activity.
Another prominent example of the further de
velopment and commercialization of local research

activities in biological and medical fields is the sign
ing of a publicprivate cooperation agreement aimed
at implementing an investment program to fund the
creation of a hitech medial center which will utilize
a locally developed pilot clinical center of hardonic
(proton beam) therapy for cancer patients. The agree
ment involves: the regional government of the Nizh
ny Novgorod region, the Russian Federal Nuclear
Center (in Sarov), the United Institute of Nuclear
Research (in Dubna), the Institute of Applied Phys
ics affiliated with the Russian Academy of Science (in
Nizhny Novgorod) and the Nizhny Novgorod Can
cer Research Center fund.
The regional government also plans the con
struction of proton beam therapy and neurosurgery
centers which will use advanced cancer treatment
methods based on innovations introduced by sci
entists from Nizhny Novgorod.

Alexander Belayev,
General Director of VREMACH, candidate of technical sciences

There is Only One Thing
Needed From Officials:
to Help, Not Hinder
Our company's major activity concerns the development, production and maintenance of equipment and devices that measure
time and frequency. The basis for the production is hydrogen frequency standards
We sell our products not only in Russia but also
worldwide to almost all developed countries.
Nowadays the company has reached the point
where it can solve strategic tasks in such spheres
as science, telecommunications, defense and
safety, tasks which are important for our country.
In cooperation with the AstroSpace Center affil
iated with the Academy of Science and under the
guidance of the academician N. Kardishev, we are
carrying on an ambitious international scientific
project called RADIOASTRON. Within the frame
work of this project it is planned to launch a large
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space radio telescope with a highly elliptical or
bit between the Earth and the Moon in 2008. For
this project our company is manufacturing an on
board activetype hydrogen frequency standard
whose characteristics directly affect the resolving
power of the telescope. As for telecommunica
tions, VREMACH is the only Russian company
producing primary calibration oscillators to be
certified by the Ministry of Communications and
whose characteristics surpass those of their for
eign analogs. Under the control of the Manage
rial Board for the Development of Military Tech
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nologies and Special Projects we are also under
taking important services in the interests of the
country’s defense and safety.
Hard though it may be to believe, even our
company constantly faces bureaucratic barriers,
for example in customs clearing issues. But this
situation is not hopeless and a lot of things are now
changing for the better. Today Russia has money
and it has become easier to do a lot of things. Elim
inating red tape administrative barriers is now the
last step towards making real success attainable
to the many in our country.
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A Breakthrough in Cancer Treatment:
Nizhny Novgorod Leads the Way
In 2004 on the initiative of the scientific, medical and business communities
of Nizhny Novgorod an innovative investment project promoting the creation
of the Nizhny Novgorod Cancer Research Center (NONC) was launched in the city.
Its target was the construction of a center which could utilize new hitech
equipment and techniques developed locally in medical treatments for cancer
patients. The required investment for the project is 15.7 billion rubles ($600m),
and it is expected to take six and a half years to complete
The realization of our project will enable us to cre
ate an effective system of cancer treatment, employ
ing both fundamental and applied sciences in the
commercialization of various new scientific develop
ments which can be used to create new and innovative
businesses offering a new level of medical services.
The NONC project was the first of its kind to be initi
ated not by the state authorities but rather by private
representatives of the science and business commu
nities, and is focused on the use of unique scitech
potential in a privatepublic partnership. Large cent
ers like the Institute of Applied Physics at the Russian
Academy of Science, the Nizhny Novgorod State Uni
versity, Nizhny the Novgorod State Medical Acade
my and the Federal Nuclear Center are jointly work
ing to create a means of effective use of numerous
stateoftheart medical advances on the NONCbase,

and as a result cancer sufferers are getting access to a
hitech and advanced aid.
It is planned that the NONC center will include
the following facilities:
a cancer clinic and a clinical center for hadron
therapy which will provide a whole spectrum of
hitech medical aid;
a scientific and educational center where a con
tinuous flow of innovations in the sphere of bi
omedical technologies will be generated, a con
stant improvement of means of diagnosis and
treatment will be maintained and training of
personnel will be performed;
a biomedical technopark aimed at initiating new
hitech businesses;
a business and engineering development com
plex, including and a business center provid

Alexander Sergeyev
Deputy Director of the
Institute of Applied
Physics at the Russian
Academy of Science
(RAS), a corresponding
member of the RAS,
Chairman of the Board
of the Founders of the
Fund The Nizhny
Novgorod Cancer
Research Center

Alexander Bureyev
Executive Director of
the Fund The Nizhny
Novgorod Cancer
Research Center

ing a full range of support services for innova
tive young enterprises
The Nizhny Novgorod Cancer Research Center
unites talented scientists, doctors and businessmen
in a joint effort against cancer with the help of unique
biomedical developments in the sphere of diagno
sis and combined cancer treatment.

Evgeny Ephimov,
Director of the Nizhny Novgorod Scientific and Research Institute of Epidemiology & Microbiology, named after academic Blokhin

Tomorrow’s Science is Ready Today,
But How to Realise its Commercial Potential?
For the last forty years our institute has been undertaking extensive research in a wide array of spheres such as epidemiology,
microbiology, genetics, immunology, biotechnology, pathogenesis, diagnosis and the treatment of infections of bacterial
and virus aetiology infections
At present there are 187 employees working at
the institute, including nine holders of PhDs, four
full time professors and 45 candidates of science.
Their findings and developments could, if widely
used in practice, not only preserve the health (or even
life) of many people but have positive economic
implications. Our work is focused on the develop
ment of AIDS prevention medication and antiin
fection protection in motherhood and childhood,
to name just a few. The only obstacle for this eco
nomic potential is the lack of established mecha
nisms geared towards the commercialization of our
research findings. Although we do have some expe
rience of our own in putting into place production
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processes, we must still develop the proper mecha
nisms to turn our intellectual property into actual
products which people can find and purchase in the
market place and benefit from.
In 1931, two years after the institute was established,
its employees launched the production of antimea
sles serum to fight childhood infections. Later in 1940
a manufacturing division producing intestinal vac
cines was formed at the institute. During World War
II the variety of healthcare products we produced grew
from four to eighteen items, including the produc
tion of new traumatic bacteriophages, medications
for typhoid fever and medicines against other dan
gerous infections. In 1955 new virologic laboratories,

Schools and Universities
a biochemical laboratory and a department for the
production of gamma globulin were established. In
1960 our manufacturing division was granted the sta
tus of independent production enterprise, produc
ing bacterial medicines at the institute. In 2003 the
enterprise became part of the Microgene scientific and
production association under the direction of Rus
sia’s Ministry of Healthcare.
We can proudly say that we have been able to
adopt a mechanism for immediate industrial imple
mentation of scientific developments which can al
low us to produce pilot test lots of new medications.
Unfortunately, very often these pilot schemes are
stopped no sooner than they have begun. The rea
son for this is the absence of financial investors who
are ready to invest considerable amounts of money
into the production of our medications on a large,
industrial scale, as well as into the marketing and
promotion these products in both domestic and in
ternational markets.

Prof. Evgeny Ephimov is: Director of the Federal State Scientific
Institution The Nizhny Novgorod Scientific and Research Institute
of Epidemiology and Microbiology, named after academic Blokhin;
Director of the Federal Service Surveying Consumers’ Rights and
Welfare of a Human Being; Chief Epidemiologist of the Ministry of
Healthcare and Social Development of Russia in the Privolzhsky Fed
eral District; Professor at the Nizhny Novgorod State Medical Acad
emy; a Retired Colonel of Medical Service. He also holds a Ph.D in
Medical Sciences.
Mr Ephimov is a military doctor by profession. He served in the military sea fleet and was an active
serviceman in Afghanistan. He was the head of the Chair of General and Military Epidemiology at the Military
& Medical Institute of the Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation. In 1999 Mr Ephimov was
nominated Director of the Scientific and Research Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology named after
academic Blokhin. At present the institute represents a multiprofile institution comprising four divisions, nine
scientific and research laboratories, a clinic for infectious diseases and a center for the prevention and
treatment of AIDS for the Privolzhsky Federal District.
Mr Ephimov is well decorated by the state for all of his achievements. He has received the title of
“Distinguished Doctor of the Russian Federation”, received a badge to commemorate him being an “Out
standing Worker in Healthcare” and has also received a medal for “Achievements in Domestic Healthcare”.

Education
In terms of scientific and personnel potential, Nizhny Novgorod is far ahead of many Russian regions. During the tough period
of reforms, academic scientists and professors at institutions of higher education united their efforts to preserve specialist
schools, which helped to secure the continuity of generations. Excellent scientists, whose research ignites interest all over
the world, work in universities and research institutes in Nizhny Novgorod
Nizhny Novgorod is only 12th in Russia, as far as
the number of classes of graduates from main edu
cational institutions is concerned, but at the same
time is considered one of the “educational capitals”
of the country, along with Novosibirsk. This can be
explained by the fact that people from all over Rus
sia and across the world come here to get higher
education.
In 1916, one of the best universities in Russia was
opened in Nizhny Novgorod. Industrialization in
the thirties and the militarization of its output dur
ing World War II, coupled with fast development of
defense technologies during the post war years of
the Soviet epoch, motivated the creation of a strong
educational base that prepared highly qualified en
gineers. Today, the graduates of the institutes of
higher education are in great demand on the world
labor market, especially in IT.
At present, the educational complex of the
Nizhny Novgorod region includes five universi
ties, six academies and five institutes, 12 affiliates
of state institutions of higher education and 21
nonstate institutions of higher education, in
which about 180,000 students all in all take their
classes. Approximately 380 Doctors of Science
and more than 1,600 Candidates of Science work
in this sphere of education.
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Now there are several educational establish
ments operating in Nizhny Novgorod that are enti
tled to run educational programs with appointment
of an MBA degree. The largest among these are the
State Technical University of Nizhny Novgorod, the
Green City Business School, the Nizhny Novgorod
Institute of Management and Business and the Nizh
ny Novgorod affiliate of the Higher School of Eco
nomics. The education process in these establish
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ments is carried out in accordance with internation
al quality standards and approved State require
ments for the preparation of highly qualified man
agers under the MBA program. Leading lecturers
from institutions of higher education of Nizhny
Novgorod, Moscow and St Petersburg, as well as
professors from universities in the US and Germa
ny, take part.
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Schools of Higher Education in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Name of the institution

Schools

Lobachevsky State University
of Nizhny Novgorod

Biology, Chemistry, History, Radio physics, Physics, Mechanics and Mathematics, Economy, Computer mathematics and
Cybernetics, Philology, Law, Management and Business Activity, Finances, Social Sciences, Military Practices, Physical
Fitness and Sports, International Affairs, Multinational Students, High School of General and Applied Physics, Distance
Learning Center, Continuing Professional Education Center, Postgraduate Studentship and Doctorate Education Center

State Technical University
of Nizhny Novgorod

Automobiles, Engineering Physics and Chemistry, Sea and Aviation Equipment, Automation and Mechanical Engineering,
Control Engineering and Electromechanics, Military Practices, Materials Science and High Temperature Technologies,
Physicotechnical, Economy, Management and Innovations, Communication Technologies, High School of Management and
Technologies in Avtozavod

Dobrolubov Nizhny Novgorod
State Linguistic University

Interpreters’ School, International Affairs, Economy and Management, the English Language School, the German Language
School, the French Language School, Philology, Prior Entry Preparatory Education, Intramural and Extra Mural (Evening)
Education, Continuing Professional Education of Specialists

Nizhny Novgorod State
Pedagogical University

History, Philology, Physical Culture, Technology and Economics, Psychology and Pedagogics, Philosophy and Theology, Natural
Sciences and Geography, Mathematics, Informatics and Physics, PriorEntry Preparatory Education

Nizhny Novgorod State
Architectural and Building
University

General Engineering, Construction Engineering, Institute of Ecological Systems and Structures Engineering, Institute of
Architecture and City Planning, Institute of Economics and Law, International Institute of Economics, Law and Management,
Humanitarian and Art Institute, InterBranch Institute on Professional Development and Retraining Education for Executive
Officers, Institute of Open Distant Education, Extended Education School

Nizhny Novgorod State
Medical Academy

Therapy, Pediatrics, Medical Preventive, Dentistry, Pharmaceutics, Foreign Students Education, PriorEntry Preparatory
Education, High Nursing Care

VolgoVatsky Academy
of Civil Service

Management, Economics and Law, Specialists Training in State and Municipal Administration, Finances and Credits, Law,
Organization Management, Applied Informatics (in economy), World Economy, Marketing

Volga State Academy
of Water Transport

General Engineering, Ship Building, Ship Operating, Economics, Electrical Engineering, Law

State University
Higher School of Economics

Economics, Management, Law, Center of Business Information and Mathematics

Svetlana Trifonova, Viceprinciple for Educational and Character Building, Gymnasium School #53

Promoting Multilingual Cooperation in Nizhny's Schools
Our school specializes in
advanced studies of the
French language. There are
not currently enough foreign
residents living in Nizhny Novgorod to seriously speak
about developing special dedicated programs for their
children, but still we have some specific experience in
this field.
Our gymnasium was once attended by two Italian
girls who were daughters of a specialist from the FIAT
group of companies who was working at that time at
the Gorky Automobile Plant (GAZ). The girls did not
speak Russian at all but they spoke French quite well
which enabled them to communicate with their class
mates and teachers and to do assignments in
humanities subjects.
We also took advantage of various distance
learning programs offered by foreign schools via the
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internet. In addition, while visiting Italy during the
holidays the girls passed their course credits and
were given new assignments. Our teachers of different
subjects together with teachers of foreign languages
were helping the girls to accomplish these assignments
and to understand new material.
The girls' family brought their children especially
to our school because we teach children the French
language starting from the 1st form (Italian and French
are closely related Romanic languages), and we use
French in teaching some humanitarian subjects in the
upper school. Our school participates in an international
exchange program, and each year we have a large
group of French children come to study as part of our
program. The French children can communicate with
many of our students because in the 7th form children
begin learning a second foreign language – for many
that is French.

There are other schools that specialize, for
example, in the advanced studies of the English and
German languages. Thus there are plenty of specialists
in Nizhny Novgorod who have experience in developing
“interlingual” education courses for various subjects.
There are also teachers with knowledge of foreign
languages and there are students who are
psychologically ready to communicate with foreign
children. More than that there is always the possibility
to involve into this process specialists from such public
organizations as the German, American, Swedish and
Japanese cultural centers, or for example Aliance
Franзaise and British Council or to use the experience
of schools for foreign students established in Moscow
and St Petersburg.
In addition it goes without saying that we can
professionally and effectively teach the Russian
language to foreign students.

Schools and Universities
Largest Institutions of Higher Education in Nizhny Novgorod
Website

Number of students

VolgoVatsky Academy of Civil Service

www.vvags.ru

6800

Volga State Academy of Water Transport

aqua.scinnov.ru

6800

Volga State Engineering and Pedagogical Academy

vgipann.narod.ru

3100

Name

–

50

www.fac.ru/baza/info543.html

551

Institute of Reabilitology
Nizhny Novgorod State Conservatory after Glinki M.I.
Nizhny Novgorod State Medical Academy
Nizhny Novgorod State Agricultural Academy

www.gma.nnov.ru

More than 3000

www.agri.scinnov.ru

8500

www.npa.nnov.ru

2100

Nizhny Novgorod State Architectural and Building University

www.nngasu.ru

5200

Nizhny Novgorod State Linguistic University after Dobrolubov

www.lunn.ru

More than 4000

Nizhny Novgorod State Pedagogical University

www.nnspu.ru

More than 6000

State Technical University of Nizhny Novgorod

www.nntu.ru

18300

State University of Nizhny Novgorod after Lobachevsky

www.unn.ru

More than 40000

Nizhny Novgorod Institute of Management and Business

nimb.nnov.ru

1100

Nizhny Novgorod Law Academy

www.nnki.ru

6300

www.miemp.ru

500

Affiliate of the State University High School of Economics

www.hse.nnov.ru

3600

Affiliate of the Humanitarian Institute

www.gum.nnov.ru

400

–

1200

Nizhny Novgorod Commercial Institute
Nizhny Novgorod Affiliate of the Moscow Institute of Economics, Management and Law

Affiliate of Modern Humanitarian Institute (Moscow)

Vasily Kozlov, President of the Green Сity business school

Six Years of MBA development in Russia –
Ready for Graduation!
The notion of Master of Business Administration (MBA) programs arrived in Russia
only recently, launched under the initiative of the Russian Association of Business
Education, of which I am a Board member. I have not only been a spectator of but
also a direct participant in all the changes concerning domestic business education
With the appearance of this program in Russia a
set of state requirements governing MBA programs
has been worked out, complete with an agreed list of
subjects. For the first four years the implementation
of these programs was experimental and now they
are going through the accreditation process. But as
universities get used to this new education program
a range of nuances are appearing.
The paradox lies in the fact that, although there
are numerous MBA programs, the list of obliga
tory subjects set by the state has made them all
very similar to one another. At present there are
around sixty of these programs in Russia, all of
which look alike on the surface. That’s why, when
choosing this or that program, it is advisable to
study not so much the subjects taught but rather
the names of those who teach the course. It’s also
a good idea to look at the people and authors re
sponsible for the teaching methods and material
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used to form the basis for the teaching process.
Lastly, it is also advisable to look at the level of
practical experience which any teacher can rely
upon in offering advice to students.
After some time we realized that, unfortunately,
we were not raising enough successful businessmen
in the ordinary university system and in response
institutions of higher education, as well as special
ized training enterprises, started spawning business
schools. As a member of the expert council at the
Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation for MBA Programs, I can see that interest
in the programs is growing and more universities
are trying to obtain the license necessary to allow
them to offer accredited state MBA diplomas. How
ever, confidence is often low in institutions offering
MBA programs because they offer only part time
learning programs, for example once a week over
two years. Moreover, they often fail to comprehend
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Symbol of Green Сity –
a unique fur tree with three heads.
This place brings fortune
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the need for concrete solutions that a business lead
er coming to study at the university to study requires
for his or her business. МВАs generally offer a set of
skills which are useful in managing any business. Its
students should learn the art of meeting the require
ments of the consumer market and to skillfully build
relations with their partners.
In order to ensure that low quality MBA programs
do not become the norm it is necessary to see that
institutions offering such programs are repeatedly
checked and accredited. This quality control system
is maintained all over the world and it’s good that
this issue is being tackled now in Russia too.
I believe that the need for obtaining MBA diplo
mas will only grow as private equity entrepreneur
ship is evolving in Russia, fueled by the arrival of
foreign investors. Western companies prefer to
employ MBA program graduates as this degree rep

Vasily Kozlov, President of the Green Сity businessschool
Prof. Kozlov is a professional engineer, the holder of a PhD in economics, a
professor, a corresponding member of the Academy of Technological Sciences of the
Russian Federation, a member of the Academy of Investment and Economy Building,
a member of Petrovsky Academy, an advisor to KPMG and a member of the
International Academy of Future Research. In the past Mr Kozlov was deputy governor
responsible for Economic Development for the Nizhny Novgorod region and is the
author of more than 100 publications for scientific magazines, a collection of theses
and reports for international scientific conferences. Under Mr Kozlov's leadership the
Green Сity business school is this year preparing its first wave of 32 graduates.
resents a form of guarantee that they will speak the
same language with their employees.
However, it is also likely that some short training
programs will become more and more popular. This
situation can be influenced by several factors, par
ticularly by the high costs of a twoyear MBA pro

gram which not everyone can afford. Today the pro
gram costs around 300,000 rubles ($11,000), though
prices closer to 1,000,000 rubles ($37,000) are prob
ably not far off. Indeed, in Moscow a new price for
enrolling on the program was recently announced
at being around 40,000 euros ($48,000).

Recruiting and Recruiting Agencies
The regional labor market has lately been experiencing an upsurge in the activity of professional recruiting agencies,
some of which specialize in the selection of top managers to work with Moscow and multinational companies that are opening
offices in Nizhny Novgorod, as well as highly qualified specialists, particularly in IT, to work abroad
Recruiting companies of Nizhny Novgorod
operate in all regions of Russia and offer a whole
range of services related to professional searching,
selection and evaluation of personnel for medium
and high level management. Some of these
companies offer consulting services and training,
connected with HR and team building. In the

information media, there are several Internet servers
and specialized printing outlets.
In most cases recruiting companies of Nizhny
Novgorod offer the following services:
search and involvement of top and
medium level managers

search and selection of highly qualified
specialists and managers
employees wages and compensations
market review
clients’ employee opinions review
staff outsourcing
personnel leasing

Igor Khuhrev, President of the parent company of ANCOR recruitment holding

Professional Recruitment – a Crucial Prerequisite for Success
Presently the Nizhny Novgorod region is enjoying economic growth which stems from a number of large international
companies entering into the region. Foreign manufacturers not only provide for the development of leading sectors
of the regional economy but also support the growth of the regional HR market. Many new jobs are being created but employers
are finding there is a lack of skilled, qualified applicants in Russia, and this situation is fueling a growing demand
for the services of professional recruitment agencies
In many ways we can say the Nizhny Novgorod
region has in the last few years witnessed some
thing of an economic revival. The banking and
retail distribution sectors are actively evolving.
The urban development of Nizhny Novgorod is
well underway. French company Faurecia Tech
noplast Automotive has entered the regional mar
ket. Peugeot, Volkswagen, Kedah Wafer Emas (a
Chinese electronics company) and Liebherr (a
Swiss company producing earthmoving ma
chines) are also evaluating the feasibility of open
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ing regional offices here. The entrance into the
regional market of a number of large hotel chains
is also planned for the near future.
Such extensive development of the region in
such short space of time has led to the accute prob
lem of a shortage of suitable personnel. Every
large company, as it develops and expands, faces
the challenge of ensuring the right staff are on
board – a crucial prerequisite for its further suc
cess. Undoubtedly all this has an effect on the re
gional market of recruitment services.

Today there are 60 agencies working in the re
gional HR market, chief among which are national
companies with a network of branches such as
ANCOR, Megapolis and others. The total volume
of the regional recruitment market exceeds 150
million rubles ($5.5m). It grew by 16% in 2006, and
increase in the demand for certain specialists sur
passed 30%.
Aside from the general growth of the regional
HR market, we should also emphasize certain no
table developments in a number of individual sec

Professional Resources
tors. Traditionally the bulk of recruitment agen
cies’ clients consisted of companies operating in
the sphere of FMCGs and pharmaceuticals. Now
adays, though, recruitment agencies’ portfolios
are dominated instead by companies pertaining to
the industrial, banking and retail sectors.
Development in these sectors provides the de
mand for not only highly qualified specialists but
also for ordinary front line workers, such as shop
assistants in retail distribution, factory workers in
production and call center operators for service
sectors etc. This can then lead to an increasing
demand by the employers for services such as
mass recruitment, staff records administration
and the hiring of temporary staff.
According to our assessments these tenden
cies will continue throughout 2007. The expec
tations are that there will be a further increase in

demand for the whole spectrum of HR services.
According to our forecasts, most in demand will
be the leasing of personnel, staff outsourcing,
mass recruitment and the hiaring of temporary
staff. We are also predicting the spectrum of serv

ices provided by HR companies will broaden.
One such new service will be HR consulting,
providing advice on issues such as reimburse
ment schemes and the formation of HR divisions
within companies.

Igor Khuhrev,
President of the parent company of the ANCOR recruitment holding
Educated as a psychologist and with an Executive MBA to his name, Mr Khuhre
worked from 1982 to 1989 at the Moscow State University and the AllSoviet Union
Research and Development Institute of Natural Science and Technology. During this time
he carried out studies on the topic “Psychology of Teamwork” and conducted management
consulting and corporate training. In 1990 he was an advisor to SovietBritish corporation Icon covering
management systems, organizational climate and personnel recruitment. In May 1990, in cooperation with
Elena Novikova, he established recruitment company ANKOR (Analysis. Consulting. Recruitment.), which
was later transformed into a recruitment holding company in 2003.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
The majority of Nizhny Novgorod R&D institutes were created on the basis of
scientific schools emanated from the Nizhny Novgorod State University. Today
these institutes still employ the University's graduates. The University has
long lasting and strong relationship with other institutes of higher education
and academic R&D institutes in Nizhny Novgorod on the one hand, and with
numerous sectorial scientific establishments on the other hand. Thus the
region features a high degree of cooperation between the university education
programs and the fundamental R&D science.
The availability of large scientific schools in institutes affiliated with the
Russian Academy of Science, in universities and colleges that hold leading
positions in world science, is a distinguishing feature of fundamental research
activities organized both in Russia at large and in the Nizhny Novgorod
region in particular.
In contrast to education systems in Western Europe and the USA, the system
in Russia and in Nizhny Novgorod in particular is based on the principle that
higher education is received on the basis of teaching the students the basics
of the fundamental sciences. The same system is used for the preparation of
students, postgraduates and Ph.D students as well as for training scientists

Weaknesses and Threats

and teachers.

Many locally trained scientists and university graduates equipped with

The fiveyear gap true in many countries between the contents of textbooks

fundamental knowledge take the decision to move to work in western countries

and the current state of science is much less of an issue in many Russian

after accepting invitations from foreign employers.

institutions of higher education due to the close interaction which exists

Many scientists from Nizhny Novgorod badly need finance in order carry on

between educational programs and research processes.

research work. In most cases their salaries are extremely low and do not

The Nizhny Novgorod region is Russia's leader in terms of the number of

fairly reflect their level of professionalism and expertise.

grants from international and domestic scientific funds won by local authors of

Advanced market mechanisms promoting the commercialization of new

fundamental research theses which are mainly focused in academic and institute

scientific innovations remain weak

sectors of scientific analysis.

Limited investment financing available for startup entrepreneurs seeking to

Expanding number of business incubators, IT and technoparks available to help

create new technology driven enterprises

support the development of young scientifically driven businesses

Limited number of students studying on business management courses.
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Recruiting Agencies of Nizhny Novgorod
Company name
Akkord
Ancor – Nizhny Novgorod
ArisService
BS. Corp.

Website
www.akkordrk.ru
www.ancor.ru
www.arisk.boom.ru
www.bscorp.ru

Specialization
Staff recruitment
Staff recruitment , head hunting, personnel withdrawing from the company's staff,
provision of temporary personnel, wages reviews
Financial specialists recruitment
Head hunting, corporate culture and motivation researches, carrying out assessment
and attestation procedures

Businesscom Community

–

Nizhny Novgorod vacancies in economic specialties (marketing, management,
finances, accounting, PR, Internet and IT specialties)

BusinessClass

–

Personnel search, recruitment and evaluation for Russian and foreign companies

Vibor, educational and recruitment
centre

–

Personnel search and selection, professional development

Guverner
Zabota

www.governer.narod.ru
www.zabotaholding.narod.ru

Infoalyans

www.presnov.ru

Kadri 2000

www.kadr2000.ru

TimeA, recruitment business center
Kadroviye resheniya
REDY Company
Corporation, consulting centre
MBT – Job Center for Youngsters

www.timea.ru
www.personnelsolution.ru
www.ready.nn.ru
www.corporationcenter.ru
–

House keeping, personnel recruitment
Inside family employment (tutors, coaches, nurses, gardeners)
Staff recruitment
Top and medium level managers – search and selection
Qualified IT specialists recruitment
Top, medium level managers and highly qualified specialists recruitment, whose level of
income is from 15k rubles ($500) to 45k rubles ($1,500)
Search, evaluation and selection of top and medium level managers, as well as highly
qualified specialists
Personnel recruitment and testing, provision of temporary personnel
Work for young specialists

Megapolis

www.megap.ru

Top and medium level managers, key specialists search, evaluation and recruitment,
outstaffing, wages reviews, business training organization

Mesto Pod Solntsem

www.jobnn.ru

Sales managers, engineer vacancies and searching, creation of HR structures, labour
market analysis, wages reviews

Millennium XXI century

www.millxxi.ru

Work in Nizhny Novgorod

Objective
Olympus, BusinessTechnologies Centre
PersonnelProductProfit

–

Work with personnel in Nizhny Novgorod and in the region

www.cbtolymp.ru

Services in business education, consulting and recruiting

www.offenbach.narod.ru

Recruiting and supporting services

Povolzhsky Expert Company

www.peknn.ru

Staff recruitment

Professional

www.profnn.ru

Staff recruitment

www.proc.nnov.ru

Staff recruitment

Professional communications
RC Group Co.
Regional Recruitment Centre
Sputnik Plus
Trudoviye rezervi

www.rcgroup.ru
–
www.sputnikplus.nnov.ru
www.treserv.ru

Staff recruitment in Russia
Executive search, traditional recruiting, temporary personnel, personnel withdrawal
from the staff
Staff recruitment
Staff recruitment for top and medium levels

www.oknn.ru

Staff recruitment

Fidelis

www.fidelisnn.narod.ru

Staff recruitment

Chance

www.chance.nnov.ru

Horoshaya rabota NN

Egida
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www.egida.nnov.ru

Recruitment and evaluation of personnel for Russian and multinational companies
Staff recruitment, consulting

NATURAL RESOURCES,
EXTRACTION AND PROCESSING
Within the Nizhny Novgorod
region there are few significant
deposits of valuable natural resources
except for mortar sand, structural clay,
gypsum plaster, anhydrite, rock salt,
peat, sapropel and several
mineral water springs

97.4% of all Russian industrial
use glass is manufactured in the city
of Bor where the Borsky Glass Plant,
owned by the Belgian company
Glaverbel, is located – the largest
manufacturer of polished
and automobile glass in Russia

The chemical, oilrefining and petro
chemical industries are represented
by more than 100 enterprises in this
region. This sector comes second after
the machine building industry
in this region. Chemical
and petrochemical industries occupy
a significant part of the regional
economy producing more than
300 types of chemical products
for various purposes

Volga, Russia's largest pulp and paper
plant is located in Balakhna in this
region, producing 550,000 tons of
products annually. New investment
planned to significantly expand this
facility will equal $720m by 2012.

Glass Industry

Glass Industry
97.4% of all Russian industrial use glass is manufactured in the town of Bor where
the Borsky Glass Plant, owned by the Belgian company Glaverbel is located – the
largest manufacturer of polished and automobile glass in Russia
The construction of the Borsky Glass Plant start
ed in April 1930 with the first glass strip being man
ufactured in February 1934.
Many key projects in the glass industry were car
ried out for the first time here in Bor. In the 1930s the
plant was one of the first in the country at which flat
window glass was produced using Furko’s method of
upward drawing. The range of products manufactured
at the plant grew rapidly: in 1936 the plant started pro
ducing mirrors and in 1940 it launched the produc
tion of multilayer laminated glass using celluloid film,
though the introduction of new technologies later
enabled the use of polyvinylbutyral film instead. In
1948 the Borsky Glass Plant commercialized the pro
duction of hardened automobile glass which was sev
eral times more durable than ordinary glass.
During World War II the plant produced defense
products for the war effort, such as glass for tanks,
aircraft, specialpurpose vehicles and for gas masks.
By the end of the war the plant’s production volume
had grown to five times its volume of 1940.
In 1970 the Borsky Glass Plant launched the first
production line in Russia producing polished glass
by the floatprocess method using the technology
of the English glass company Pilkington, moving
away from mechanical sanding and polishing meth
ods. This same year saw the launch of a workshop
dedicated to the production of safety wind shields
using the most advanced technology available at the
time, including stateoftheart equipment of the

company Sack which enabled the production of
multilayer laminated glass that met international
quality standards. In 1986 a second production line
for floatglass was set up at the plant.
1997 saw a new stage in the plant’s history, as the
company became part of the Belgian Glaverbel
group of companies, a European leader in the pro
duction of flat glass. The Borsky Glass Plant’s inte
gration into the global glass industry pushed the
plant to meet European production standards by
becoming better equipped and increasing the qual
ity of its products and managerial practices. To this
end Glaverbel invested more than $100m into the
restructuring of the plant.
In 2003 the plant became the first plant in Russia to
start production of large scale (6 x 3.21 meters) float
glass and of colored float glass. At present the plant
produces more than 40 types of glass which fully meets
Glaverbel's international standards. The plant has two
stateoftheart float lines with a total capacity of more
than 1,100 tons of flat glass per day and has equip
ment that allows for the production of over 1,400,000
sets of multilayer automobile glass annually.
Up to 80% of all vehicles produced by domestic
manufacturers are equipped with glass from the
Borsky Glass Plant, which has become the chief sup
plier of Russian auto giants AVTOVAZ and GAZ. The
plant also supplies glass to various models of west
ern car manufacturers produced in Russia such as
the Renault Logan, Chevrolet Niva, Ford Focus and

others. Aside from that, the plant produces rearview
mirrors for the Russian automobile industry.
The plant also has the equipment necesary to
bend flat glass and to apply reflecting coatings. These
advanced techniques allow for the production of
door mirrors, ranging from the standard versions
(with aluminum coating) to mirrors that have anti
glare characteristics (with titanium coating, both flat
and spherical). The equipment to produce interior
mirrors (both prismatic and for sunroofs) has also
been recently installed.
The Borsky Glass Plant is the largest glass pro
ducing company among numerous small compa
nies engaged in the industry. The supporting sec
tors concerned with the distribution network are
also well developed.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
Russia's largest glass plant is located
in the Nizhny Novgorod region which enjoys
foreign ownership and significant investments
and a good number of allied businesses
and partner companies.
A favorable geographic location gives
it an advantageous logistical position in terms
of transporting goods and raw materials.
Weaknesses and Threats
The local region possesses insufficient supplies
of raw materials such as sand, requiring their
transportation from other regions.
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Natural Resources, Extraction and Processing
Glass industry enterprises located in the Nizhny Novgorod region
Company's name
ARTGLASS
Balakhninskoye Steklo (glass)
Borsky Glass Plant

Location
Nizhny Novgorod

Activities

Website

www.artglass.nnov.ru Production of furniture, glass and glazing

Balakhna

www.steklo.nn.ru

Glass tare (bottles) from brown glass (from 0.1 to 1 liter)

Bor

www.glaverbel.ru

Production of automobile glass, flat and machinecut glass
for construction and car mirrors

Comerica

Bor

komerika.narod.ru

CorporationStekloBor

Bor

www.korsteklobor.ru

Production of automobile glass
Production of wind shield glass for more than 80 brands of passenger
cars and trucks both domestically produced and imported, including
AUDI, BMW, Volkswagen, TOYOTA, Mercedes, Opel, Mitsubishi,
for agricultural and specialpurpose vehicles (trams, trolleybuses,
military vehicles)

GlaverborNN

Nizhny Novgorod

www.myglaverbel.ru
www.glaverbel.ru

Gradspetsstroy

Nizhny Novgorod

www.steklo.r52.ru

Production of Thermobel double glaze panes from polished
and architectural glass
Production of polished glass. The company is a dealer of KAVEH Glass
Industry Group, production of silvered mirrors and low energy glass

InterglassNN

Bor

www.interglassnn.ru

Intex

Dzerzhinsk

–

KSTA

Kstovo

www.ksta.ru

Production of Lenhardt double glaze panes
Production of furniture using bent glass
Production of triplex wind shield glass for all kinds of transport, safety
multilayer building glass, protective multilayer shockresistant glass,
chemically colored glass for architectural and building purpose

Bor

–

Formation and machining of flat glass

MasterGlass

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Production of mirrors

MIGNN

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Machining of mirror fabric and flat glass for the production

Lydia

of furniture for rooms, kitchens and bathrooms
Nizhny Novgorod

Nizhny Novgorod

www.nsknn.ru

Production of mirrors for bathrooms, schools, hospitals
and other municipal buildings and offices. Special mirrors

GlassMachining Company

for kindergartens, hardened ledges for mirrors
OSSKant
PlastmodernD
Posuda

Bor

www.osskant.narod.ru Production of hardened glass for homemade vehicles

Kstovo

–

Bor

www.tableware.nn.ru

Production of automobile, shockresistant and armored glass
Production of hardened glass tare with thermal and mechanical strength
under the license of French company SaintGobain, while also producing
Duralex brand utensils

Prime Glass

Bor

–

Production of hardened bent glass, triplex, GCC fitting, partitions, entry
elements, auto glass

Lukoyanov

–

RIDA

Nizhny Novgorod

www.ridacars.ru

Stekloproject  Steklopacket

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Razin Glass Plant
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Production of bottles and flasks
Production of armored auto glass and architectural glass
Production of windows from double glazing panes

Paper Production

Paper and Cardboard Packing Industry
The regional paper industry is mainly represented by jointstock company
Volga, Russia's largest pulp and paper plant. The company was established
after the restructuring process of the previous Balakhna Pulp & Paper Plant
which was founded as far back as 1925
The decision to build this paper plant near the
city of Balakhna was influenced firstly by its prox
imity to Moscow, where most of its products head
for after production, and secondly by the impor
tance of the Nizhny Novgorod power plant, a
source of electrical and thermal power. The com
pany’s products also make their way to deposits
of pine woods in neighboring regions , transport
ed there either by water or rail.
Volga is one of Russia’s three largest plants
producing newsprint paper. The plant produces
over 550,000 tons of this product annually, secur
ing its steady development and investment into
the modernization of its production facilities. By
the year 2012 the company plans to invest over
$600m into the creation of new production facil
ities and around $120m into the creation of a new
pulp producing plant with a capacity of 140,000
tons per year. According to preliminary estimates
the company’s profits will reach approximately
$80m annually. It also plans to invest $36m within
the next 18 months into the creation of produc
tion facilities to manufacture sanitary paper prod
ucts. Another direction of its development is a
planned $72m investment into the the construc
tion of a new wastepaper recycling plant, as well
as the construction of the plant’s own power
source (100MW) at an estimated cost of $120m.
Finally, another $240m has been earmarked by

the company to finance the construction of a new
chalk paper making machine with a capacity of
250,000 tons annually.
According to official data for the first 9 months
of 2006 Volga increased its net profit by 35.33%,
totaling 1,690,850,000 rubles ($39,620,000). The
sales profits over the same period increased by
13.82% reaching 5,780,000,000 rubles ($214m).
However, it would be a mistake to think that
the sector is represented solely by Volga. In 2002
the construction of a new plant of the StoraEnso
Packaging BP company started and in January
2004 it began manufacturing its own products. The
project capacity of the plant’s first phase amount
ed to 75m squaremeters of packages made from
corrugated cardboard annually, with production
capacities increased further in 2005. The total
amount of investment for the period 20022005
came in at about 1.35 billion rubles ($50m). At
present the company employs 155 workers.
Moreover, the regional government an
nounced that it is very likely that a second pulp
and paper plant will be built in the region, but
which would, contrary to the Volga plant, be us
ing hardwoods for its production process. The
capacity of the new plant is expected to be 1 mil
lion tons of pulp and 500,000 tons of chalk paper
annually. Investments into this project are esti
mated at $11.5bn.

General Information
The Nizhny Novgorod region ranks third in
Russia in terms of paper production volumes.
The growth rate of actual production volumes
in the pulp and paper sector, publishing and
printing activities is currently 2.7%.
Products of the pulp and paper industry, as
well as the publishing and printing industries,
account for 3% of all products produced by
Russian manufacturing sectors.
The average number of staff per company in
this sector is 8,500.
The average salary in this sector is 9,200
rubles ($340).

Largest Businesses of the Pulp and Paper Industry as well as the Publishing and Printing Industries
Company's name

Website

Bumsnab

www.bumsnab.ru

CitronPrint

www.citron.nnov.ru

DGraphics

www.dekom.ru

Kalinin Cardboard Factory

Major products
Cardboard packages
Cardboard packages and labels for confectionary industry
Cardboard packages and labels for the leading sectors of industry,
printing industry

–

Cardboard

www.nkrz.ru

Cardboard

Poligrafkarton

www.poligrafkarton.ru

Cardboard

Poligrafkarton

–

Cardboard

Nizhny Novgorod Cardboard & Asphalt Felt Plant

Promis

www.promis.ru

Rexpol

–

Cardboard packages and labels for leading sectors, printing industry
Cardboard

StoraEnso Packaging BP

www.storaenso.com

Corrugated cardboard

Volga

www.volgapaper.ru

Newsprint paper and pulp
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Natural Resources, Extraction and Processing
SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
Favorable geographic position – the region is located close to major sales markets and
various transportation routes and waterways
Availability of a raw materials base that makes possible the production of pulp from
hardwoods.
A long history and considerable experience in this region in this sector

Volumes of products shipped
by businesses of the pulp and paper
sector and publishing and printing

Weaknesses and Threats
Foreign and domestic companies and banks prefer investing in the construction of mechanical
mills rather than into pulp and paper factories, the latter needing greater financial inflows
and take longer to pay off.
Asia's pulp and paper market is fast becoming selfsufficient. Attempts to find some
opportunities for export into other regions are becoming evident.
Latin America countries are reinforcing their presence in the world markets by significantly
increasing their production capabilities and preserving the low costs of their products, as
compared to analogous production in North America and Western Europe.

Chemical Industry, Oil Refining and Petroleum Chemistry
This sector of the regional economy is represented by more than 100 large and medium enterprises and it comes in second after
the machinebuilding industry. Among all the enterprises in the processing industry, 24.4% are attributed to petroleum product
enterprises, and 5.9% is occupied by chemical industry enterprises. Chemical and petrochemical industries occupy
a significant part of the regional economy
Enterprises in the petrochemical complex pro
duce more than 300 types of chemical products for
various purposes. The biggest share is attributed
to the production of engine fuels, lubricating oils,
hydrocarbon materials for petrochemical synthe
sis, ammonia, polyurethane pipes from PVC, syn
thetic corunds, plastics articles and polymeric
films. According to an evaluation of the Regional
Government, during the first four months in 2006
the production volume in this sector has grown
11.2% and reached the figure of 6,3 bln rubles
($233.3m), number of employees has exceeded
24,000, and the average monthly salary level has
risen to almost 9,000 rubles ($330).

Dzerzhinsk – the "Chemistry Capi
tal" of Russia

General Information
Altogether during the first ten months of 2006:
petroleum products manufacturing index in the Nizhny Novgorod region has amounted to 106,4%;
automobile gasoline production has increased 7,6%;
jet engines fuel production has grown 23,5%;
primary crude oil distillation has increased 3,8%;
diesel fuel production has grown more than 0,8%.
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Most of the regional enterprises in this sector
(90% of the total number) are located in Dzerzhinsk,
a satellite city of Nizhny Novgorod, which is often
referred to as the "chemistry capital" of the coun
try. But unlike chemical centers of Tatarstan and
Bashkiriya the Nizhny Novgorod petroleum
chemistry industry had been experiencing difficul
ties because of the remote location of raw material
resources. This problem was solved for the most
part during the first years of the 21st century with
big raw material suppliers coming to the region. It
was then that the LUKOIL company purchased the

Chemical Industry
Nizhegorodnefteorgsyntez oil refining plant, the
SIBUR company bought the assets of the Ethylene
and Glycols Oxidation Plant, Kaprolaktam in Dz
erzhinsk and a petrochemical plant in Kstovo (also
a satellite city of Nizhny Novgorod whose econo
my is focused on oil refining).
For the last 1824 months years it has been ob
served that the financial indicators of this sector are
improving and that investment activity within it is
becoming stronger. This can be explained by two
factors acting together: improvement in the coun
try's economy and the end of a tough transition pe
riod when enterprises of Dzerzhinsk were going
through reconstruction to survive in the new mar
ket economy and changes of ownership.

Closer to Raw
Material Resources
The new tendency in the Russian petrochemi
cal industry is that large national companies of this
sector try to carry out their projects in the immedi
ate proximity of raw material resources, the notion
including the Nizhny Novgorod region that pro
duces semifinished chemical products.
At present there is a competition going on in the
region which is connected with construction of a
plant specializing in PVC production. SIBUR is go

ing to invest about 450 million euros in this project.
A probable project partner could be multinational
company Solvay SA. There are two potential sites in
the Nizhny Novgorod region that can be interesting
to investors that are holding an interest in PVC pro
duction: in Dzerzhinsk and in Kstovo. Each of these
sites has its advantages and disadvantages. As an ex
ample, in Kstovo there is ethylene production in
place but there is no engineering and production
infrastructure (particular problems are limited
throughput capacities of the Zeletsino railway sta
tion that supports the city's industry, and the neces
sity to provide the new site with rundown and clean
ing systems). In Dzerzhinsk we have a reverse situa
tion: there is a wellestablished power, engineering
and transport infrastructure (including Igumnovo
railway station) and many highly qualified special
ists. There are also nine science and research insti
tutes that support the work of the sector. But, to pro
duce PVC, it will be needed to build a new ethylene
pipeline from Kstovo which is more than 40 kilom
eters away from Dzerzhinsk.

Smaller but More Affordable
Simultaneously with big projects, there are a
number of small investment projects being carried
out in the region lately, valuation of which does not

SWOT Analisis
Strengths and Opportunities
Advantageous geographic position and big labour power potential let us hope
that the regional petroleum/chemistry industries will develop especially those
in Dzerzhinsk.
National economic stabilization will lead to large western investors coming
into this sector. The Nizhny Novgorod petroleum chemistry future will mainly
depend on regional government policies that should create a favourable taxa
tion climate and develop intraregional cooperation.
According to specialists from the Regional Government, the technological
capacities of Dzerzhinsk enterprises allow them to perform reconstruction
and modernization of existing facilities using resourcesaving technologies.
They can also build new facilities to enable a deeper degree of ethylene
processing and to increase uptodate polymeric materials production vol
umes. There are a lot of vacant sites in Dzerzhinsk suitable for new produc
tion facilities. Their development, however, will greatly depend on industri
alistgovernment cooperation.
Weaknesses and Threats
Inadequate intraregional cooperation: in order to develop this cooperation,
active support from administration officials is needed. However many of them
are just not willing to get involved in negotiation processes conducted by
Nizhny Novgorod enterprises.
Oil processing into highoctane fuel is gradually degrading: demand is higher
than supply – a situation that has its roots in the mistake of the 90s when oil
companies underestimated the importance of oil processing into highoctane
fuel activity.
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exceed 1 million euros. For example, in 2006 the fol
lowing projects were realized in the region: launch of
production of alkyd based polyester resins, alkyd lac
quers and enamels in the framework of paint com
plex construction at LLC Corund (the monopolist in
prussiates and synthetic corunds production), invest
ment of $500,000 by Syntez geared towards experi
mental and research work to launch production of
carbonyl iron, and putting into production by the
company Plastic of equipment to manufacture sev
enlayer barrier films for food and pharmaceutical in
dustries. New projects are also being realized at the
Aviabor, Akrilat and Dzherzhinsk Orgsteklo plants.

Potential
Not Yet Expired
The only big enterprise in Dzerzhinsk that is still
under bankruptcy proceedings is OJSC Zarya: it's
selling its liquid assets in the framework of receiver
ship. The Dzerzhinsk Chemical Plant has already
been created on the basis of these assets which is
going to evolve in the coming years and particularly
master the production of polymers. We can also
speak about great plans for the Dzerzhinskhimmash
plant – a big equipment manufacturer for enter
prises of chemical, oil refining, microbiological,
medical and other branches.

According to the evaluations of the Federal Government, the majority of
sector plants have been working for 4050 years without any technological
refurbishment. Besides, only one third of all plants can produce highoctane
gasoline which is obviously not enough even for the Russian market.
Having at the input one ton of oil, Russian oilprocessing plants receive
approximately 140 liters of gasoline at the end of the technological process
(for comparison: in the USA the same process gives at the output 459 liters
of gasoline).
Because of the transition of many client enterprises from liquid fuel to gas, it
becomes a common practice that black oilfuel is sold at a price which is lower
than the cost of its production. This fact leads to a situation where the
Russian economy loses gigantic profits by selling crude oil which is, after all,
cheaper than clear fuel. The situation does not give any opportunity for a fast
renewal of manufacturing and processing base.
The most disturbing forecasts are connected with oil production perform
ance: already starting from 2010 there may be a decrease in the produc
tion performance of the current oilfields which were developed during the
Soviet times. In approximately ten years, there will be a dramatic drop in
production volumes. Considering the present raw materials prices, oil
production will be profitable in Russia only until 2015. Raising the level of
development of oilprocessing industries would allow, on the one hand, to
provide the Russian domestic market with petroleum products, and, on
the other hand, to increase the quality of the oil mixture Urals by reducing
the percentage of "heavy" oil in it from regions where oil contains a lot of
sulphur impurities.
Environmental concerns of investors seeking to limit their potential liabilities
based on possible clean up costs for priod period practices.
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Enterprises of Chemical Industry, Oil Refining and Petroleum Chemistry
Enterprise Name
Acrylate
Aviabor
AviaTechMas
BINAR Association

Bericap
Biokhimplas
Capella
Carbokhim, Science
and Production Association
Chemstar

ComplexOil group of companies
Korund
Crystal, state R&D institute
CitronPlast
DALCHEM
Dzerzhinsk NIIOGAZ
Dzerzhinsk Orgsteklo
Dzerzhinskhimmash
Ecopol
Germast
Guiprogazcenter

Himsorbent
Industrial Gases
Kaprolaktam plant (SiburNeftekhim)
Knauff Guips Dzerzhinsk
LUKOIL  Nizhegorodnefteorgsintez

Neftekhimmontazh corporate Group

Nizhegorodsky Absorbents
Nizhny Novgorod Production and Building
Holding Metalstroyconstructsiya
Nizhpolymerupack
Oka Manufacturing Company
Orgsyntez
Petrochemical plant Sibur Neftekhim
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Website
www.acrylat.ru
www.aviabor.ru
www.atm.nnov.ru
www.binar.ru

www.bericap.com
www.byochimplast.ru
–
www.carbohim.narod.ru
www.chemstar.ru

www.complexoil.ru

Specialization
Production of acrylic esters
Production of a wide range of boroncontaining chemical compounds
Production of aviation, hydraulic, industrial, turbine oils and coolants
Information systems and devices for the complex automation of oilandgas enterprises;
equipment for the complex automation of river ships; electrohydraulic hardware for
intensification of oilrecovery from wellsites
Plastic packages for liquids
PVC plastic compounds production
Production of Wella AG, Londa and Schwarzkopf hair product brands
Production of resins, nonstick paints, catalysts of acidic nature
Offers new unique handmade high quality organic compounds for high throughput
screening and other purposes for pharmaceutical, agricultural and biotechnology research

Quality control, storage and delivery of fuels and lubricants; and delivery and reprocessing
of raw materials
Production of prussiates, PVC pipes and corundum
www.korundnn.ru
Production of nonstandard chemical equipment, industrial explosives and pharmaceuticals
www.niikristall.ru
Production of plastic packaging
www.citronplast.ru
www.dalchem.nnov.ru Production of chemical reagents
Cleaning gas emissions and processable gases from organic matter, heavy metals, ozone
www.niiogaz.nnov.ru
and other harmful substances
Production of sheet organic glass using molding and extrusiontype technologies
www.dzor.com
Production of equipment for chemical, oil refining, microbiological, medical, food, cereal
www.chimmash.ru
processing industries and fittings for gas pipelines
Production of isocyanate hardening agents, phenolformaldehyde binders for the aircraft
www.ecopol.ru
industry and paintwork materials for machinebuilding industry enterprises
www.331697.3.831.ru Production of moisture and airproof joint sealants and mastics
Comprehensive designing of oil, gas and petroleum products pipelines including their
–
infrastructure: power complexes, communication, automatic control systems guiding
technological processes and the production of equipment complexes for ecological
monitoring
Production of absorbents
www.himsorbent.ru
Industrial gases carbondioxide ice, welding materials and other related equipment
www.tehgaz.nnov.ru
Production of autoliquids, antifreeze, caustic industrial natron, liquid chlorine, PVC and
www.siburnn.ru
plastics
Production of gypsumfiber sheets and dry building mixtures
www.knaufnnov.ru
Petroleum refining pursuant to fueloil variant and the production of more than 70 items
www.lukoil.ru
of petroleum products, including unleaded gasoline, aviation kerosene, diesel fuel,
various oil brands, bitumens, paraffins, etc.
www.neftehimmontag.ru Chemistry, petroleum chemistry, oilrefining, machinebuilding, main oil, gas and petroleum
products pipelines, petrol stations and petroleum depots construction, installation and
repair
Production of catalysts, zeolites and adsorbents
www.nsorbent.ru
Production and installation of metalwork necessary for the construction of gassupply
–
pipelines and oilfields
Production of polymeric film and related products
www.npu.ru
Production of valves
www.okapf.nnov.ru
www.orgsyntez.nnov.ru Production of various chemical products
Production of ethylene, propylene, butanebutadiene cut fraction, highgravity pyrolysis
www.siburnn.ru
resin and benzol

Chemical Industry
Plant named after Sverdlov Y.M.,
Federal State Unitary Enterprise

www.sverdlova.ru

Production of a wide range of industrial and household chemical products, including
phenolformaldehyde, epoxide, aminoformaldehyde, carbamidefuran resins, plasticizing
agents, curing agents, nitrobenzene, sulfuric, acetic anhydride, flakecamphor, urea
formaldehyde condensation, various detergents, cleaning and bleaching agents and many
other products

Plant of ethylene and glycol oxides
(SiburNeftekhim)

www.siburnn.ru

Production of ethylene, glycol, synthenol and polymeric film oxides

www.norchem.ru

Production of synthenols and polyethyleneglycols

Plant of synthenols
Plastic

www.dplast.nnov.ru

Polymertech

www.pth.nn.ru

Pride

www.pride.nnov.ru

Prompek

www.prompek.ru

R&D Laboratory
for Materials Testing

R&D Laboratory for Polymers
Federal State Unitary Enterprise

–

Production of multilayer barrier film, hard PVC films and combined films
Production of polyethylene pipes, fittings, polymeric tare and other products for the building industry
Production of polyethylene packaging
Production of antifreeze
Research studies covering the mechanicalandphysical properties of various metals,
industrial safety, failure causes, machines and equipment technical diagnosis inspection,
conducting mechanical and metallographical tests, chemical analysis of metals and alloys,
examination of dynamic systems, torsion examination of shaft lines for ship power plant
as well as research in the field of damage rate reducing for oil pipelines and extending
their lifetime

www.advtech.ru/nipolymer/ Development of technological processes for the polymerization of acrylates,
vinyl chlorides, vinyl acetates as well as technologies for recycling and the production
nipolymer.htm
of compounds on the basis of polyvinyl chloride, acrylic polymers, polyolefins
and other polymers

RealDzerzhinsk

www.diamond
nanodiamond.com

Production of diamond based materials for industrial applications, including the production
of diamond based nanomaterials

REPERNN

www.reper.ru

Production of polymeric materials and research into their properties

RIDAN Group of Companies

www.ridan.ru

Development of branch solutions in the field of heat exchange for the oil industry
and for large scale power industry objects

Sealing Materials Plant

www.zgm.ru

Production of incongealable, selfadhesive sealants
Car seat pads, seat backs, headrests, armrests, steering wheels

Soteks

www.soteks.nnov.ru

Stellit

www.stelit.icnn.ru

Construction and repair of main oil and gas pipelines, construction and reconstruction
of petroleum depots including crude storages

Syntez

www.sintez.nnov.ru

Production of peroxidates, carbonyl iron, hydroxyethyl products, etc
Production of packages, polymeric packing materials and industrial packing cases

TIKOPlastic

www.tiko.ru

TosolSyntez

www.tosolsintez.ru

Production of coolants, window washing liquids, brake fluids

Tribotekhnika

www.tribotechnika.ru

Development and production of process materials for machinebuilding,
production of assembly adhesives, antifriction greases, sealing polymeric
compounds

Trosifol

www.trosifol.ru

Production of polyvinylbutane film

Uhde

www.volgogaz.ru

Project works concerning natural carbonic and liquefied gassupply systems

Volgogaz, a subsidiary of Gazprom

www.uhderussia.com

Volgoneftegazstroy
Zarya

–
www.zary.ru

Projects in oil processing and petrochemistry
Construction, manufacturing, repair, installation and maintenance of oil refining,
chemical and petroleum chemistry industrial equipment
Production of activated carbon, plasticizer (dioctylphthalate)

Governmental Support of the Sector
The Federal Government is intending to take the following steps to create
stability in the branch market:
to abolish customs duties for the period of nine months,
to reduce export duties on petroleum products,
to differentiate fuel excise duties from mineral extraction tax, petroleum
products exchange trade from governmental support of new oilprocessing
plants construction with consideration of new main oil pipelines,
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to stimulate oil processing activity in the country by abolishing duties for
imported equipment for oilprocessing plants,
to introduce mineral extraction tax incentives for the regions with lower
quality extracted oil (the reduction should be provided for the purposes of
either bringing the extracted oil in conformance with quality standards or
delivering it to oilprocessing plants).
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INDUSTRY AND MANUFACTURING
According to forecasts from
the Nizhny Novgorod regional administration
the level of production of the regional aircraft
industry will, external conditions remaining
favorable, grow at an average speed
of 8% annually up to 2020. By 2010
production of all MIG fighter jets will
be carried out in Nizhny Novgorod

The ship building industry of the Nizhny Novgorod
region currently forms 20% of the entire
production volume of Russia's ship building
industry. The industry includes twelve
ship building and ship repair enterprises,
four design offices and three high level
R&D centers

In the Russian automobile industry
the automobile plant GAZ has a market share
of 5% share for passenger cars, 55.6%
for trucks and 47.9% for buses.
The annual production volume equals
more than 230,000 vehicles, generating
an annual turnover of over $2bn

The annual turnover of the pharmaceutical
market in the Nizhny Novgorod region
exceeds $120m

With over 138 medium and large scale
businesses and over 800 small private
enterprises engaged in the local food
processing sector, it is expected that
this dynamic part of the local economy
will continue to grow rapidly over
the coming 15 years, averaging over
6% annually through to 2020

Industry and Manufacturing

Machine Building and Automobile Industry
In 2006 regional manufacturing businesses increased the sales volumes of their products by over 25%. The tax proceeds
generated by their activities totaled approximately 20 billion rubles, comprising 40% of all taxes generated by
the regional economy
Manufacturers of vehicles and components
have traditionally been the largest tax contrib
utors among regional manufacturing business
es: their contributions make up almost 30% of
total tax proceeds generated by the regional
manufacturing industry. The region ranks first
in the production of trucks and second in the
production of passenger cars in the Privolzh
sky Federal District. Vehicles and components
also account for a major share in the shipping
volume of manufacturing businesses (over 27%
of total volume) and the production index in
this sector exceeds 110%.
Over time the Nizhny Novgorod region has
become the center of Russia’s car building and
machine building industries. During the indus
trialization period of 1930s Stalinist Russia, such
industrial giants as the Gorky Automobile Plant
(GAZ), the Pavlovo Plant of Tools for Motor Trans
port (which is today the Pavlovo Bus Plant or PAZ)
and the Vorobyev MachineBuilding Plant of
Gorky were established. An extra impetus for the
development of this sector came from the state’s
demand for trucks, cars and, later on during
World War II, tanks for military use.
During the postwar years the region led the
country in the production of weapons, middle
weight trucks and buses (principally by the PAZ
plant) and was the second foremost producer of
passenger cars Volga and Pobeda (Victory) which
became badges of prosperity among the better off
members of Soviet society.

GAZ emerged from the recession of the
1990s in better health than many other less for
tunate enterprises, largely down to its timely
business reorientation, with the help of consult
ing advisors. The plant had already turned its
attention in the early 1990s towards the produc
tion of light commercial trucks such as the fa
mous GAZelle and minibuses, products that
were in a high demand among various newly
created class of small business entrepreneurs.
Another achievement in the company’s adap
tation to market economy conditions during
the 1990s was to launch production of middle
weight buses at PAZ which were in demand from
private transport companies. Now in the 21 st
century it’s with these achievements in mind
that the Nizhny Novgorod region can be accu
rately called the undisputed leader in Russia’s
automobile industry – and this despite a dra
matic decrease in the domestic production of
passenger cars as American, European and
Asian imports have captured today enjoying the
lion’s share of today’s market.
The government has introduced steps to both
encourage investment and boost domestic pro
duction. If an investment project involves at least
50% of production costs going to Russian com
panies as opposed to involving imports, inves
tors are eligible for tax breaks and incentives.
The regional government is concerned that
highly automated car assembly does not lead to
the creation of many new jobs and is therefore

Structure of the manufacturing businesses
(% of the total volume of shipped products)

not very good for local employment, and as a
result favors assembly from auto kits instead.
One of the projects being realized in the Nizhny
Novgorod region presently is a project named
An Automobile Initiative. As part of the project
the regional government is looking for partners
with whom to establish cooperation between
small and medium sized automobile production
enterprises here in the region and in Saxony,
Germany. The project is being financed by the
government of Saxony and by the International
Financial Corporation (IFC).
A significant role in the regional economy is
played by the military industrial sector, 16 busi
nesses of which supply their products to 23 coun
tries worldwide. The major problem of the sector,
however, is that its business are collectively run
ning at just 3035% of possible production capac
ity. According to the Nizhny Novgorod region’s
Ministry of Economy this sector accounts for al
most 25% of production of the regional machine
building industry and 13% of production in in
dustrial production at large. There are 90 enter
prises of the military industrial complex in the
region. The largest among them are the Nizhny
Novgorod Aircraft Plant SOKOL, the Teploobmen
nik production and design association, the Guid
romash machine building plant and others. The
development of these companies and of those that
have been privatized is fueled by orders from the
state, from abroad and by business reorientation
and shifting focuses.

General Information
The regional machine building sector accounts

Vehicles and equipment
26.0%

Other products
4.5%

Foodstuffs
7.9%

for 25% of region's total industrial production

Paper
2.9%

volume.
Oil products
24.1%

The number of employees engaged in the
production of vehicles and machines in
medium and large is over 100,000,
approximately 30% of all employees engaged
in the manufacturing industries.

Electrical,
digital and optical
quipment
2.7%
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The average salary in the regional car building
Machines
and equipment
1.9%

Chemical products
5.5%

Metallurgy
and metal products
18.2%

Other non metal
products
3.3%

Rubber
and plastic products
2.8%

sector is 7,200 rubles ($260).
The labor efficiency in the regional car building
sector values in the region of $25,000 per
person per year.

Machine Building
Businesses of Machine Building and Car Building Sectors
Name

Products

Website

Afrikantov Experimental
Design Office for MachineBuilding

www.okbm.nnov.ru

Agat

zavodagat.nn.ru

Anod, scientific and production center

www.anod.ru

Arzamasky Instrumentation Plant

www.oaoapz.com

Arzamassky MachineBuilding Plant

www.amz.ru

Equipment for the nuclear power industry, non standard thermal power
equipment for general industrial purposes
Brake cylinders, gearsticks, brackets and frame extensions for GAZ vehicles
Face seals, pumps, heat exchangers and fittings for industrial production
Car components
Firefighting vehicles, short log trucks and amphibian allterrain vehicles

Avtoprovod, a production association in Arzamas

www.vos.org.ru

Wire harnesses for cars and buses

Bison, a plant of specialpurpose vehicles

www.nnprom.ru

Multipurpose vans

Bogorodsky MachineBuilding Plant

www.bogorodskmash.ru

Borsky Pipe Producing Plant

www.btz.narod.ru

Borsky Plant of Trading MachineBuilding

www.bztm.ru

Borsky Timber Works MachineBuiilding Plant
DieselTS

–
www.dizelts.ru

Screwcutting lathes and ship engines
Different kinds of piping, including sectionshaped, architectural, straight
seam welded pipes, round architectural straight seam welded
Trading equipment
Charcoal burning ovens
Mixer trucks

Drobmash

www.drobmash.ru

Crushing and screening equipment

DzerzhinskchimmashKomplekt

www.chimmash.ru

Equipment for chemical, chemical and oil processing plants

Electromash

–

Erkon

www.erkonnn.ru

Measuring devices
Resistors

www.784302.8312.ru

Measuring and controlling devices for various technological processes

Frunze Nizhny Novgorod Plant

www.nzif.ru

Radio devices, energy meters and wideband radio access using DECT,
CDMA, Bluetooth, ZigBee technologies

Gorky Automobile Plant

www.gaz.ru

Trucks, light commercial vehicles, passenger cars and buses

EtalonR

Gorky Medical Instrumentation Plant

–

Gorky Metallurgic Plant

www.gmz.nnov.ru

Instrument

www.instrumentnn.ru

InstrumRend

www.irand.ru

Kamea, plant of technological equipment

www.kamea.icnn.ru

Medical tools for various purposes
Spare parts for agricultural vehicles, knives and sews
Clutch plates, tools for lumber industry, spare parts for agricultural vehicles
Pneumatic starters, nut runners and drills
Vans

Kommash, the Arzamas plant of utility
machinebuilding

www.kommash.ru

Refuse collection trucks, liquefied gas containers carrying vehicles and
pavement cleaning vehicles

Krasnaya Etna

www.etna.nnov.ru

Fastening units for cars, cold strip and hot rolled steel, wrapped braised
pipes, compression grease cups

Lear

–

Auto components

Legmash, a plant in Arzamas

–

Equipment, fixture and tooling for shoe making, clothing manufacturing and
manufacturing businesses of leather products

Lenin Medical Instrumentation Plant

www.vorsma.com

Liskovsky Electrotechnical Plant

–

Medical tools for various purposes
Calibrated castings, architectural plastic products, nonferrous castings,
metalforming machines, welded metalwork, wood processing equipment,
allpurpose wood processing machines

Mehinstrument

www.mehtool.ru

Power tools

Melinvest

www.melinvest.ru

Grain processing equipment

Nizhny Novgorod MachineBuilding Plant

www.jscnmz.ru

Nizhny Novgorod Plant of Calibrated MachineBuilding
Nizhny Novgorod Plant of Testing
and Technological Equipment
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Military hardware, equipment for the nuclear power industry, self moving
hoist units for well repairs, motor telehoists and heat technologies
Special technological equipment, products of electronic technology
Locking devices for industrial pipelines
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Industry and Manufacturing
Normal

–

Fastening units made from titanium, carbon and alloy steel

OMZInstrument

www.omzinstrument.ru

Electrodes for welding and cutting metals and technological fixtures

Pavlovskaya Selkhoztechnika (Agriculture Vehicles)

www.60334.71.831.ru

Bus seats, joists for buses, trolleybuses and trucks

Pavlovsky Bus Plant (PAZ)
Pavlovsky Experimental Mechanical Plant
Pavlovsky Mashzavod
Petrovsky Plant
Pilna Optical Mechanical Plant
Plant of Gearboxes
Plant of Metal Forms
(owned by Zavolzhsky Engine Plant (ZMZ))
Plant of Milling Machines
Plant of Presses and Molds
Plant of Small Batches of Motor Vehicles
Plant of Tools for Installation and Wiring Work
Polet, scientific and production enterprise
Popov Gorky Plant of Communication Equipment
Radiator Plant
RIDAN, group of companies
Rikor Electronics
RUMO

www.self.paz.ru
www.pavlovoomz.ru
www.pavlovsk.ru
www.petrovski.nnov.ru
www.pomz.ru
–
www.zmz.nnov.ru/info.html
www.zfs.ru
www.osnastka.r52.ru
–
www.eminn.ru
www.polyot.nnov.rfnet.ru
www.gzas.nnov.ru
–
www.phe.ru
www.rikorelectronics.ru
www.rumo.nnov.ru

Buses
Production of equipment to process agricultural and fish products
Vehicles and equipment for the extraction of natural resources
and construction works
Radio equipment for special purposes, including equipment for reading black
box recorders
Equipment for meat processing, tow trucks, equipment for oilprocessing
plants, level crossings and metalwork products
Gearboxes
Technological fixture, parts and components produced using
cold stamping and welding
Knee milling machine, bed type milling machine, special purpose
heavy duty machines and other special machines
Presses and molds, metal finishing and heat treatment
Medium size buses and vans
Tools and devices used for installing and wiring work during construction
and renovation processes
Medical equipment, aircraft equipment
Aviation and ground radio communication equipment,
car components, medical equipment and FMCGs
Production of radiators for GAZ, PAZ vehicles
Plate type heat exchangers
Resistors, auto components, ultrasound devices and control devices
Engines, compressors, pumps and heating equipment

Ruspolimet

www.kulmet.ru

Flanges, rolled sections, titanium iron, addition alloy, titanium rods and
tractor wheels

Salut27, scientific and production enterprise

www.salut27.ru

Receiving and transferring devices for meteorological radars,
for communication systems and ecological monitoring, for space craft,
scientific and medical research

Samotlor NN
Sedakov R&D Institute of Measuring Systems
Semenovsky Armature Plant
Sormovo Machine Building

Special Design Office of Radio Measuring Equipment
Spectechnomash
SpektrAvto
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www.samotlornn.ru

Ambulances and special purpose vehicles and movable medical laboratories

www.niiis.nnov.ru

Onboard radioelectronic equipment and special radio telemetry systems,
software and hardware tools and technological control systems

www.saz.nm.ru
www.sormovo.com

www.skbriap.ru
–
www.spektrcars.nnov.ru

Metallic pipes and armature for the oil industry
Components and spare parts for civil ships and military ships; Various
devices and mechanisms used in the metallurgy, oil and gas, transportation
and other industries; Nonferrous casting Forgings and stampings; Items
according to customer's specifications; Services related to mechanical
and thermal finishing treatment
Radio measuring equipment
Doors and door hinges for vehicle and, industrial equipment
Multiple purpose vans

Machine Building
www.start.nn.ru

Start, a plant in Nizhny Novgorod

Locking devices for pipelines

–

Components, spare parts and accessories for extruding and molding
machines and movable dry powder extinguishers

Sverdlov Plant

–

Specialist equipment, aluminum products, home appliances

Teploobmennik

www.teploobmennik.ru

Termal, concern

www.termal.biz

Electrothermal equipment, tubular electric heaters and punched metal

Transpnevmatika

www.transpn.ru

Compressors, brake cylinders, automatic regulators

State R&D Institute of MachineBuilding

www.transsignal.nnov.ru

TransSignal

www.unistud.ru

Unistud

www.vsw.ru

Viksa Metallurgic Plant
VNIIEFSFMI30

–
VNIIEFVolgogaz, scientific and production association

www.volgogaz.sarov.ru
www.volgavos.ru

Volga, scientific and production association of the
Russian Community of the Blind
Zavolzhsky Engine Plant (ZMZ)
Zavolzhsky Plant of Caterpillar Towers

Radioelectronic products and medical equipment
Products made from galvanized steel
Electric welded straight seam pipes, railroad wheels
Providing services related to removing, repairing and maintaining industrial
devices and timemeasuring equipment
Equipment for the thermal and nuclear energy, oil and gas processing,
chemical and car building industries
Car components

www.zmz.ru

Car engines

www.zzgt.ru

Caterpillar transporters

www.zmz.nnov.ru/info.html

ZMZ  Friction Bearings

Air conditioning and air pressure control systems for pressurized compart
ments of aircraft

Steel and aluminum tape and friction bearings for car engines

Significant Plans of Investing into Russia's Car Building Industry
Investor

Object of investment

Toyota

Production of Toyota Camry

General Motors

The jointventure GMAvto VAZ

Renault

The jointventure Avtoframos

Ford

Construction of an assembly plant

Nissan

Production of Primera and Almera models

Volkswagen

Production of Polo, Passat, Touareg,
Skoda and new models aimed
at the Russian market
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Location

The amount of investments ($)

St Petersburg

141m

Tolyatty (the Samara region)

332m

Moscow

250m

Vsevolzhsk (the Leningrad region)

150m

St Petersburg

200m

Kaluga

350m
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Machine Building

The Largest Enterprises
of the Regional Car Building Sector
The historical Gorky Automobile Plant (GAZ) occupies a special place in the domestic car building
industry, producing the widest range of trucks, passenger cars, special purpose vehicles and spare parts
in all of Russia. Aside from that the company produces over 700 other products, including blanks (metal
ready to be processed into a finished object) from cast iron and steel, nonferrous metals, tools and other
products. The plant’s share in the domestic automobile sector is 6.5% for passenger cars, 55.6% for
trucks and 47.9% for buses. Annually, it produces over 230,000 vehicles and boasts a turnover of
approximately $2bn.
This enterprise around which a whole community is formed comprising of its considerable workforce,
is united by a technological chain with many other enterprises in the Privolzhsky Federal District. In 2005
a large car building holding, GAZ Group, was created, uniting GAZ with four bus making plants (namley
PAZ, GolAZ, KAvZ, LiAZ), the Kanashinsky automodular factory, the Saransky dump truck factory and the
Yaroslavl fuel and diesel equipment factories. This consolidation of assets and strengths has resulted in
the company’s capitalization increasing and GAZ’s structure has come to the conformity with the
standards of an international automobile corporation.
GAZ has gained access to international financial markets and has also helped speed up the process of
integration by the Russian automobile sector into the global car industry.
The following investment projects are being carried out by the holding company now: the further
modernization and increase of production of light commercial vehicles and the middle weight urban truck,
Valdai and the multipurpose vehicle Tiger; launching the production of Volga cars with new interior design
and DaimlerChrysler engines.
Pavlovsky Bus Plant (PAZ) was founded in the city of PavlovonaOke to provide the Gorky
Automobile Plant (GAZ) and other car building factories with sets of tools and body fittings. After World
War II the plant began serial production of middle weight buses. Today, PAZ is part of the GAZ Group
holding. The plant sells to all regions of Russia, its main customers being transport companies, large state
enterprises and industries. PAZ’s share of the Russian bus market is 18%.
Zavolzhsky Engine Plant (ZMZ) is one of the largest enterprises in Russia producing engines of
internal combustion for domestic cars and buses. Since 1996 it has been producing a family of injection,
petrol, 4cylinder and 16valve engines, ZMZ406 with an engine displacement of 2.3, 2.5 and 2.7 liters
meeting Euro2 ecological requirements for new models of GAZ and UAZ vehicles. Since 2001 the plant has
been a part of the SeverstalAvto holding.
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SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
The region has everything necessary for the develop
ment of the automobile industry, including specialist
and qualified personnel and a rich history in the indus
try which brings with it a wealth of experience
The region has international programs geared to
wards attracting investors into the machine building
sector.
Many defense enterprises have managed to reorient
their production to manufacture civil products too
Following a decree from the regional administration a
Regional Interdepartmental Commission was set up
aimed at supporting training programs for personnel
at work, giving careers advice and psychological as
sistance to the population.
The process of attracting investment into the ma
chine building industry is facilitated by the implemen
tation of a new principle called One Window, a sys
tem aimed at simplifying the preparation and process
ing of investment documentation requirement gov
ernment approval.
Weaknesses and Threats
In order to attract more investors into the automo
bile industry it is necessary to improve the indus
try's supporting infrastructure and to increase the
region's ability to be recognized both countrywide
and worldwide.
6070% of the equipment used in the military indus
tries is considered to have become too worn for use.
The share of budgetary investments into the tech
nological development of the sector does not ex
ceed 8%.
Russia's entry into the WTO will increase competi
tion in this sector, requiring domestic manufacturers
to improve their operating performance.
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Aircraft

The Aircraft Sector: Over 75 Years of Ascent
The SOKOL Nizhegorodsky Aircraft Plant (formerly known as the Gorky Aircraft Plant) is one of the leading enterprises
of the country's aircraft industry. It was built in October, 1929 and became the first stone in the foundation of today's aircraft
industry of Nizhny Novgorod. While the company specializes in the production of MIG fighter jets, it also produces a variety
of civil aircraft too
The Nizhny Novgorod region is the third larg
est producer of military hardware supplies, and
because of this success some businesses involved
in the industry have branched out into producing
civil goods too. This trend is partly a consequence
of the crisis that emerged in the 1990s, when the
fall of the Soviet Union meant the Ministry of
Defence ceased its demand for military hardware.
The knockon effect of this was that the compa
nies involved, who had previously enjoyed a
steady flow of orders for military hardware, were
forced to look towards producing other things.
While branching out brought success to some, it
put others out of business and changed the shape
of the industry.
The SOKOL plant started production of light
aircraft such as Gzhel and low flying Ekranoplane
aircraft (derived from the Russian word for a
plane which operates close to the ground or water
surface, to save energy or avoid radar detection).
They also produced the first Russian multipur
pose highspeed aircraft with a jetpropelled
engine and hermetically sealed cabin (M101).
This was developed by the Masishev V.M. Exper
imental Engineering Plant. This plane is capa
ble of taking off from an unpaved runway and
can fly at any time of day in even the most severe
weather conditions. SOKOL enjoys high demand
from not only within Russia but also on the in
ternational markets as well, exporting to state
clients such as Algeria and India. This broad
customer base helps to explain the diversity of
their output, which includes the multipurpose
amphibious aircraft Accord201 and the combat
and training aircraft Yak130.
SOKOL is not alone among Nizhny
Novgorod’s aircraft industry businesses who
are active within international markets. Many
of the region’s companies producing aircraft
components export to some of the leading air

craft plants of Europe, including Aeromacchi
S.P.A of Italy, Diamond Aircraft of Austria and
Walter of Czech Republic.
The region’s aircraft industry has witnessed
– not to say been instrumental in bringing about
– a host of developments in new technology and
production methods which have made possible
the production of successive generations of air
craft. The powerful scientific, research and man
ufacturing resources at the region’s disposal
have earned Nizhny Novgorod a reputation as
one of Russia’s flagship areas of the aviation in
dustry. A brief look at the region’s aviation port
folio and back catalogue demonstrates this; its
specialists developed such worldrenowned
fighter jets as the MIG21, MIG25, MIG31 and
MIG29UB, to mention a few. The MIG21 and
MIG29UB models are currently being modern
ized to be brought up to date. Nizhny
Novgorod’s specialists are also heavily involved
in the development and production of aviation
peripherals. They have mastered the production
of equipment such as aircraft furnishings and

General Information
More than 30% of all industrial and manufacturing personnel working within the regional defense
industry are employed within the aircraft industry.
As forecast by the regional government, the level of production of the regional aircraft industry,
external conditions being well, will grow at an average speed of 8% annually up to 2020.
By 2010 production of all MIG fighter jets will be carried out in Nizhny Novgorod.
The management of the Dexter air taxi company will purchase from SOKOL 45 units of M101T planes
for carrying passengers all over Russia.
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alighting gear, and produce new prototypes of
airborne and groundbased radio navigation,
detection and communication systems on a con
stant basis.
SOKOL is just one of a range of businesses
which make up the region’s aircraft industry.
There are 10 organizations in all, four of which
are scientific research institutes and design offic
es. The most widelyknown of these include: the
open jointstock company (OJSC) Guidromash,
which specializes in the production of chassis and
hydraulic cylinders; the OJSC Teploobmennik
Production and Design Association, which pro
duces lifesupport systems for civil aircraft; and
the Experimental Design Office Impulse, which
develops aircraft control systems.
Currently the regional government is analyz
ing the possibility of creating a specialized edu
cational and scientific innovation center, “Mod
ern Information Technologies in Aircraft and
Rocket Engineering”, in Nizhny Novgorod. Offi
cials hope that the organizers and participants of
the center will be regional businesses of the air
craft and aerospace industries. Other participants
are to include higher education institutions from
Moscow connected with engineering and tech
nology, as well as Nizhny Novgorod’s own State
Technical University.
One of the aims of the center will be to estab
lish a pilot project aimed at developing a fifth gen
eration aircraft, to be carried out by several re
gional businesses in partnership.
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Industry and Manufacturing
Regional Businesses of the Aircraft Industry
Number
of employees

Website

Main activities

Arzamassky Instrumentmaking
Plant, Arzamas

www.komplekt.mzta.ru

Flight control system devices and sensors including avionics (ice
detecting and alerting devices, automatic control systems for antiicers)

6 897

SOKOL Nizhegorodsky Aircraft
Plant, Nizhny Novgorod

www.sokolplant.ru

Serial production of military and civil aircraft; modernization, repair and
maintenance of MIGfamily planes; production and supply of aircraft
components for other aircraft companies

6 336

Life support and rescue systems for aircraft

4 200

Name/location

Production and Design Association
Teploobmennik, Nizhny Novgorod

www.teploobmennik.ru

Ruspolimet, Kulebaki

www.ruspolymet.ru

Production of metallurgic aerospace products (rods and rings from
titanium alloyds)

3 561

Guidromash, Nizhny Novgorod

www.hydromash.ru

Development and production of alighting gear, such as chassis and
hydraulic cylinders; repair and maintenance of aviation assemblies

3 412

Airborne radio communication equipment for military and civil aviation;
ground communication complexes; airborne communication equipment

3 314

Federal State Unitary Enterprise,
Scientific and Production Enter
prise Polet, Nizhny Novgorod

www.polyot.nnov.rfnet.ru

Guidroagregat, Pavlovo

www.gidroagregat. nnov.ru

Hydraulic devices for flight control systems, such as steering drives,
distribution devices, hydraulic blocs, remote control systems

3 309

www.gzas.nnov.ru

Development and production of airborne and ground communication
equipment, such as communication modules, radio sets, internal
communication equipment, voicewarning systems, integrated remote
controls, transferring equipment

2 500

Gorky Plant of Communication
Equipment after Popov,
Nizhny Novgorod
Pavlovsky Machinebuilding Plant
VOSKHOD, Pavlovo

information on the company at Development and production of flight control systems and devices
www.pwgs.org/ent/v65.html for aviation and space equipment, such as drives for electric motors
of 5th generation fighter jets

1 693

Normal, Nizhny Novgorod

information on the company at Production of fastening components for aviation and space craft
www.normal.icnn.ru

1 685

Arzamasskoye Scientific and
Production Enterprise
TempAvia, Arzamas
Arzamasskoye Experimental
Design Office Impulse, Arzamas

–

Altitude control; navigation control equipment; guidance and control;
stabilization systems for manned and unmanned aircraft; ground special
purpose equipment

1 492

www.impuls.org.ru

Production of aircraft control equipment and systems and other kinds of
special purpose equipment

520

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
The most crucial factors for the further development of the regional aircraft industry will include:
access to consumers in the Russian and international markets
availability of a significant number of specialized design offices
availability in Nizhny Novgorod of institutions of higher education engaged in training qualified engineers
Nizhny Novgorod, compared to other cities in its region, has the most favorable conditions for aircraft
industry development. The determining factors in choosing territory for investments into the aircraft
industry are the availability of existing plants within this sector (such as the SOKOL aircraft plant),
and the number of airplane component manufacturers (such as Guidromash, Teploobmennik, Guidro
agregat, etc.)
Weaknesses and Threats
These include:
undeveloped system of consumer financing
high customs duties on imported aircraft components
inadequate protection of interests of regional aircraft plants at federal level
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Ship Building Industry
The ship building industry of the Nizhny Novgorod region currently forms 20%
of the entire production volume of Russia's ship building industry. The regional
industry includes 12 ship building and ship repair enterprises, four design offices
and three R&D center. Moreover, there are numerous specialized suppliers
of ship components for various types of ship
The regional ship building sector is represented
by five key businesses: Krasnoye Sormovo, Okskaya
Sudoverf, the ship building plant Volga, Nizhegorod
sky Teplokhod and the Ship Building and Repair
Corporation.
The key focuses of these and other businesses of
the sector are the following:
designing, building and renovating
multipurpose riversea ships (multipurpose
dry cargo vessels, container vessel, tankers
and chemical tankers) to meet international
classification standards requirements;

designing and building multipurpose
towing barges;
designing and building industrial ships;
production of port facilities, including
floating gantries, warehouses, unloading
docks, etc.;
designing and building composite floating
docks and moorages, pontoon and floating
bridges;
projecting and building cargo and passenger
fast ships of various types and purposes;
building drilling platforms.

Production volume
of the five largest businesses
of the ship building industry
in the Nizhny Novgorod region

Krasnoye Sormovo
Okskaya Sudoverf
Zavod Nizhegorodsky Teplokhod
Ship Building and Ship Repairing Corporation
Ship Building Plant Volga

Krasnoye Sormovo is the Leader in the
Ship Building Sector of the Regional Economy
The plant was founded in 1849 and since that time it has built hundreds of
ships for various purposes, from barges to submarines. The plant has also
produced bridges, locomotives and wagons, tanks and submarines (during war
time), ships, machine building and metallurgical products and high quality electrodes
(during peace time). In 2004 the enterprise joined the Sea & OilAndGas Projects
group of companies which also included the Nizhegorodsky Teplokhod plant and
the Volga and Caspian Central Design Office.
At present the plant is developing several new vessels. These include a new
riversea tanker with a 5,500 ton payload and rudder propeller columns, a
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6,000 ton payload dry cargo motor ship with unlimited freedom in traveling in
any kind of water and a riversea dry cargo motor ship with a 5,000 ton payload.
The plant has also started preparatory works to begin the serial production of
sea platforms for exploration and industrial drilling on continental shelves, as
well as the production of ships supporting these platforms.
In 2001 the plant started producing equipment for drilling rigs. It currently
produces mud circulating systems for drilling rigs that can drill as deep as 4,000
meters along with units of additional containers and roof modules for these
containers and for the circulating systems. The plant plans to widen its array of
products for drilling rigs in the future.
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Businesses of the Nizhny Novgorod Region's Ship Building Sector
Company's name

Activities

Location

Website

Aerokhod

Nizhny Novgorod

www.aerohod.ru

Design and construction of amphibian hover vehicles

AKSInvest,
a corporation
of shipbuilders

Nizhny Novgorod

www.aks.r52.ru

Development and serial production of river and sea vessels, including amphibian
hover craft, multiplepurpose hydrojet boats, as well as passenger, refrigerator,
cargo, service crew boats and cruise ships

Alekseyev Central
Design Office

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Amphibian Transport
Technologies

Nizhny Novgorod

www.attnn.com

Bilora Traders Ltd.

Nizhny Novgorod

www.billora.
yachtsworld.ru

Borremflot

Bor

–

Design of passenger hover craft and low flying ekranoplanes
Development and construction of small ekranoplanes as part of the Aquaglide
project
Supply of certified (MPO or other certification body) ship equipment including
anchor cables, anchors, pull ropes, spare parts for diesel engines; cutters, yachts,
boats, aluminum motor boats, pedal boats
Renovation of ships, overhaul, interim overhauls and voyage repairs of towing

BuranStyling
Chkalovskaya Sudoverf

Chkalovsk
Chkalovsk

–
www.sudoverf.nnov.ru

motor vessels (1,500  2,400 h/p), repair of barges of 4,500 ton payload
Design, construction and production technologies of fast ships and yachts from
composite materials and components, professional tuning
Building push towboats, dredgers, rowing boats for trips on the water, dump

EK Marine
Equipment & Materials,
an industrial group

Kstovo

www.ekmarine.ru

Dzerzhinsk

–

scows, passenger catamarans and ship repairing
Production of rigged inflatable boats, cutters and yachts
Trading of equipment for ships

EspPriboy

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Esparto

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Ship repairs

Gorodets

–

Ship repairs

Gorodetsky Shiprepair
Mechanical Plant
Krasnoye Sormovo,
a shipbuilding plant

Nizhny Novgorod

Lazurit
design office

Nizhny Novgorod

Minibot

Nizhny Novgorod

Morskaya Investitsionnaya
Companiya (Sea
Investment Company)
Nizhegorodsky Teplokhod
shipbuilding plant

Nizhny Novgorod

Bor

www.krsormovo.
nnov.ru

Production of ship engines, spare parts for ship engines, modernization of river dry
cargo ships that are able to sail in sea coastal areas

–

Construction of dry cargo ships, tankers with up to 15,000 ton payloads and
equipment for land and sea drilling platforms

www.miniboat.ru

Design of drilling platforms, submarines and submersible craft, fishing boats,
industrial ships, rescue ships, rescue submersible craft and diving craft for submarine
engineering work

–

Design and refurbishment of previously used ships into motor yachts
and passenger boats

www.zavodteplohod.ru

Placing orders with shipbuilding businesses in Russia and the CIS, financing the
construction of ships, supplying materials and equipment, as well as engineering
services
Building industrial ships and auxiliary fleet ships, port facilities, dredging equipment,

Nizhegorodspetsstroymontazh

Nizhny Novgorod

–

dredgers, floating gantry, pontoons, container carrying barges and private yachts

Nizhegorodsudoremontstroy

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Production and installation of pipe lines on board river ships

Bor

–

Specialized ship repairs

OKA ship operator
Okskaya Sudoverf

Navashino

www.osy.ru

Fault checking of river ship hull, shipping systems, mechanisms and electric
equipment
Construction of multifunctional dry cargo riversea vessels, container ships, tankers,
float bridges, movable pontoon trains and gangways
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Ropak, a production business

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Rumo

Nizhny Novgorod

www.rumo.nnov.ru

Production of ship diesel engines for ships

Vyksa

www.shsrz.h16.ru

Modernization and refurbishment of ships, ultra sound fault checking of ship halls,
building dry cargo motor ships according to individual specifications

Gorodets

–

Production of reinforced cement moorages for large sea and river ships (the only
manufacturer in Russia), unloading docks, floating moorings, offices, hotels, health
centers, warehouses and repair docks

Nizhny Novgorod

www.seatech.ru

Design of yachts between 12 and 50 meters long, cutters, floating restaurants

Shimorsky Ship
Repairing Plant
Ship Repairing and Ship
Building Corporation
Sea Tech

Anticorrosion protection of ships

and catamarans
Sokol aircraft plant

Nizhny Novgorod

www.sokolplant.ru

Production of multipurpose ships and ekranoplanes according to the designs from
Alekseyev Central Design Office

Sokolskaya Sudoverf

Sokolskoye

–

Production of dry cargo nonpowered vessels, barges, unloading docks, river floating
restaurants and lifeboats

Sormovskye Sudostroitelniye
Masterskiye (Shipbuilding
Workshops)

Nizhny Novgorod

www.ssmyachts.ru

Sudoremont design office

Nizhny Novgorod

www.sudoremont.
chat.ru

Bor

–

Fault checking and ship repairs

Sudprommontazh

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Fault checking and ship repairs

Talant

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Ship repairs and supply of spare parts

TransvekService,
a member of Billora group

Nizhny Novgorod

www.bilora.
yachtsworld.ru

VolgaCaspian CKB
design center

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Design of ships

Volga shipbuilding plant

Nizhny Novgorod

–

Production of passenger, cargo, rescue fast ships, patrol boats, recreational boats,
special purpose boats, hover craft, hydrofoil ships and low flying ekranoplanes

Sudoremontny Zavod Pamyati
Parizhskoy Kommunni
(Ship Repairing Plant Built

Wooden furnishing of motor boats and private yachts

Design of shiprepairing technologies and environment protection equipment

in Commemoration
of the Paris Commune)

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
A most favorable environment for the develop
ment of the regional ship building industry has been
created in the city of Nizhny Novgorod, and this can
be explained by the following factors:
its geographic position on the confluence of two
major water ways, the Volga and Oka rivers;
the availability in the region of operational busi
nesses who boast significant experience in ship
building;
the availability of highly qualified personnel;
A long history of attention to detail and quality
control procedures in large scale engineering
projects concerning highly sophisticated manu
facturing;
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia

Construction of yachts, trading with ship mechanisms and equipment

A new generation of progressive market oriented
owners, rapidly modernizing their enterprises to
meet the needs of today's global buyers.
Weaknesses and Threats
The following factors may hinder the develop
ment of the regional ship building industry:
limited accessibility to consumers both in inter
nal and in external markets;
an ineffective system of foreign trade financing;
high customs duties on imported ship equipment;
lack of competitive conditions with foreign man
ufacturers
inability of local enterprises to adapt to interna
tional market competition and the open promo
tion of their business activities following the city's
closure for many years during the Soviet era.
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Pharmaceutical Industry
The annual turnover of the regional pharmaceutical industry now exceeds $100m, in no small part due
to the fact that Nizhny Novgorod boasts one of the largest and most successful medicines manufacturers
in the CIS – Nizhpharm

Networks of pharmacies
in Nizhny Novgorod
Название

Website

36.6

www.366.ru

36.7

–

Narodnaya Apteka

–

Apteka Rayonna

–

NAS
PikNN
Rigla
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www.nasapteka.ru
–
www.rigla.ru

For the last several years the Russian pharmaceu
tical market has been undergoing dramatic chang
es. Medicine manufacturers are developing at high
speed and national leaders have appeared among
them including such companies as Akrihin, Nizhp
harm and Pharmstandard. Today’s pharmaceutical
companies have foundations built upon Russian
factories with rich histories and traditions behind
them. Among these factories are Oktyabr in St
Petersburg,Tomskhimpharmpreparati based in
Tomsk, Leksredstva in Kursk, PhitopharmNN based
in Nizhny Novgorod and UfaVita based in Ufa.
Moreover, the quality of homemade medicines is
quite competitive and they are well represented in
Russia, forming 40% of all produced pharmaceuti
cals in the two lists of certified products approved by
the federal government each year. These lists com
prise those medicines that are vitally important and
those that are distributed free of charge as part of the
governmentsponsored social program which pro
vide citizens with additional medicines.

A number of Russian manufacturers are certified
according to the Good Manufacturing Practices
GMP system. Examples of such companies include
Akrihin and Nizhpharm whose products are com
petitive in the global market.
The development of the Russian pharmaceutical
industry will undoubtedly been fueled by Russia’s
commitment to international safety standards and
quality control over the production of medicines, as
evidenced by the country’s interest in joining the
European Pharmacopoeia (EP) in the future. Rus
sian specialists will be acting as observers of various
processes side by side together with experts from
national laboratories of other member countries of
the EP. The main tasks of these specialists will include
testing medicines for conformity with accepted
standards and detecting counterfeit medicines. In
the future an agreement with the EP will not only
allow Russia to fight more efficiently against the pro
duction and sale of counterfeit medicines but will
facilitate the procedure of foreign medicines being

Pharmaceutical Industry
approved for use in Russia. Moreover, Russian man
ufacturers will be able to more easilly enter the glo
bal market.
However, before becoming an EP member Rus
sia will need to implement significant changes in its
pharmaceutical industry. Methods that have been
developed and are used by domestic engineers will
need to be tightened to conform with the EP’s re
quirements, a process which will unfortunately take
a significant amount of time to complete.

General Information
Businesses in the local pharmaceutical sector accounted for 1.1% of the total volume of the regional
industrial production in 2006.
The average monthly salary within businesses of the pharmaceutical sector was 7,550 ($280)
in 2006.
The network of pharmacies is expanding across the region and there is steady growth in sales
of the produced medicines. On average, one pharmacy serves 2,500 customers.
According to calculations by experts, sales per capita of medicines in the region have grown from

The Nizhny Novgorod region's share
of the whole Russian pharmaceutical
retail market (according to RMBC)

an average of 310 rubles ($11.5) in 2004, to 870 rubles ($32) in 2005, reaching 1,020 rubles
($38) in 2006.
The following networks of pharmacies operate in Nizhny Novgorod: 36.6, 36.7, Rigla, PikNN,
Avicenna, Apteka Rayona, NAS, MILA, Dobry Aptekar and Farm N.
Prices for medicines in the Nizhny Novgorod region are growing faster than the average rate
of increase across Russia. Last year the average increase in prices was 9%, compared
to the Russian average 2.6%.

Manufacturers of Medicines in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Name

Website

Diagnostic Systems,
scientific and production association

Products

www.npods.ru

Immunobiological medicines

ImBio,
Nizhny Novgorod state business

www.microgen.ru

Immunobiological medicines

Intelpharm

www.intelpharm.ru

Pharmaceutical disinfectant and hygienerelated medicines

Medhimprom

home.mtsnn.ru/~medhimprom/

Nizhpharm

www.nizhpharm.ru

FitofarmNN

www.fitofarm.ru

Story of the German Doctor,
the Empress and Nizhny Novgorod
It is surprising but true: the first foreign investment into Nizhny
Novgorod’s pharmaceutical industry dates as far back as 1780. Then,
Ekaterina II signed a decree agreeing to a request by a German doctor,
GeorgeChristianLudwig Evenius, to open the city’s first pharmacy,
which he did after gaining the approval of the State Medical Board.
Unfortunately, no picture of the first investor into Nizhny Novgorod’s phar
maceutical production and sales market has survived. The only information avail
able about Mr Evenius is that he received his pharmaceutical education in Ger
many and then moved to Nizhny Novgorod in 1780.
Russia’s pharmacology of the 18 th century was very much in the early
stages of its development. For example, Nizhny Novgorod’s doctors were
unable to produce the majority of medicines by themselves and, therefore,
had to import them from abroad. This prompted the necessity to open phar
macy in Nizhny Novgorod, which became evermore pressing. However, the
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Disinfectant substances and safeguarding medicines which protect
various materials from biodegrading
Generic creams, ointments, suppositories and tablets to treat a variety
of skin and organspecific diseases
Medicines

absence in the city of learned pharmacists meant bringing this idea to frui
tion would prove difficult.
Judging by archive materials, pharmacies of the past resembled little
more than a stand selling soap, paint, tea and fat, the latter being the most
popular medicine of that time. And yet, the legislation in place at that time
required all pharmacies to have a medicine preparation room, a laboratory, a
drying room and a cellar.
Thus, Mr Evenius laid the foundations for foreign investing into the Russian
pharmaceuticals industry and for the further expansion of pharmacies in Nizhny
Novgorod. His legacy in this respect is secure, even though his own pharmacy
unfortunately closed down in 1860 due to stiff competition from a number of
more developed businesses that had opened in nearby.
Mr Evenius’ arrival, armed not only with pharmaceutical knowledge but also
a background in economics, marked an improvement in the situation and the
start of the city’s transition away from its dependency on medicine imports.
Based on materials from
The Bulletin of Medical Services
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Andrey Mladentsev,
General Director of Nizhpharm, Vice President of the STADA group of companies,
responsible for its operations in Russia, the CIS and the Baltic states

Nizhpharm –
a Pioneering Success Story
Despite having achieved much in my business on a domestic and international
scale, running businesses beyond the borders of Nizhny Novgorod and Russia,
I can still say that it is interesting and profitable for me to work in this region
I’m glad to have not only witnessed but also
taken direct part in the changes that have been
taking place over the last fifteen years. During this
period the region and the whole country have
come through a stage which took considerably
longer in other countries, sometimes decades,
namely the transition from state regulated to mar
ket regulated economy.
With the ending of state orders at the begin
ning of the 90s it turned out to be more difficult to
sell your products than to produce them. It be
came obvious that not all of our products were
being met with demand by consumers, lead to
competition among domestic manufacturers to
become more and more intense. At that time there
were a lot of executives blaming consumers for
not buying their products and the government for
not regulating consumer activity. As for us, we
realized very quickly that there was only one way
to influence this process, and that was to change
ourselves. We started looking at our methods and
operations, learning both in theory and in prac
tice, checking the effectiveness of each step of our
business. Only after the creation and implemen
tation of a new sales system for our products did
we achieve a substantial growth in sales volume.
The first thing we did was to create a market
ing division. Secondly we started developing and
putting into production new products. Thirdly we
began analyzing our market position, setting
tasks for the forthcoming five years. In so doing it
became apparent that we did not have sufficient
resources to carry out the volume of work that we

had set ourselves, prompting us to think about
outside partners. These would be advisors and
investors whose capital input and experience
could help develop our business. Thus, in 1998
our company attracted its first financial partner
– The European Bank for Reconstruction & De
velopment (EBRD). The investments from the
EBRD allowed us to successfully reconstruct our
production facilities and purchase new equip
ment, to launch products and improve our pro
duction operations generally.
Between 1998 and 2004 we managed to make
the company one of the leaders in the Russian
market of pharmaceuticals. Today, Nizhpharm
leads in The most Influential Enterprises of the
Russian Pharmaceutical Market, and has taken
first prize in the Domestic Manufacturer state
award for three years in succession.
By 2004, however, we had an overabundance
of internal funds and instead we were feeling a lack
of intellectual resources, particularly relating to
production quality improvement and the devel
opment of new products. That meant that, for our
further development, we needed not a financial
partner but rather a strategic one.
As a result, we reached an agreement with the
German company STADA which involved their
purchase 97.5% of Nizhpharm’s outstanding
shares held by the EBRD, the managers of enter
prises and other institutional and private share
holders, for a total of 80.5m.
It should be noted that the purchase of Nizhp
harm set a precedent for the Russian pharmaceu

Andrey Mladentsev,
General Director of Nizhpharm, Vice President
of the STADA group of companies, responsible for its presence
in Russia, the CIS and the Baltic States
He is a graduate of the Radiophysical School at Lobachevsky Nizhny Novgorod
State University. From 1992 to 1994 he headed the securities division of the
Nizhegorodsky Bank House. From 1994 to 1998 he held the post of General
Director of the Regional Depository Institution. In 1995 he became a member of
the board of Nizhpharm, one year later being nominated as its chairman, and since
May 1999 he has been the company's General Director. Since 2005 he has also been Vice President of the
STADA group of companies, responsible for its presence in Russia, the CIS and the Baltic states.
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tical industry. This deal became beneficial to all
interested parties: Nizhpharm secured the chance
for further development, its former shareholders
received profit, new shareholders obtained access
to the Russian pharmaceutical market, consum
ers benefited from access to pharmaceuticals pro
ducers the quality of whose products were guar
anteed by a well known European manufacturer,
and the government received additional taxes.
In January 2006 Nizhpharm took the next step
in strengthening its presence in Central Asia by
opening a regional branch in Uzbekistan. This
branch became the fourth in a network of region
al branches that by that time included The
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Lithuania.
It is important to understand that in Russia
today the era of the regional economy is dawn
ing. The speed of regions’ development will de
pend on how close to Moscow they are. In this
respect, the Nizhny Novgorod region has several
advantages. For one, it is not Moscow but it is not
far away from it either. It has good historically
conditioned industrial potential and a high level
of education. It is an ideal place for investing and
for business development taking into considera
tion the geographic position and the government
policy in the region. The prospects for interna
tional investors in the Nizhny Novgorod region
are many and attractive – come here and you’ll
see how easy it is to do business. For the last fif
teen years I have not encountered a single foreign
investor who has regretted his choice of Nizhny
Novgorod as a place to come and work.

Pharmaceutical Industry
Alexander Shalunov, General Director of the Apteka Rayona network of pharmacies

Advantages of Forming Spontaneous Demand
The formula of our work is quite simple: an active pharmacy plus a helpful pharmacist plus promising
sales = a happy market and growing profits. But on top of this we have also introduced something rather
revolutionary in pharmaceutical circles: the combination of eliciting spontaneous demand, by actively
assisting customers in understanding what they want or need, even if they didn't know when they came in

In the past all pharmacies used the scheme of
passive sales, or in other words if the buyer asked for
a medicine he got it, if he didn’t, he didn’t. But we
realized that pharmacists were capable of more, and
nowadays they can create situations of spontaneous
demand rather than act only when a customer al
ready knows what he wants. We have introduced the
ability to deal with this kind of active sales within the
Apteka Rayona (District Pharmacies) network of
pharmacies, including a detailed action plan for
pharmacists concerning how they interact with cus
tomers. We have worked out our policy of practice
for providing services complete with our own ‘sales
scale’ unique for the pharmaceutical market which
contains a detailed description of the customer’s
case history with the aim of identifying their chief
needs, fulfilling them and identifying other needs
where possible. A new scheme involving differently
colored receipts has also been developed which
brings an additional benefit for the customer, as well
as an additional profit for the company.
We have also realized that it is necessary to
make the most profitable items also the most vis
ible within our pharmacies, in order to increase
spontaneous demand for these items (this con
cept, new in Russia, is known as ‘active merchan
dizing’). We have created what might be called
artificial limitation of competition on of the shelf
– that is, positioning products such that, while a
range of products from different manufacturers
are present, the ones that are more profitable to
us occupy prime positions.

The results of active sales have surpassed all
our expectations. It soon became evident that the
language used by our pharmacists and a pre
planned algorithm of their behavior and actions
were instrumental in increasing sales of certain
goods tenfold.
We have learned to influence some of the
planned, more predetermined sales too, for ex
ample by closer work with doctors or by launch
ing joint promotional events with manufactur
ing companies. Thanks to these actions we feel
we have gained a complete understanding of how
to manage our business. We have also realized

that it is necessary to monitor and adjust where
necessary the ways in which we sell our goods.
In order to further the effectiveness of the ‘sales
scale’ or ‘scale of success’ we have introduced two
key elements: training and apprenticeship sys
tems together with an employee motivation sys
tem. A substantial improvement in our work has
come about with the implementation of the Tri
umph quality system which has three levels of
medicine monitoring and which guarantees that
customers are protected from counterfeit and
poor quality medicines.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
At present Russia is represented in the international community for safety
and quality control of medicines, European Pharmacopoeia as an observer.
The Nizhny Novgorod Center for the Quality Control of Medicines operates
in the region acting as an additional guarantor of the quality of medicines
that are distributed through the region's pharmacies.
The fact that the local market is dominated by Moscow based companies
adds to the increase in quality of service provided by Nizhny pharmacies.
Weaknesses and Threats
Presence of Moscow networks limits the capabilities of local pharmacies.
The process of adopting the EP's norms will take a lot of time.
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia
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Food Industry
For the last few centuries the food industry has been the key industry of Nizhny Novgorod's regional economy.
In the 19th century considerable fortunes were made by local merchant dynasties from the grain processing industry,
grain having been the most important export of prerevolutionary Russia
In those times mills, along with grain and
flour wholesale trading sites, were usually lo
cated within close proximity of key transport
routes, mainly waterways. For this reason Nizh
ny Novgorod, sitting as it does on the conflu
ence of Russia’s great Volga and Oka rivers, was
chosen as the place for the opening of the Nizhe
gorodskaya Trade Fair, a trade market which
quickly gained a reputation as being the most
significant of its kind in all of Russia. And it was
here where milling factories began to spawn in
the second half of the 19th century, some of
which still exist and operate today.
Its developed agricultural sector allowed the
region to play a leading role in the country’s pro
duction of foodstuffs during the Soviet times of
statecontrolled economy, mostly involving flour,
pasta, meat and dairy products, poultry and eggs.
But the crucial economic reforms of 1998 deliv

ered to the sector a further boost.
After the abolition of the federal government’s
socalled “currency corridor” and the resulting
devaluation of the ruble, the price of the dollar in
the Russian currency market skyrocketed from 6
to 20 rubles in a matter of days. The hike in the
price of imported products, many of which had
until then been market leaders, rendered them
unaffordable to the majority of Russians, while
prices for domestic products remained largely
unchanged. As a result, volumes of domestic pro
duction increased dramatically.
The rapid development of regional food
processing businesses turned some of them into
sector leaders. Among the businesses to benefit
were brewery Volga and Nizhny Novgorod Oil and
Butter Factory, the latter being now known far
beyond the borders of Nizhny Novgorod as its
products participate in numerous Russian and

Nizhny Novgorod Based GrandNN
is Set to Invest 50 million euros into
the Construction of a Coffee Production Factory
and $800,000 into the Opening of a Workshop
Producing Meat and Bone Flour
The Nizhny Novgorod based company, GrandNN has opened a workshop
producing meat and bone flour in the town of Linda in the Borsky district of the
region. It is also planning to build a coffee factory in the Kstovsky district. The
level of investment into the construction of the coffee factory is expected to
be around 50m, while the opening of the meat and bone flour workshop is
expected to reach approximatelly $800,000. The company will finance the
two projects entirely from its own internal funds. The company expects to
purchase mostly Russianproduced equipment, with some being imported from
Slovenia and Germany.
The capacity of the meat and bone flour workshop will be 60–70 tons of bone
flour each month; the floorspace is planned for approximatelly 1,000 square
meters. The flour, used in the production of combined animal feed, will be sold
both in the Nizhny Novgorod region as well as in other Russian regions.
According to Igor Gordeyev, General Director of GrandNN, the construc
tion of the coffee factory will start in the Spring of 2007. Previously GrandNN
planned to invest only $5m into the construction of a coffee packaging factory
but recently the company’s management decided to widen the scope of the
project and build a much larger manufacturing facility.
Construction is expected to take 2 years. Once built, the factory’s pro
duction capacity is expected to be 4,500 tons of instant coffee annually.
Currently the company is choosing its main equipment suppliers. Initially Grand
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international exhibitions. Significant success was
also achieved by such companies as Dzerzhinsky
Meat Plant (sausage goods), Knyagininsky Milk
Powder, Milk (Shakhunsky district) and Sormovo
Confectionary.
In terms of revenues too the food industry
ranks among the three leading sectors of the re
gional economy. Its extensive reach includes the
production of meat, milk, bread, confectionary,
pasta, alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages as
well as concentrated foods. Support from the re
gional government may significantly improve and
develop the sector and its operations further.
The key production areas of Borsky, Gorodet
sky, Volodarsky and the city of Nizhny Novgorod
itself are examples of the regional food industry
having been built up from its welllaid founda
tions to its present day incarnation.

NN is hoping to turn its existing partners into potential buyers of its coffee
(Zolotye Kupola, Elit, Orimi Trade), but hopes to build up a wider network of
clients over time.
There is already a well established coffeepacking factory in Nizhny Novgorod
whose production volume is 300 tons a month. In 2005 it packaged 3,000 tons
of coffee, a figure which increased by more than 20% in 2006.

Nizhegorodsky Oil & Butter Factory
Group of Companies
This is one of the largest businesses in the Nizhny Novgorod region. For the
last several years it has been expanding its activities further to other regions
such as Samara, Saratov, Perm, Orenburg, Ivanovo and others.
The factory was built in 1898 by a merchant of the 1st guild, Persits
Zelicom, and over the course of 100 years it has turned into a gigantic factory
and leader in the oil and butter sector of Russia’s economy. The factory is
equipped with stateoftheart machinery produced by leading international man
ufacturers such as Bak Trak (Austria), De Smet and Alfa Laval (Belgium),
Gerstenberg&Agger (Denmark), Tebodin (Netherlands) and Chr. Bock&Sohn
(Germany). The group includes businesses that, between them, form a complete
production cycle. The list of companies includes the Nizhegorodsky Oil & Butter
Factory (Nizhny Novgorod), the Samarsky FatProducing Factory (Samara), the
Permsky Margarine Factory Sdobry (Perm), the Shuysky (the Ivanovo region)
and the Orengbursky (Orenburg) oilextracting factories, as well as grain eleva
tors and bread bases in the Saratovsk and Samara regions. The main products of
Nizhegorodsky Oil & Butter Factory are various kinds of margarine, mayonnaise,
spreads and seedoil.

Food Industry
Products of the regional food
and food processing industry

General Information
The regional food industry has great potential; the average annual growth
in production volume from 2005 until 2020, at the most favorable estimates,
is predicted to be 6.1%.
There are 138 large and mediumsized businesses related to the food and food
processing industries operating in the region, and about 800 small and private
businesses.
The Nizhegorodsky Oil & Butter Factory produces 25% of all mayonnaise
in Russia and 32% of all margarine.

Largest Businesses of the Regional Food and Food Processing Industry
Name of the business

Key products

Website
Meat and meat processing industry

Agricultural firm Apis

–

Meat processing products, sausages

AlfaStar

–

Sausages, meat delicacies

Chernishikhinsky Meat Factory

–

Meat, meat processing products, sausages,
preprepared meat products

Dzerzhinsky Meat Factory

www.demka.ru

Meat processing products, sausages, preprepared meat products
sold under the DEMKA trademark

Ilyinogorskoye

–

Pork processing, sausage products

Kovalihinskiye Sausages

–

Meat processing products, sausages, preprepared meat products

–

Chicken, chicken meat processing products, eggs and chicken pre
prepared products

Meat Factory & Company

–

Sausages, meat delicacies

Perspective

–

Meat processing products, sausages, preprepared meat products

Arzamassky Milk Factory

–

Milk, sour milk and various curd products

Borsky Milk Factory

–

Milk, sour milk and various curd products

Dzerzhinsky Milk Factory

–

Milk, sour milk and various curd products

Gorodetsky Milk Factory

–

Milk, sour milk and various curd products

–

Icecream

Linda Battery Farm

Milk industry

Kalinov Most (Bridge)
Knagininsky Milk Powder

www.ksm.nn.ru

Milk (Shahunsky milk factory and five subsidiaries
3 of which are located in the Kirov region)

–

Nizhegorodsky Milk Factory (WimmBillDann group)

www.wbd.ru

Nizhegorodsky Milk factory # 1

Milk and sour milk products, butter, spreads, cheese, milk powder
and cream powder
Milk and sour milk products, animal oil, cheese spreads, cheese, milk
powder and curds
Milk, sour milk, curd products, yogurt and curd delicacies

–

Milk, sour milk and various curd products

Oksky

–

Icecream

Umka

www.umkann.ru

Icecream

Vorotinsky Butter & Cheese Factroy

–

Milk products, cheese and butter

Zarechny

–

Icecream

ZOTT (a regional branch of Bono Fide company)

–

Sour milk products and yogurts
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Industry and Manufacturing
Bread and pasta producing industry
Borkhleb
Europe Foods GB

www.borhleb.ru
www.gallinablanca.ru

Bakery and confectionery products, cakes and pastries
Pasta sold under the Gallina Blanca brand

Karavay

–

Bread and bakery products, cakes and pastries

Khleb (Bread)

–

Bread and bakery products

Kolos3

–

Bread

LINDEC, the Nizhny Novgorod grain company

–

Flour and mixed feed

Nizhegorodsky Khleb (Bread), an association of 23
breadbaking plants in the Nizhny Novgorod region
and a pasta factory Vermani)

www.hlebnn.ru

Bread and bakery products, cakes, rolls and pastries and pasta

Pechersky, breadbaking plant

–

Bread, bakery and confectionery products and biscuits

Sayus

–

Flour

–

Flour and cereals

Volodarsky Bread Products Factory

Production of alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages
CocaCola Bottlers Nizhny Novgorod

www.cocacola.ru

Non alcoholic beverages sold under the Coca Cola brand

Mineral Water and Soft Drinks

www.sarova.su

Mineral water and sodas of the Sarov brand

Nizhegorodsky Plant Of Champagne Wines

www.nzshv.ru

Champagne

ROOM, the Nizhny Novgorod distillery plant

www.roomalco.ru

Standard, the Nizhny Novgorod distillery plant
Vetluzhskaya Mineral Water

Vodka, low alcohol cocktails

–

Vodka of Crystal brand and low alcohol cocktails

–

Mineral water of the Vetluzhskaya brand

Vivako

vitanaqua.ru

Volga

www.heineken.com

Carbonated beverages
Heineken beer and local beers

Confectionary
1st May Confectionary

–

Waffle, rolls, chocolate, drops, sherbet and other exclusive
confectionery products

Arkis, confectionary

–

Cakes and pastries

Arzamas Confectionary

–

Chocolate, biscuits, waffle, Russian style marshmellow, wafers

Bulochnik (Baker)

–

Confectionery

Caramel

–

Caramel, chocolate, drops

Lucano, confectionary

–

Cakes and pastries

Sormovo Confectionary

www.zaoskf.ru

Chocolate, biscuits, waffle, fruit jelly, Russiantype marshmellow

Food concentrates
Europe Foods GB

www.gallinablanca.ru

Broth bricks of the Gallina Blanca brand
and other food concentrates

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
The major factors for the sector development in the region include the following:
advantageous geographic position of the region in relation to sales markets
availability of relatively cheap and qualified labor force (except relating to logistics)
well developed food industry with strong historical roots
Weaknesses and Threats:
insufficiently developed transport and logistic infrastructure;
shortage of qualified personnel in logistics
competition with neighboring regions (Tatarstan, the Samarsk region) from the viewpoint of
infrastructure;
absence/shortage of developed raw materials base for the production of milk and meat
products
the regional raw materials base and agriculture as a whole are in poor condition (manufacturers
have to buy most raw materials from other regions)
limited access to construction sites to build new plants
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TRANSPORT, LOGISTICS
AND RETAIL DISTRIBUTION
Nizhny Novgorod is situated
at the criscross of two international
transport corridors and the confluence
of the great Volga and Oka rivers

There are over 12,000 kilometers of roads,
twice as many as the Russian average;
1,300 kilometers of railroads, density
of which is three times higher than the average;
a river cargo junction, a passenger port,
about 900 kilometers of internal waterways
and an international airport

Nizhny Novgorod is the geographic center
of surrounding densely populated areas
that have the most advanced retail distribution
chains set up in the country

In terms of retail trade volume,
the Nizhny Novgorod region ranks among
the top ten leading regions of Russia.
Trade and acompanying services occupy
10% of gross regional product

Transport, Logistics and Retail Distribution

Transport and Logistics
The Nizhny Novgorod region is situated at the cross roads of two international transport corridors, the second
PanEuropean (Berlin  Warsaw  Minsk  Moscow  Yekaterinburg) and the interregional that goes from the North
West to the South of the European part of Russia. It sits on the confluence of two major rivers, the Volga and the Oka

Transport
Roads cross the region in the direction of
industrial, economic and raw materialproducing
regions of the country The density of traffic in the
Nizhny Novgorod region is five times higher than
the Russian average. It has rail connections
throughout the country, as well as access to
Russia's European coasts. Nizhny Novgorod also
has an international airport.

Automobile Transport
and Road Facilities
The length of public roads in the Nizhny
Novgorod region is 18,600 kilometers, including:
federal highways – 458km
local public roads – 13,100km
private roads – 5,000km
At the beginning of 2006, 859,000 motor vehicles
were registered in the region. These included:
Cars – 512,000
(annual surplus: 3.5%).
Trucks – 121,300
(annual surplus: 0.5%).
Buses – 17,000 thousand
(annual surplus: 3%).

Railroad Transport
Gorky Railroad is an affiliate of OJSC Russian
Railways. It links the Central, North West and
Northern regions of Russia with Povolzhye, the
Urals and Siberia. Approximately 5,350 km long,
it services 205 administrative and territorial
districts, with a population of more than 14
million. The territory of Nizhny Novgorod is
covered with more than 1,200 km of railroads and

the density of the network is 3.3 times higher than
the Russian average.
Nizhny Novgorod region's rail cargo reached
30,306.9 million ton/km in 2005 (12.8% higher than
in 2004) and 36 million passengers were carried
(50.4% more than in 2004), which includes 34 million
by local trains.

Water Transport
The main waterway of the region is the Volga,
which is the largest river in Europe.
The headquarters of one of the biggest shipping
companies in Russia, OJSC Volzhskoye Parohodstvo,
is situated in Nizhny Novgorod. They own 400
vessels, which annually carry about seven million
tons of cargo. The fleet includes 48 river/sea vessels,

Car Rental in Nizhny Novgorod
Comedy Cab

Car rental

Hertz RentaCar

Car rental with or w/o driver; free armour plating in 150 countries of the world;
car leasing

Kartek

Car rental with driver

Rosprokat

Car rental with driver

Scarlet

Car rental with driver

Sprinter

Minibus service within Russia: MercedesBenz (business class)
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including 11 container ships that can accommodate
between 50 and 68 containers (40ft), operating
between April and November.
Volzhskoye Parohodstvo annually carries about
seven million tons of cargo and about 500,000
passengers, which makes it the leading transport
company of the Privolzhsky Federal District. For the
last seven years, the volume of shipments has
increased by 48.4%, while elsewhere in Russia that
figure is 9.8%. The share of VolgaFleet in river cargo
transportation along the Volga is between 10% and
13%. The company's river cargo shipments as the
whole throughout Russia stand between 5% and 6%.

Air Transport
Nizhny Novgorod airport has had
international status since 1993.
The capacity of the terminal is:
For internal Russian airlines –
150 passengers per hour.
For international flights –
100 passengers per hour.
Two paved runways allow for the receiving of
firstclass aircraft according to the minimum
list of first category requirements of
International Regulations for Noise and Flight
Safety (ICAO). The aircraft can be both of home
and foreign production: IL86, Boieng 737757,

Transport and Logistics
A310320 and of a lower class, also including
all classes of helicopter. The apron includes 43
parking slots for aircraft.

Biggest Air Companies Offering Services
to Passengers of Nizhny Novgorod Airport
Name

Activity

Logistics

Lufthansa AG

Flights to Frankfurt (3 times a week)

Aeroflot

Internal flights

Advantages:

UtAir

Regular flights to Moscow

Siberia

Direct charter flights to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates; internal flights

KrasAir"

Direct charter flights to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates; internal flights

Tatarstan

Internal flights

VIM Avia

Direct charter flights to Turkey and the United Arab Emirates

DEXTER

Regular airtaxi to Moscow (business class miniplanes)

Alkor

Individual VIP class business flights to CIS countries

KDO AviaCargo

International and internal cargo transportation;
mail express delivery' charter flights

Unique geographic position
Amongst Russian cities, Nizhny Novgorod is a
leader, partly due to the size of its consumer market.
Within a radius of 500 km, there are 43 million people,
of which 24 million live in cities with populations of
more than 100,000. Within a radius of 1,000 km, there
are approximately 84 million consumers, of whom
45 million are urban dwellers.
The level of consumer spending per capita in
the 500 km zone around Nizhny Novgorod is more
than 4,900 rubles ($185) per month (40% higher than
the Russian average). In the1, 000 km zone, it is more
than 3,900 rubles ($147) per month (12% higher than
the Russian average).
The most important feature of the satellite cities
around Nizhny Novgorod is the distribution set up
for retail chains, which is the most advanced in the
country.
Integrated transportation junction
An integrated transportation junction has been
formed in the Nizhny Novgorod region:
More than 12,000 km of roads, with a density
of traffic twice the Russian average.
1,300 km of railroads used three times more
frequently than anywhere else in the country.
River cargo junction and a passenger port;
900 km of internal river ways; an international
airport.

Disadvantages:
The main disadvantage is the immaturity of the
regional transportation and logistics infrastructure.
Despite the relatively high density of roads and
railways and the availability of an integrated
transport junction, there are a number of problems
in the region, which include:
Absence of uptodate logistic centres,
including effective customs warehousing
capability.
Limited access to Northern districts of the
Nizhny Novgorod region and the Russian
Federation from the centre. There is only one
bridge for motor and rail transport, built on
the 300km point of the Volga river and it can
handle only 50% of traffic at peak times.

Due to the lack of a city bypass, Nizhny
Novgorod's transport system becomes
overloaded, which intensifies air pollution,
and other ecological aggravations.
Immature infrastructure of cargo and
passenger transportation at the airport;
insufficient capacity at the cargo terminal;
absence of conditions for international
operators; lack of regular itineraries; a
necessity to reconstruct the runway;
Difficulty in using the Volga riverbed by
big ships because of the low level of the
Cheboksarsky reservoir (5 meters lower than
the standard level in the reservoir).
It's worth mentioning that the regional gov
ernment is already implementing a number of
largescale projects to solve the majority of these
problems.

Public Transport in Nizhny Novgorod
Nizhny Novgorod has all kinds of modern public
city transport:
Underground railway (two lines, totaling
14 km, including 12 stations).
Municipal trolleybuses (20 routes).
Municipal tramway (20 routes).
Municipal buses (123 routes).
Commercial buses (102 routes).
Taxis
The Upland and Lower land areas of the city are
connected by three bridges over the river Oka.
With rapid growth in the number of privately
owned cars, the historic city centre is having dif
ficulties coping with the volume. The municipal and
regional authorities are taking emergency meas
ures to widen streets and introduce oneway sys
tems, linked to the construction of a metro bridge
over the Oka.
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Transport, Logistics and Retail Distribution
Planned Activities Aimed
at Modernization and Expansion
of Transportation and Logistic
Infrastructure:
Involvement of investors into the creation
of updated logistic centres; construction of a
modern world class transport infrastructure
that includes a railway junction, road
networks
and customs warehousing complex.
Construction of a bridge over
the Oka river that will connect the upper
embankment and lowland parts of the city
with a metro line.
Construction of a bridge over
the Volga river.
Construction of a low head dam
and twin locks, with a bridge for cars.
Construction of a bypass expressway
for Nizhny Novgorod.

Courier Services and Cargo Companies
Providing Services in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
www.dhl.ru
www.fedex.com
www.garantpost.ru
www.ponyexpress.ru
www.tnt.ru
www.ups.com

Express delivery of documents and packages

www.bizpak.ru

Delivery of goods and packages to more than
200 Russian cities, using stateoftheart
Swedish technology

Free Lines Company

www.freelines.ru

Forwarding company; delivery of goods from
any country of the world to any city in Russia,
including internal courier service

Motor transport
carriage
of hazardous goods

–

DHL,
Federal Express,
EMS Garant Post,
Pony Express,
TNT,
UPS
Bizpak

Provision of cargo customs regulations
similar to those adopted in Moscow.
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Carriage of hazardous goods on city
and intercity routes throughout Russia

Avtooboz

www.avtooboz.ru

Road transport of cargo

AvtotransCargo
Nizhny Novgorod

www.atcargo.ru

Assorted deliveries by road, rail and air

Virnik

www.virnik.ru

Agency services for foreign trade
and customs cargo

GOLIONT MT

www.golion.ru

Express delivery of goods up to 20,000 kg
to 35 cities in Russia

Dalk

www.dalknn.ru

Customs and transportation logistics

Volzhskoye
Parohodstvo

www.volgaflot.com

The biggest shipping company in Russia

Moon Light

www.vozimvse.ru

Transportation of goods within Russia

Meridian
TransAvto

www.meridian52.ru

Cargo shipments within Nizhny Novgorod
region and Russia, plus insurance facilities

Perevozka, SPb

–

Container shipments of goods; doortodoor
delivery; customs registration

StankoSnab NN

–

Motor vehicle transportation and railway
services within the Nizhny Novgorod region
and Russia

STS Logistics
Nizhny Novgorod

www.stslogistics.net

Transportation of import/export goods by road,
air and sea

Transport and Logistics

Main land traffic arteries
of the Nizhny Novgorod region

Automobile roads

Railroads
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Retail Distribution

Retail Distribution:
Consumer Demand on the Rise
In terms of retail distribution the Nizhny Novgorod region ranks among
the top ten areas of Russia and is the third in the Privolzhsky Federal District.
In the first quarter of 2006 the turnover in this sector of the regional economy
increased by 10.4% compared to the same period last year
Many Russian and international companies
are now coming to see the Nizhny Novgorod re
gion as an attractive base for their expansion.
Trade and its connected operations occupy about
10% of Gross Regional Product (GRP). There are
more than 20,000 trading premises in the region
while the Nizhny Novgorod city has 2,600 shops
with a total floorspace of 424,000 square meters.
This includes seven worldclass malls, many fit
ted out with multiplex cinemas, children’s play
areas and a range of eateries, which together boast
a floorspace of over 100,000 square meters. These
are nicely spread around the city; there are two in
the center, while the brandnew Zolotaya Milya
(Golden Mile) has just been built in the suburb of
Sormov.
The preferred areas for the development of the
region’s retail distribution industries are the cit
ies of Nizhny Novgorod, Dzerzhinsk, Arzamas,

Bor, Sarov, Kstovo, Vyksa and Pavlovo, largely
because they offer high population density and
above average salaries. Unsurprisingly, being the
main city of the region, Nizhny Novgorod has the
highest concentration of middle class consumers
due to its high numbers of educated profession
als and highly developed trading, transport and
marketing infrastructures.
There have been some very recent and notable
events in the retail sector in Nizhny Novgorod.
Chief among them were the opening of a large su
permarket named METRO (2005) and a shopping
mall named MEGA (2006), the latter being owned
and funded by Swedish furniture giant IKEA which
has invested over $140m into the center. The mall
brought on board international names such as
Auchan and OBI, not to mention a host of home
grown names such as Destky Mir (Children’s
World) and electronics retailer M.Video, just a

Largest regional companies in retail trade and distribution of goods
Name of company

Activities

36,6 , Avitsenna, NAS, Rigla

Pharmaceuticals and medicines

Adidas, Armani, Benetton, Boss, CHRIST, Finnflare, La Coste,
Max Mara, Nike, Paul&Shark, Pal Zileri, Promode, Reebok,
SELA, Dzhinsovy Mir (World of Jeans), Dikaya Orkhideya (Wild
Orchid), Intermoda, Legend, Kangaroo, Pyat Karmanov (Five
Pockets), etc.

Clothing

Auchan, Olsen, Ramstore, Spar, Andreyevsky, Assorty,
Kalinka, Karusel (MeeryGoRound), Kopeyka, Kormilets
(BreadWinner), Magnet, Medved (Bear), Narodny, Perekre
stok (Crossroad), Pyaterochka, Raytsentr, Sayus, Udobny U
Doma, 21 Vek (21st Century)

Supermarkets

Bitovaya Tekhnika (Home Appliances), DOMO, M.Video,
Electronica, Eldorado

Home appliances

DIXIS, Evroset, Svaznoy, Tsifrograd

Cellular phones, accessories
and other digital devices

IKEA, Calypso, Karina, Mebelny Tsentr 2000
(Furniture Center 2000), Mebel Plus (Furniture Plus)

Furniture

IKEA, OBI, Vintik & Shpuntik (Screw & Rabbet), Ivan Ivanich,
Obnovi, Olsen, Order, Starik Khottabych (Old Khottabych)

Building materials and goods
for refurbishment and decoration

Ille de Beaute, L`Etoile, Yves Rocher

Cosmetics and perfumes

Sladkaya Zhizn (Sweet Life), Garmonya (Harmony),
VKT, Fructi I Producti (Fruit & Food)

'Cash 'n' carry' supermarkets
and hypermarkets

Steakmart, Myasnov, Otdokhny, Somelye

Specialized foods including
fine wines and meats
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handful of the 150 shops in total which trade out
of the new MEGA shopping mall.
Future developments are planned for the near
future, including the second phase of construction
on the Respublica mall, located next to the city’s
main Moscovski Vokzall railway station. The
project will inject $100m of capital into what, at
100,000 square meters of floorspace, is already one
of the largest malls in the region. Another plan will
include a $1220m investment in the construction
of a DIY supermarket, DIY Kastroma, to have a flo
orspace of 12,000 square meters, and the construc
tion of 3 more malls in Mesherskoye Lake district,
Dubki Park (Oaks Park) and Ladov Square.

General Information
The regional retail distribution turnover per cap
ita in 2005 equaled 18,200 rubles ($674).
According to the evaluations of electronics re
tailer M.Video, which appeared in the regional
market in 2002, the volume of the market of
home appliances in Nizhny Novgorod exceeds
$200m. We are observing a general trend
where the cash income of the population is grow
ing in real terms much faster than inflation:
19.6% for JanuaryApril of 2006 compared to
17.7% for the same period in 2005.
Retail turnover in the regional consumer mar
ket forecast for 2007 is expected to reach
201.1 billion rubles ($7.45bn). This indicator
will be 30 billion rubles ($1.2bn) or 16% higher
than the same indicator for 2006. The growth
rates of the regional retail turnover volume in
2006 in comparable prices came to 111.4%,
which is 6.47.4% higher than anticipated.
According to expert evaluations, by 2020 the
region's retail turnover will have increased up
to the level of $2.4bn, with an average annual
turnover growth of 9.2%. Customer demand in
terms of retail distribution volume is also rapid
ly growing – 110.7% in the period January
April 2006 and 104.1% in the period January
May 2005 in comparison with the same peri
od's indicator for 2004.
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Largest Modern Trading Centers and Malls in Nizhny Novgorod
Name

Major tenants and investment size

Surface space, m2
140 000

OBI Na Rodionova

OBI, multiplexes, amusement centers (investments amount to $8090m)

Alekseyevsky Passage

Shops selling garments and shoes

3 500

Arbat

Pyat Karmanov, Vesh!, OGGI

1 500

Avrora

Shops selling clothing and related accessories, footwear, leather products, underwear and lingerie,
costume jewelry, watches and clocks, furniture; photo printing services

10 000

Karusel

Supermarket

15 000

MEGA

IKEA, OBI, Auchan, M.Video, Detsky Mir – more than 150 in all, a foodcourt, amusements for
children, skatingrink (investments amount to $150m)

140 000

METRO

FMCGs' 'cash 'n' carry' supermarket

14 000

Mosmart

Supermarket (investments amount to $35m)

30 000

Muravey (Ant)

Manufactured goods shops, amusement centers, foodcourt

25 000

Novaya Era (New Era)

Clothes, shoes, home appliances, home goods

12 000

Park Avenue

Eurospar, Mir Pitsi (Pizza World), M.Video, Eldorado, manufactured goods shops

10 500

Pokrovskye Vorota
(Pokrovskye Gates)

Shops selling clothes and shoes

3 500

Zolotaya Mila (Golden Mile)

Eurospar, Electronica, foodcourt, bowling, fitness center, children's amusement center
(investments amount to $30m)

32 000

Respublica (Republic)

Single and multibrand shops, restaurants, a foodcourt (investments amount to $30m)

32 000

City

Shops selling clothes and shoues

5 000

Chocolate

Ramstor, Eldorado, boutiques selling garments and shoes, a multiplex and a children's
amusement park, a foodcourt

Etazhi (Storeys)

Kopeyka, boutiques of elite clothes and shoes, restaurants (investments amount to $12m)

26 000 (trading
premises – 16 600)
16 000

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
Nizhny Novgorod is located at the crossroads of several transport routes
which makes it an attractive place for building networks of federal and
international distribution centers.
Over 45 million people, residents of towns with the population of more
than 100,000, live within the 500km zone from Nizhny Novgorod.
Rapid increase in the number of middle class consumers.
Adopted government measures aimed at simplifying the procedures
for gaining approval for building new retail distribution premises.
Development of local production of FMCGs.
Weaknesses and Threats
Absence of modern logistical infrastructure.
Unfavorable conditions of customs clearing procedure in Nizhny Novgorod
compared to Moscow.
Absence of uniform requirements to opening new trading premises within
various municipalities.
Rather undeveloped legislature on the issue of shoplifting crimes.
Incomplete system of barcoding for local products.
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Retail Distribution
Albert Gusev, General Director of the company Sladkaya Zhizn (Sweet Life)

Niches Can Still be Found in the Market
In 1992 our company began retail distribution of its confectionery which was delivered from another city to be sold
in the Nizhny Novgorod market. Today, Sladkaya Zhizn is a leading distributor of foodstuffs in the Privolzhsky Federal District

Our company owns, among other things, two
modern distribution centers with a total floor
space of 15,000 square meters. Using our fleet of
300 vehicles we personally deliver foodstuffs to
over 5,000 retail outlets within the radius of 350
kilometers, including to the republics of Mariy
El and Chuvashiya. In 2006 the company had a
$300m turnover and employed 1,550 people –
and all this from our humble beginnings at the
start of the 1990s…
At that time the consequences of the econom
ic crisis were felt much more strongly in the
provinces than in Moscow: low personal income,
high unemployment – and still Nizhny
Novgorod stood out against the general depress
ing background. This can be explained by the
regional administration’s pursuit of reforms and
its loyalty towards private business. As a result,
the middle 1990s saw the first supermarkets es
tablished, but only rich people could afford to
shop in them. The overwhelming majority of
people had to sustain themselves using ordinary
shops, mostly stands and kiosks, and markets.
However, as personal income increased at the
end of the 1990s food markets saw their share of
the retail sector diminish as supermarkets be
came competitive thanks to lower prices than
previously and higher quality of service.
In 2000 we drew up a business plan for the cre
ation of a network of supermarkets in Nizhny
Novgorod and the wider region. This would have
been unthinkable without the help of an exter
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nal investor since opening just one supermar
ket, let alone a network, required a financial in
jection of between $3m and 20m and on average
it took five years to make that money back. We
soon signed a franchising agreement with the
large international trading network Spar Inter
national for the development of its network in
five Russian regions. A steering company, Delta
Capital (USARussia Investment Fund), became
the first investor into the project, allocating $6m.
A company named SPAR Middle Volga was cre
ated, under the banner of which the network
would be developer.
In 2003 the USARussia Fund left the compa
ny’s founders as they were unwilling to inject the
increasing amounts necessary for the company’s
further development. In his comments about the
deal Paul Price, VicePresident of Delta Capital
Management, said: “We have successfully ful
filled our task by creating a young Nizhny
Novgorodbased company, and we would like
to express our gratitude to the company’s man
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agement and shareholders for their fruitful co
operation”. In 2005 Russia’s largest network of
supermarkets Perekrestok bought out SPAR Mid
dle Volga from Delta Capital Management. It
was the first ever classical М&А deal in Russia’s
retail distribution market involving a strategic
investor purchasing a share in a business from a
western investment fund.
In the 13 years I’ve worked in the retail distri
bution sector I have seen Russia’s business climate
dramatically change. For one, many entrepre
neurs, despite their rich experience and wealth,
find it very difficult to enter the market – a diffi
culty that entrepreneurs simply didn’t face in the
completely open market of the 1990s. However,
there are prospects for business development in
this sector. My prediction is that by the end of 2008
the Russian retail distribution sector will have
grown by 2550%. The most promising sector in
terms of development is public catering for res
taurants, bars, cafes and fast food outlets, while
hypermarkets and discounters will be more suc
cessful in terms of product retail.
However, it should be noted that nowadays
shops that adhere to only one format of trading
are quite rare. This is because most retail net
works nowadays want to attract as wide an array
of customers as possible. For example,
Cash&Carrystyle networks are starting to turn
their attention towards the development of re
tail sales in their hypermarkets, where previous
ly they were engaged in wholesale distribution.
This multiformat approach to sales has also
become the most distinguishing feature of Rus
sia’s retail trade over the last two years.
Despite the retail distribution market fast be
coming full, there are still opportunities for West
ern retail networks and small and medium Rus
sian retailers to enter it. At present, the competi
tion in the regions is not very strong and that’s
why there still exist some niches within it.

Gusev Albert Gennadyevich
General Director of the Sladkaya Zhizn company.
By profession Mr Gusev is a military engineer. Since 1992 he has been Founder
and General Director of Sladkaya Zhizn which is the leading distributor of foodstuffs
in the Privolzhsky Federal District.
Between 2002 and 2005 he was General Director of SPAR Middle Volga, a
network of SPAR and EUROSPAR supermarkets which he founded.
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BANKS AND BUSINES
SUPPORTING SERVICES
The regional advisory services sector
is represented by more than 25 large
scale companies including the affiliates
of international companies such as KPMG,
Human Factors International
and Softline Solutions

At present the region hosts three
affiliates of foreign banks, 36 affiliates
of outoftown banks, 15 affiliates
of the VolgoVatsky branch of Sberbank
of Russia, 17 regional branches
of banks from various regions,
18 independent commercial banks
and one nonbanking credit organization

The banking infrastructure
is also represented by affiliates
of such large western banks
as CitiBank, RaiffeisenBank
and Societe Generale Vostok (BSGV)

Banks and Busines Support Services

Banks and Credit Institutions
For the last 10 years the Nizhny Novgorod banking system has been going through
a period of rapid development. Credit institutions are actively cooperating with
small and medium businesses and individuals. Regional banks are successfully
competing with federal banks by forming unions and reinforcing interbank
connections. Affiliates of several large banks have set up operations in the region

Banking Structure
of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
At present, there are three affiliates of foreign
banks, 36 affiliates of outoftown banks, 15 affil
iates of the VolgoVatsky branch of Sberbank of
Russia, 17 representative offices of banks from
various regions, 18 independent commercial
banks and one nonbanking credit organization
working in the region.
Nizhny Novgorod’s banking sector is develop
ing more than three times quicker than other branch
es of the economy. According to the evaluations of
Nizhny Novgorod’s Central Bank Headquarters, the
main index of the regional banking system for the

first half year of 2006 has grown by over 30% com
pared to the same period last year. There are 89 inde
pendent banks, affiliates and representative offices
of outoftown banks operating in the region, leav
ing local banks a market share of approximately
26%. Here are the largest regional banks: Nizhe
gorodpromstroybank, Sarovbusinessbank, NBD
Bank, Ellipse Bank, Radiotechbank, Bank of Nizhny
Novgorod, Association Bank and VOCBANK.
The following factors have influenced the re
gional financial market development: the entry
of international as well as large federal players,
increased competitiveness, growth of population
income, improvement of legal basis and pooling
of capitals. Experts also connect the financial mar

The Changing Face of Small
and Medium Businesses

Banks Registered in Nizhny Novgorod
Arzamas

–

Association

www.assobank.nnov.ru

Bogorodsky

–

Borsky Commercial Bank

www.borcb.nnov.ru

VerhneVolzhsky Neftebank

www.vvnb.ru

Vocbank

www.vocbank.ru

NBDBank

www.nbdbank.ru

Nizhegorodpromstroybank

www.npsb.ru

Bank of Nizhny Novgorod

www.bnn.ru

Oksky
Privolzhskoye OVK
Radiotechbank
Regioninvestbank
RosbankVolga
Sarovbusinessbank
ForusBank
Khimic
Ellipse Bank
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ket growth with small and medium business de
velopment and with the growing demand in indi
vidual servicing.

www.oksky.ru
www.nnov.ovk.ru
www.rtbank.ru
www.regionbank.ru
www.rosbankvolga.ru
www.sbbank.ru
www.forusbank.ru
–
www.ellipsbank.ru

According to Russian stateowned savings bank
Sberbank, only 10% of regional small businesses use
banking credits today. Private banks are very well
aware of the unused market potential and there
fore have developed micro crediting programs. Be
sides, this is a good opportunity for banks to have
a diversified credit portfolio, as lending numerous
small credits is less risky than giving one big loan
to a large enterprise.
Additionally, if we speak about forms of bank
ing and interest rates, we can acknowledge market
parity here. Competition can be observed in the
customers’ service segment, including improved
personal approaches to individual customers, im
proved qualifications of the personnel, etc. Credit
institutions are also introducing new programs, such
as offering second loans simultaneously with the
first, and such innovations as express loans for well
known clients, offering money within a day without
any guarantor and with a minimum of paperwork.
Some banks develop financial training programs for
customers, in order to expand their range of servic
es offered. As an example we can cite an educational
and research project called Leader Of The Year:
Small and Medium Business, which is being organ
ized by NBDBank, in cooperation with the regional
government and the USARussia Entrepreneurship
Center and which strives to promote good business
leadership practices.

Credit and Financial Institutions
Credit to the People
Personal credit for consumer goods in the
Nizhny Novgorod region is experiencing a real
boom. According to the local Central Bank Head
quarters, individuals received 75% more credit in
2006 than during the same period in 2005. On July
1, 2006 the total debt under private credit pro
grams reached 27 billion rubles ($1billion), with
particular growth in consumer and personal cred
it, auto loans and mortgage lending. For this pe
riod, the volume of mortgages in Nizhny
Novgorod grew more than three times, auto loans
two times and consumer credits more than one
and half times.

Affiliates of Foreign and Outoftown Banks in Nizhny Novgorod
RaiffeisenBank
CityBank
Societe Generale Vostok
Agroimpulse

www.raiffeisen.ru
www.citicorp.ru
www.bsgv.ru
www.agroimpuls.ru

AlfaBank

www.alfabank.ru

Baltic bank

www.baltbank.ru

SOYUZ Bank

www.banksoyuz.ru

Bank for Residential Financing

www.bgfbank.ru

Bank of Moscow

www.mmbank.ru

Federal and Foreign Banks

BINBANK

www.binbank.ru

In 2005, affiliates of six outoftown banks were
opened in the Nizhny Novgorod region, namely,
Incasbank, RusBank, SDMBank, SvazBank,
Yuniastrum Bank and Globex Bank. Four federal
banks established branch offices and the FORA
fund set up its own Forus Bank. In 2006, two bank
ing affiliates: Agroimpulse (Voronezh) and Raif
feisenBank (Austria) were added, as well as two
branches of Moscow banks: CityBank and Mos
cow Regional Bank. By the end of 2006, an affiliate
of the well known Societe Generale Vostok (France)
had started operating in Nizhny and it is predict
ed that expansion in this field will continue to in
crease, because the region remains attractive to
crediting organizations, reflecting a common
trend throughout Russia of opening affiliate of
fices in cities with populations of more than
300,000.
In 2005 consultants from Expert RA ranked
Nizhny Novgorod sixth in the Russian Federation
for its investment attractiveness goes, and eighth
for investment risk. It is hoped that the region will
improve its position yet further under the leader
ship of its new governor Valery Shantsev.

Vneshtorgbank
Vneshtorgbank 24

www.vtb24.ru

Vozrozhdeniye

www.vbank.ru

Gazprombank

www.gazprombank.ru

GLOBEX
Zenith
IPMEXBank
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www.zenit.ru
www.impexbank.ru
www.vefk.ru

KMBBank

www.kmb.ru

Krasbank

www.krasbank.ru

MDMBank

www.mdmbank.ru

Metalinvestbank

www.metallinvestbank.com

NOMOSBank

www.nomos.ru

Petrocommerts

www.pkb.ru

Promsvazbank

www.psbank.ru

Promtorgbank

www.ptbank.ru

PromishlennoStroitelniy Bank

www.icbank.ru

Rosbank

www.rosbank.ru

Rossiysky Capital
Strengths and Opportunities
There are federal network banks
and regional branches of leading western
banks in the region.
A wide range of banking services
provided both to large and small business
as well as to private clients are available
in the region.
Weaknesses and Threats
As the market of banking services
is becoming full new market players start
facing difficulties when trying to enter it.

www.globexbank.ru

Incasbank

Rosselhozbank

SWOT Analysis

www.vtb.ru

RusBank
Sberbank of Russia

www.rshb.ru
www.roscap.ru
www.russbank.ru
www.sbrf.ru

SvazBank

www.sviazbank.ru

SDMBank

www.sdm.ru

Solidarnost

www.solidar.ru

Stroycredit

www.stroycredit.ru

Transcreditbank
URALSIB
Yuniastrum Bank
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www.tcb.ru
www.bank.uralsib.ru
www.uniastrum.ru
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Banks and Busines Support Services
Stacie D. Schrader,
Chairman of the Board of Directors, FORUS Bank

Small Business in Russia Acquiring
a More Civilized Shape
"We don't need small businesses in Russia; we need more factories." "Small businesses will never repay loans!" These were the
typical reactions I heard when Opportunity International, a global microfinance company based in the US and operating in 27
countries, began setting up a microfinance business in Russia in the mid90s

At that time banks were more involved in
GKO investments than in lending to compa
nies, especially small businesses.
However, a handful of visionaries believed
in the idea to finance the smallest businesses,
including thengovernor Governor Boris
Nemtsov. We launched a project of micro
lending in 1994 and have grown today to a full
service microfinance bank, FORUS Bank,
with 41 offices in 28 regions of Russia.
Over the last ten years we have financed
over 50,000 micro and small businesses and
have seen many changes, both for small busi
nesses and for banks. The Minister for Eco
nomic Development, German Gref has pro
jected that the number of small businesses will
continue to increase by 510% annually over
the next few years. And importantly for more
wide spread and stable economic develop
ment, that while GDP increased by 7% in 2006,
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of that increase, the contribution of small
businesses increased by 1620%.
Banks have turned their attention not only
to financing large and medium sized business
es, but small businesses and retail services as
well. From 2002 to 2006 (projected) consumer

lending has grown from $6.1 million to $48.7
million, resulting in an increase in percentage
of GDP from 2001 to 2005 from 1% to 6%
(source, IMF World Economic Outlook). In
Russia there is still enormous growth potential
for financial services as, on average across the
country, there are only 3 bank branch offices
per 100,000 persons (compared with 33 branch
offices per 100,000 persons in the US or ap
proximately 50 branch offices per 100,000 per
sons in Europe).
Today, when foreign and Russian banks
are expanding beyond Moscow to the re
gions, Nizhny Novgorod is among the first
regions where branch offices are opened. In
the 1990s the leadership of Nizhny
Novgorod pioneered creating an investment
friendly environment and today the region
al administration is reasserting its leadership
in facilitating effective investment policies
and practices.
FORUS Bank continues its position as a pi
oneer as well, not only offering banking serv
ices for micro and small businesses, but offer
ing deposit products which enable corpora
tions to achieve returns on investments while
creatively exercising options for corporate
responsibility. Like Bill Gates, we are among
those who believe, “Those who dare to be dif
ferent change the world.”

Stacie D. Schrader,
Chairman of the Board of Directors, FORUS Bank
Ms Schrader has been living and working in Russia since 1991. At
the beginning of the 90s she headed the establishment of Opportunity
International in Russia and their regional operations. Ms Schrader led
the founding of FORA fund and FORUS Bank.
Currently she holds the post of Chairman of the Board of Directors
of FORUS Bank and is the representative of Opportunity International in
Russia. She is involved in various projects geared towards improving
Russia's microfinance sector. She is a Member of the Board of Opportunity Bank in Montenegro
and Opportunity Bank in Serbia.

Credit and Financial Institutions
Alexander Sharonov, President of NBDBank

Leading the Way as the First
Independent Bank of Nizhny Novgorod
NBDBank was the first independent bank ever established in Nizhny Novgorod
during the postSoviet period. It was established by the region's largest military
industrial enterprises, starting its activity in 1992
AID), the Netherlands Development Finance
Company (FMO), the Black Sea Trade & Develop
ment Bank (BSTDB), Landesbank Sachsen, Com
merzbank and Dresdener Bank from Germany,
Raiffeisenbank from Austria, National City Bank
and American Express from the USA.
Today NBDBank is a universal financial insti
tution offering its services to both enterprises and
individuals. By beginning of 2006 its assets had
reached to 3,9 billion rubles ($144.5m), includ
Gradually building upon its financial and per
sonnel potential, NBDBank has become a leader
among other banks in Nizhny Novgorod in the
field of western investments attraction into the
region. It has taken a significant market share in
servicing small and medium sized businesses,
foreign trade operations, handling the deposits
and payment transactions of individuals, and si
multaneously the bank has maintained constant
growth in its key financial indicators.
Broadly speaking this success can be explained
by the fact that our bank is primarily focused on
actively supporting our regional based small and
medium sized business, which is very important
for the general development of our economy and
the creation of new jobs. NBDBank develops and
offers to entrepreneurs a host of services geared
towards solving their business problems provid
ing resources for realizing their longterm
projects. Our ability to offer such a wide range of
services became possible due to the close coop
eration between NBDBank and first class inter
national financial organizations. As an example,
we can state that NBDBank is the only local bank
of Nizhny Novgorod which can boast of having
the EBRD as one of its shareholders. This fact tes
tifies that there is a longterm interest on the part
of western partners in our bank and in the region
as a whole.
Among our partners in investment projects,
crediting and foreign trade programs there are
also such renowned financial institutions as the
International Financial Corporation (IFC), the
German Banking Group (KfW), the German In
vestments and Development Corporation (DEG),
the US Agency for International Development (US
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ing a credit portfolio of up to 3 billion rubles
($110m) and currency deposits from individuals
of more than 1.6 billion rubles ($60m). Now the
bank’s network includes 16 offices, united in one
management information system.
Since 1993 NBDBank has been preparing its
financial statements in accordance with interna
tional accounting standards, thereby opening for
itself and for its customers new horizons in coop
eration with foreign financial institutions.

Alexander Sharonov,
President of NBDBank
He has two specialties: in radio physics and in law. He started his career as a
researcher at the Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Science
and then he came to NBDBank where his career developed from an entry level
economist to the position of President and a member of the Board of Directors.
He also occupies the post of Chairman of Stock Exchange Council at Nizhny
Novgorod Currency Stock Exchange. He is a deputy of the Legislative Assembly for
the Nizhny Novgorod region, Council Member of the International Charity Fund
organized by Galina Vishnevskaya (opera singer) and Mstislav Rostropovich (cello player), Council Member of
Russian Banks Association, Council President of NonCommercial Partnership Nizhny Novgorod Bank Asso
ciation (NNBA), which includes representatives of 13 banks of Nizhny Novgorod, eight affiliates of outof
town banks as well as representatives of the Currency Stock Exchange of Nizhny Novgorod.
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Banks and Busines Support Services
Margarita Kucherenko, Head of Societe Generale Bank regional branch in Nizhny Novgorod

Investing in Russia: 120 Years of History
Being one of the first Western banks to operate in Russia, Societe Generale has gained a reputation as a "pioneer", confident
of the rewards which are possible by investing in Russia. However, few people are aware of the fact that Societe Generale
goes back a long way in Russia, having first begun its work here at the end of the 19th century when our group started
financial and investment activities originally in the Nizhny Novgorod region
Between 188090 Societe Generale joined a con
sortium of banks that was emitting the famous Rus
sian bond issues in France. At that time the bank
had a 15% share of the syndicate’s French quota. At
the same time Societe Generale was actively pro
moting the policy of financial partnership in Rus
sia, extending patronage to newly established
companies by taking on part of their risks, as well
as investing significant sums of money into enter
prises in the mining and metallurgy industries,
industries that were developing more rapidly than
most other sectors of the economy at that time.
Before the 20th century, despite its active pres
ence in the Russian market, our group did not
have its own premises in the country. In response
to this we first opened a subsidiary in St. Peters
burg in 1901, named the Northern Bank, which
evolved nine years later into RussianAsian Bank,
after merging with the RussianChinese Bank.
By 1912 the RussianAsian bank had a wellde
veloped network of offices operating under effec
tive management practices, brought over from
France, and with skilled staff. The bank enjoyed
much of the extensive customer base that its pre
vious incarnations, Northern and RussianChi
nese, had enjoyed. It had all the necessary ingre
dients to become what it later went on to be – a
leader in the Russian banking sector with a fund
of over 629 million rubles, a considerable sum
which constituted 14% of all financial resources
in the Russian commercial banking sector.

Societe Generale took pride in the bank
created on its initiative which within 12 years
had reached a size equal to 4/5 of the group’s
own capital fund. It also took pride in the fact
that, by then, the group had half a century of
business under its belt. In 1913 the yearend
closing for the RussianAsian Bank was 84%
of the closing of Societe General. The volume
of attracted deposits and issued credits of the
RussianAsian Bank was more than 81% of the
total volume of deposits and credits for the
whole banking group.
In just about every area our strategies for
banking in Russia had proved successful, as
evidenced by the fact that, by this time, we had
regional branches as far afield as St. Peters
burg in the north west to Vladivostok in the

Margarita Kucherenko,
Head of Societe Generale Bank regional office in Nizhny Novgorod
Prof. Kucherenko is a chemical engineer by profession, who holds a Ph.D in
chemical sciences. Changes in the country's economic situation soon after the
fall of The Soviet Union persuaded her to study for a second degree in econom
ics. Since 1992 Ms Kucherenko has been working in the regional banking
system, having started as an entry level economist before eventually rising to
become the Director of a local bank. From January 2006 Ms Kucherenko was
head of the Nizhny Novgorod regional branch of the Societe Generale Vostok Bank and she is now its
General Director.
Today BSGV is a 100% subsidiary of a leading French banking group, Societe Generale. BSGV is a
multipurpose bank providing services to both private and corporate clients. Our 2006 figures boast that we
had 1,700 corporate clients, more than 80,000 private clients, assets totalling 45.8 billion rubles, and a
2.86 billion ruble capital fund. To date we have 32 regional branches spread across the country, including one
in Nizhny Novgorod which has been operating since December 2005.
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extreme east. These were just two in an ex
tremely developed network of 176 regional
offices countrywide. Alas the dramatic polit
ical changes of 1917 ended our ability to con
tinue operating in Russia.
But that wasn’t the end of it – even if it was
many years before we were up and running
again in Russia. In 1973 the Societe Generale
group restarted operations in Russia by open
ing a regional office in Moscow. The relaxed
regulations governing foreign trade relations
at the start of the 1990”s allowed our group to
setup an affiliate – Bank Societe Generale
Vostok (BSGV), which became one of the first
foreign banks to receive a General License
from the Central Bank of Russia.
Since 1993 BSGV has been working as an
investment bank servicing corporate clients.
These include affiliates and joint ventures of
French and other European companies which
operate in Russia, as well as MNCs. Over time
BSGV has significantly broadened its portfo
lio of clients, having established close part
nerships with many of the largest Russian ex
port companies. In 2003 BSGV began servic
ing private clients, thus becoming a multi
purpose bank. To aid this the group set up a
subsidiary, BSGV Leasing. Societe Generale
has further expanded its presence in Russia
by settingup many subsidiaries such as Rus
finance and ALD Automotive in 2004. In 2005
it purchased the bank Deltacredit and in 2006
a deal to purchase 20% of shares in Rosbank
was agreed.

Consulting

Business Support Services
Business support services is a rather young sector of the Russian economy. It started evolving simultaneously
with the beginning of marketoriented reforms in the early 90's
However, the professional level of Russian
specialists in this sphere is very high: it often
occurs that international companies working in
Russia use services of those specialists. Addition
ally, it should be mentioned that this market is
represented not only by domestic companies but
also by worldrenowned MNCs with offices both
in Moscow and in other Russian regions.
In Nizhny Novgorod there is a regional
branch of the global advisory company KPMG,
which was opened here more than ten years ago.
Another of the big international players in this
industry, PricewaterhouseCoopers, plans soon
to reopen a regional branch after it closed dur

ing the financial crisis of 1998. But despite their
size and international muscle, they are experi
encing pressure from homegrown advisory
companies from Moscow, Nizhny Novgorod
and in many regions of Russia.
This pressure can be explained by several fac
tors: on the one hand, it is a reflection of the
growing needs of a rapidly developing Russian
economy, and, on the other hand, there exists
today a “critical mass” of highly educated pro
fessionals seeking to apply their skills and there
fore ready to invest in improving their profes
sional qualifications including the possibility of
studying at the best business schools of Europe

Legal Support For Business
Dmitry Gorbatov, lawyer
Legal advisory services for business in Nizhny
Novgorod is gaining in popularity. While Moscow leads
the country with a broad range of domestic and inter
national advisers, there are still no regional branches of
such large scale international legal companies as
White&Case, CliffordChance or Baker & McKenzie to
name but a few. However, the spectrum of services provided by local legal
advisers of Nizhny Novgorod is nevertheless quite wide and getting wider.
It is necessary to differentiate between companies that deal with purely
legal businesssupport services and those that provide a combination of legal,
audit and accounting services. The first group can be further divided into
companies providing general legal services and companies that have a more
narrow specialization. The following local companies can be included into the
first category: Pravo, REDY, YurProfi, Partner and SPRUT. These companies
provide practically the whole spectrum of legal services including registration
and legal support of business, contract drafting services and representing
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and North America. The qualifications of many
specialists is confirmed by appropriate certifi
cates, often internationallyrecognized ones.
There is one more factor equally important:
opening an advisory company does not require
significant amounts of startup capital.
Today the regional market is represented by
a wide variety of services in the spheres of audit
and business accounting, managing of financ
es, legal support, marketing, PR and advertis
ing, teambuilding and coaching, anticrisis
management and enterprises restructuring, in
vestments attraction, etc.

clients’ interests representation in a court of arbitrage. The list of more
specialized companies includes the following such legal firms: Gorodissky &
Partners, which offers services in the sphere of intellectual property; Prakti
ka, whose lawyers work on solving taxation and land property disputes; Agor
which provides civil and land law services. Special attention should be paid to
the company Legal Technologies which provides services offering internet based
support for the registration of legal entities.
The Nizhny Novgorod market is well represented by companies that provide,
along with legal services, also audit, consulting and accounting services. These
companies include such names as PROF (audit, accounting, consulting and legal
services), AuditPROF (audit, consulting and legal services), ACTIFConsult (ac
counting and legal services).
As for the quality of legal services provided by the above companies, it should
be noted that the majority of specialists working in these companies are experi
enced lawyers with more than ten years of legal practice each. Moreover, the
screening procedure of selecting new staff members in the legal companies of
Nizhny Novgorod is very well organized and practically excludes the possibility of
employing inexperienced or incompetent lawyers.
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Consulting
Advisory Companies of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Website

Name of Company

www.aktiw.nnov.ru

ACTIFConsult

www.altrc.ru

Alt, research and consulting company,
office in Nizhny Novgorod

www.artfrank.narod.ru

ART Franc, rating and promotion factory

www.audit.nnov.ru

Audit & Law Firm

–

AuditProf, company

www.342147.8312.ru

Auditor

www.isonn.ru

Business Development Center
BusinessSupport Advisory Services, company

www.kub.nnov.ru
www.anvb.ru

Choice, evaluation center
Chuvstvina & Budennaya,
center of psychological business support

www.tradind.nnov.ru

CommersantExpert, consulting company

www.acgroup.ru/about/summary/
comexpert.shtml

Activities
Accounting and legal services for small and medium sized business
Management and economic consulting, organization of economic
and finance seminars
PR, marketing, copywriting, BTLtechnologies, design
Internetbased audit consultation
Audit, advisory, legal services
Audit of state unitary enterprises
Audit, general management, quality management
Advisory services
Enterprise valuation activities
Trainings, advising, school of corporate coaches, innercorporate
workshops, seminars
Servicing companies operating in FMCG markets, business control
system building

Corporation, consulting center

www.corporationcenter.ru

Open and corporate trainings

Dzerzhinsk Evaluation Chamber

www.dopnn.ru

Enterprise valuation activities

EON, R&D centre

www.rcess.ru

Market consulting

Evaluation Standard, company

www.triumf.nn.ru

Enterprise valuation activities

Fastway, serviceagency

www.fastway.ru

Services in the sphere of marketing, design and communications

Finex

www.finexnn.ru

Corporate consulting, legal remedies for jointstock companies,
consulting of jointstock companies

www.finsmart.nnov.ru

Business plans, feasibility studies, market research and financial
consulting

Finsmart, company

www.gradinform.narod.ru

Gradinform, consulting group

Preparation of documents for state registration of securities,
activities aimed at safeguarding the rights and interests of investors,
valuation activities

GROSSconsult, business development center

www.grosconsult.ru

Personnel training, management consulting

HUMAN FACTORS, office in Nizhny Novgorod

www.humanfactor.ru

HR and management consulting

–

Information & Political Technologies Center
IntalevPovolzhye,
consulting & commercialization firm
Integrity, consulting company
KPMG
Leader, center of businesspractice

www.intalev.nnov.ru

Installation and automation of enterprise management systems,
business training

www.integrum.ru/regions

Regional representative of Information Agency IntegrumTechno,
advisory services

www.kpmg.ru

Branch of one of the "big four" international accounting firms

www.leader.nnov.ru

Management consulting, businessplanning, seminars holding,
international investment sessions organization

www.jt.nnov.ru

Legal Technologies

www.marchmontcapital.com

MARCHMONT Capital Partners

Consulting, monitoring

State registration of commercial and noncommercial legal entities,
property rights and deals with nonmovable property
Investment consulting

NIC KD, R&D centre of control and diagnosis

www.nitskd.ru

Standardization, technical regulation, evaluation of risks

NizhBusinessConsulting

www.scbc.ru

Creation and running of a corporate enterprise, market research
and analysis

Nizhegorodsky capital, evaluation company
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www.oknk.nnov.ru
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Enterprise valuation activities
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Banks and Busines Support Services
Nizhny Novgorod Audit Firm
Nizhny Novgorod Legal Partnership
Novsystem Consult
Partner Company Group,

–
www.npp.nnov.ru
–
www.partner.r52.ru

General audit services
Shares registration services, consulting in corporate relations
Enterprise valuation activities
Advertisement services, market research, consulting

advertising and consulting group
Povolzhsky Expert Company

www.reknn.ru

Audit and supporting services, property evaluation and tracking,
businessplanning, marketing, outsourcing

PremierAudit

www.premieraudit.nn.ru

General audit, accounting and finance analysis services

Priority Center

www.centerprioritet.ru

Consulting, personnel training

Privolzhsky Center

www.pcfko.ru

Enterprise valuation activities and financial consulting

www.ao.nn.ru

Services in the sphere of corporate law: registration of share issues

of Financial Consulting and Evaluation
Privolzhsky Consulting Center

in the Federal Financial Markets Service. Enterprise valuation
activities
Privolzhsky, audit alliance
PROF, company

www.assk2004.narod.ru
www.auditprof.ru

Audit, accounting and legal services, valuation and consulting
Financial audit, legal assistance: licenses, registration and liquidation
of companies, lawyer's services, training and attestation of
professional accountants, personnel recruitment

Professional, agency

www.profnn.ru

Personnel management, knowledge management

Readymade business fair

www.komzem.ru

Certification, services in purchase & sale of active business
and real estate property for business, licensing services

Rossbell, managing company

–

Services in management, engineering, personnel recruitment,
audit, financial, legal and marketing issues

RusauditNizhny Novgorod

www.rusaudit.r52.ru

Audit services

Russian Management, consulting centre

www.mcma.narod.ru

Strategy consulting (companies' strategy development)

SCORE, consultinggroup

www.score.ru

Management, corporate culture, personnel managing, marketing,
finances, branding

Shop of ReadyMade Business NN
Softline Solutions, office in Nizhny Novgorod

www.delochopnn.ru
www.softline.ru

Purchase and sale of SME businesses
Consulting division for SAP solutions, implementation
and technical support

System Mindset, consulting group
Teletrade D.J. International Consulting Ltd.,

www.cgst.ru
www.teletrade.nn.ru

Consulting and organized advising
Advisory services in world financial markets

office in Nizhny Novgorod
Nizhny Novgorod Guild of Professional Advisors

www.ngpr.ru

Audit, legal safeguard of business, strategy planning, financial
management, strategy marketing, investment planning

TM Service, legal firm
TRIART

–
www.tart.ru

Legal services to corporate clients
Advertisement and marketing services, market researches

Vrema Ne Zhdet, consulting group

–

Seminars and trainings on managing technologies for businessleaders

VVT

–

Taxation consulting, tax assessment improvement, taxing disputes

WebConsulting, creation and promotion of sites,

www.tart.ru

Webconsulting, Webaudit, Webmarketing

–

Audit, banking audit, stock exchange audit

creation of Russianlanguage computer scripts
Yustav Legal Agency
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Консалтинг
Max Gutbrod, partner of Baker & McKenzie – CIS Ltd.

Russia's Regions on the Rise
In the 1990s, regions frequently attracted attention for all the wrong reasons. For instance, some regional
leaders became infamous for violating investors' rights, others for their inventiveness in creating barriers
to investment such as by taxation and licensing requirements. In other cases, the relationship between local
politics and local business elites was a little too close
While there were regions friendly towards in
vestment, they seemed to be the exceptions to the
rule. Whereas the Federation was progressive in
terms of legislation and plans, and was helpful in
solving disputes with local elites, the regions
seemed to stagnate. From this perspective, the
criticism of the increase in the Federation’s influ
ence on the appointment of regional leaders in
troduced in 2004 was a bit of a surprise.
Nowadays, many regions are motors of
progress. In order to be competitive for appoint

ment or reappointment as governors, the candi
dates focus on economic plans and prospects.
Clumsy regional elites are being exposed by new
comers. At a time when the state is starting to heav
ily invest, the regions are closer to the needs of
the population and better equipped to manage
projects. Many regions by now have long term
economic development plans put together by
professionals of international caliber. Frequent
ly, even the older officials now have a credible
record of understanding business needs. With

education continuing to be by and large good,
the number of highly able candidates for jobs from
the regions continues to be astounding and re
forms in education are progressing more evenly
than at the federal level. The view of the local econ
omy seems to be more diversified than many of
the slightly crude economic strategies which are
being promoted in Federal bureaucracies.
In all this, the future seems to be in the regions,
and more information on regional developments
is most welcome.

Vadim Lapidus, General Director of the Priority consulting center

Demand for Consulting Services on the Ascent
Specialists' forecasts regarding the development of Russia's consulting sector are quite optimistic: demand
for these services is growing across all sectors of the regional economy. But it's not all good news
It was thought at one stage that things such as
quality management and its accompanying process
es and technology would enjoy continued demand
for a long time. But still today in some sectors there
is the tendency to simply waste natural resources
rather than make the extra effort or investment to
preserve or utilize them. I am speaking about oil and
gas companies as well as metallurgy. These two sec
tors generate a lot of easy money. This money is then
reallocated through the system of tariffs. As a result,
the productivity of these sectors is almost ten times
lower and the rate of defective products is almost one
thousand times higher than abroad. As long as the
economy of ‘the laughing gas’ reigns in Russia our
expectations as to the demand for quality manage
ment will prove to be overly optimistic.
It is also surprising that many companies are not
able to properly evaluate the quality of the consult
ing services offered to them. Metaphorically speak
ing, businessmen do not see the evident difference

between the performance of a symphony orchestra
and that of musicians in a rundown bar. Unfortu
nately, governmental organizations do not pay
enough attention to the development of consulting
companies either.
Despite these facts we can safely say that consult
ing has established its roots in Russia. There are
dozens of consulting companies playing a big role
in the country’s development. It is also comforting
to know that some successful participants of this
market focus their attention on quality. I have also
observed a growing role played by Russian consult
ing companies in supporting investment into all
sectors of the economy, be it industry, medicine,
construction or something else.
The consulting business’ advantage is its ability
to gain profit both from the economy’s revivals and
recessions. During times of economic recovery it
helps to increase growth rates whereas during re
cession it helps to diminish expenses. Generally this

SWOT Analysis

ists working in these companies is quite high and
improving rapidly.
This sector is rather young which means there
are a lot of opportunities for its future growth
and development.
Weaknesses and Threats
There are only a few international level consulting
companies which have setup full time personnel

Strengths and Opportunities
There are numerous local consulting companies
in the region offering a wide array of services
including those related to anticrisis management,
business restructuring and investment attrac
tion. The level of professionalism of the special
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia
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means the future of this sector looks quite promis
ing, irrespective of economic fluctuation. The de
velopment of this business industry will also be in
fluenced by several other things, including Russia
entering the WTO, the replacement of the techno
logical base in all sectors and generally by Russia
actively integrating into the world community. In
future Russia will inevitably be reclaiming Siberia,
the Far North and the Far East, in cooperation with
other countries, and at that time too consulting will
also be very helpful.
Lately the federal government and regional ad
ministrations have been using consulting services
more often than previously. For example, our gov
ernor and his team are actively using the intellect
and knowledge of consulting companies. This is a
very promising trend.
and operations in Nizhny Novgorod dedicated to
servicing local clients.
Local entrepreneurs are only slowly realizing
the longterm value of hiring outside advi
sors to assist them in preparing their com
panies for increased market competition and
finance raising.
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COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE
Only for the first eight months
of 2006 the Investment Council under
the Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod region
reviewed and approved of a number
of projects (including those in which
foreign investment capital participated)
related to the construction of commercial
real estate for a total amount
of US$2bn

Despite the fact that in Nizhny Novgorod
the volume of construction works performed
in the first halfyear of 2006 amounted
to 13.8 billion rubles (more than $50m)
and thus grew by 17% from the beginning
of the year prices for new buildings
and those in the secondary market
doubled during the same period of time

There is wellestablished infrastructure
of real estate agencies in Nizhny Novgorod
that search and select various rental variants
of residential and office premises.
The minimum apartment rental fee
is 400050005 rubles ($148185)
per month. Average rental fee index
for highclass apartment is $1,400

Commercial Real Estate

Construction
Commercial Real Estate Market
The Nizhny Novgorod real estate market is one of the most developed and active regional markets in Russia. New buildings
are being built and old buildings renovated at considerable speed, as demand for nonresidential premises in the primary and
secondary markets grows rapidly
About two dozens companies, including sev
eral realtor brokers, are seriously engaged in
commercial real estate. The following are the larg
est building companies and developers represent
ed in this specialist market:
Electronica group of companies
PeakNN group of companies
RusAvtoStroy
Serebrany Vek group of companies
Stolitsa Nizhny group of companies
Torgovy Kvartal group of companies

Lane) with total floor space of 22,000 square me
ters; Dve Bashni and Teledom (Belinsky Street)
with total floor space is 40,000 square meters.
Plans announced for the 20062007 period envis
age new construction with a total floor space of
120,000 square meters, all of which will be rated in
the A and B class bracket.
Offices with total floor space between 20 and
100 square meters are in the greatest demand
amongst small and medium businesses, while of
fices with total floor space between 200 and 600
square meters attract big local companies, as well
as affiliates from Moscow and St Petersburg.

Triumph group of companies

Trade Real Estate

World Trade Center (WTC) –
Nizhny Novgorod
Zemlane group of companies

Office Real Estate
The total floor space of office real estate in
Nizhny Novgorod is estimated at 1,500,000 square
meters, spread across more than 2,000 buildings,
in business and administrative centers, as well as
on the ground floors of residential properties,
which contribute approximately 10%. The lead
ing areas in the city are by far the Nizhegorodsky
and Sovetsky districts.
Between 2004 and 2005 six office buildings,
with a total floor space of over 65,000 square me
ters were either built, or renovated. Amongst them
are the largest in the city's business center: Orbita
(6 Nartova Street) with total floor space of 35,000
square meters; Stolitsa Nizhny (Reshetnikovsky

Office Premises
Breakdown by City Districts
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During the last several years the trade real estate
market in Nizhny Novgorod has been the most ac
tive segment of commercial real estate. The city reg
isters about 2,700 shops, with a total floor space of
up to 430,000 square meters, among which are more
than 20 trading centers with total floor space of
160,000 square meters. Additionally, we should
mention the shopping and leisure center Mega,
owned by the Swedish company IKEA, which was
opened in October, 2006 and has a total floor space
of 140,000 square meters.
In 2005, 207 new shops and trading centers, with
total floor space of 35,500 square meters, were set up
in the city. Plans for 20062007 envisage construc
tion of an additional 150,000 square meters of new
trading premises.

The share of rented commercial space in Nizhny
Novgorod is approximately 75%, of which 46% re
lates to office premises, 29% to trading premises and
25% to industrial and storage premises.
Quality level: unfortunately, the over
whelming majority of premises in the city do
not yet meet international standard require
ments. A, B and C class ratings can be attribut
ed only to office premises in new or recently
renovated buildings which have been used for
no longer than for 57 years.
Plans related to construction of commercial
real estate in Nizhny Novgorod for the next five
years:
Construction of a formal World Trade
Center (WTC) buildings complex in the
very center of the city, within minutes
of the Kremlin.
TradePark is planning to build a shopping
and leisure centre on the bank of the Volga,
near the Riverside station. The total floor
space will be 35,000 square meters at a cost
of $20million.
Construction of several administrative
and trading buildings in each of the city
districts.
Electronica's big shopping center
development near the television tower.
Second construction phase of the
Respublica shopping center.

Most Popular City Quarters
in Commercial Real Estate Sector
Item

Street name

City district

% of total floor space
for city office buildings

1

Nizhegorodsky

Bolshaya Pokrovskaya

3,5

2

Nizhegorodsky

Rozhdenstvenskaya

3,1

3

Sovetsky

Vaneyev

2,6

4

Leninsky, Avtozavodsky

Lenin avenue

2,3

5

Nizhegorodsky

Liberty square

2,0

6

Nizhegorodsky

Alekseyevskaya

2,0

7

Sovetsky

Beketov

1,9

8

Nizhegorodsky

Gorky

1,8

9

Nizhegorodsky

Gorky square

1,5

10

Sovetsky

Oksky syezd

1,4
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Commercial and Residential Real Estate

Largest Modern Office Complexes
of Nizhny Novgorod
Name

Largest Modern Trading and Leisure Centers
of Nizhny Novgorod and the Region
Location

Stolitsa Nizhny

Reshetnikovsky lane
(Nizhegorodsky district)

Teledom

Belinsky street (Nizhegorodsky district)

Dve Bashni

Belinsky street (Nizhegorodsky district)

Muravey

Rozhdenstvensky street
(Nizhegorodsky district)

Avantage

Torgovaya street (Nizhegorodsky district)

Orbit

Nartova street (Prioksky district)

Building on Semashko street

Nizhegorodsky district

Building
on Kanavinskaya street

Kanavinsky district

Building on Rodionov street

Nizhegorodsky district

Varvarka Street

Varvarskaya street
(Nizhegorodsky district)

Planet X

Oktabraskaya street
(Nizhegorodsky district)

Office center

4, Yaroslavskaya street
(Nizhegorodsky district)

Earning Capacity (Before Payment of Taxes)
of one Investment Monetary Unit Invested into
Commercial Real Estate of Nizhny Novgorod
as of June 1, 2006 Calculated by Direct
Capitalization Method According to Data from
the Real Estate Agency Vibor (%)

Floor space, location, square meters
140,000 (Kstovsky district)
8,500 (Kanavinsky district)
16,000 (Nizhegorodsky district)
26,000 (Nizhegorodsky district)
32,000 (Sormovsky district)
25,000 (Leninsky district)
10,500 (Avtozavodsky district)
32,000 (Kanavinsky district)
21,500 (Moskovsky district)
12,500 (Moskovsky district)
10,000 (Kanavinsky district)
3,500 (Nizhegorodsky district)
3,500 (Nizhegorodsky district)
1,500 (Nizhegorodsky district)
5,000 (Kanavinsky district)
28,000 (Prioksky district)
4,000 (Kanavinsky district)
4,000 (Sormovsky district)
26,000 (Kanavinsky district)
15,000 (Kanavinsky district)
6,500 (Moskovsky district)
12,000 (Sovetsky district)

Price Level Characteristics:

average

maximum

minimum

Residential premises

7

10

5

Office premises

19

24

13

Trading premises

38

94

18

Industrial and storage premises

19

41,5

8
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Name of the trading center (owner)
MEGA (IKEA)
Metro Cash & Carry (Metro AG)
Etagy(GC Stolitsa Nizhny)
Chocolate(GC Torgovy Kvartal)
Golden Mile(GC Electronica)
Muravey(GC Zemlane)
Park Avenue(City project)
Republic (GC Stolitsa Nizhny)
Mosmart (HypercenterDevelopment)
New Era
Avrora
Alekseyevsky passage
Pokrovskiye vorota
Arbat
City
Stroyarsenal
Goredeyevsky Department Store
Sormovskiye zori
Department Store on Filchenkov street
Central department Store
OLSON
BUM

Office premises,
sales
Office premises,
renting
Trading premises,
sales
Trading premises,
renting
Storage premises,
sales

Average price
for 1 sq.m. ($)

Overrun in the
citycentre, %

Maximum
price level ($)

1 028

33

2 000 – 2 500

17,3

27

50

1 006

33

2 100

24,8

30

67

315

–

600 – 680

Коммерческая недвижимость

Commercial and Residential Real Estate
Average sales price
for office premises ($)

Pavel Solodky,
Director of a Management company
Regional Center for International Trading

Commercial Real Estate:
Capital Investment Boom

Rental fee for 1 sq.m. ($)

Rental fee for 1 sq.m.
of office premises ($)

Sales price of trading premises
for 1 sq.m. ($)
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During the first eight months of 2006, the Investment Council, under
the Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod region, has reviewed and approved
of a number of projects, including those in which foreign investment capital
participated, relating to the construction of commercial real estate
for a total amount of $2 billion
The present situation in the Nizhny Novgorod
region can undoubtedly be described as a capital
investment boom. Price increases in real estate in
general and commercial real estate in particular
are breaking all records, while investors' interest
continues unabated. In order to understand fully
what is behind this phenomenon, it is necessary
to consider several factors.
Factor 1: having survived the crisis of 1998,
every businessman wished for just one thing, to
invest in something more stable than banking and
securities. Three years later, many entrepreneurs
in Nizhny Novgorod realized that real estate was
a reliable method of preserving and increasing
their capital in the face of any future force ma
jeure. An economical growth that began at the
same time only geared up this process.
Factor 2: with Mr Shantsev and his team tak
ing over the regional governor's office, there has
been a significant upswing in Nizhny Novgorod's
real estate market investment. The reason lies in
the simplified procedures adopted by the region
al government, which enables investors, after re
ceiving a positive decision from the Investment
Council, to get a full technical conditions, ap
provals and authorizations portfolio within about
three months, as well as having these documents
prepared by the regional government services.
This program exists only in the Nizhny Novgorod
region, but dozens of other regions all over Rus

sia are studying the experiment, with the inten
tion of copying it. The complicated and bulky ap
proval system that was in place before always
proved a real barrier for foreign investors and,
therefore, its abolition has been enthusiastically
welcomed.
Factor 3: by 2005, the affordability of real es
tate credits and numerous governmental pro
grams, targeted at stimulating house building
activity, lead to an increase in the demand of res
idential real estate, which consequently gave an
additional momentum to price growth, which ,in
turn, lead to an increase in demand for any non
movable assets on the part of investors. During
the first 10 months of 2006, residential housing –
not new buildings – became 60% more expen
sive. This situation has had an immediate effect
on commercial real estate trends, which, along
with the strengthening of the ruble, has enabled
companies, operating in this market, to substan
tially plough back their investments.
Today's situation allows anyone, irrespective
of nationality, to invest in the building boom. A
successful realization of a number of serious
projects recently can serve as a good example –
several projects initiated by IKEA and Auchan;
beginning of the construction of Russia's biggest
coffee processing factory in Kstovsky district (with
participation of UK investors); negotiations with
large Malaysian holdings, etc.

Строительство коммерческой недвижимости

International Trading Center
Construction
The construction site is 13k sq.m. The complex will include three buildings with
total floor space of 83k sq.m. The buildings will house offices, hotels, a conference
centre, an exhibition centre, a multiuse hall, underground parking space for more
than 400 vehicles, restaurants, cafes, boutiques, long term accommodation apart
ments, fitness centres and a health centre.
I order: total surface is 17,500 sq.m., including Aclass offices with total
floor space of 9,900 sq.m. and a parking area of 3,600 sq.m. The finalisation of the
construction is planned for the third quarter of 2007.
II order: total surface is 14,896 sq.m., with hotel (6,000 sq.m), offices
(7,452 sq.m), parking (1,444 sq.m). The finalisation of the construction is planned
for the fourth quarter of 2007.
III order: total surface is 57,000 sq.m., with offices (20,000 sq.m), trading
space (11,130 sq.m), hotel (8,900 sq.m), concert hall (3,370 sq.m), parking
(9,600 sq.m). The finalisation of the construction is planned for the fourth quarter
of 2008.
The project is carried out with support from the Plenipotentiary of the RF
President in the Privolzhsky Federal District, Government of the Nizhny Novgorod
region, Administration of Nizhny Novgorod, Chamber of Commerce and Industry for
the Nizhny Novgorod region. Project advisors are the consulting company Noble
Gibbons, in association with CB Richard Ellis (USA) and McAdam Architects (Great
Britain).

Commercial and Residential Real Estate

Building of Apartment Houses
The rapid pace of residential housing development in the Nizhny Novgorod region, which has been steadily growing over the last
five years, shifted down a gear at the start of 2006. Despite the fact that the value of completed construction work in the first half
of 2006 came in at 13.8 billion rubles (more than $500m), a 17% increase from the beginning of the year, the commissioning
of new buildings has equaled only 184,900,000 squaremeters. This is 27% below the figure for the same period of 2005
This slowdown in development can be ex
plained by a general problem affecting this sec
tor. For several years now developers have been
preoccupied with satisfying the demand of a small
but welltodo crosssection of society – people
with both the possibility and the will to purchase
elite housing in historic and affluent quarters in
the Nizhegorodsky district. For the majority of
Nizhny Novgorod residents, however, purchas
ing an apartment in a new building was until re
cently totally impossible because of the high pric
es and the absence of mortgage programs.
Statistics prove this statement. The leading ar
eas for residential real estate building are located
in the Nizhegorodsky and Sovetsky districts, sit

uated on the upper river embankment. Accord
ing to information and analytical data from the
Triumph group of companies, while at the begin
ning of 2006 the average price of apartments in
the existing residential buildings in Nizhny
Novgorod was $736 per squaremeter, the same
price in the city’s historic center was far greater,
at $2,000 per squaremeter. (for the reasons of
comparison: the cheapest apartments in Nizhny
Novgorod are in Sormovsky district, the price
there being $500 per squaremeter.) But this over
emphasis on the construction of elite apartments
in the Nizhegerodsky and Sovietsky districts
means theat the lack of more affordable accom
modation in these districts is being felt by those

Price per square meter
of residential real estate
in various districts
of Nizhny Novgorod

not so welloff. The problem is further fueled by
the high cost of land plots in this part of the city.
However, lately there have been two important
changes. Firstly, the development of this market
segment has been running at full capacity and is
now nearly satisfied. Secondly, there has been a
significant increase in the affordability of mort
gage lending for mediumclass accommodation.
In response to these factors and the fact that real
estate prices are currently notably increasing, de
velopers have changed their order of priorities,
having now begun paying more attention to build
ing affordable housing (including within the the
periphery, or “lessprestigious” city districts).
Another tendency at the moment is the domina
tion of the residential real estate market by a hand
ful of large companies. These have moved from
pinpointed individual developments to building
whole residential quarters, with their advertising
boards and banners emblazoned around the site
and in the city.

General Information
According to different evaluations the average
residential floor space per resident of Nizhny
Novgorod is 19.9  20.1 squaremeters.
For comparison, in Moscow the same indicator
is 23 squaremeters and in European countries
35 squaremeters.
40% of residential accommodation
is considered improper or unsuitable. Mainly
these are the socalled 'peoples' developments'
(apartment houses built in the 40s),
"khrushevkies" (end of the 50s and start
of the 60s), "brezhnevkies" (end of the 60s)
and "gostinki" (compact little apartment blocks
built for youngsters in the 70s and 80s).
In the first six months of 2006 the cost
of building for residential apartment blocks
in Nizhny Novgorod grew by 21% and equaled
10,300 rubles ($385) per squaremeter.
The average completion time for a project
in the residential real state building sector
is three years.
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Residential Real Estate
Since the beginning of 2006 price growth in
the market of new residential accommodation that
is on the early stages of construction in the city’s
central districts reached 42% in rubles or the equiv
alent of a 52% increase in USD terms. The reasons
for this increase are related both to the insufficient
quantity of houses being commissioned and to
the growth in the wellbeing and average saleries
of the population. People’s purchasing power is
increasing at a faster rate than inflation, and citi
zens prefer to invest their money into real estate,
considering it to be one of the most reliable means
of preserving their savings. At the same time, while
demand for real estate is great, new apartment
blocks are being commissioned and built at a slow
rate. In 2005, Nizhny developers commissioned
370,000 squaremeters of residential premises,
50,000 squaremeters short of the 420,000 figure
previously forecast. The Mayor of Nizhny
Novgorod, Vadim Bulavinov, has stated that this
figure should instead be in the region of 700,000
800,000 squaremeters per year if demand and
supply in the city are to be equalized.
However, various experts believe that current
prices for residential real estate in Nizhny
Novgorod are about to peak, and that the stabili
zation of the city’s real estate market is imminent.
At present the cost of one squaremeter of floor
space in the cheapest apartments (the socalled
“khrushevkies”), with all modern conveniences,
is around $1,5001,600. For elite housing and
businessclass housing this figure will in the near
future approach $3,0003,500 and $2,0002,500
respectively.
Big stakes have been placed in the region on
the successful implementation of a national
project, Affordable and Comfortable Housing for
Russian Citizens, which envisages the commis
sioning of 517,000 squaremeters in the Nizhny
Novgorod region in 2007. This figure is expected
to climb to 712,000 in 2010. The total volume of
residential buildings to be commissioned prior
to 2010 will be 2.9 million squaremeters.

Dynamics in development
of residential quarters
in Nizhny Novgorod
(squaremeters)

Largest Development Companies in Nizhny Novgorod
Development
Company's Name
Avtotechstroy PSF

–

Districts and number of buildings
under construction at the end of 2006
Nizhegorodsky (1)

www.bimarnn.ru

Sovetsky (1)

BonaNN

–

Prioksky (1)

ChoiceAN

–

Sovetsky (1), Nizhegorodsky (1), Prioksky (1)

Bimar

ChoiceInvest

viborinvest.nnov.ru

Nizhegorodsky (1)

EgnaStroy

–

Sovetsky (1)

Eltex

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

Evrodom Holding

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

–

Sovetsky (1)

GosstroyNN
GradNN
GuarantiaStroy
Ideal Home Formula

www.gradnn.nnov.ru

Nizhegorodsky (1)

www.gscom.ru

Nizhegorodsky (3)

www.foridom.nnov.ru

Sovetsky (1)

Industrial & Trading Centre
Volgoneftekhimmontazh

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

LotosNN

–

Nizhegorodsky (1), Sovetsky (1)

Monolit

–

No data

Nadezhda

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

NickoilStroy

–

Prioksky (1)

www.nizhstroy.ru

Sovetsky (1)

Nizhegorodsky Builder
Nizhegorodsky Home And Co.

www.ndom.ru

Nobetek Managing Company

–

Kanavinsky (1)

–

Kanavinsky (1)

OrionNN/NNGrazhdanspecstroy
Partership House Atenon
Quart StoryNN

www.atenonnn.ru

Nizhegorodsky (1)

Nizhegorodsky (1)

www.nnovgorod.kvartstroy.ru Sovetsky (2), Nizhegorodsky (1)

Radomir Real Estate Trading
Company

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

RosAvtoStroy

–

Nizhegorodsky (2)

Sberbank Mortgage Company

www.icsb.nnov.ru

Sovetsky (1)

Sokolniki

www.sokolniki.nnov.ru

Startstroy

–

Sovetsky (3)

Story Invest Region

–

Sormovsky (the Volga river embankment)
(residential complex)

Story NN Investment
and Finance Company

–

Nizhegorodsky (1)

StroygradNN Investment & Building
Company

www.stroygradnn.nnov.ru

Nizhegorodsky (1)

Sovetsky (1)

StroyinvestNN

–

Kanavinsky (1), Sovetsky (1)

Stroysoyuz

–

Sovetsky (1)

Terem

–

Kanavinsky (1), Prioksky (1), Leninsky (1),
Nizhegorodsky (1)

VolgoVyatsky Development Company
Zarechiye
ZBS5
Zhelezobetonstroy # 5
ZhilstroyNN
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www.vvsk.ru
www.zarechie.ru

Nizhegorodsky (3), Sovetsky (1)
Leninsky (1)

www.gbc5.narod.ru

Moskovsky (1)

www.gbs5.ru

Sormovsky (1)

www.zhilstroy.nnov.ru

Avtozavodsky (1)
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High Buildings,
High Quality and High Demand
Not so long ago it was impossible to imagine. No one among the residents of Nizhny Novgorod,
most of whom have grown in apartment blocks characteristic of the Soviet epoch that had
the bare minimum of modern conveniences, believed there would be such a great demand
for premiumclass real estate

Eduard Fiyaksel,
Director General
of RosAvtoStroy
Yet it’s true. There has appeared a new elite
class of self made entrepreneurs within Nizhny
Novgorod who not only wish to live in apartments
akin to the lavish extravagances of Manhattan or
Montmartre, but who are also ready and willing
to pay for it. And where there is demand, supply is
never far behind.
Our company was the first to build a premium
class residential complex, in the shape of the
Emerald Castle development. In fact, our com
pany has good experience in building such qual
ity structures, as only recently did we put into serv
ice the first A+ class business center in Nizhny
Novgorod, which was built according to a unique
architectural design and equipped with a “smart
building” system.
The smart building system aims for maximum
automation in terms of building management and
maintenance. It has gained a good reputation and
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is worth speaking about in more detail. It allows
fro the monitoring, management, supervision
and control of systems and processes within the
building’s structure. Relating to security, for ex
ample, this involves systems governing the fire
and intruder alarms, video surveillance and sys
tems which monitor access to the building. Relat
ing to safety, this involves systems governing wa
ter, gas, electricity, light, such that leakages or
circuit faults can be detected and usage levels of
these commodities can be tracked. Such smart
building systems can also govern a range of other
creature comforts, including highspeed internet
access, conference calls, motorized openings
(windows, garages etc) and lifts.
The implementation of such systems is one of
the characteristic features of premium class
apartment blocks. And it is not without reason
that it exists; the array of services offered to the
residents of such properties is so extensive and
the engineering infrastructure targeted at mak
ing their lives more comfortable is so sophisti
cated that we could not possibly do without in
formation technology.

Another characteristic feature of such build
ings is that each has its own professional inhouse
management company, there solely to look after
the building in terms of security, cleaning and
maintenance. They give their undivided attention
only to their building, offering peace of mind to
residents and guests.
The advantages of this approach are obvious.
Firstly, the building company’s own specialists
participate in the planning and installation of
engineering systems of the complex, which means
they can knowledgeably manage or fix those sys
tems in the future. Secondly, the roundtheclock
presence of the inhouse management company
means they can react quickly and in a dedicated
manner to any issues that arise, in a way that a
company offsite would not be able to. Thirdly,
frequent dialog with the building’s residence al
lows the opportunity to react quickly to their
changing needs or demands, for example in or
ganizing additional housing or arranging com
munity services to assist them (for example child
care, laundry etc).
All of these points were considered when
designing the Emerald Castle. But our com
petitive edge does not rely only on these two
characteristics. Also to its name is the fact that
it is located in the heart of Nizhny Novgorod,
in its historic, cultural and business center. It
was built using only the highest quality build
ing materials and is the first such project in our
city designed by a single renowned architect.
Moreover, this is the first premium class de
velopment project in Nizhny Novgorod to be
built with surrounding and complimenting
elements such as parks and recreational zones.
Every step has been taken to make sure as far
as possible that residents can live in comfort,
safety and convenience.
However, we are proud most of all about the
fact that it is entirely a local project: it was de
signed, financed and built by Nizhny Novgorod
based professionals. And this is happening not by
chance – those who live in this city know very
well what unique real estate investment opportu
nities exist here.

Residential Real Estate

The Nizhny Novgorod Residential Housing Market:
Why Are Prices Growing at This Speed?
It appears that real estate is particularly prone to the periodic appearance of price
exaggerations and Nizhny Novgorod is no exception to that rule. Indeed, prices for new
and existing residential real estate have roughly doubled since the beginning of the
year! Can this spectacular growth still be explained by the fundamental factors used to
value the underlying assets or are we already in a real estate bubble?
A bubble is usually defined as a development
in prices that cannot be explained by the funda
mental factors used to value the underlying as
sets. Fiscal incentives, more relaxed credit con
ditions and falling interest rates are often the
cause of bubbles in the housing market. The ques

tion we have to ask is if the price growth we are
observing is the result of supply and demand con
ditions in the market, and are thus willingly paid,
or if we are caught in the irrational behaviour of
investors purchasing real estate solely with the ex
pectation of higher prices in the future and with
out concern of current income?
Why are prices growing at this speed? There are
a number of reasons for this. I believe that the main
factor driving up prices are favourable demand con
ditions. The situation is worsened by the fact that
despite an 84% increase in housing built since the
2002 lows the 365k sqm built per year is still insuffi
cient to satisfy local demand. The Nizhny Novgorod
Administration estimates that an average of 440k
sqm of new housing is needed over the next five years
to cover the existing population needs.
Other facts amplify the trend. Rather than to place
excess liquidity with bank and invest in financial
markets individuals often prefer to invest in the cash
based real estate market. Furthermore, we observe
that developers are holding on to new developments
for as long as possible before selling them, thereby
helping to ramp up prices.
We also have to be reminded at this point that
real house prices only tell part of the story. They need
to be adjusted for factors that determine the afford

Markus Thuler
Chief Executive Officer
Swiss Homes
ability of housing, incorporating interest rates and
income into the picture. This can be done by Hous
ing Affordability Index (HAI).
How to deal with the current situation? The big
gest problem in dealing with the current situation is
the fact that we don’t know whether or not there is a
real estate bubble. Indeed, a real estate bubble can
only be identified after it has burst. This insight is
not very useful for investors operating in real time
with real money and without the benefit of hindsight.
Research on historical episodes will help to bet
ter understand the possible causes and magnitudes
of price exaggerations. Most Russian home owners
acquired residential property during the phase of
State privatization of that property the absolute
majority of which was in de jure possession of the
State during the Soviet times. Therefore people do
not have any experience in studying the consequenc
es of introduction of excessive mortgage lending and
other lax credit controls.

New Cottage Villages Offered in the Nizhny Novgorod Market
Investor/
Developer
Etap

Name
of the village

District

Distance from
Nizhny
Novgorod, km

Village's
surface space,
ha

Number
of land
lots

Land lots' surface
space, sq.m

Green Valley

Kstovsky
(Green City)

3

3

24

8001,300

20003000

450800

Land price per
Price per
one hundred
one sq.m
sq. m, $
of a house, $

100

Landon

Sun City

Chkalovsky

74

40

19

From 2,000

10001500

From 450

Module

Priozerny2

Bogorodsky

28

4

1200

1,500

2000

500700

NickO

Prince's Field

Bogorodsky

18

More than 400

165

6003,000

16204500

From 600

Technologies
of the future/Address

Sun City

Bogorodsky

20

48,8

180

2,00010,000

22004500

From 600

Volgovatsky
development company

Grand Park

Bogorodsky

3

45

No data

From 3000

No data
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Building of Individual Housing
At present there are 10 cottage settlements in the Nizhny Novgorod region and the
same number are being built. All these settlements are situated very close to Nizhny
Novgorod, and they are meant for welltodo citizens
Up until recently the Nizhny Novgorod mar
ket of outoftown real estate has been rather cha
otic: the majority of houses were built on the ini
tiative and with financial support of the residents
themselves. There were only two guarded villag
es with a full list of services: Priozernoye in Bo
gorodsky district and Kozlovka in Kstovsky dis
trict. In 2005, however, five developers presented
their projects almost simultaneously. Their offers
concerned land plots with all necessary engineer
ing communications: one in Kstovsky district –
on the Volga river embankment, 3 kilometers
away from Nizhny Novgorod; three in Bogorod
sky district – 30 kilometers away from Nizhny
Novgorod; two in Chkalovsky district – 74 kil
ometers away from Nizhny Novgorod (a recrea
tional zone known as Gorkovsky Sea).
The largest project is Prince’s Field. At present
the plans concern land plots of 600900 square
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meters for town house development where con
struction will be undertaken by a developer, and
land plots in a VIPzone on a lakeside of 1,500
3,000 squaremeters where construction will be
based on individual projects from a master build
er chosen by the buyer. A land plot with a free
standing house will cost around $125,000.
In Sun City village 1/3 of all land lots have al
ready been sold. The first purchased lots became
the most expensive ones, on the shore of the wa
ter reservoir. For such towns it is planned to build
various sports and recreational facilities (courts,
downhill ski slopes, yachtclubs etc.).
For the new projects Silver Spring and Burt
sevsky Spring the social infrastructure is not that
luxurious. Silver Spring will consist of 200 houses
on a surface of 3 hectares and is being built by the
Project Stroy development company. At the end
of 2006 38 cottages with a total floor space of 250

300 squaremeters each was completed and 1/3 of
these cottages were sold. One squaremeter costs
around $900, a price which includes the surround
ing land.

Apartment Rental

Renting in Nizhny Novgorod
The many agencies in Nizhny Novgorod providing residential housing rental services are used by a variety of clients. Perhaps
the largest portion of their clients is made up of outoftown or foreign specialists sent to the city to work in the regional
branches of their companies. Others are guest workers and people who have recently moved to the city but lack a permanent
residence, students soon to start studying in the city and small families. To a lesser extent their client base comprises young
people who have decided it is time to move out of the family home and families whose normal homes are being decorated.

Renting Apartments
Presently, according to the Nizhny Novgorod
Center of Scientific Expertise, the lowest price for
renting a bedsit in the city is 4,0005,000 rubles
($148185) per month. A tworoom apartment typi
cally costs between 60007,500 rubles ($222278) per
month while a larger, threeroom apartment comes
in at between 8,0009,000 rubles ($296333). Clients
needing more upmarket, businessclass apart
ments generally face monthly rent payments of
around $1,400, although this figure can reach
$2,000$3,000 for the bestequipped apartments in
the most prestigious neighborhoods. Unsurprising
ly, 70% of apartments of this caliber are located in
Nizhegerodsky district, right in the city center (the
other 30% is concentrated in Sovetsky district, not far
from the center.)
As with all big Russian cities , accommodation in
the city center is in very high demand. On the other

hand there exists much cheaper housing in the low
er part of the city (i.e. on the level of the rivers), fur
ther from the center, particularly in the Avtozavod
sky and Sormovsky districts.

Cottage Rental
Demand for cottage rental is relatively low at
present, which explains why the industry is still in a
relatively embryonic stage. Rent for a good country
house doesn’t come cheap, and can easily be in the
region of $1,500$2,000 per month. As a matter of
fact, the Nizhny Novgorod region is still without a
service providing cottage rental for summer breaks.
Nor does the region have cottage rental for winter
breaks – an industry which has been on the ascent
over in Moscow – despite the region having two ski
resorts. It is believed, however, that this situation
cannot last – interest in seasonal cottage rental is
growing all the time. Instead for now, usually holi

Cottages to Rent
District of the region

Owner

Number of cottages

Berezka (Birch Tree), holiday hotel

Kstovsky

7

Lesnoy Kurort (Forest Resort), holiday hotel

Krasnobakovsky

4

Dubki (Oak Trees), recreation camp

Arzamassky

2

Columb, Kustorka, Podlisye, Dream,
holiday hotels

Pavlovsky

10 all in all

Private investor

Liskovsky

4

Kstovsky
AllSoviet Union Central Council of Trade
Unions (VCSPS) Sanatorium /private investor

1

Private cottage

Bogorodsk highway (15th km)

Private cottage

Bor highway (30th km)

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
At present there is a construction boom in the region.
Despite the rapid growth in prices in 2006, rental fees for residential and
commercial real estate are substantially lower in Nizhny Novgorod than in
Moscow.
Nizhny Novgorod is witnessing a rise in the construction of modern office
tower complexes, as well as consumer shopping and amusement centers
which offer a wide spectrum of services related to renting highgrade office
and retail spaces.
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1
1 ($3500 per month)

tworoom apartments
oneroom apartments
three and four room apartments

daymakers rent Sovietera rooms and small hous
es situated on the premises of the resorts or camps
they have traveled to.
These houses or rooms typically cost around
1,000 rubles ($35) per day, though the price de
pends heavily on the living conditions therein and
the services offered. The most expensive cottages
are those of the Dream holiday hotel, where rent
is 5,400 rubles ($200) per person per day. Includ
ed in the price is access to a bath house or sauna,
billiard room and banquet hall. A range of extra
services are on offer, which are charged for sepa
rately. These include rental of crosscountry skis
and snowmobiles, while horseriding activities
are also arranged in response to horseriding’s
growing popularity. Those interested in downhill
skiing can rent skis from either of Nizhny
Novgorod’s two specialist downhill skiing cent
ers, Narguiz and Habarskoye.

The current administration is actively working to reduce long standing
administrative barriers which should improve inward investment opportunities
Weaknesses and Threats
There is a lack of housing in the region, with growing demand outstripping
existing supply.
Because of gaps in the engineering infrastructure the developments are not
those of whole quarters but of smaller, pinpointed complexes
The lack of sufficient parking lots close to administrative buildings creates
increasing traffic problems
In most cases it is impossible to secure a readyequipped office for renting,
instead tenants must equip offices on their own.
There is a deficit of classA office space available for enterprise growth
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SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
There are over 100 medical
establishments in Nizhny Novgorod
which employ over 5,000 doctors,
9,000 nurses and 3,000 medical attendants.
Many of these offer quality medical services
delivered by highly qualified professionals
who employ stateoftheart methods
and equipment

As part of the development of the regional
healthcare system the administration plans
to increase the financing level for this sector
from 2.9% to 5% of the Gross Regional
Product (GDP)

Among the supporting sectors
of the regional economy the dynamically
developing telecommunications sector
is leading the way in terms of sales volume

The total number of hard wire telephone
subscribers in the Nizhny Novgorod
region now exceeds 1,000,000,
with over 3.3 million mobile
communication subscribers out
of a regional population of 3.5 million

Social Infrastructure

Healthcare in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Recent reforms undertaken in the healthcare system have proved the most significant events in this sector for several decades.
The old system of stateprovided medicine, which was totally financed from the state budget, has been replaced with
a scheme of obligatory medical insurance which is paid for by taxation
Today, the regional market of obligatory med
ical insurance includes nine professional insur
ance companies. Among citizens with health in
surance, four companies share amongst them
selves 100% of the market of unemployed people
and 87% of the market of employed people: ROS
NOM, Gasprommedstrah, CapitalStrahovani
yeM and MAXM. According to Rosstrahnadzor,
in the first six months of 2006 these four insurance
companies paid out roughly 3 billion rubles
($110m) in medical assistance claims.
The procedures of payments and the supervi
sion of the insured people's rights are regulated
by the Territorial Fund of Obligatory Medical
Insurance for the Nizhny Novgorod Region
whose profits for 2007 are expected to reach 6.5
billion rubles ($240m), 14.8% higher than in 2006.
The new scheme allowed for the promotion
of competitive forces into mainstream health
care. Together with this scheme there also ex

ists socalled "private medicine", where medi
cal assistance is either paid for directly by pa
tients or by employers who (in the majority of
cases) use a system of optional medical insur

ance. Since the moment of its inception this sys
tem has been controlled by the mechanisms of
market economy.

Companies Providing Medical Insurance in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Capital Medical Insurance
Gasprommedstrah
IngosstrahM
MAXM
Renaissance Strakhovanie

www.ifdkinsurance.ru
–
www.ingos.ru
www.makcm.nnov.ru
www.renins.com

RESOMED

www.reso.ru

RosgosstrahMedicine

www.rgs.ru

ROSNOMS

www.rosno.ru

SheksnaM

www.sksheksna.ru

VSKMiloserdiye

–

Telemedicine: IT Serving Healthcare
Almost ten years ago the Nizhny Novgorod region was among the first areas of the country to introduce telemedicine systems
into practical healthcare. New developments proved successful and have become key elements in the framework of a priority
national project
The Nizhny Novgorod region is a vast territory,
with a low density of the population living in its north
ern areas. Of its 3.5m inhabitants 22% live outside
the key cities, in rural areas. As a result, it was impos
sible bring into line the quality of the medical serv
ices offered in the region’s remote areas with those
provided by the leading establishments of the re
gion’s capital.
Since 1997 under the patronage of the Tele
medicine fund and the R&D Center of Cosmetic
Medicine (both are Moscow based organizations)
the construction works related to the creation of a
regional telemedicine center on the basis of the
Nizhny Novgorod Semashko Regional Clinical
Hospital have been underway.
Several years ago internet use among Nizhny
Novgorod hospitals was anything but widespread,
but today all the region’s medical establishments
have internet access. Equipping hospitals with
computers and connecting them online was fi
nanced using the obligatory medical insurance
schemes and with the participation of communi
cation companies, including the largest internet
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provider in the region, VolgaTelecom.
Later, a number of pilot projects concerning
telemedicine technology were put into place. For
example, in 2002 the project Telemedicine for the
Countryside of the Nizhny Novgorod Region was
initiated, in the course of which feasibility studies
on using such technology in the region’s hospi
tals to consult with patients were carried out for
the first time. Twentytwo medical establishments
participated in the project, including fifteen Cen
tral District Hospitals.
In order to create a common system of telemed
icine the regional Department of Healthcare has
planned for the creation of telemedicine offices in
the most remote areas of the region. Similar cent
ers were also opened in larger hospitals in Nizhny
Novgorod, Arzamas and Sarov. Ten regional med
ical establishments have to date implemented the
technology for holding video conferences.
The procedures for hiring and training per
sonnel who hold qualifications in this sphere of
medicine have matured. Such institutions as the
Moscow Lomonosov State University, the Tele

medicine fund, the Nizhny Novgorod Semashko
Regional Clinical Hospital and the Nizhny
Novgorod Medical Academy have united in their
efforts to develop expert personnel. They have
developed a system of distant training and or
ganized courses for the medical personnel and
for students of medical sciences.
At present, the Nizhny Novgorod Center of Tele
medicine is participating in developing portable
telemedicine equipment for general practition
ers using mobile wireless communication which
will soon be undergoing clinical tests. Work re
garding the creation of portable equipment us
ing satellite communication is also well under
way, equipment and methods that are under
standably expected to prove very helpful to emer
gency medical services.
Telemedicine represents promising benefits to
the regional healthcare system. Its effective ap
plication helps not only with such issues as build
ing databases and systems for the exchange of in
formation between medical establishments, but
also to reduce costs for providing medical assist
ance and training personnel.

Healthcare
High Technologies in the Healthcare System of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Name of technology

Description

Medical establishment

Angioplasty

Prosthetics of heart vessels using low invasive methods
and under xray control

City clinical hospital #5,
City clinical hospital #13

Deobliteration

Highprecision operations on extremity vessels

Clinical Hospital
of the Gorky Railway company

Endoprosthesis of large joints

Large joint implants

City clinical hospital #13

Endoscope gynecology

Endosurgical restoration of fallopian tubes

City clinical hospital #13

Endoscopic diagnosis

Videodiagnosis of the gastrointestinal tract, including its diagnosis
using a videocapsule

The Nizhny Novgorod Regional
Clinical Diagnostic Center

Endoscopic urology

Mechanical, electrohydraulic and ultrasound
splitting of kidneystones

City clinical hospital #13

Genetic diagnosis

Diagnostic research of the pathology of the fetus

The Nizhny Novgorod Semashko
Regional Clinical Hospital

Hemodialysis

Blood purification using the hemodialyzer

City clinical hospital #33,
City clinical hospital #5

Iodotherapy

Treatment of diseases related to the thyroid gland
using radioactive iodine

City clinical hospital #13

Lowinvasive intraosseous surgery

Treatment of bones involved in complicated fractures

The Nizhny Novgorod R&D Institute
for Traumatology and Orthopedics

Molecular and genetic diagnosis

Diagnosis of hereditary pathology

The Nizhny Novgorod Regional
Clinical Diagnostic Center

Neurosurgery

Laseraided operations

The Nizhny Novgorod City Neurosurgery Center

Ophthalmologic surgery

High precision eye operations

Clinical Hospital of the Gorky Railway company

Thrombolysis

Injecting medication dissolving the thrombus in the event of heart

City clinical hospital #13

and apoplectic attacks
Urologic Endoscopy

Diagnosis and surgical treatment of urological diseases

Clinical Hospital of the Gorky Railway company

Xray surgery

High precision, low invasive surgery under Xray control

City clinical hospital #13

Microdisketomy

Lowinvasive microsurgery of the spinal column

The Nizhny Novgorod R&D Institute
for Traumatology and Orthopedics

General Information
There are over 100 medical establishments in Nizhny Novgorod, including over
40 hospitals, 30 clinics, six maternity homes and prenatal clinics.
The healthcare system of Nizhny Novgorod employs over 5,000 doctors, 9,000 nurses
and 3,000 medical attendants. In the first six months of 2006 the number of district
pediatricians increased from 574 to 632 and the number of nurses in the pediatric
service from 636 to 667.
As part of the development of the regional healthcare system an increase in the financing
of this sector from 2.9% to 5% of the Gross Regional Product is envisaged.
There are numerous programs which exist within the region, targeted towards different
elements of healthcare, including the recent regional target program Improving the
Maternity Obstetric Service in the Nizhny Novgorod Region for the period from 2007
2009, equaling 2.3 billion rubles ($85m). The key element of this program is building a
new regional perinatal center.
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Social Infrastructure
SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
High scientific and educational potential of the region allows for the attraction of new scientific
developments into this sector and for the training of high qualified personnel.
The regional healthcare system reforms have led to the creation of private medical insurance.
Recently the interest in optional medical insurance has dramatically grown. The reason mainly lies
in the fact that the quality of free medicine does not meet world standards or the requirements
of the growing number of middle class representatives.
Weaknesses and Threats
The relatively high cost of services of optional medical insurance makes this scheme unaffordable
to the majority of Nizhny Novgorod's citizens.
The absence of widespread corporate schemes offering optional medical insurance certificates
to a company's employees.
Insufficient awareness or attention to health issues by much of the population.
Aging of population: the number of people needing medical assistance under the obligatory medical
insurance scheme is growing, and the number of people paying for these services through taxation
is reducing.

Ilya Kalmanovich, Director of DentIKa clinic

Private Medicine No Longer the Reserve of the Privilleged Few
I was one of the pioneers of private medicine in Nizhny Novgorod opening my first dental surgery clinic
here in 1992. It was easy and pleasant to work at that time as the quality of service in state healthcare was
so low that it was not possible to speak of it in terms of competing with private alternatives

For the first five years I did not spend any money
on advertising. Quite simply, we didn’t need to –
we had no shortage of clients and all my investments
in the business paid off very quickly.
However, I realized that this situation could not
last for long, and that sooner or later the competi
tion from new market players offering services of
higher quality would increase. In readiness for this
we decided to stay one step ahead by investing newly
acquired funds into purchasing modern equipment
and materials of a new generation as well as into
personnel training.
It is worth mentioning that our team of doctors
has always consisted of very experienced and
highly qualified specialists. Visiting exhibitions
of scientific and technical achievements in den
tistry has become regular practice for us. In 1997
we opened a new clinic, DentIK+ offering dental
services of the highest European level (I person
ally became convinced about this fact by compar
ing our work with western practices during my
frequent trips to Europe).
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The most difficult period for our business, one
which had a considerable impact on its development
and evolution, was the financial crisis of 1998. Then
we saw our customer base shrink significantly. In
addition to that, the crisis had numerous effects on
various private clinics: as the value of the dollar in
creased several times, those clinics that had opened
before the crisis and were in the process of paying off
their expenses faced a situation where the ruble
equivalent of their hard currency expenses had
grown a great deal. And, in opposite fashion, those
who were intending to invest into new business and
were keeping their savings in the form of foreign
currency (as everybody did at that time) suddenly
found that they were in a more favorable position.
We were amongst the first group of investors but we
managed to stay on our feet.
A lot of things have changed since that time.
Magazines and newspapers are awash with adver
tisements for private clinics. Large medical centers
and private surgeries have appeared in the market
offering a wide range of services, meaning that the
competition has grown tremendously. Market play

ers are fighting for their clients and in so doing try
ing to stay ahead of their rivals in the quality of the
service they provide. More than that, the increase in
the number of clinics is so great that we are now ex
periencing a lack of qualified staff.
Dentistry, and private healthcare generally, is
now entering a new period of its development in
which the multitude of medical insurance schemes
is making access to private healthcare affordable
to an increasingly broad cross section of society.
There are other factors at work which affect posi
tively consumer demand for dentistry, many hav
ing to do with changes in the business culture. One
is the increasing number of employers prepared to
offer medical services to their employees as a stim
ulus to improving their performance at work.
Gradually the availability of the voluntary medical
insurance certificate is becoming an integral part
of the traditional employee’s benefits package.
This, coupled with the people’s attitudes towards
health matters today being more proactive, in
formed and aware than before, is ensuring society
at large is becoming steadily healthier.

Healthcare
Serguey Ivanushkin, General Director of the AVK investment company, Candidate of Economic Sciences

A New Approach to Laboratory Diagnosis
The principle of centralizing laboratory diagnosis, involving taking and registering biological samples
at local medical establishments and then sending them to a regional centralized laboratory for analysis,
at first sight seemed unusual to local medical practitioners
The adoption of this approach into interna
tional medical practices by health officials
around the world proved its effectiveness long
ago, so the idea of investing into this sector of
healthcare was quite obvious. Soon enough
Nizhny Novgorod saw the opening of the first lab
oratory of this kind, GEMOTES, which specializ
es in biochemical, immunological, hematologi
cal and coagulative research of blood and urine.
Built according to the specifications of a spe
cial project and in conformity with all European
requirements, our laboratory meets the highest
standards and requirements. The technologies
used in the laboratory include high accuracy au
tomatic analyzing units from leading foreign

manufacturers, vacuum systems for drawing a
blood sample and a system of barcoding of bio
logical samples. All the production equipment is
managed by a specialized laboratory information
system allowing for undertaking research work
in an automatic mode which minimizes the pos
sibility of human error. This is very important as
inaccurate or faulty laboratory data can lead to
improper diagnosis and treatment.
Diagnosis is then performed in a unified spe
cialized center that has the capacity and ability to
process up to 50% of all the city’s laboratory re
search (the laboratory’s planned capacity is
3,500,000 tests per year). The wide range of labo
ratory tests includes the diagnosis of cardiovas

cular, endocrinological and cancer diseases, pa
thology of blood system and various infections.
Of all the advantages that the GEMOTES cen
tralized laboratory boasts I can cite the availabil
ity of sophisticated laboratory research for any
medical institution. The majority of research can
be performed within 24 hours. Medical establish
ments are thus able to cut down on expenses in
curred from running their own inhouse labora
tory. The provision of high quality research by
GEMOTES enables these medical establishments
to make their quality control procedures easier
and more efficient, bearing in mind that their re
search work is in safe hands.

Valery Treushnikov, Director of ReperNN

High Technology Returning People's Sight
Today, as Russia stands on the brink of entering the WTO it is important to understand that it
is unreasonable to expect hitech products in Russia to cost less to manufacture than in other
countries. This means that in the future other countries aren't likely to shift production to
Russia in search of lower production costs

There are no other companies in Russia quite
like ReperNN as far as its organization infra
structure and type of activity are concerned.
The company is well known as one of the chief
manufacturers of intraocular lenses. At the be
ginning our presumption was that, if new tech
nology allowed for the use of intraocular lens
es, it could also be possible to manufacture oth
er implants for medical and nonmedical prod
ucts. Certainly, in the early stages there were
some difficulties, for example when our raw
materials suppliers let us down occasionally.
Having realized that we could not completely
rely on suppliers, our company started produc
ing the necessary raw materials on its own and
thereby solved the problem.
At present, ReperNN produces around 15% of
all intraocular lenses produced in Russia. To date,
upwards of 100,000 operations involving the im
plantation of lenses made from polymer materi
als have been performed in Russia and the CIS in
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over 200 clinics. We have adopted a system of “one
stage processing” of various materials, where the
material and the product are formed simultane
ously. The advantage of this revolutionary devel
opment is confirmed by not only Russian but also
American patents.
Thanks to ReperNN’s activity and scientific
approach to solving medical problems, domestic
ophthalmology holds the leading positions in
such directions as prosthesis, cataract and glau
coma treatment. Scientific research is a continu
ous process in our company. Among the devel
opments that are already being implemented by
Russian ophthalmologists are artificial irises, new
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models of aqueous chamber lenses and lenses that
correct the vision of those who struggle either to
see objects close up or further away.
Our company actively cooperates with the spe
cial nuclear centers in Novosibirsk and Sarov, as
well as with the Kurchatov Moscow Institute and
the Nizhny Novgorod Institute of Physics of Micro
structures affiliated with the Academy of Science.
We cooperate with almost all leading institutes
supervised by the Ministry of Healthcare and par
ticularly closely with the Fedorov Institute of Eye
Microsurgery and its affiliates. We also cooperate
with our partners located around the world as we
promote our expertise into new markets.

Valery Treushnikov, Director of ReperNN
Mr Treushnikov began his career a scientist and member of an R&D laboratory
of photoresists (a lightsensitive material used in industrial photography processes
such as photolithography) at the Nizhny Novgorod State University. By 1991 he had
published over 200 articles and was the holder of over 50 patents. Mr Treushnikov
has founded and run several companies during his career, including Polysvema in
1992, Svetoplastic in 1994 and Microtech in 1995. In 1996 he established the
Reper company which was transformed in 1997 into ReperNN.
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Social Infrastructure

Communication
and Telecommunication
The city's first phone station was created in Nizhny Novgorod in 1885 with a capacity
for only 50 numbers. By the beginning of the 20th century the number of telephone
subscribers had reached over 400, and today the local telecommunications market
incorporates a whole array of services connected with the provision and support
of all modern hitech communication
The largest regional representative of this
sector is VogaTelecom, which enjoys a 90%
share of the city’s phone communication mar
ket and an 85% share of the internet access mar
ket across the whole region. The company op
erates in 11 regions of the Privolzhsky Federal
District, covering a 665,000 squarekilometers
area. Its 20 million customers utilize a wide

range of communication services targeted to
wards different mediums, including mobile
communication, internet access and services
which support TV and radio infrastructures.
VolgaTelecom’s current capacity caters for five
million phone numbers, while each year capac
ity is widened to allow 500,0000 new numbers
to be put into operation. Over the last three

Largest Internet Providers in the Nizhny Novgorod Region
Name of Company
Agenstvo Delovoy Svazi (Agency of Business Communication)
Bing

Website
www.bca.ru
–

Duran Telecom

www.duran.nnov.ru

Energoinform

www.ei.nnov.ru

Equant, a regional branch in Nizhny Novgorod
Infotech
Intermarket Hosting

www.9299500.495.su
www.infonn.ru
–

Nizhegorodsky TeleService (NTS)"

www.nts.nnov.ru

Nizhegorodsky Territorial Center of Informatization

www.ntci.nnov.ru

NN.RU, internetcompany

www.197799.8312.ru

Personalniye Sistemi Svazi (PSS)
(Personal Communication Systems)

www.pss.internet2.ru

Sandy Service
Start Telecom, Povolzhsky regional branch
STEC.COM, Nizhny Novgorod regional branch

www.sandy.ru
www.nnov.starttelecom.ru
www.steccom.ru

Svaztransneft

www.pptus.ru

TCN

www.tcnnn.ru

TelecomNN
VolgaSoft
VolgaTelecom

www.tcnn.ru
–
www.vt.ru

General Information
Among the supporting sectors of the regional economy the telecommunications sector is leading in terms
of sale proceeds volume: 4.6%.
The total number of mobile communication subscribers in the Nizhny Novgorod region reached 3.3 million
by the end of the first six months of 2006.
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years the volume of investment into the devel
opment of means of communication has ex
ceeded five billion rubles ($185m). The compa
ny’s regional center in Nizhny Novgorod cov
ers more than 3,000 regional towns, with a ca
pacity exceeding one million numbers.
VolgaTelecom also owns blocks of shares in
eight mobile communication operators, the cli
ent base of which increased by 30% in 2006 reach
ing 2.5 million people. The company’s shortterm
plans include the transition to sevendigit num
bers and increasing the quantity of digital phone
stations. That said, already today as much as 82%
of the city’s phone stations are digital, one of the
highest figures posted by any Russian city, the
same figure being 72.6% in the region at large.
Other services of note provided by the compa
ny include the following: Telephone Plus (addi
tional options like voice mail), integrated servic
es digital network (ISDN), IPtelephony, cable TV
and intelligent network services. Dealerships have
been created comprising entities of various forms
of ownership selling communication and network
services, as well as products such as internet cards
and ISDN peripherals.
In 2006 VolgaTelecom issued a three year bond
loan through Moscow Interbank Currency Ex
change for the amount of three billion rubles
($110m). Demand at this trading session nearly

Communication and Telecommunication
doubled supply. This was the fourth bond issue
initiated by VolgaTelecom geared towards reno
vating the company’s credit portfolio and fi
nancing an investment program aimed at devel
oping the company's mobile communications
business and at carrying out an array of projects
connected with developing IT systems.
Another large representative of the regional
communications market is Sky Link, the largest
CDMA operator in Russia and in the CIS. The
company’s licensed territory includes 65 regions
comprising 104 million people, providing serv
ices relating to mobile internet access, data and
voice transfer. Moreover, Sky Link provides the
possibility to store and quickly access any infor
mation, along with multimedia services, services
unavailable with existing second generation net
works. At present Sky Link – Nizhny Novgorod has
45 base stations which cover Nizhny Novgorod
and 20 other surrounding towns. Additionally, 21
such stations support Sky Turbo technology which
is based on CDMA2000 1хEVDO with a data
transfer speed up to 2.4 Mbit/sec.

Since the beginning of 2006 the company’s
subscriber base has more than doubled and cur
rently exceeds 1,800,000 subscribers. The month
ly ARPU (average rate per user) of Sky Link – Nizh
ny Novgorod is $44, the average level of data trans
fer traffic is more than 60 Mbit, and voice traffic
averages 673 minutes.
At present there are about 7,000 cable TV
companies in the country, the majority of which
have evolved from home based information net
works and some of which are of dubious legali
ty. In the conditions of intense competition their
chances of survival are not good. Likely the
majority of networks with more than 2,000 sub
scribers will eventually be legalized.
Substantial growth in investment in Russia’s
cable TV market coincided with the beginning
of a new era in the history of cable networks. Tra
ditional cable networks that were competing
with satellite TV are being replaced by phone
networks. The battle is now being fought not on
the number of channels a cable provider broad
casts (this nowadays is limitless, due to develop

ments in digital technology), but on a new front
– that of interactive services. This means broad
casting service providers are being replaced by
multiservice operators. In 2006 the jointstock
financial corporation Systema, one of the key
players in Russia’s telecommunications market,
purchased Nizhny Novgorod based internet pro
vider Sandy and local cable TV operator Inform
service. These acquisitions were incorporated
into its program aimed at the development of
cable TV network and broadband internet access
in Russia’s regions.
The Federal government views Nizhny
Novgorod as a pilot territory for the country's
transition to the use of digital TV broadcasting.
The regional government for its part plans an in
vestment program of around 1 billion rubles
($37m) into the development of digital television
in 2007 which will involve production abilities
and capacities of the Frunze Nizhny Novgorod
Plant. The plant has already concluded a con
tract with a developer of TV transmitters to man
ufacture 630 sets of these devices.

Largest Mobile Communication Operators in Nizhny Novgorod
Name
NSS

Location
Nizhny Novgorod

Profile of user base
City tariff: people (predominantly women) under 25 with an average monthly income
of 5,500 rubles ($205)

% market share
36

NSS tariff: people (predominantly men) up to 45 with a monthly income
up to 12,000 rubles ($445)
BeeLine

Moscow

People (predominantly women) under 30 with an average monthly income
of 6,000 rubles ($220)

34

MTS

Moscow

People under 45 with an average monthly income of more than 6,000 rubles ($220).

18

Megafon

Moscow

People under 35 with an average monthly income of more than 8,000 rubles ($270).

6

Tele2

Sweden

People (predominantly men) under 40 with an average monthly income
of up to 8,000 rubles ($270)

5

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
Russia's intellectual potential in the sphere of IT is so great that it provides the country
with real possibility to become a world leader in this sector of the world economy.
In 2006 VolgaTelecom improved its ranking in a list of top transparent companies, based
on research carried out by international rating agency Standard & Poor's, jumping five places
to sixth in Russia.
Based on numbers of subscribers, Russian mobile communication companies such as MTS and
Vimpelcom (Beeline tariffs) have been in the top ten world mobile operators three years in a row.
Weaknesses and Threats
According to the Ministry of Communications of the Russian Federation 40,000 out of 150,000
Russian cities and towns still do not have any phone access. The Ministry's priority list includes
installation of a minimal telecommunications network throughout Russia.
The ARPU of Russian mobile communication operators is several times lower than in Europe
or the USA.
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia
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MASS MEDIA
Mass media representation in
the region includes six local and
all federal TV channels, as well as cable
and satellite providers offering
international TV channels and
the opportunity to subscribe
to economic and news publications
from all over the world

The regional print media enjoys more
freedom than in Moscow, demonstrated
by the presence of local privatelyowned
publications that are independent
of the government and political parties

Despite low profit margins and
considerable competition for readers
and advertisers, investment
in the publication of new newspapers
and journals continues unabated

Mass Media
Ilya Batrakov, Editor in chief of Delovaya Nedela

Business News: The Reader Has a Choice
Despite the fact that the regional market for corporate news is quite young, its magnitude is something to revere.
Readers can subscribe to all leading Russian and many international publications, as well as receive objective analysis about
local business enterprises from various magazines and newspapers that aim at satisfying this need

If we do not take into account international
publications, such as The Economist and Forbes,
the Russianlanguage print media, distributed
in Nizhny Novgorod, can be divided into three
groups.
Group 1: federal business titles such as Com
mersant, Vedomosti (published with the partici
pation of The Wall Street Journal and The Finan
cial Times), Economica I Zhizn, Finansoviye Iz
vestia, and magazines, such as Expert, RBC, Pro
file, Dengi, Secret Firmi, etc. Regional sales are
not great and content is mainly suitable for econ
omists and managers of big national companies,
operating internationally and within Russia. Pro
vincial business, therefore, with its specific prob
lems, does not receive substantial coverage. To
expand readership in this area and attract local
advertisers, the federal print media publish re
gional inserts and appendices. This tendency is
characteristic both of business and sociopoliti
cal publications. Thus, there are pages dedicated
to Nizhny Novgorod in such newspapers as Com
mersant and Vedomosti. The magazine Expert has
chosen another strategy. It has started a regional
publication, ExpertVolga, which focuses on eco
nomic news for the entire Privolzhsky Federal
District. Business Magazine and Nashi Dengi
added regional content to their publications and
localised their titles to fit in with specific regions.
Group 2: formed by network business maga
zines. For example, a financial and careers mag
azine Delovoy Kvartal – Nizhny Novgorod is the
product of a large publishing house ABAKPress

and The Chief magazine has its headquarters in
St Petersburg. Although the content is different
for each of the regions, it is controlled from their
respective editorial bases.
Group 3: Nizhny Novgorod's independent
publications. The oldest participant is the ad
vertising agency Birzha plus, which publishes
a weekly newspaper Birzha, with issuerelated
appendices. This segment is also represented
by weekly business newspapers, the economic
review Kurs N and an investment review Capi
talist. For quite a long time there were only two
business magazines in Nizhny Novgorod,
Delovaya Nedela and Nizhegorodsky Entrepre
neur, but in 2006 the situation changed, due to
the appearance of two new participants, Busi
nessConveyor and Gorod Businessa.
All these publications have a singular com
petitive advantage, namely that they are more

Ilya Batrakov is one of Nizhny Novgorod's leading fi
nancial journalists. Since 2002, he has edited Delovaya
Nedela, which is published by Extra N Publishing House.
With a print run of 6.500 every fortnight, it sells through
subscription and news outlets. Main features include:
Companies news, Topic of the issue, Business club,
Personnel management, Secrets of promotion, Servic
es for business, Expert's opinion, Money, Branch re
view, Real estate, Market review, Success constitu
ents, Professional view, Investment ways.
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informed about what is happening in the re
gional economy and their writers are personal
ly acquainted with many leading businessmen
and administration officers in Nizhny
Novgorod, but all the same they are surprising
ly little dependent. In addition, there are a
number of specialized publications in the re
gion, such as the newspaper Birzha + Auto and
magazines Inomarka, Avtopilot and Avtoclub,
which cover the automobile industry, the mag
azine Stroyka and newspapers Dom7 and Birzha
+ Svoy Dom, which compete for readership
amongst the construction and repair business
es, and a magazine Priyem, aimed at the mobile
communication and IT sector.
According to an APNNizhny Novgorod's poll,
the leaders in regional business press coverage
are local inserts in Commersant and Vedomosti,
Birzha and Capitalist, and amongst magazines
Delovaya Nedela.

Print Media, TV and Radio
FM Radio Stations of Nizhny Novgorod
Website

Frequency

www.umorfm.nnov.ru

95.6

DFM (Dynamite)

www.dinamitfm.ru

96.0

Russian News Service

Name
Humour FM

Larges Television Companies
of Nizhny Novgorod
Television company
NNTV
Nina Studio

100.0

Silver Rain

www.silver.ru

100.4

Retro FM

www.retro.ru

100.9

Hit FM

www.hitfm.ru

101.4

Avtoradio

www.avtoradio.ru

101.9

Radio Maximum

www.maximum.ru

102.4

Russian Rdio

www.rusradio.nnov.ru

102.9

Radio Rendezvous

www.radiorandevu.ru

103.4

Website

Federal partner

Europa Plus

www.europaplus.ru

103.9

–

Felix Radio

www.felixmedia.ru

104.5

–

–

Love Radio

www.loveradio.ru

104.9

www.zolotoeretro.ru

105.9

www.orrfm.ru

106.4

www.chanson.nnov.ru

106.9

www.echomsk.ru

107.4

–

RenTV
RBK

Strezhen

–

Rambler

Dialogue

–

DTV

Volga

96.4

www.radio7.ru

www.nntv.nnov.ru

www.volgatv.ru

SetiNN

www.rsnradio.ru

Radio 7

Golden Retro
Public Russian Radio
Radio Chanson
Echo Moscow (Arsenal)

Television and Radio: Growth Potential
The history of independent Russian television is 15 years old. We can state it boldly
that this market segment is still in the process of formation

The key feature of all regional TV is its thematic
versatility. Each channel is striving to present prac
tically all themes capable to hold the interest of dif
ferent viewing audiences. Thus, each separate chan
nel features news reports, criminal incident reviews,
cooking shows, refurbishment and DIY shows, fash
ion and tourism programmes, comedy programs,
children’s TV, feature films and, of course, soap
operas, both Russian and from abroad.
Naturally, all this does not encourage local tele
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vision to have an individual attitude. The tendency
of thematic individualization is just beginning to
teethe and it mainly concerns Moscow companies
broadcasting countrywide. National entertainment
channels STS, TNT and the music channel MUZTV
are broadcast in Nizhny Novgorod. The first Rus
sian business channel, RBC, has also become avail
able, offering amongst other things uptodate stock
quotations. Volga TV includes it in its morning sched
ule. By the way, it is common practice to "dissolve"
local channel broadcasting with insertions from a
Moscow partner. For example, when viewing the
popular local channel SetiNN, you can see the best
programmes of Moscow's RenTV, and the local St
rezhen channel often broadcasts the productions of
Rambler TV.
A wider range of specialized programmes can be
found by accessing a cable network, which features,
in addition to Russian homegrown product, music,
sport, movies, business, etc. Famous broadcasters
such as BBC, CNN, Bloomberg, DW, Euronews, Dis
covery, World Fashion, Travel and VHI are availa
ble on cable, as well as the 24hour independent
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Lilya Gruzdeva,
Editor in chief
of Real Business

business channel RBK and the new Russian govern
ment sponsored Russia Today English language
news channel.
Presence of Nizhny Novgorod radio product is
much weaker. For example, on the FM waveband
only some individual channels, such as Radio Ren
dezvous, have survived competition from the Mos
cow "monsters." Worse than that, each of the Mos
cow radio channels has regional inserts of news,
advertising and music of listeners' choice, aimed at
Nizhny Novgorod audiences.
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Mass Media
Vladimir Lapirin, Chief Editor and Director of the Birzha Plus information and advertising agency

We Depend Solely on Our Readers
During the last fifteen years the newspapers that we publish have been documenting various notable individuals, including
those who have contributed to building strong market relations and overcoming the obstacles related to doing so, those who
have grown as entrepreneurs or managers and those who have built their own business and efficient management systems
For us it is important to show that it is possi
ble to run business in a fair way towards your
partner, your competitor, the state and eventu
ally towards yourself too. There are dozens of
young entrepreneurs in Nizhny Novgorod who
take pride in the fact that their businesses meet
international standards. These people and their
businesses are the epitomization of the fact that
Russian business is no longer synonymous only
with theft and speculation.
Sometimes we stumble over ourselves try
ing to prove things that should be obvious: you
cannot build medium sized businesses without
building small business first; “it is not business
for an official but an official for business”; oli
garchic monopolies cannot raise regions –
they should be counterbalanced by competi
tive markets and public control via the munic
ipal government; democratic procedures are
needed and without them even the richest will
not be able to last. Sometimes we annoy the lo
cal government, anger party leaders or argue
with taxation or law enforcement authorities.
We litigate – we win. Sometimes we lose. In
short, we do what probably all business publi
cations usually do.
Our support is our readership. Throughout
our 15year existence we have been earning our
living by selling our newspapers and advertise

ment spaces within them. That means that some
body needs us.
We have been growing in parallel with the
market. Today there are 200 employees working
at our agency. We publish four weeklies with a
total circulation of 40,000 copies, as well as elec
tronic versions and boast a posttax annual turn
over of $2.2m.
Lately our western colleagues have been writ
ing very often about a winddown of democracy
in Russia and about press dependence on the au
thorities. However, for many years I have been
an avid reader of the Russian daily newspaper
Vedomosti, and I can say it is unafraid of criticiz
ing officials’ actions and decisions and it doesn’t
seem to restrain or censor its journalists in their
evaluation of different events. This newspaper is
respectable, readable and, most notably of all,

profitable! And it’s not the only one – I can site
a whole array of similar newspapers. Likewise
with us, I can assure you that nobody tries to shut
the mouths of our correspondents.
It must be admitted that our readership is
made up of a rather narrow circle of people, but
then Russian capitalism only a little over ten
years old. The rise and fall of liberalism are nat
ural things, not least because the layer of the
population formed by entrepreneurs is still too
thin, especially when speaking about proprie
tors of small businesses. We need to try to make
this layer thicker. In my opinion, democracy
could be guaranteed and strengthened by an
increase in the number of small business propri
etors wishing to turn their businesses into big
ger ones and who would act according to the
rules that they themselves had set.

Vladimir Lapirin
Chief Editor and Director of the Birzha Plus information
and advertising agency
Mr Lapirin is a teacher of history and the English language by profession. He
started as a reporter in a city evening newspaper. He has been Chief Editor at a
number of local print and electronic media publications. For the last fifteen years he
has been Cofounder, Chief Editor and Director of the Birzha Plus information and
advertising agency. Birzha Plus' publications have on more than one occasion be
come recipients of awards from the Union of Journalists of Russia, as well as from
professional competitions, festivals and exhibitions.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Experts suggest business print media in Russia has about five years of
growth. As readership of newspapers begin to shrink, the popularity of
magazines is on the increase. Intense competition in the regional market will
lead to quality improvements in content, even greater exclusivity of informa
tion, an emphasis on analytical commentary and a defined market niche.
The regional print media enjoys more freedom than in Moscow and is inde
pendent of the government and political parties, and earns money entirely on
its own.
Although the distribution method that dominates in the region is a free of
charge distribution of the local press (address delivery to the target audi
ence representatives), still some part of the circulation is either distributed
by paid subscription or by retail.
Despite the fact that this business is considered to have low profit margins
and competition for readers and advertisers is tough, investment continues
to encourage the publication of new newspapers and journals.
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Weaknesses
Regional business publications serve a relatively narrow target audi
ence, which traditionally includes managers of local companies, adminis
tration officers, professors and students of economic specialties from
high schools and universities to private equity investors. The general
Russian reader, like everywhere else in the world, prefers entertain
ment rather than business when it comes to buying magazines. As a
result, business publications, especially regional ones, earn their honest
profit not from information selling, but by attracting advertisers. Howev
er, demand for well informed financial journalism will change as the
investment prospects of a rising middleclass continues to increase.
In the near future, traditional local publications will feel strong pressure from
network magazines, due to financial inflows from parent companies on the
first stage of winning regional readership.
These local publications have relatively small circulations – between four and
10 thousand copies.

TOURISM AND
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
In the Nizhny Novgorod region there
are 3,326 monuments of historic
and cultural heritage, 370 museums,
more than 300 monuments
of environmental heritage.
It is planned to attract 7 billion rubles
($259m) by 2011 to realize an internal
and inbound tourism development program

It is planned in 20072008 to build
in Nizhny Novgorod several modern
hotel centers. At present there are
about 60 hotels in the city and
in the whole region there are 100 of them

The annual turnover of the Nizhny Novgorod
restaurant market is 23 billion rubles
($75100m). The most dynamic growth
is in the fast food market where
the annual surplus is 4050%

Nizhny Novgorod is the birthplace
of famous writers, composers and artists.
Here you can find numerous exhibition halls,
galleries, antique shops as well
as a conservatory, a Philharmonic Hall
and a symphony orchestra. The annual Saharov
Festival is a prominent date in the city's
cultural calendar

Tourism and Recreational Activities

Tourist Business and Arts
The Nizhny Novgorod region attracts tourists from far and wide with its architectural
sites. The region is particularly rich with sacred structures, such as the
Stroganovskaya (Rozhdestvenskaya) church and numerous monasteries including
the Pechersky, Blagoveshensky, Diveyevsky and Makaryevsky. There is also the
StaroYarmarochny (Spassky) and Arhangelsky cathedrals, the former built by the
great French architect Montferrand while the latter houses the ashes of national hero
Kuzma Minin, a figure who also enjoys his own central square and imposing statue in
the heart of Nizhny Novgorod. The city is also home to the Nizhny Novgorod Fair, a
trade market which in its day attracted merchants and buyers from across Russia to
what is one of the city's most distinctive structures, and of course the city's Kremlin
whose farreaching walls house a wealth of public attractions
Guests to the city are also attracted by a wide
range of varying museums, such as the Historic
and Architectural ReserveMuseum, the Gorky
Literature Museum, the Sakharov Memorial
Museum and the Dobrolubov Memorial Museum.
But despite all this foreign visitors make up less
than 10% of the total number of city's tourists.

Grand Plans
The regional government plans to raise seven
billion rubles ($260m) to put into life a program
targeted at the development of the regional tour
ism industry for the period 2007–2011. 75% of this
amount will be raised by investments from private
companies. In 2007 the regional government will

The Famous Sites
of the Nizhny Novgorod Region:
The Nizhny Novgorod Kremlin and other sites of notable architecture
Buildings in Nizhny Novgorod where the writer Maxim Gorky, the physicist and human rights activist
A. Saharov and other renowned figures lived
The Nizhny Novgorod Trade Fair building
Museum and estate of the great Russian poet A. Pushkin in the village of Bolshoye Boldino
Monastery in the village of Diveyevo, founded by the famous Russian saint Seraphim Sarovsky;
Makaryevsky monastery on the Volga river bank;
Coves of the Ichalkovsky pine wood;
Legendary lake Svetloyar which hides the invisible city of Kitezh;
The region is also famous for its rich variety of handcraft such as wooden souvenirs painted with the
Golden Khohloma and Gorodets styles of painting; a unique golden orphrey and filigree.
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donate 65 million rubles ($2.4m) to support the
program, ten times more than was donated in
2006. It is planned to increase the flow of Russian
tourists from 560,000 to 1.4m (a threefold in
crease), and of foreign tourists from 40,000 to
100,000.
It is also planned to create a 200 hectare spe
cialized tourist and recreational zone on the side
of the Gorky water storage basin. It will accom
modate 10–20 hotels, both multistory and smaller
ones designed in a national style. The Avtograd
company intends to begin construction of sever
al tourist facilities and a bus station within the
framework of the project named Road Gates to
Nizhny Novgorod in Spring 2007. These facilities
will be located in the Borsky, Arzamassky,
Kstovsky, Pavlovsky and Balahninsky districts.
The main distinguishing feature of these rec
reation facilities will be the availability of traffic
control centers which will monitor the traffic sit
uations on the region’s roads 24 hours a day. In
addition, each of these tourist facilities will have a
three star hotel containing 30 rooms. Moreover,
each of the 17 facilities will house a tourist infor
mation office, a parking lot and car servicing,
shops of accompanying goods and locallymade
handicraft items, a restaurant, a fitnesscenter.
The considerable difference in altitude be
tween the two banks of the Oka and Volga rivers
provides the opportunity to construct downhill
ski tracks and aqua parks. The Roza Vetrov com
pany is planning to construct an outoftown ski

Tourist Business
center with hotels in Kstovsky district and the
KorosAqua company intends to build a multi
functional amusement center and an aquapark
in the Central Park in Avtozavodsky district. In
addition the Fiakr company plans to invest 193
million rubles ($7,15m) into the construction of a
new hotel and administrative complex in Nizhny
Novgorod near the Moscow highway.

Hotel Business
It is planned to build several modern hotel
centers during the period 2007 to 2008. At present,
there are about 80 hotels in the city of Nizhny
Novgorod and 113 in the whole region. But still
marketing experts suggest this number is insuffi
cient, especially during times when exhibitions,
forums and festivals are held. The majority of
hotels in the region hold a sub3star rating, and
the 3 and 4star hotels have no more than 500
rooms. The city does not have any 5star hotels.
The renovated Volna hotel, located in the auto dis
trict, is the first and biggest 4star hotel in the city.
This sector, however, is rapidly developing.
The 4star rating has been recently attributed to
the newly built Aleksandrovsky Sad (Alexander
Garden) hotel. Small boutique hotels for VIP cli
ents, such as Nikola House and Zhuk Zhak, are in
high demand nowadays. The reconstruction
works at the Oka and Central hotels have also
recently been completed. The Nizhegorodskaya
hotel has been renovated, and the volume of in
vestment into further reconstruction of this hotel
is planned to reach 170 million rubles ($6.3m). The
outoftown hotel Chayka, which has a total
ground space of eight hectares, was placed in a
pine wood on the bank of the Oka river, in the
region of Dzerzhinsk 45 kilometers from Nizhny
Novgorod, and has a capacity for 300 guests in its
three buildings. All the 150 rooms in this hotel are
equipped with international phone communica
tion, internet access, satellite TV and minibars.
Additional services and facilities are offered by
the hotel including a conference center compris
ing six halls, internet cafe, fitness center, tennis
court, World Class fitnessclub, as well as Finn
ish, Russian and Turkish bathhouses. According
to various estimates investments into this project
amount to around $1420m.
Large investors such as Accor Group and Kem
pinski are expected to come into this sector. The
construction of hotels is primarily planned for the
city's historic center. These hotels will be built
both as separate complexes and as part of new
centers of trade and entertainment (multiplexes).
An agreement on purchasing the 75room Okta
braskaya hotel by Intourist Hotel Group has been
reached recently. By the end of 2008 it is planned
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Hotels in Nizhny Novgorod
Website

Number of rooms

–

194

Aleksandrovsky Sad

www.achotel.ru

49

Aquatoria

www.aquatori.ru

No data

Avtozavodsky

–

44

Bereg

–

85

Central

www.hotelcentral.ru

500

Name of Establishment
Aeroflot

–

150

Na Ilyinke

www.nailinke.nnov.ru

7

Nikola House

www.nikolahouse.ru

31

Chayka

–

87

www.hoteloka.ru

200

www.oktyabrskaya.ru

75

www.hotelorion.ru

10

Pirs

–

No data

RestHome

–

5

Serguievskaya

–

3

Nizhegorodsky
Oka
Oktabraskaya
Oryon

–

14

U Domika Petra

www.gdp14.nnov.ru

7

Volna

www.volnahotel.ru

198

Volzhsky Otkos

–

180

Zarechny

–

141

Zhuk Zhak

–

18

Striguino

General Information
The regional tourist sector is represented by 225 tourist companies, the majority of which work as
tourist agents for foreign travel, while about 50 companies specialize in internal tourism as tour operators.
In the Nizhny Novgorod there are 3,326 monuments of historical and cultural heritage, 396 of which are
monuments of federal status. There are 370 museums and over 300 monuments of natural heritage.
The annual revenues for services provided by tourist companies totals around $26m, for those provided
by hotels $21,5m, and provided by recreational bases $10m.
During last year about 90,000 foreign citizens visited the region. The incoming flow of tourists annually
increases by 30%.
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that a second part to the complex, namely a 405
million ruble ($15m) 4star sector, will have been
built.
Another large scale investment project is be
ing carried out by the Regional World Trade Cent
er (WTC). Under the guidance of the Regional
Center the construction of the International Trad
ing Center in Oktabraskaya street was started. This
trading centre will be expanded by the construc
tion and incorporation of a hotel.

By 2010 it is planned to build another 20 hotels
in the region, with a market growth forecast of 15%
per year.

Entertainment Industry
The entertainment industry is well devel
oped and extensive in Nizhny Novgorod
(which can’t be said about other cities of the
region). There are 10 stadiums, two ice hockey

Serguey Oleynik,
Commercial Director of the advertising and publishing group NNMEDIA

Say It With Chocolates,
Fountain Pens Or... Modern Art?
Giving corporate presents to returning clients, partners and even competitors
is a common decency expected of a respectable business. The art of a business
present lies in the choice of a souvenir as it is a courtesy, an advertisement
and should reflect the image of both giver and receiver – all in one thing
A good business souvenir does not necessarily
cost a lot of money but it must be trendy and original,
it must amaze, charm and even help solve a certain
problem. These are the criteria that experienced PR
managers take into consideration when choosing a
corporate souvenir. A business souvenir becomes more
valuable if it is not just original but also useful at
work, which brings to mind things like pens, paper
weights and desk sets, etc.
Today’s common trend is to use works of modern
artists as business presents, and not just pictures –
it might just as easily be a sculpture or some form of
interior decoration. The author’s concept and style
make the souvenir unique, emphasizing as a bonus the
exquisite taste of the giver. Pieces of art are an
excellent present for the most important clients and
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business partners who will then be able to get a very
clear idea as to the regard you hold for them.
A special group of business presents is made up
of VIP gifts which are always personalized. A present
to “a big boss”, as a rule, should be expensive, and for
this you may wish to choose from goods made using
gold, silver, ivory, Florentine mosaic or precious stones
for example.
In Russia, however, price is not the main criteri
on. The most important factor in choosing a business
present today is “to make the right guess” about a
person and to please him. I’m sure anyone would agree
that it is always pleasant to receive a present which
is intended especially for you. That’s why when choos
ing a present it is advisable to take into consideration
a person’s interests and hobbies. A commemorative

arenas, seven concert halls, 25 night clubs and
14 cinemas (including five cinemas for chil
dren). The cinema sector is developing most
rapidly, evidenced by the large sums of money
being invested into the renovation of the city’s
cinema houses.
Cinemas are striving to increase their profits
not only by showing films but also by selling bev
erages, pop corn and other snacks in small cafes
in the foyer. They also boost their profits by show

inscription can highlight the individual character of
your souvenir.
A business present is also a means to advertise
your own company: it should be so good as to be
always in use or in a conspicuous place and it should
“shine” with your logo. A longlasting courtesy with
your symbol will without fail remind the recipient of
your company – your gift will be working for you.
There are not many companies in Nizhny Novgorod
able to offer an individual approach to souvenirs. Our
company is one such company, offering souvenirs made
from amber to clients. We offer the winning combina
tion of good quality, modern design and best price.

Tourist Business
ing advertisements before films start, printing ads
on tickets, posters and via monitors placed in rec
reational zones.
During the period 1999–2004 six of the city’s
cinemas were renovated. The total value of pri
vate equity investment reached $10m. Future
plans for opening new cinema houses are very
often spoken of in terms of their being built as
part of large, allout trading and amusement
centers, including multiplex cinemas and mod
ern food courts.

Restaurants
The restaurant market of Nizhny Novgorod
started evolving ten years ago together with the
development of the city’s infrastructure and in
crease in people’s income. First came fast food
networks, then elite and themed restaurants. To
day the annual turnover of the city’s restaurant
market is 23 billion rubles ($75110m).
The fast food sector is developing fastest,
growing by up to 50% each year. At present there
are 1,455 eateries in the city. Trading centers, as a
rule, are fitted out with food courts. Many restau
rants build their own confectionery and prepre
pared product manufacturing shops. The quality
of food and service is constantly growing, with

many new top tier restaurants operating and of
fering the latest Italian, Japanese and French cui
sine, in many cases prepared by native chefs.

Art
The Nizhny Novgorod region and the city of
Nizhny Novgorod is the motherland of many re
nowned artistic figures. Poets Alexander Push
kin and Konstantin Batushkov, writers Nikolay
Karamzin and Maxim Gorky, actors Vatslav
Dvorzhetsky and Evgeny Evstigneyev, film di
rectors Nikolay SobolshikovSamarin and Alex
ander Sokurov, composer Mily Balakirev and
singer Fyodr Shalapin are just some from the list
of luminaries who either lived or worked here.
The history of the Nizhny Novgorod theater
scene spans several centuries. The theater of bond
men, owned by the prince N Shahovskoy, was
opened here in 1798. A wide array of famous ac
tors and directors have shaped the scene’s history
with their creativity, choosing as they did the
Nizhny Novgorod Drama Theater as the host for
their work. The Pushkin Opera Theater, Theater
for Young Spectators and Comedy Theater are
most popular among Nizhny’s residents.
Nizhny Novgorod is the largest center of Rus
sia’s music culture. It has its own philharmonic

Andreas Loeliger,
Chef at the Trattoria Il Porto restaurant

Investments of the Tasty Kind
Any foreign investor involved in Russia's restaurant business knows
that the Moscow market differs a great deal from the regional one. In the
capital, the route from startup to becoming an established player on the
restaurant scene is one which takes around two years to travel, whereas
in the regions it takes far longer
The reason, perhaps, lies in people themselves.
Compared to Moscow, many in the regions do not
exactly lead very active lives. Instead they take things
more leisurely and need longer to get accustomed to
new trends. But at the same time Moscow is already
brimming with restaurants while in Nizhny Novgorod
the market is younger and there are more opportuni
ties for investment.
Many restaurants in Nizhny Novgorod do not have
enough experience in the business and sometimes
they do not know where to take new ideas from. This
problem has probably been inherited from the many
years of state controlled economy, when everything
was similar, and now it is difficult for some people to
get rid of this outdated mentality. But at the same
time I can see that some businessmen from Nizhny
Novgorod are starting to invite foreign chefs to work
in their restaurants and learn from their experience
MARCHMONT Investment Guide to Russia

(something Moscow businessmen started several
years ago). The appearance of a new generation of
local professionals is not far off.
The Nizhny Novgorod region has huge potential.
As an experienced restaurateur, I like the quiet of
Nizhny Novgorod. There is no shortage of places where
you can go for a walk and rest. Local residents are
beginning to aspire to lead more comfortable lives and
the development process towards this ideal is well
underway. The number of such people is growing,
even if, probably, not everybody is absolutely sure
about tomorrow.
I like to share my personal experience of investing
into the restaurant business with my Russian colleagues.
I started to learn the culinary art back home, in Swit
zerland when I was a young man. For a long time I
traveled around Europe and then lived in Argentina and
Brazil where I worked as a cook in various restaurants.
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hall, a symphonic orchestra and a conservatory.
The annual Sakharov Festival held in the city
unites the best classical players from all over the
world.
Young artists from Nizhny Novgorod are
known far beyond the city’s boundaries. People
all over the country enjoy listening to such Nizh
ny Novgorod rock groups as Chizh & Co and
Uma2rmakh, and reading books by Zakhar Pri
lepin – a laureate nominated in runnings for The
National Bestseller.
At present, many talented artists, such as Na
talia Pankova and sculptors such as Vladimir
Kokurin, work in our city whose works are
bought by modern collectors both at personal
exhibitions and from art galleries. The city and
the wider region enjoy numerous museums, the
Nizhny Novgorod Art Museum standing out
among other museums due to its rich collec
tion of paintngs. There are also numerous an
tiques shops trading in unique items of art and
period pieces. The region is also famous for its
traditional handicraft which includes the
worldrenowned Golden Khokhloma and Goro
dets styles of painting, used on such items as
dishes and mugs, and the production of “ma
troshki”, or Russian dolls, in the regional town
of Simyonov.

One day an idea struck me to open my own restaurant
in Russia. All the documents and other organization
issues were dealt with by my Russian partner. As a
result, two years ago the Trattoria Il Porto restaurant
appeared in Nizhny Novgorod, presenting a piece of
Italy to the city’s restaurantgoers. Certainly I’m not a
pioneer in this city but I brought a new culture for this
business with me, which was quite strange to local
restaurants at the time.
It was a risky venture but everything has turned
out OK, thanks to our strict following of our business
plan and to wellprepared commercial decisions. We
decided on Italian cuisine, which has proved to be well
appreciated by Russians, and we settled on a location
on one of the most beautiful streets of the city, within
close proximity of the River Station often used by
tourists. By the way, there are a lot of other pictur
esque places in Nizhny Novgorod…
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Largest Art Galleries in Nizhny Novgorod
Galleries

Address

Russky Vek (Century) Art Gallery

2/2, Minin square, N.Novgorod

Painters of Povolzhye Art Gallery

5, Varvarskaya street, N.Novgorod

Emelya's Gallery

1a, Vaneyeva street, N.Novgorod

Largest Theaters of Nizhny Novgorod
Theaters

Number of seats

The Nizhny Novgorod Academic Theater of Opera and Ballet named after
Alexander Pushkin

1152

The Nizhny Novgorod Theater for Young Spectators

850

The Nizhny Novgorod Academic Drama Theater named after Maxim Gorky

705

The Nizhny Novgorod Comedy Theater

465

The Nizhny Novgorod Puppet Theater

386

Theater VERA

270

Cinemas of Nizhny Novgorod
Cinemas
Electron
Formula Kino
Kanavinsky
Mir
Nizhegorodsky Kinocentr

Website

Number of seats

www.ig.nnov.ru/cinema/elektron

400

–

462 (4 halls)

www.kino.nn.ru

430 (2 halls)

www.ig.nnov.ru/cinema/sunny

430

www.rekord.nn.ru

350

Oktabr

www.ig.nnov.ru/cinema/october

430

Rossiya

www.karofilm.ru

1240 (3 halls)

www.ig.nnov.ru/cinema/sormovo

824 (2 halls)

www.spytnik.ru

350

Burevestnik

–

450

Iskra

–

200

Orlenok

–

300

Smena

–

216

Zarnitsa

–

180

Sormovsky
Sputnik
Cinemas for children

SWOT Analysis
Strengths and Opportunities
One of the characteristic features of Russia's hotel business is that
international investors most often come as holding companies.
The Nizhny Novgorod region is situated on the confluence of the two
great Oka and Volga rivers which allows for the development of cruise
ship tourism.
Ship cruises from Nizhny Novgorod are 1520% cheaper than from
Moscow.
There are several resort areas in the region as well as deposits of mineral
water and mud used in health spas in the region.
Each year the region takes part in large international tourism exhibitions.
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Relatively low cost of living in the region adds to the sector's
development in that people's salaries are not that high compared to
Moscow or St Petersburg.
Weaknesses and Threats
The city does not have any 3 or 4star hotels with over 500 rooms and
there is no 5star hotels in the city.
The material base of this sector needs investment for reconstruction.
There is a great number of unfinished projects in Nizhny Novgorod: A hotel
next to the Nizhny Novgorod Fair has never been finished; since 1997 the
construction site where the Moscow hotel was demolished has been
empty; construction of the Russian Troyka hotel in the Meshersky city
district has been delayed for two years now already; a project for the
construction of a hotel in Svoboda (Liberty) square has been axed.

Official persons
Plenipotentiary of the President of the Russian Federation in the Privolzhsky Federal District
Governor of the Nizhny Novgorod region
Mayor of Nizhny Novgorod, secretariat
Selected Retail Banks
AlfaBank
Bank Societe General Vostok
BINBANK
Citibank
FORUS Bank
Globex
KMBBank
NBDBank
RaiffeisenBank
Sberbank RF
Selected Managing Companies
Brokercreditservice
CIT Finance
FINAM, an investment company
Troika Dialog, a managing company
TRUST, an interregional factoring company
Selected Translators
Apostyl
Center Agape
Denis' School
Ministries of Science and Energy of the Russian Federation
Nizhny Novgorod Center of Translations
Stylus
Translation office at the Nizhny Novgorod Center of scitech Information
Translation office at the regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Vneshservice
Zlatoust
Selected Consulting services
Ancor Nizhny Novgorod, personnel consulting
API, databases with legal information
Center of Business Practice "Leader"
Center Prioritet
Consultatsionnaya Firma, personnel consulting
KPMG
MARCHMONT Capital Partners
Softline, databases with legal information
TMService, center of legal assistance
Up & Up, marketing research
VolgoVyatsky Center of Consulting
Selected Lawyers
Advokatskaya Kontora of the Nizhny Novgorod Region
BusinessConsultant
Kotin & Partners
Lazarev Group
MaTIK
Na Varvarke
Suhih & Partners
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www.pfo.ru
www.government.nnov.ru
www.admgor.nnov.ru

+7 (8312) 314614
+7 (8312) 199012
+7 (8312) 391506

www.alfabank.ru
www.bsgv.ru
www.binbank.ru
www.citibank.ru
www.forusbank.ru
www.globexbank.ru
www.kmb.ru
www.nbdbank.ru
www.raiffeisen.ru
www.vvb.sbrf.ru

+7 (8312) 300966, 300981
+7 (8312) 194579
+7 (8312) 303700, (800) 2005075
(800) 2003838
+7 (8312) 578545, (800) 2007890
+7 (8312) 390074, 391004
+7 (8312) 162424
+7 (8312) 308061
+7 (8312) 317007
+7 (8312) 179800, 179808, 171717

www.bcs.ru
www.citfunds.ru
www.finam.ru
www.am.troika.ru
www.trust.ru

+7 (8312) 342415, 342413
+7 (8312) 194145, 198888
+7 (8312) 395286
(800) 2000540
+7 (8312) 780112, 341909

–
–
www.dsint.ru
–
–
–
www.cnti.nnov.ru
–
–
–

+7 (8312) 282401
+7 (8312) 511735
+7 (8312) 363460
+7 (8312) 292255
+7 (8312) 511735
+7 (8312) 196310, 220880
+7 (8312) 343640
+7 (8312) 194602
+7 (8312) 330529
+7 (8312) 292255

–
www.api.nnov.ru
www.leader.nnov.ru
www.centerprioritet.ru
–
www.kpmg.ru
www.marchmontcapital.com
www.consulting.softline.ru
www.tmservice.nnov.ru
–
www.vvcc.h1.ru

+7 (8312) 198905
+7 (8312) 618090
+7 (8312) 344087
+7 (8312) 342777
+7 (8312) 301281
+7 (8312) 785757
+7 (8312) 194565
+7 (8312) 619208, 135335
+7 (8312) 163334
+7 (8312) 138233
+7 (8312) 452301

–
www.kotin.ru
–
–
–
www.law.r52.ru
–

+7 (8312) 344360
+7 (8312) 301082
+7 (8312) 198886
+7 (8312) 493937
+7 (8312) 780290
+7 (8312) 192281
+7 (8312) 196904

Useful Contacts
Selected Notaries
Antushina V.I., notary
Belayeva M.Y., notary
The Nizhny Novgorod branch of the Federal Notarial Chamber of Russia
Tabakova I.G., notary
Selected PR, advertising, organization of exhibitions and presentations
A3 AdvertisingGroup
August, media group
International Union of Exhibitions and Fairs
Nizhny Novgorod Fair
PRExpert
Prodvizheniye, PRagency
Region 52, advertising group
Travel Tickets Ordering
Avialot
Avianna
Nicko Travel Services
Selected Taxis
Comedy Cab
Limousineservice
VIP
Selected Hotels
Aleksandrovsky Sad
NikolaHouse
Oktyabrskaya
Volna
Zhuk Zhak
Selected Pizza Houses and Sushi Bars Providing Delivery Service
Broadway Pizza
Donna Pizza
Mir Pizzi (World of Pizza)
Tako, sushi bar
Selected Exhibition Halls and Galleries
2/2
Art Salon & Shop
Emelina Gallery
Gallery of the State Regional Center of Folk Art
Khudozhniki Povolzhya (Artists of Povolzhye)
Nizhny Novgorod State Exhibition Complex
Pygmalion
Russky Vek (Russian Century)
State Center of Modern Art
Concert Halls
Concert hall of M.V. Glinki Conservatory
Kremlin Concert Hall
M. Rostropovich Nizhny Novgorod State Academic Phylarmony
Upiter, concert hall
Ambulance
Central city ambulance
MedexpressNN
Municipal ambulance
Private ambulance
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–
–
–
–

+7 (8312) 343911
+7 (8312) 365954
+7 (8312) 180706
+7 (8312) 182790

www.a3ag.ru
–
–
www.yarmarka.ru
www.prexpert.sandy.ru
www.prpro.ru
–

+7 (8312) 199074
+7 (8312) 522872
+7 (8312) 775695
+7 (8312) 775489
+7 (8312) 199870
+7 (8312) 341330
+7 (8312) 332748

www.avialot.ru
www.aviannatour.narod.ru
www.nicko.ru

+7 (8312) 338668, 344480, 949768
+7 (8312) 344138
+7 (8312) 658360

www.comedycab.ru
www.ls.nnov.ru
–

+7 (8312) 348282
+7 (8312) 784201
+7 (8312) 137192

www.achotel.ru
www.nikolahouse.ru
www.oktyabrskaya.ru
www.volnahotel.ru
–

+7 (8312) 778141
+7 (8312) 193939
+7 (8312) 328080
+7 (8312) 951900
+7 (8312) 330462

www.broadwaypizza.ru
–
–
www.sushibar.ru

+7 (8312) 307819
+7 (8312) 576541
+7 (8312) 550550
+7 (8312) 196917

–
–
www.emelina.h14.ru
–
–
–
–
–
www.art.nnov.ru

+7 (8312) 390233
+7 (8312) 331730
+7 (8312) 188438
+7 (8312) 339593
+7 (8312) 198288
+7 (8312) 390971
+7 (8312) 194762
+7 (8312) 391223
+7 (8312) 390773

www.nngk.nn.ru
–
–
www.upiternn.ru

+7 (8312) 194015
+7 (8312) 391187
+7 (8312) 391623
+7 (8312) 194428

–
–
–
–

+7 (8312) 186374
+7 (8312) 320903
03
+7 (8312) 111555
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